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VIEW
OF THE

Wisdom of GOD in the Creation:

ORA

COMPENDIUM OF

Natural Philosophy.

Part the Third.

CHAP. III.

Of Metals, Minerals and other Fossils.

6. OfQuicksilver,

7. OfSalts,

8. Of Stones,

9. Of Lime,

10. Ofprecious Stones,

1 1. Of the Loadsone,

12. Ofinflammable Fcjsih.

1. The Variety of Fojsils:

2. The general Properties of

Metals :

3. Of the Nutrition and

Generation of Metals:

4. Of Gold, Silver, Copper,

Iron, Tin, Lead:

j. OfSteel:

I. A MONGtbe Bodies that remain to be considered,

XX'hose which seem to bear the nearest resemblance

to Plants are FoJJils, comprehending under the name all

Bodies that are dug out of the Earth. These have fre

quently been, for Order's fake, divided into Three Clas

ses, such as are capable of Liquefaction, such as are re

ducible to a Calx, and such as are inflammable. Of

the first Class are Metals, Gold, Silver, Copper, Iron,

Tin, Lead, Quicksilver. However these differ in other

respects, they all agree in the following Particular?,

A 2 Tbut
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That they are heavier than any other Bodies yet known,

that they are malleable, and that they are capable of

Liquefaction.

2. Jt is rot improbably supposed, all Metals consist

of Particles so heavy, that they cannot be wholly torn

asunder or dissipated by Fire, or put into so rapid a Mo

tion as to inflame. It only separates them so far as not

to resist a hard Body, which is what we term Liquefacti

on. Their Malliabkncss, or bearing to be wrought by

the Hammer, may spring from the Figure of their Parts,

perhaps oblong or Square, which may occasion their co

hering so strongly, as not easily to be separated. And it

is probable the Pores either of their constituent Particles,

or of the whole Mass are sew and small ; which may ac

count for their being so much heavier than any other

known Bodies.

This is the radical Character of Metals. The Weight

of Gold to that of Glass is as Nine to One. And the

Weight of Tin, the lightest of all Metals, is to that of

Gold, as 7 to 19 : which considerably surpasses theWeight

of all Stones and other the most solid Bodies. Nor is

there any Body i"n nature but a Metal, that is one Third

of the weight of Gold.

The specific Weight os the several Metals, and ofGra-.

nate, Water and Air, stands thus : . .

Gold 19636 ' Iron
7%*

Quicksilver 1 40 1 9 Tin 732<

Lead ll34S Granate 39?8

Silver
10?3S

Water 1000

Copper
•8843

Air
3

TT

3. The Nutrition of Metals seems to consist only in

theaccretion of homogeneous Parts, which is not impro

bably supposed to continue, while they lie in their na

tive Bed. Many suppose, they have lain there, ever

since the Flood, is not ever since the Creation. Whe

ther they have or not, they seem to grow, as long

as they remain therein. And aster these Beds have been

emptied by Miners, in a time they recruit again. Yea,

the Earth or Ore of Alum will recruit above-ground,

if it be exposed to the. open Air. And so in the Foreil

of Deane the best Iron, and in the greatest Quantities is

found in the old Cinders melted over again.

However
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However it has been long disputed, Whether Me

tals are generated, or were all originally produced at the

Creation : And whether there be any General Seed of

Metals, as some suppose Antimony to be. This is indeed

a Fossile of a very peculiar Nature. It is a kind of un

determined metallic Substance, mixt with stony and

sulphureous Particles, so that 'tis hard to reduce it to

any Class. It is found in Mines of all Metals, but

chiefly in Silver or Lead-mines. That in Gold-mines is

counted the best. It has also its own peculiar Mines.

It lies in Clods of several sizes, nearly reiembling Black-

lead, but is sull of small, shining Threads, like Needles,

brittle as Glass. It melts in the fire, tho' with some dif

siculty. Its uses are very numerous. It is a Medicine of

sovereign Use in many Cases, when warily and properly

administered. It is a common Ingredient in burning

Concaves, serving to give the composition a siner Tex

ture. It makts a part in Bell-metal, in order to render

the sound more clear. It is mingled with Tin, to make

it more hard, as well as of a brighter Colour, and with

Lead, in casting of Printer's Letters, to render them

more smooth and firm. It is also a general help in the

casting of Metals, and especially, in casting Cannon-

balls.

4. The chief Properties of Gold are, 1. Itisthehes-

vicst, tho' not the hardest, of Bodies. And in every

mass of matter heavier than Mercury, there must be a

share of Gold ; there being no Body discovered in the

Universe of intermediate Gravity ; none Whose Gravity

is to that of Gold more than as fourteen to nineteen. z.

It is the most ductile and malleable of all Metals, of

which Gold-beaters and Wire-drawers give us an abun

dant Proof. But this depends altogether (incomprehen

sible as it is) on its being free from Sulphur. For mix but

one grain of Sulphur with a thoufand oi Gold, and it is

malleable no longer. 3 It is more fixt in the Fire than

any other Metal. Lay a quantity of Gold two months

in the intenscst Heat, and when it is taken out, there is

no sensible Diminution of its Weight. And yet in

the Focus of a large Burning-glass, it volatilizes and

evaporates. Yea, many thousands of Moi •ores were

whoilv consumed, others half, or a quarter consumsd,

A 3 by
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by the Flames which broke out of the Earth, during

the late Earthquake at Lishon. Gold may likewise

by a Glass be suied into a fort of Calx, and then vitrified.

But is the fame be sused again with Grease, it is restored

into Gold. 4.. It is diflblvible by no Menstruum known,

but Aqua Regia and Mercury. The Basis of Aqua Regia

is Sea-falt, the only Salt which has any essect on Gold.

But this has its essect however applied, whether in a fluid

or solid form. 5. It readily and spontaneously attracts,

and absorbs Mercury. But as soon as the Mercury en

ters it, the Gold becomes soft like Paste. 6 It with-

ilands the violence both of Lead and Antimony. All

Metals but Gold and Silver, melted with Lead, perish

with it and evaporace ; and all but Gold, is melted with

Antimony. Thus melt Gold, Silver, Copper and Tin

with Antimony, and all the rest rise to the top, and are

blown off with bellows, but the Gold remains behind.

Hence Antimony is used as the Test of Gold.

The Malleablenesi or Ductility of Gold, is beyond all

Imagination. By exact weighing and computation it

has been found, that there are Gold-leaves, which in

some parts of them are scarce the 360000th part of an inch

thick. And yet this is a notable thickness in comparison

of that os the Gold spun on Silk in Gold-thread. It has

been proved, that the Breadth of these Gold-Plates is

only the 96th Part of an inch, and their thickness, the

the 3072d: So that an ounce of Gold is here extended

to a Surface of 1 1 90 square seet. '

How thin must it be when thus extended ! In some

Parts, it has been computed, its thickness is only the

3 15000th Part of an inch ! And yet with this amazing

Thinness, it is still a persect Cover for the Silver :

Nor can the best Eye, or even the best Microscope dis

cern the least Chasm or Discontinuity. Nay, there is

not an Aperture to admit Alcohol of Wine, one of

the subtlest Fluids in nature : No, nor Light itself.

So closely connected are the Particles, notwithstand

ing their inconceivable Thinness.

Silver approaches nearest to Gold, both in Weight,

in Ductility, and in resisting Fire. Copper comes

next to Silver in these Properties. Brass is an artifi

cial
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cial Metal, composed of Copper sused with Lapis

Calaminaris. Iron is less ductile than any of these

and contains more Dross. '•'- Jt likewise easily rusts,

whereas Silver seldom rusts, and Gold seldom either

rusts or cankers. Tin resembles b Lead, but is con

siderably harder, and not near so heavy. Indeed it

seems to be a sort of impersect Metal, generated of

two different Seeds, that of Silver, and that of Lead,

which makes it a kind of Compound of both. And

it is sometimes found in Silver Mines, sometimes in

Lead-mines, tho' it has also Mines of its own. It is

the lightest of all Metals, xery little ductile or elastic,

but the most susible of all. It is scarce diffolvible

with Acids, but easily* mixes with other Metals.

5. If Iron in melting be caresully purged from its

Dross, drawn into Plates, and plunged red-hot into

cold Water, it grows harder, and is termed Steel.

But it is considerably softened again, is it is put into

the Fire, and asterward left to cool gradually in the

Air. 6. Quicksilver

a The Arbor Marth is a Germination of Iron, resembling a na

tural Plant. Tlie Manner of its Discovery was this. One poured

Oil of Tartar on Iron Filings, dissolved in Spirit of Nitre in a Glass.

Presently the Liquor swelled much, tho' with little Fermentation,

and was no sooner at rest, than there arofe a sort of Branches adher

ing to the Glass, which increased 'till they covered it all over. And

these Branches were so perfect, that one might even discover a kind

of Leaves and Flowers thereon. The Experiment has since been

frequently repeated, and with the fame Success.

The Spirit of Vitriol, being tnisc with Iron, after fermenting,

produces a green Vitriol like the Natural one. But if for Spirit of

Vitriol, you use Oil of Vitriol, which is the most acid Part of that

Mineral, there happens immediately a small sermentation, which is

quickly over. That sermentation begins again in a sew days, under

the form of a white Smoke, which rises to the Surface, and the

whole mass of Iron turns into a very white pap which smells like

common Sulphur. When the sermentation is over, the Iron, in

stead of turning into green Vitriol, becomes on a sudden white Vi

triol. Meantime there is on its surface a black Dust, which it has

thrown up. It seems, this would have made it green. For if white

Vitriol be mingled with this Dust, it acquires a green Colour.

1> White Lead is thin Plates of Lead dissolved in Vinegar.

Red Lead is common Lead calcined.

Black Lead (very improperly so called) is only a talky kind of

Earth.
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6. Quicksilver differs from all Metals, in that it is

naturally liquid. Its Properties are i. It is the hea

viest of all Bodies, but Gold. z. It is the most fluid of

all. The Particles even of Water, do not divide so

easily as those of Quicksilver : they have hardly any

Cohesion. 3. Of all Bodies it is divisible into the

minutest Parts. Being on the fire, it resolves into

an almost invisible Vapour. But let it be divided

ever so much, it- still retains its Nature. For the

Vapours of distilled Quicksilver, received in Water or

on moist Leather, become pure Quicksilver. And is

it be mixt with Lead or other Bodies, in order to be

sixt, it is easily by fire separated from them again, and

reduced to its antient form. 4. It is extremely vola

tile, being convertible into a Fume^ even in a Sand-

heat. 5. Of all Fluids it is in equal Circumstances the

eoldest and the hottest. This depends on its Weight j

for the Heat and Cold of all Bodies, is (cæteris pari-

bus) as their Weight. 6. It is dislblvible by almost all

Acidt, but Vinegar. And hereby we discover, rf it

be sophisticated withLead. Rub it in aMortar withVine

gar. Ifit be mixt with Lead, it grows sweetish ; is with

Copper, it turns greenish or bluish. If there be no

Adulteration, the Quicksilver and Vinegar will both

remain as before. 7. It is the most simple of all Bo

dies, but Gold. 8 It has no- Acidity at all, nor

does it corrode any Body.

But it may be observed os Metals in general, there

is great Uncertainty and Inconstancy in the Metallic

and Mineral Kingdoms, both as to Colour, Figure

and Situation. A Marcasite, for instance, may have

the Colour of Gold and Silver, and yet afford noth

ing but a little Vitriol and Sulphur : While what is

only a Pebble in appearance, may contain real Gold.

It is common also to find the fame Metal shot into

many different Forms, as well as to find different

kinds of Metal of the fame Form. There is the fame

Uncertainty as to their Place. Sometimes they are

found in the perpendicular Fissures of the Strata,

sometimes interspersed in the Substance of them ; and

the fame Metals in. Strata of very different Natures.

They are likewise frequently int:rmixt with each

ether ;
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other ; so that we seldom sind any os them pure and

simple, but Copper and Iron, Gold and Copper, Sil

ver and Lead, Tin and Lead, in one Mass : Yea,

sometimes all six together.

What distinguishes them from all other Bodies,

as well as from each other, is their Heaviness : Each

Metal having its peculiar Weight, which no Art can,

imitate.

But who can reckon the various Ways, wherein

Metals are usesul to Mankind ? Without these we

could have nothing of Culture or Civility : No Til

lage, or Agriculture ; no reaping or mowing, no

plowing or digging, no pruning or grasting, no Me

chanic Arts or Trades, no Vessels or Utensils of

Houshold-stuff, no convenient Houses or Edisices, no

Shipping or Navigation. What a barbarous and sor

did Lise, we must necessarily have lived, the Indiani

in the Northern Parts of America, are a dear Demon

stration.

And it is remarkable, that those which are of

most necessary use, as Iron and Lead, are the most

plentisul. Those which may becter be spared, are

more rare. And by this very circumstance they are"

qualified, to be made the common measure and Stand

ard of the Value of other Commodities, and so serve'

for Money, to which use they have been employed by

all civil Nations in all Ages.

All Metals are liable to Ruff. Gold itself rusts, is

exposed to the Fumes of Sea-falt. The great Instru

ment in producing Rust is Water : Air, only by the

Water it contains. Hence in dry Air Metals do not

rust : Neither is they are well oiled : Water not be

ing able to penetrate Oil. Rust is only, the Metal

under another Form : Accordingly Rust of Copper

may be- turned into Copper again. Iron is not pre

served from the Air by Paint, will in time turn wholly

into Rust.

7. To the Second Class of Fossils belong those

which are reduced by Fire to a Calx. Such are" i.

Salts, all Fossils which (whether they have a falt taste

or no) are soluble in Water. Common Salt is heavier

than Water, and is quite pure, mclis when left in the

open
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open Air. If the Water it is dissolved in be boiled

and evaporated, it remains in the bottom of the Ves

sel. It is well known to preserve Flesh from Putre

faction, and to be very difficultly dissolved by Fire.

Probably it is composed of pointed Particles, which

fix in the pores of Flesh, and by reason of their Fi

gure are easily, divided by Water, tho' not by Fire.

It ever comes purer out of the Fire. Yet it will fuse

in a very intense Heat.

All Salt dissolves by Moisture : but itonly dissolves-

a certain Quantity. Yet when ft is impregnated with

any Salt, as much as it can bear, it will still dissolve

a considerable Quantity of another kind of Salt. It

seems, the Particles of this, being osdifferent Figures,

insinuate into the remaining Vacuities. Thus when

a Cup of Water will distblve no more Common Salt,.

Alum will dissolve in it. And when it will dissolve

no more Alum, Saltpetre will dissolve, and aster that,

Sal Ammoniac.

The most remarkable Salt-mines in the World, are

in the village Wtllisca, five Leagues from Cracow in

Poland. They were first discovered above 500 years

ago, in the year 125 1. Their Depth and Capacity are

surprizing. They contain a kind of subterranean Re

public, which has its Laws, 'Polity, Carriages,. and

Public Roads, for the Horses which are kept there,

to draw the Salt to the mouth of the Quarry. These

Horses aster once they are down, never see the Light

of the Day again. But the men take frequent Occa

sions, of breathing the upper Air. When a Stranger

comes to the bottom of this Abyss, where so many

People are interred alive, and where so many were

born, and have never stirred out, he is surprized with

a long series of lofty Vaults, sustained by huge Pillars,

which being all Rock-Salt, appear by the Light of

Flambeaux that are continually burning, as so many

Chrystals, or precious Stones of various Colours.

&. To this Class, Secondly,. belong Stones, which are

hard, rigid, void of Taste, reducible to Dust by the

Hammer, and into a Calx by Fire. It is probable, that

Stones, like Salts and most Fossils, are generated from a

Fluid,
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Iluid, which gradually hardens into Stone, by the Eva-

- poration of its finer Parts.

Mr. Toarnefort observed, That in the famous Laby

rinth of Crete, several Persons had engraved their Names

in the living Rock, of which its Walls are formed : And

that the Letters so engraven, instead of being hollow, as

they were at first, stood out from the Surface of the Rock.

This can no otherwise be accounted for, than by sup

posing the Cavities of the Letters filled insensibly, with

Matter issuing from the Substance of the Rock, even in

more abundance than was needsul to fill those Cavities;

Thus is the Wound of a Knise healed up, much as the

Fracture of a Bone is consolidated, by a Callus formed

of the extravafated nutritious Juice, which rises above

the Surface of the Bone. Such Callus's have been ob

served to be formed on other Stones, which were re

united aster they had been accidentally broken. Hence

it is manisest, That Stones grow in the Quarries, and

consequently are sed; and that the fame Juice, which

nourishes them serves, to rejoin their Parts when broken.

There is then no room to doubt, that they are organized,

and draw their nutritious Juice from the Earth, which is

first filtrated and prepared in the Surface of the Stone,

and thence conveyed to all the other Parts.

Doubtless the Juice which filled the Cavities of

those Letters was brought thither from the root of the

Rock, which grew as Corals do (tho' they are just as

hard in the Sea, as out of it) or Sea-Mushrooms, which

every one allows to grow : And yet they are true Stone?.

Indeed there are some Species of Stones, whose Ge

neration can no otherwise be accounted for, than by sup

posing, them to. come from a kind of Seeds, which con

tain its origanized Parts in Miniature. But many sorts

of Stones were once fluid; witness the various foreign

Bodies found therein.

That even Pebble Stones grow, may be proved to a

demonstration, by an easy Experiment. Weigh a Quan

tity of Pebbles and bury them in the Earth. After a

time dig them up. And on weighing them again, you

will find they have gained a very considerable Addition.

Many Waters are generally supposed to turn other

Bodies into Stone. This is ascribed to the Lake Logb-

mond
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mond in Scotland, and Lough Neagh in Inland. But it

is a mistake. There is not in reality any such Transmu

tation in those Bodies. Only the stony Particles sloating

in the Water, lodge in the Pores, or on the Surface of

them. Petrefactions therefore are nothing more than

incrustations of stony Particles, which surround and partly

insinuate into the Bodies immersed.

' 9. From Stone burnt to Dust arises Lime, which has

this remarkable Property, that is Cold Water be poured

upon it, it presently heats and boils up. In order to ac

count for this, some have supposed, that some subtle

Matter is lodged in the Pores of the Lime (perhaps many

of those Particles of Fire, whereby the Stone was reduced

to Dust) which when the Water insinuates into those

Pores, occasions the fame kind of Ebullition, as is it

was poured on any other burning Substance.

ie. Matt. precious Stones are transparent and strike the

eye with vivid and various Colours. Probably they

were once fluid Bodies, which while in that State were

mixt with Metallic or Mineral Juices. Their Transpa

rency likewise makes this probable, and so does their

outward Consiguration. For many Bodies hardening in

to Solids, shoot into Chry stab, c just as is observed of seve-

•'.'.. ral

c Dr. Boerbaave takes Cbryjlal to be the Basis of all precious

Stones, which assume this or that Colour, from the Metallic or Mi

neral Streams mixt with the primitive Chrystalline Matter. But

how is Chrystal itself formed? An Italian Writer gives a particular

account of this. In the Val Sabbia (fays he) I observed some Parts

of a Meadow bare of all Herbs. Here, and nowhere else thereabouts,

the Chrystals are generated. And whenever there is a serene and

dewy Sky, if all the Chrystals that can be found over night, are

taken away, others will be found in the fame place in the Morning.

Having observed, there is no Sign of any Mineral Stream near, I con"

elude, they are produced by Steams of Nitre, These may at the

fame time hinder Vegetation in thofe places, and coagulate the

Dew that falls thereon. As Nitre is theNaturalCoagulum ofWater,

so it ever retains its scxangular Figure. The largest Chrystals

known were found in the Mountains of Griwfule, between vast

Strata of Stones. The biggest of them was near three seet in

length, and little less in Circumserence. It weighed two hundred

and fifty Pounds; others weighed less and less, to thofe of ten

pounds, which were the smallest there. They were of the fame
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ral kinds of precious Stones. And to this their inward

Structure answers. For in many we may observe the

thin plates or coats one over the other, just as we see in

those MineraLSabstances, which were once fluid. Their

Colours might be owing to some Mineral Juice or Exha

lation, which tinctured them before their Pores were sully

closed. This.is the more probable, because many Gems

lose their Colour, is they lie long in the Fire: And be

cause generally coloured Gems are found over Metallic

or Mineral Veins.

A very peculiar kind of precious Stone, is what is

termed a Turquois. It isoftheopake kind, and of a

beautisul blue colour. And yet it has lately been made

very probable, that these shining stones are originally no '

other than the Bones of Animals. In the French Mines

they are frequently found in the figure of Teeth, Bones

of the Legs, &c. And Turquoises hals formed are com

posed of Laminæ, like those of Bones, between which a

petrisying Juice insinuating, binds them close together.

And the more impersect the Stones are, the more distin

guishable are the difserent Directions, of the Fibres and

their Laminæ, and the nearer Resemblance they bear to

fractured Bones.

n. The Loadjfoneh found in Iron-mines, and resem

bles Iron both in Weight and Colour. Its most remark

able Properties are, Turning to the Poles*, and attracting

Iron. As to the former, when it moves without Hin

drance, it constantly turns one End to the North, the

other to the South : only declining a little to the East or

West. If two Loadstones are brought within a certain

Vol. II. B "' Distance

Figure; Sexangular Columns, terminated by Sexangular Pyramids

at one end, and at the other fixt to the Rock. They were in gene

ral persectly clear throughout, but in some the Base was foul, in

others the Point.

If a Solution ofAlum is permitted to chrysralize quietly, it shoots

into planes of eight, fix, four and three sides. But beside this, its

Parcicles when excited to action *by a certain degree of Heat, ar

range themselves into regular and delightsul star-like figures of dif

serent Sizes. Many os these have long streaming Tails, and resem

ble Comets. Others shoot into an infinite number of parallel Lines,

beautisul beyond description. These-Configurations are no less con-
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Distance os each other, that part os one which is toward

the North Pole of the Earth, recedes from that Part of the

other which respects the fame Pole. But it accedes to it,

if the southern Pole of the one, be turned toward the

south Pole of the other. The Needle touched with the

Loadstone, when on this fide the Equinoctial Line, has

its North-point bending downward, on the other side, its

South-point : Under the Line, it turns any way, and is

of no use.

As to its Attractive Power, it not only sustains ano

ther Loadstone, (provided the North Pole of the one be

opposed to the South Pole of the other) but Iron also.

Likewise is Steel-dust be laid upon a Loadstone, it will

so dispose itself, as to direct its Particles strait to the

Poles, whence they will be moved round by little and

little, 'till they are parallel to the Axis of the Loadstone,

It communicates its virtue to Iron, and is it be armed

(that is, fixt in) Iron, its force is greatly increased. It

loses its force either by Fire, or by letting two Load

stones lie together, with the North-Pole of one opposed

to the North, or the South-Pole of one to the South of

the other. These plain Phœnomena of the Loadstone we

kriow : The Cause of them we know not.

From late Observations it appears, that the Load

stone is a true Iron Ore, and is sometimes found in very

large pieces, half Loadstone, half common Ore. In

every one 1. There are two Poles, one pointing North,

the other South. And is it be divided into ever so many

pieces, the two Poles will be found in each Piece. z. If

two Loadstones be spherical, one will conform itself to

the other, as either would do to the Earth, and will then

approach each other : whereas in the contrary Position,

they

slant in their forms, than the Chrystals on which they grow. And

they are equally transparent, but theFigures produced are so extremely

different, that every confid?rate Observer must judge them to be

owing to some very different Property in nature. But what Property ?

Who can determine? Indeed how little do we know of the most

common things? The very Elements that surround us, the Fire,

the Water, the Air we breathe, the Earth we tread upon, have

many Properties beyond our Senses to reach, or our Understanding

to comprehend.
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they recede from each other. 3. Iron receives virtue,

either by touching, or by bein» brought near the Stone :

And that variously, according to the various Parts of it

which it touches. 4. The longer the Iron touches the

Stone, the longer it retains the Virtue. 5. Steel receives

this Virtue better than Iron. 6. In trwse Parts the South

Pole ofa Loadstone lists more Iron than the North Pole.

7. A Plate of Iron interposed hinders the Operation of

the Loadstone ; but no other Body, no not Glass itself.

8. A touched Wire, is bent round in a ring, quite loses

its Virtue. But tho' bending thus, destroys its Virtue

by day, it will not destroy it in the Evening. Where is

the Philosopher in the world, who can account for this ?

9. Loadstones without any known cause, act sometimes

at a greater distance than other times. That of the

Royal Society will keep a Key suspended to another,

sometimes at the height of Ten seet, sometimes not

above Four. As strange it is, that the Variation of th»

Needle is different at disserent times of the Day. 10. If

a touched Wire be split, the Poles are sometimes changed

(as in a, split Loadstone). And yet sometimes one half

retains the fame Poles, and the other half has them

changed. 1 1. Touch a Wire from end to end with the

fame Pole of the Loadstone, and the End first touched

turns contrary to the Pole that touched it. But touch it

again from end to end with the other Pole of the Stone,

and it will turn just the contrary way. 12. Touch a

Wire in the middle with one Pole of the Stone, and the

Pole of the Wire will be in that place : the two End*

will be the other Pole. ] 3. The Poles of a small Load

stone may presently be changed, by applying them to

the opposite Poles of a large one. 1 4. Iron Bars which

stand long in an erect Position, grow permanently mag

netical ; the lower End of them being the North Pole,

and the upper the South Pole. 15. The fame effect fol

lows, is you only hold them perpendicularly : But is you

invert them, the Poles will shist their places. 16. Fire,

which deprives a Loadstone of its attractive virtue, soon

gives Verticity to a Bar of Iron, is it be heated red hot,

and then cooled in an erect Posture, or directly North

and South. 17. A piece of Englijh Oker, thus heated

B z and
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and cooled, acquires the fame Verticity. 18. The Ver

ticity thus acquired by a Bar of Iron, is destroyed by

two or three smart Blows on the middle of it. 19. Ei

ther a piece of Iron or a Loadstone being laid on a cork

that swims freely in the Water, which ever of the two is

held in the hand, the other will be drawn to it. This

proves that the Iron attracts the Stone, just as much as it

is attracted by it. 20. Draw a Knise leisurely from the

handle to the point over one of the Poles of a Loadstone,

and it acquires a strong, magnetic Virtue* But this is

immediately lost, is you draw it over the fame Pole, from

the Point to the Handle. Lastly, A Loadstone acts with

as great force in vacuo, as in the open Air.

The chief Laws of Magnetism are these, 1. The

Loadstone has both an Attractive and a Directive Power :

Iron touched by it has only the former: 2. Iron seems to

consist almost wholly of attractive Particles, Loadstones

of attractive and directive together, probably mixt with

heterogeneous matter, as not having been purged by

Fire, like Iron. And hence Iron, when touched, will

list up a much greater Weight than the Loadstone that

touched it. 3. The attractive Power of armed Load

stones, is ctfterit paribui, as their Surfaces. 4. Both

Poles of the Loadstone equally attract the Needle 'til! it

is touched. Then it is that one Pole begins to attract one

End and repel the other. But even the repelling Pole

will attract upon Contact, or at a very small Distance.

Before closing this Article, it may be proper to ob

serve, first, The peculiar Qualities wherewith some other

Stones are endued, and Secondly, The emarkably Vjes

they are of to us. As to the former, we may observe

I. The Colcur. The Carbuncle and Ruby mine with Red,

the Sapphire with blue, the Emerald with green, iheTopaz

with a yellow or Gold-colour; the Amethyst, is as it were

tinctured with Wine, the Opal varies its Colour like

■changeable Tafseta as it is variously exposed to the Light.

Observe 2. The Hardness, wherein some Stones exceed

all other Bodies, the Diamond in particular, which is so

extremely hard, that no Art is able to counterseit it.

As to the Uses, Some are serviceable for Building, and

for many sorts of Vessels and Utensils ; for Pillars and

Statues ;
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Statues ; for Portico's, Conduits, Palaces, as Free-stone

and Marble: Some, to burn into Lime, some (with the

mixture of Kelp) to make Glass, as common Flints:

Some to cover Houses, as Slate; lome for marking, as

Cbali, which serves also to manure Land, and for Me

dicinal Uses : Some to make Vessels which *ill endure

the Fire. I might add the Warming- Stone digged in

Cornwall: which being once well heated at the Fire,

retains its Heat for a considerable time.

12. Of the Third Class are Inflammable Fossils, the

chief of which are Sulphur and Bitumen. Both are highly

inflammable: But the Substance of Bitumen is more fat

and tenacious; whereas Sulphur may easily be broken,

and reduced to a fine Powder.

The Bitumen of the Latins was by the Greeks called

Ajphakos. It is a black, solid, brittle Subdance,. re

sembling Pitch. It is chiefly found swimming on the

Dead Sea, where antiently flood Sodom and Gomorrah.

Jt is call up from time to time from ihe bottom to the

Surface, where it gradually condenses by the heat of the

Sun. It bums as violently as Naphtha; but is of a

sirmer consistence.

Afpbaltos is also a kind of bituminous Scone, found

near the antient BabyLn, and lately in the Province of

jWeu/chatel, which properly mixt makes an excellent

Cement, incorruptible either by Air or Water. With

this, it is supposed, the Walls of Babylon were built.

Jet seems to be formed in the Earth of a bituminous

Juice. It is a light, smooth, pitchy Stone. It is siffile

and works like Amber : the belt in the world is faid to

be found in York/hin. It readily catches fire, flashes and

yields a bituminous Smell. Nearly resembling this is

the Channel-Coal, found in several Parts of Lancajhire,

which burns with an even, steddy flame, like a. Candle

or Torch.

But the most extraordinary os all Fossils is the

AJlcftos. It Teems to be a species of Alabaster, and may

be drawn into fine silky threads, os a greyiilt or silver

colour. It is indiflblobijB in Water, and remains uncon-

sumed even in the Flame of a Furnace. A large ciurn,-

ing-glais indeed will reduce it to Glass Globules j but

B 3 commoj
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common Fire only whitens it. Its threads are from One

to Ten Inches long, which may be wrought into a kind

of Cloth. This- the Antients esteemed as precious as

Pearls. They used it chiefly in making Shrouds, for

Emperors or Kings, to preserve their Ashes distinct

from that of the Funeral Pile. And the Princes of Tartary

at this day apply it to the fame use. The Wicks for

their perpetual Lamps were likewise made of it. A.

Handkerchief of this was long since presented to the

Royal Society. It was twice thrown into a strong Fire*

before several Gentlemen. But in the two Experiments

it lost above two Drams of its weight. And what was

very remarkable, when it was red-hot, it did not burn

a piece of white Paper, on which it was laid.

But there is a kind ofAJbeJlos, wholly different from

that known to the Antients. It is found, so far as we

yet know, only in the County of Aberdeen in Scotland.

In the neighbourhood of Achintore, on the side of an

Hill, in a somewhat boggy Soil, about the Edges of a

small Brook, there is a Space ten or twelve yards square,

in which elegant pieces of Foffile Wood petrified lie very

thick. Near this Place, is the Ground be dug into with

a Knise, there is found a sort of fibrous matter, lying a

little below the surface of the Ground, among the Roots

of the Grass. This the Knise will not cut ; and on exa

mination it proves to be a true Asbestos. It lies in loose

Threads, very soft and flexible, and is not injured by

the Fire.

Vet it is sometimes collected into Parcels, and seems

to form a compact Body. When this however is more

nearly examined, it appears not to be a real Lump, but

a congeries resembling a Pledgit of pressed Lint, and be

ing put into water, it separates into its natural loose

Threads.

But a stranger Discovery still has been lately made.

The Proprietor of a Forge, upon taking down his Fur

naces to repair them, found at the bottom a great Quan

tity of a Substance, which upon repeated trial, efsectually

answered all the uses of the Asbestos. It was equally

well manufactured either into Linen or Paper, arid

equally well endured the Fire. Upon prosecuting the

Enquiry*
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Enquiry, it appeared to Him,That both the native AsbeP.

tos (at least one Species of it) and thu obtained fiam

the Forge, weie nothing more, than what he tertru

calcined Iron, deprived, whether by Nature or by Art,

of its inflammable Part : And that by uniting the inflam

mable Part either with this, or the fossil Asbestos, it may

at any time be restored, to its primitive State of Iron.

But it is certain, there is Asbestos which has no rela

tion to Iron. Both in-Norway and Siberia,. there are

petrisying Waters which pervade the Pores of Wood

lying therein, sill it with irony Particles ; and when by

a caustic, corrosive Power, derived from Lime, they have

destroyed the Wood, a proper Asbestos remains, in ther

form of the Vegetable which is now no more.

 

JR
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Part the Fourth.

Of Earth, Water, Fire,

Air and Meteors.

CHAP. I.

Of Earth and Water.

Osthe Formation of the

Earth :

OfMountains :

The Properties of Water:

Ofhe:

The Origin of Fountains :

Ofthe Sea :

Ofthe Bajon ofthe Sea:

Ofjjie Tides:

OfCurrents in the Sea.
3.

4-

I. t | *HE Earth cr Terraqueous Globe is a Conge-

H^ ries of many disserent Bodies. It contains

Sand, Clay, various Sorts os Earth, Stones, Salts of

various kinds, Sulphur, Bitumen, Metals, Minerals,

and other Fossils almost innumerable. Upon the Earth

are the Waters, and on or near its Surface, Animals

and Vegetables of all kinds. But how was this whole

Mass formed into Mountains, Valleys, Seas, Rivers,

Islands :
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Islands ? Des Cartes advances one Hypothesis, Dr.

Burnet another, Mr. Hutchinjon a Third. And each.

World-builder advances plausible Reasons for his own

Hypothesis. But none of those Reasons are demon

strative : higher than Probability they cannot go.

That the Earth ir rouiid, manisestly appears from?

the Eclipses of the Moon, in all which the Shadow ap

pears circular, which way soever it be projected. The

Natural Cause of its Roundness, is the great Principle

of Attraction, which the Creator has stamped on all

the Matter of the Universe, whereby all Bodies and

all the Parts of Bodies continually attract each other.'

By this means, as all the Parts of Bodies tend natural

ly to their Center, so they take a globous Figure,

unless some other more prevalent Cause interpose.

Hence Drops of Quicksilver put on a Spherical form

the Parts strongly attracting each other. Drops of

Water have the fame form, when falling in the Air,

but are only half round, when they lie on a hard Body,

because their Gravity overpowers their Attraction.

Yet the Earth is not exactly round, but swells out

toward the Equator, and is flatter toward the Poles,

which is supposed to be occasioned by the Diurnal

Rotation of the Earth on its Axis. By this means, the

greater Diameter exceeds the less, about 34. Miles.

What the Earth loses of its sphericity by Mountains

and Vales is nothing considerable: The highest Emi

nence being scarce equivalent to the smallest protuber

ance on the Surface of an Orange. The Diameter of

the Earth is supposed to be 7967 Miles.

In the terraqueous Globe are 1. The External

Part from which Vegetables grow and Animals are

nourished : 2. The Middle Part, which is possest by

Fossils, and extends farther than human Labour can

penetrate : 3. The Internal, which some suppose to

be a great Loadstone ; some a large Mass of Fire ;

some a Collection of Water?; and others,. an hollow

Space inhabited by Animals, which have their Sun,

Moon and all other Conveniences, peculiar to them

selves.

In
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In the External Part we meet with various Strata,

Which were doubtl-si formed by the General Deluge.

AU earthly Bod.es were then dissolved, and mixt with

the Waters in one common Mass. Afterward they

Junk, nearly according to the Laws of Gravity, the

heaviest sirst, and the lighter in their order. So were

thele btrata formed, which hardening by Decrees,

have continued ever since. It k probable, these lay

tnore regularly at first, but have been much Changed

in process of Time, and their Order disturbed by

Earthquakes, Vulcano's and divers other Causes.

I he barth is nearer the Sun at Christmas than at

Midsummer, as appears both from the Sun's Apparent

Diameter being greater in December than in June,

and from us Motion being then swifter. Hence it is

that there are about Eight Days more in the Summer

wL Hisv™ ¥arch t0 SeP^mber, than in the

Winter Half Year from September to March.

♦t,„qHAT j rEarth m0Tes round its own Axis, no*

the Sun and Stars round the Earth, may appear from

this single Consideration, AH the Planets revolve in

more or less lime, as their Orbits are greater or less.

It then they moved round the Earth, they must revolve

in unequal times, according to their Orbits ; not all

in the fame time, ii, four and twenty Hours, as they

seem to do Therefore they do not move round the

tarth, but_ the Earth, as the rest, round its own Axis.

All r AJ " m°V,eS also round the Sun, appears thus.

AH bodies, winch turn round each other, must gravi

tate toward each other : Consequently is the Sun gra

vitates to the Earth, so must the Earth to the Sun.

Again, it is demonstrable, that when two Bodies ?ra-

vitate to each other, without approaching each other

fL,£ ^S' .they both turn roand ^ir common

lllllp ■ Grav[t^ But ^e Earth being no more

wo% ^-°int t0,!h,e Sun, tbe Common Center of these

and ll,T T11 be, within the Body of the Sun itself,

and „ot far from the Center of it. The Earth there-

mienZ r°U^ I P°lnt whkh is in the S«" = Conse-

la« I 7 a «e 6un- Indeed * soPP°se the
^arth at rest, destroy? all the Order and Harmony of

the



the Universe, annulls its Laws, and sets every Part at

variance with the others. It renders the Motions of

the Planets utterly inexplicable, which are otherwise

plain and simple.

Nor is the Motion of the Earth, whatever is vul

garly supposed, contrary to any Part of the Scripture.

No other Ideas are to be afiixt to the words of Scrip

ture, than such as occur to one who looks at the thing

spoken of. By the Sun's Rising therefore when men

tioned in Scripture, we are to understand no more,

than the Sun's appearing again in the Horizon, aster

he had been hid below it : And by his Setting, his ■

ceasing to appear. And when the Sun and Moon are

faid to stand still, it means only, that they did not

change their Situation in respect of the Earth : that

the Sun still appeared just over Gibeon, and the Moon

ever the Falley of Ajalon. If it be faid, " But

David speaks of the Sun running its course," we may an

swer over and above, the Word here used does not

mean the Orb or Body of the Sun, but always his

Rays or Beams.

z. One of the most considerable Parts of the Earth

is the Mountains. There is a remarkable Irregularity

in their Figure, and (so far as we can judge) an entire

Neglect of Order in their Situation. The far greater

Part of them are hollow, and contain Beds of Stone,

Metals or Minerals. And doubtless such they were

from the Creation, altho' perhaps not so high, steep

or rugged.

For these vast Masses are not, as some have Sup

posed, mere Incumbrances of the Creation ; rude and

useless Excrescences of the Globe ; but answer many

excellent Purposes. They are contrived and ordered

by the Wise Creator, for this grand Use in particular,

to dispense the most necessary Provision of Water, to

all Parts of the Earth : without which neither Animals

could live, Plants grow, nor perhaps Fossils receive

any Increase. For was the Surface of the Earth even

and level, there could be no Descent for the Waters,

but instead of gliding along those gentle Declivities,

quite
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quite down to the Sea, they would drown large Tracts

of Land, and then stagnate and putrefy.

Indeed without Hills, as there could be no Rivers,

so neither could there be any Springs, which we con

tinually sind in or near high Grounds, very rarely on

Spacious Plains. When we do find any there, it is

generally at great and inconvenient Depths. And

even these are probably owing to Hills, either near,

or at some distance : As we may gather from the im

petuous manner wherein these subterraneous Waters

break out, when Wells are dug in the Lovuer Austria,

or in several parts of Italy. And is there are

some Islands, which seem void of Mountains, and

nevertheless are well watered, in reality the whole

Mass of Land, is no other than One Mountain, des

cending gently and imperceptibly down, from the

Midland Parts to the Sea.

Considering this, there are two or three Acts of

Divine Providence, which are highly observable.

One is, that all Countries throughout the World,

should enjoy the- great Benesit, of Mountains placed

here and there, at due and proper Distances. Ac

cording to the natural Course of things, when the

Earth and Waters were separated, and ordered to their

respective Places, the Earth would have been of one

even Surface. The several component Parts thereof

must have subsided according to their specific Gravities,

and at last have formed a large, even, spherical Sur- '

face, everywhere equidistant from the Center of the

Globe. But that instead of this. r'orm, it should jet

out every where into Hills and Dales, is a manisest

Sign of the especial Providence of a wise Creator.

Another Sign of this is, that throughout the whole

Earth, the Parts farthest from the Sea are the highest :

An admirable Contrivance both for supplying all pla

ces with Water, and for carrying osf the Superfluity of

it.

And as the Mountains themselves are naturally

disposed to be drier than the low Grounds, so Nature

has provided for them, a more plentisul supply of

Moisture, unless for that very small Part of them which

ascend
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ascend above the Clouds and Vapours. For beside the

Fountains which water them continually, they have

more Rains and Dews than the Valleys. They are

much more frequently covered by Fogs ; and by stop

ping and compressing the Clouds, as well as condens

ing them by their greater Cold, they procure all the

Rain they want.

" But how were the Mountains formed, after the

Flood had dissolved the terraqueousGlobe ?" Probably

thus. The smaller Hills might easily be aggregated

by the mere force of the Water. But the Mountains

being of a denser Substance, seem to have been elevat

ed from beneath, in a convex form, by the violent

force of subterraneous Wind, Water and Fire, heaving

them up and scattering them abroad in so many pro

tuberances. And if this was done before the Sub

stance of the Stones became fixt and indurated, then

it is no wonder, that the external Wind likewise,

should leave so manisest tokens, of its vehement Im

petuosity, in the Extent and outward Figure of them.

This gives an easy, natural Account, for the innume

rable Fissures, Chasms and Disruptions, whereby so

many Mountains are as it were fawn asunder, either

across or length-ways. And hence many such Aper

tures in the Mountains, are filled with a. slimy Mat

ter, which was asterwards indurated. In some of the

Mountains of Norway, this projects in a Range, about

an Ell in breadth, betwixt the other stony Strata, thro'

the whole length or bulk of the Mountain, and from

the Variety of its Colours, makes a very pleasing Ap

pearance. Of these Veins some consist of Marble or

Alabaster, some of Agate, some of white, red or blue

Stone, which especially toward the Sea, where the

Rocks are bare, form many curious variegations.

Hence likewise there remain on the Surface, many de

tached Blocks and Fragments, scattered not only in

the Valleys and Creeks, but on the tops of the highest

Mountains. Many of these are of the bulk of a com

mon House, and consequently too ponderous, to have

been raised to such an immense height, by the hands

or art of Men.

Vol. II. C But
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But the largest Mountains may have been formed

in the following manner. The Sea-Waters doubtless

remained some time on the Earth : and during that

time the Surface of the Earth was the bottom of the

Sea, where every thing passed in the fame manner as

passes at the present bottom of the Sea. Now the Sea

has always had a flux and reflux, and that most violent

tinder the Equator, where likewise the Earth's Motion

causes a greater centrisugal force than any where else.

Suppose then the Earth was at sirst quite round, yet

its diurnal Motion, with the flux and reflux of the

Sea, would have raised by degrees the Parts near the

Equator, by amassing there bhells, Mud and Earth.

And as this is performed daily, the Water would

carry at each time a small quantity of Matter, which;

asterward sinks to the bottom, and forms those parallel

Strata, which are every where found.

Thus in fact. On many Shores the Flux brings

a great number of things along with it, and leaves

them there. So that while it insensibly covers some

Lands, it abandons others, aster adding thereto Shells,

Earth and Sand, which gradually accumulating, make

a Part of the Continent.

On a coast against which the Sea beats violently, it

carries a little Soil away at each tide. Yea, even

where it is bordered with rocks, it wears them awajr

hy little and little. These Particles the Waters carry

to a certain distance, where they sink in the form of a

Sediment, and form the first Stratum, which will

soon be covered by another, and so with more and

more. Hence in time a Mountain will be formed

in the bottom of the Sea, entirely like what we see on

the Land.

Such Eminences lying in the fame Direction with

the Waves that produced them, form by degrees

a Chain of Mountains. " But how come Mountains

whose top is composed of Rock, to have only Earth or

Sand for their Base, which may often be seen in the

neighbouring Plains, to a considerable Distance? " We

answer* the Water first transported the Sand that

formed the first Layer at the bottom of the Sea. After

ward
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Ward the more firm ami weighty Substances were at

tacked, and brought by the Waters in an impalpable

Powder. And this powder of Stone formed the rock*

which now cover these Eminences.

These Causes act with more force under the Equa

tor, as the Winds are there more unisorm, and the

Tides more violent: And accordingly the greatest

Chain of Mountains is near the Equator. Those of

Afric aod Peru are the highest we know, which aster

traversing whole Continents, stretch to very consider

able Distances, under the Waters of the Ocean. Thtt

Mountains of the North are no more than Hillocks,

When compared to these. Moreover the number of

Isles in the Northern Seas is inconsiderable, while

there is a vast Quantity under the Torrid Zone : And

an Istand is no more than the top of a Mountain.

It is then doubtless the General flux and reflux of

the Sea, which has produced the greatest Mountains.

But others we may ascribe to Currents, Winds, find

other irregular Agitations of the Sea, which must by

their various Combinations, insinitely vary the Direc

tion of the Tides. They are the smallest of all which

owe their Rise to Earthquakes or other accidental

Causes.

But how fliall we account for the formation of the

Iron Mountain., near Taierg, in Sweden? It is situated in

a mountainous part of the Country, covered with Sand,

near forty Leagues from the Sea. Jt is an entire Mass

of rich Iron Ore, the perpendicular Heighth whereof is

above four hundred seet, and its Circumserence three

Englijh miles. Opposite to it is a Valley, thro' which

flows a small River. No Ore is found beyond the foot of

it, nor on the neighbouring Plain, so that it appears as

is the Mountain had been artificially laid on the Sand.

For it has no roots, like other Mountains, nor does its

Substance penetrate the ground. It has all over, many

perpendicular and horizontal fissures, filled with pure sand :

In the inner Parts whereof Bones of Stags and other Ani

mals are found.

No Hypothesis hitherto advanced to account for the

formation of Mountains, will at all account for this.

C 2 The
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The bones found therein shew it was owing to some ru

inous Cause. But what that Cause was, must in all pro

bability ever remain a Secret.

ISo less unaccountable are some of the Mountains in

Iceland, termed by the Natives, Jokeler. From the tops

of these continually flow large streams of a thick, sooty,

stinking Water. These occasion Lakes which increase in

bulk, and again diminish, and change their Appearance

almost every day. Hence Paths are seen in the Sand

made by Travellers that passed the day before. When

followed, they lead to a large pond or lake, which

obliges them to go two or three miles round, and then

they come to the very path opposite to that which they

were obliged to leave. But in a sew days the lake is,

as it were vaniflied, and the interrupted Path appears

again.

It is now well known that the Snows and Rains which

fall on the Mountains ifthe Moon, so called, in Afric, are

the real Source of the River Nile, which remained a Se

cret for so many Ages. The Cataracts of Nile, are

likewise now well known, but are probably less remark

able than that of Niagara in Canada. The Fall of this

is about fix Leagues from Port Niagara. The whole

Course of the River for two leagues and an half below

the Great Fall is a series of smaller Falls, one under an

other. The Rocks of the Great Fail cross the River in

almost a Semicircle, Above the Fall, in the middle of

the River, ard parallel with the sides of it, is an Island

above 400 yards long. The lower End of this Island is

just at the perpendicular Edge of the Fall. On both

fides of this Island runs all the water that comes from the

Lakes os Canada, which indeed ate rather Seas than

Lakes, receiving many large Rivers. When the Water

approaches the Island, it runs with an amazing Swistness,

and before it comes to the Fall, is quite white, and in

many places, is thrown high into the Air. Looking up

the Rher from the Fall, you see it is exceeding steep,

resembling the Side of an hill. When this vast Body of

Water comes to the Fall, it throws itself down perpen

dicular. To see this rush headlong down so prodigious

a Precipice, strikes the Beholder in a manner not to be

exprest. IT
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It falls one hundred and thirty-seven seet. When the

water is come down to the bottom, it leaps back to a

great height in the Air : At a little distance it is white as

.snow, and boils like a chaldron. The Noise of it in

fair weather is heard fifteen Leagues, yea, many times

at Niagara. From the place where the Water falls,

abundance of Vapour rises, resembling a very thick

smoke. When it is calm this rises high in the Air. If

you go into this vapour, in a sew minutes you will be as

wet as is you had been under water. In a calm Morn

ing, you may see it rising in the Air, at the distance of

many Leagues. And a Person unused to it, would be

apt to think, that all the Fores s thereabouts were on

fire.

3. A Bo dt that yields easily to the touch, and

whose Parts making but little resistance against b*ing

divided, move among themselves with great Facility,

is usually termed a Fluid. Liquids are a sort of Fluid

which assume the Figure of the vessels they are con

tained in, and always keep their upper Surface in a

Plain, parallel to the Horizon. Such are Water, Oil,

Mercury, which are distinguished fr^m other Fluids,

by the Parallelism of their Surface, in consequence of

their Weight, and the intestine Motion of their Parts

all manner of ways. That they have such a Motion

plainly appears, from their dissolving hard Bodies.

Put a -Piece of Copper into a Glass of J.jua-fortis, and

there is first an effervescence, then the Copper di

minishes, and at last difappears. And what strong

Waters are with' regard to Metalst other Liquids are

to other bubstaoces. Each of them is a dissolvent,

more or less, according to its component Particles.

Now it is plain that Dissolution supposes Motion, and

is the effect of it. There is therefore in all Liquors

an intestine Motion, from which this Fjffect results.

Water is a transparent Liquid, capable of Heat and \

Coid, and of being rarefied into Vapour. But it is

not capable of being condensed, by any Method yet

known it is of itself without Smell or Taste, and .

liable to Putrefaction, it is heavier by many degrees

tSan Air, and insinuates where Air cannot enter.

C 3 These
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These Properties do unquestionably depend on the Fi

gure and Texture of its Parts. But these, aster our

most curious Researches, it is not possible to know

with certainty. We can only conjecture. that they

are small, round, smooth, and in perpetual Motion.

Dr. Bcerhaœve fays, No one ever yet faw a drop of

pure Water. It is never pure from Saks. For all

Water contains Air, and all Air contains Salts.

Water seems to be diffused everywhere, and mixt

with all Bodies. Fire itself is not without it. Place

Salt of Tartar near the hottest Fire, and it will imbibe

Water, and thereby, in a short time, considerably in

crease in weight. So a pewter Vessel with Ice in it,

brought up from a cold Vault into the hottest room,

in a dry Summer-day, is immediately covered with

little drops of Water, which is gathered from the Air,.

and condensed by the Coldness of the Ice.

Indeed the Quantity of Water which is afforded by

the dryest Bodies is surprizing. Oil of Vitriol long-

exposed to violent Fire, to separate it from all its

Water, by only standing a sew minutes in the Air,.

will afford as much as at first. Hartshorn kept forty

Years, and turned as hard and dry as any Metal, so as

to strike fire with a flint, yet distilled in a Glass Vessel,

will yield an Eighth Part of its Quantity in Water.

Bones diied five and twenty years,, and almost as hard

as Iron, have by Distillation yielded half their weight

in Water. Yea, the hardest Stones, ground and dis

tilled, always afford a portion thereof. All Ani

mals and Vegetables grow out of Water and Salts,.

and by Putrefaction return to the fame.

The chief Properties of Water are, 1. It is, next to

Fire, the most penetrative of all Bodies. So that a ves>-

sel thro' which Water cannot pass, will contain any

thing. Only some OUs will pass thro' those wooden

Vessels, which contain water. Not that their particles

are more penetrative; but those Woods abound witk

Rozin. This the Oil dissolves, and then makes its way

thro' the Spaces left thereby. Water also by degrees

makes its way thro' all Wood, and is only retainable by

Class and Metals. It finds its way whete Air cannot,

at
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as thro' Leather, which Air cannot penetrate. Agashy

Air may be retained in a Bladder: but Water ooses thro\.

Yea, Experiments shew, it will pass thro' Pores ten time:

smaller than Air will. By this very Quality it is fitted

to enter into the Composition of all Bodies, Animal,

Vegetable and Fossil ; with this peculiar Circumstance^.

that by a gentle Heat it is separable srom them again..

By this, joined with- its Smoothness, it is fit to convey'

the nutritive Matter of all Bodies. Passing so readily,.

k never stops up the Pores, but leaves room for the fol

lowing Supplies. And yet z. Water, which so easily se

parates from most Bodies, firmly coheres with some :

Yea, binds them together in the most solid Masses. So*.

mixt with Ames, it gives the utmost Firmness. The

Ashes, for instance, of an Animal, wrought- up with

pure Water into a Paste, and baked with a strong Fire*

grows into a Coppel, which bears the utmost Heat of a

Resiner's Furnace. It is in truth, by the glutinous Na

ture of Water alone, that our Houses stand. For, take

this out of Wood, and it becomes Ashes; out of Tiles,

and they become Dust.

Indeed all the Stability and Firmness in the Universes

are owing to Water alone. Thus Stone would be inco

herent Sand,. did not Water bind it together. And thus

of Water and Clay we make Earthen Vessels, of the ut

most Hardneseand Closeness. And these, tho' appear

ing persectly dry, yield when distilled an incredible

Quantity of Water. The fame holds of Metals, Pai>-

ings or Filings of which by Distillation yield Water

plentisully. Yea the hardest Stones, Sea-falt, Nitre,

Vitriol, are hereby shewn to consist chiefly of Water.

Hence we learn, that the component Particles of

Water are 1 . Insinitely small, whence their penetrative

Power, z. Exceeding smooth and slippery. Hence their

Fluidity, and easy Separation from other Bodies. 3.

Extremely solid. 4. Persectly transparent: 5. Hard,

rigid and inflexible: as appears from the absolute Impos

sibility of compressing them.

Salts melted in Water, do not fill the Vessel in pro

portion to their bulk It follows, that there are Spaces

Mween die Particles of Water, to admit those of the

Salt^
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Salt. Hence also we gather, that the watry Particles

are extremely solid and inflexible, since notwithstanding

those Spaces, no power can compress, or force them

nearer each other.

4. When the Particles of Nitre that float in the Air,

wedge the Particles of Water together, they become Ice.

The Air lodged in the Pores of the Water, is then;

greatly expanded. Hence the Water is lighter than be

fore : But at the fame time it is less transparent : Perhaps,

because the Passage of Light is hindred by the interpofal

of those nitrous Particles.

It is observable, 1. That nil Liquid?, except Oil, di

late in freezing and grow lighter. Nay, even after thejr

are thawed, they are considerably lighter than before r

2. That Water will not freeze in vacua : j. That Water

which has bsen boiled does not readily freeze: 4. That

Water covered with Oil of Olives does not freeze readily ;

covered with Nut-oil, not at all: 5. Tnat Nut-oil, Oil

of Turpentine and Spirits of Wine will not freeze at all:

6. That froaert Water is covered with Wrinkles, some

times like Rays drawn from a Center to the Circumseir*

ence.

Tho' Fluids are dilated near a Tenth of their Length

Metals are shortned by Frost. IfVeffels made of ftfetal*.

however thick and ftr6r>g, be filled with Water, close

stopt and exposed to Froit, the Water will burst the Ves

sels. A strong Barrel of a Gon, thus filled and stops,

will rend the whole Length. d

Tt

d Dr. Pht observes, that Rivers are always foiim! te freeze sirst

at their bottems. The fame is observed by Watermen in the Thames,

who not only seel it at the bottom with their pules, some days be

fore the Surface is froze over, but see it rise us from the bottom, so

as 10 dart up in pieces edge- ways, half a foot, sometime a foot above

the Surface. In this Posture it continues a little time, and then

turning flat upon the water, swims along the Stream, 'till it meets

with other pieces, which if the Frost continues, all harden into one

'till the river is froze over.

- " In a part of the Thames, where there was very little Stream^ I

foand the Water, (fa^s Dr. Hsk) in a cold Morning froze one fifth

»f an inch thick, under which I faw a bed ef Ice at the bottom.

Breaking away some of the upper Ice, I took up iome of the lower
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_ It has been commonly supposed, that Fluids not only

dilate, but evaporate by Cold. And this has long palled

for an incontestable Truth. Yet if is altogether a Mistake.

From later Experiments it undeniably appears, I. That

Cold does not increase but lessen the Evaporation of

. Water, is it be not exposed to the Agitation of the Air :

z. That the Evaporation of Water depends on an intes-

tin Motion, which it preserves as long as it is liquid,

and that the Air only contributes thereto, by continually

transporting the Particles detached from the Surface, and

thereby giving other Particles room to disengage them

selves: 3. That frozen Water does not evaporate at all,

is it be kept from the Agitation of the Air : 4. That the

Diminution observed in Ice exposed to the open Air, is

not from any Evaporation, but is the efsect of a fine

Rasping by the Wind, rubbing against it and carrying

osf its finer Particles. And what is thus detached from

Ice is only a very fine Dust, not more disserent from Ice

than the Dust of Frt e-stone, cut, from the Stone itself.

This Dust carried by theWind produces intenseCold.

Nor is it always invisible. The Air near Hudson's Bay

is often filled with Particles of Ice, fine as Hairs and

sharp a . Needles ; which is they strike against the Hands

or Face, pierce the Skin and occasion painsul Blisters.

The natural State of this Globe seems to be, in an

intermediate degree between Heat and Cold. And this

Natural Warmth of the Earth is what secures many

Springs from being frozen : The Frost in England seldom

penetrating

Ice, which was about half an inch thick. It adhered clofe to the

bottom, where the Stones and Sand were incorporated with it.

When it freezes to a considerable thickness, it will raise up with it

from the bottom, the Fishermen's osier- wheels, altho' they arc funk

down with Stones or Bricks tied to them ."

" Standing Waters indctd freeze first at top, because they are

coldest there : Whereas in a Stream the upper and lower Waters be

ing continually blended together, are equally cold ; and the upper

Water meantime having more Motion, cannot freeze so soon. But

here, where the Motion of the Water was so small, its Surface was

froze a9 well as the bottom, tho' not so th'ck : Whereas the main

River, where its Motion was greater, was not froze over, tho1

Cakes of I« were continually rising from the bottom."
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penetrating trie Earth, more than fourteen Inches below

the Surface. Even in Sweden bubbling Springs do not

freeze at all, while the standing Waters freeze three Ells

.deep.

In the Lakes of Sweden the Ice often cracks, with a

Rupture nine or ten seet deep, and many Leagues long,

and with a Noise like Cannon. Hereby the Fishes gee

Air, so that sew of them are destroyed. In Mo/iexv the

Earth is often cleft by the Frost, a foot broad and many

yards long. In the Mountains of Sivijerland, there

are vast Masses of Ice, which have lain there for many

Centuries. At certain times these crack, and by those

Cracks one may guess at the immense Thickness of them :

Some of the Cracks being 3 or 400 Ells deep, tho' none

of them have ever gone thro' the whole' thickness of the

Ice.

We need not then be surprized, at the effects of severe

Frost on Trees and other Vegetables. How these are

hurt in hard Winters is easily understood, is we consider,

that Water when frozen, takes up more Space than it

did before; that all Trees, especially those that shed

their Leaves, drink in a large Quantity of Moisture in

Summer, and that the Vessels of small Twigs are larger

in proportion than those of the Trunk, and consequently

contain more Moisture. It follows, that being surprized

by an hard Winter, before their Juices are diminished, or

changed into a glutinous nature, which does not so easily

freeze : The Vcflels os the Tree must necessarily burst.

Consequently their Juice must be extravafated, and so

cause, as in Animals, the Death of the Tree, by a kind

of bleeding, which nothing can stop.

In the great Frost in 1683, Oaks, Ashes and Walnut-

trees were cleft in two and frequently with a terrible

Noise: And not only their Bodies, but their Branches

and Roots also. In 17c?, the Frost was almost thro' all

Europe, except Scotland and Ireland. All the Oiange-

trees and O'ives in Italy, Provence and many other Coun

tries perished : And all the Walnut-trees in France, with

an insinity of other Trees. In England most of the Bay-

trees, Hollies, Rosemary, and even Furze perished.

The Sap also of Wall- trees stagnated in the Branches,

and
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and produced Dfsorders resembling Chill-blains. And

the very buds of the finer Trees were quite killed, and

turned into a kind os mealy Substance.

In 1728, toward the End of November, the Winds*

blew exceeding cold, followed by so heavy a Snow, as

in one Night broke off large Arms of many ever-green

Trees. At this time also, there was a great number of

large Trees disoarked. Two West-India Plane-trees, in

particular, in the Physic-Garden at Chelsea, which were

near forty seet high, and a fathom in circumserence,

were disbarked almost from the bottom to the top, on

the West-Side of the Trees. And it was observable,

that whatever Trees were disbarked, it was on the West

Or South-west Side.

The Bodies of Ice in the Northern Seas, near Hudson's

Bay, are surprizing : Some of them are immersed an

hundred fathoms or more, under the Surface of the

Ocean. They stand a fisth or sixth Part above, and are

three or four miles in circumserence. These float

ing Mountains owe their durable Nature, to a Cause not

usually observed; that is, to their not being commoa

Ice, but the Ice of Sea-water. If a Phial of Sea- water,

be exposed to the Air in frosty Weather, 'till Flakes of

Ice are formed therein, and then set in a warm Room,

still the Flakes will remain a long tim» undiflblved. And

is they are taken out, and exposed at a small distance to

the Fire, they will not run into Water, as common Ice

would do, but will by degrees evaporate, "leaving only a

little white Salt. It is easy then to conceive, that the

immense Mafles of this Ice, found in the Northern Seas,

wisl continue undiflblved throughout the Year, and at

she Return of the freezing Season, grow larger and larger

every Year, by the freezing of more Ice about them.

On the contrary, there are some Waters, which will

not freeze at all. The Lake Ness in Scotland never

freezes, be the Winter ever so severe. Yea, while every

thing round is frozen, its Waters run smoking for six

miles down the River into which they are discharged ; and

from this Smoke there rises a "sort of Fog, which over-

spreads the Country far several Mites. Near the Lake

is a Mountain, on the Summit of which there is another

Lake,
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Lake, which is always sull, Summer and Winter. Due

West from the River, there is another Lake, two miles

long and fix broad. The middle of this is sometimes

dry, and then plainly appears to have been once an inha

bited Country. There are many Tumuli to be seen under

Water, one of which is accessible at low Water. And in

this Urns have been found, which leave no room to

doubt of their having been Burial-places.

Thejie are likewise in Scotland other Lakes, which

freeze only at peculiar Seasons. A little Lake in Straher-

rick, never freezes over, be the Frost ever so sharp, 'till

February. But aster the first Part of this Month, a

slight Frost will freeze it over in a Night's time. There

are also two other remarkable Lakes, in the fame Coun

try. The one, Loch Monan, which is considerably

large, observes the fame rule, freezing over in February

with a slight Frost, but never before, be the Season ever

so rigorous. The other in Straglajh has a contrary

quality. It lies between two high Hills, and is itself

considerably above the level os the rest of the Country.

This freezes continually, having Ice in the middle, even

in the hottest Summer Months, while the Sun by reflection

from the Hills on each side, gives a very considerable

Heat. There are many other Lakes in the neighbour

ing Country, which yet have no such Property : So that

this, and the Property of the two other Lakes, must be

owing to some psculiar Cause. The Herbage about the

sides of the Lake last mentioned, has a kind of perpetual

Spring, which continues thoughout the whole Year, and

is much esteemed by the Country-People, for seeding

Cattle in one Month, more than the best Land in the

Country will do in Two. The Lake is very deep, and

the Water does not manisest any particuliar Quality.

5. Rain, Snow and Dew, which rise inVapours both

from the Earth and Waters, descending on Hills, sink

thro' the Earth, 'till they meet with a bed of Clay or

Stone. This retains the Water and gathers it together,

in a larger or smaller Bason, 'till running over the edge,

it makes itself a way, and rises in a Fountain. Hence

issues a Ri.vulet, many of which joining together, con

stitute
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stitute a River, which continues its course, 'till it empties

itself into the grand Receptacle of Water, the Sea.

But it has been asked, " Is there a sufficient Quan

tity of Vapours raised, in the ordinary Course of Nature,

to supply the Demand of Fountains and Rivers ?" We

answer, There is abundantly sufficient, from the Surface

of the Sea alone, leaving the Earth out of the account.

For it has been shewn by clear Experiments, i . That

Water ialted to about the fame degree as Sea- Water,

and exposed to aHeat equal to that ofa Summer's Day, did

from a Circular Surface, eight inches in Diameter, eva

porate fix ounces in 24. Hours. If so, the thickness of a

fltin of Water evaporated in two Hours, is. the 53d part

of an inch. But were it only a 60th, it would exhale

the Tenth of an inch in two Hours. And on this prin

ciple, every Ten square Inches of the Surface of Water,

yield in vapour a square inch of Water daily : Each

square foot, half a Pint : Every Space of four foot square,

a Gallon; a Mile Square, 6914 Tons: A Quantity

abundantly sufficient to surnish, both Dews, Rains,

Springs and Rivers. So that we need not have recourse

for Supplies to the great Abyss, whose Surface, at high

Water, is surmounted several hundred seet, even by or

dinary Hills : And some thoufands, by those vast Moun

tains, from whence the largest Rivers take their Course.

Nevertheless we may allow a different Rise to

those Springs, which ebb and flow with the Sea : As

likewise to those Lakes, whose Water is Salt, and which

have Sea-fish in them, altho' they have no Communica

tion with any Sea, by any visible Passage.

To explain this a little more at large. It is evident

from experience, that a Vapour is perpetually rising

from the Sea, Rivers and Lakes. The Winds carry this

Vapour thro' the Atmosphere, in the form of a Cloud or -

Mist. When it meets with a colder Air, or is stopt by

Mountains, it condenses, and falls to the Earth. As it

falls, it finds several Chinks and Crannies, thro' which

it insinuates into the Mountains, and lodges there, 'till

increasing its Store, it bursts out and takes the name of

a Fountain.

Vol. II. D That
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That this is really the cafe, will easily be allowed,

by all who seriously consider, i . That the Vapours rising

from the Sea, are more than sufficient to supply both the

Surface of the Earth and the Rivers with Water, j.That

the Mountains, by their particular Structure, arrest the

Vapours that float in the Atmosphere, and having col

lected thtm in their Reservoirs, dismhs them again thrcP

their sides, either in perpetual or intermitting Currents.

With regard to the first, It has been shewn, that

every ten square inches of the Surface of the Sea, yields

a Square inch of Water daily ; Every Square Mile 6914.

Tons ; and persuir.g the feme proportion, every Square

Degree (or 69 Englijh Miles,) will yield 33 Millions of

tans. Now is we suppose the Mediterranean to be forty

Degrees long, and four broad at a Medium, (which is

the least we can suppose) its Surface will be 160 square

Degrees : From whence there will in Summer evaporate

daily 5280 Millions of Tons.

The Mediterranean receives Water (to fay nothing of

small and inconsiderable Stream?) from Eight large Ri

vers, the Iierus, the Rhine, the Po, the Danube, the

Neister, the Borysthenes, the Tanais and the Nik. Now

suppose each of these conveys ten times as much Water-

to the Sea as the Thames. The Thames has been shewn,

to pour daily int0 the Sea 2°3 Millio,w °f Tons. There

fore all those Rivers will produce 1827 Millions of Tons.

But this is little more than one Third of the Quantity

daily evaporated from the Sea. How prodigious a

Quantity then remains for Rains and all other purposes ?

Let us observe, Secondly, how the Mountains arrest,

and collect these Vapours, and then discharge them in

PThe*Tops of Mountains in general abound with in

equalities, Cavities, Grottos and gaping Cells. The

floating Vapours are stopt by these and by their pointed

Summits, and being condensed thereby, precipitate in

Water easily penetrate thro' Sand and lighter Hartn,

and ca'tber in Basons of Clay or Stone, 'till they over

flow and work a passage thro' the Side of the Mountain.

And yet we need not deny, that some Springs may

arise from the Sea, or the Great Abyss : Those in parti

cular,
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cular, which at all times afford the fame Quantity of

Water. Some of these are found in almost every Country.

There is one near Upminster in Essex ; which in the

greatest Droughts, and when all the Brooks are dried

up, is little, is at all diminished. And in the wettest

Seasons, it is not increased, unless violent Rain falling

into it, or running into it from the higher grounds, raise

it for a day, or a sew Hours.

As to the Manner how theWater rises in such Springs

it may easily be represented, by putting a small Heap of

Sand in a Bason, and then pouring in Water. Here the

Sand will represent the dry Land, and the Water the Sea

round about it. And as the Water in the Bason rises, to

or near the top of the Heap, just so do the Waters of the

Sea rise, to the top of the Land with which it commu

nicates.

6. Some think the Earth intirely covered *i* Sea, 'cill

at the Deluge the fountains of the great deep were broke*

up. And it is highly probable, there is still an Abyss of

Waters within the Earth, which has an uninterrupted

Communication with some Part of the Outward Sea :

The Mediterranean in particular, which has no visible

Outlet, while it receives so many vast Rivers, with an

immense Quantity of Water, continually pouring in

thro"the Straits.

The immediate Cause of the Deluge, was probably

that Comet, which (as Mr. Wbifton shews) passed toward

the Sun, just before the Earth, on the first Day of the

Deluge. The consequence of this must be, that when

it came below the Moon, it must raise a vast and strong

Tide, both in the Waters that were on the Antediluvian

Earth, and also in the great Abyss, which was under

the Crast of the Earth. This Tide must increase all the

time, that the Comet was approaching toward the

Earth ; and would be at its greatest Height, when the

Comet was at the least distance from it. By the force

of this internal Tide, as well as by the Attraction of the

Comet; the Abyss which was nearly round before, would

then become oblong. And this must immediately ex

tend, and then burst the incumbent Crust. And thus,

D a according
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according to the expression of Moses, thesountains ofthe

great deep ivere broken up.

Acain. As the fame Comet for a considerable

time involved the Earth in its Atmosphere, it must

have lost a vast Quantity of its Vapours, most of

which would fall an the Earth in violent Rain. And

thus the windows of heaven ivere opened. To remove

this vast Orb of Water, he supposes a mighty Wind

to have risen, which dried up some, and forced the

rest into the Abyss again, thro' the Clefts by which

it came up. Only Part of it stayed in the Cnannel of

the Ocean, now sirst made to receive it, and in the

lesser Cavities, placed up and down, on the Surface

of the Globe.

The present Distribution of the Waters and the

Dry-land, tho' it may seem rude and undesigned to a

careless view, yet is admirably well adjusted to the

use and conveniences of our World. In the first place,

they are so distributed al! the world over, that there is

a just Æquipoise of the whole Globe. The Northern

balances the Southern Ocean, the Atlantic, the Pacific

Sea. The American Dry-land is a Counterpoise to the

European^ Asiatic and African. In the next place, the

Waters are so admirably well placed about the Globe,

as to afford sufficient Vapours for Clouds and Rain,

to temper the Cold of the Northern and Southern Air,

to mitigate the Heats of the Torrid Zone, and to sup

ply fresh Waters to Fountains and Rivers. Nay so

abundant is this great Blessing, that we have mora

than a bare Sufficiency, even a Surplufage of this use

sul Creature : And yet so well ordered, as not to

drown the Earth, not to stagnate, putrefy or annoy

its inhabitants ; but to glide gently thro' convenient

Channels back again to its grand Fountain, the Sea :

And many of the Rivers thro' such large Tracts of

Land, and to such prodigious Distances, that 'tis a

worder the Fountain should be high enough, or the

Sea low enough for so long a Conveyance. Witness

the Danube and H'olga in Europe, the Nile and Niger in

Afrit, the Ganges and Euphrates in Asia, with the

Amazon's Riitr aud Rio dt la Plata in America : O

which
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which some run above 5000, some 6000 miles from

their fountain to the Sea. No accidental Currents or

Alterations of the Waters themselves, no Art or Pow

er of Man, nothing less than the Power of the Al

mighty, could erer have made or found, so long and

commodious Declivities and Channels, for the Passage

of those Waters.

Besides the Rivers which run upon the Surface of

the Earth, there are many which hide themselves in its

Bowels, and run in subterraneous Ducts, 'till they

discharge themselves into the Sea. A remarkable one

of this kind has been discovered on the coast ofLartgue-

doc. There are also several of this fort on the Coast

of Croatia, over against Venice. ■

Thus does the All-wise Creator shower down his

Treasures on the Summits of the Mountains, which

afterward diffuse their refreshing Streams over the

Plains below, give Lise and Verdure to the Trees and

Herbs, and beautisy and enrich the whole Earth. At

she fame time we see the Communication between

those Parts of Nature, that before seemed to have no

relation to each other. Indeed all Nature is linked

together by one Law of Harmony, which sufficiently

proves it to be the Work of One Wise and gracious

Author.

How delightsul an object is a large and majestic

River J How gracesul an Appearance does it make in

the Works of Nature ! Consider its Progress. At

•first it is but a Vein of Water, streaming from some

Hill, and even the scattered Pebbles interrupt its

Course, 'till it unites with other kindred Streams, and

then rushes on the Plain below. By its Fall it hollows

the Ground, casting it up on each Side : Then it per-

fues its Course, eating a Passage thro' every thing

that opposes it. When it has received the Supplies of

many Rivulets, it is dignisied with a Name. Thus

inlarged, it makes the Tour of Hills and Mountains,

and at once adorns and inriches the Plains.

At the Detuo-e likewise the main ljlandt of the

Globe were formed. But it is certain others have

been formed in later Ages , Partly by the casting up

C 3 of
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of vast Heaps of Clay, Mud and Sand, (as that of

lsougming in the Cbintje Province of Nanquin) Partly

b> the violence of the Sea, tearing osf large Provinces

from the Continent. So the Antients imagined Sicily

to have been formed, and even Great Brittain and Ire~

land. It it certain also, that. others have emerged out

of the Sea, as Samorini formerly : Arid three other

Islands near it lately. The last of these rose in 1707,.

from the bottom of the Sea.:.; ast aster a violent Earthr

quake. Indeed Earthquakes, Storms, and inunda

tions, have given rile to many Islands : Particularly^

in the Eaji-lndies, where they are very frequent, and:

which abound inlslands above any part ofthe World. e

7. The entire Bason of the Sea, is of such immense

Extent, and covered in many places with such an un

fathomable Depth of Water,, that it cannot be traced.

in every Part : But from some, we may form a proba

ble Judgment of the rest. The Materials which com

pose the bottom of the Sea, must in a degree influence-

the Taste of its Waters. Its Saltnefs it undoubtedly

derives from Mountains of Salt which are found there;

Its Bitterness, from fossil Coal and other bituminous.

Substances, which are there in plenty. There may

likewise be many. other Substances there, which the

Plummet

* Perhaps some Morajsestoo have been ever since the Deluge.

Ib some of these are found, many foot deep, whole Forests of Tim

ber, and frequently of such sorts as have not grown in thofe Coun

tries for many Ages. The Morasses in Ireland are covered with an

heathy Scurf, under which is a black, moist, spungy Earth, ordi

narily from three to. eight soot deep, tho' sometimes twenty or

thirty. Where this is cut away, the Pits fill up again in some

years, with a new, spongy Earth, which soon grows as firm as be

fore, and a heathy Scurf covers it again.

But some Morasses are only of late date. Lord Crmart'u gives a

remarkable Account, of what he himself observed with regard to

the Generation of such a Morass. In the Parish of Lccbburn he faw,

"near the top of a very high Hill, a Plain about a mile over. It was

then covered with a standing Wood, but so old, that the Trees had

nei'her Leaves nor Bark left. When he came by the place fifteen

years aster, he observed all the Trees were fallen. A sew Years

after that, they were quite covered over with a soft, spongy Earth,

which formed a proper Bog or Morass, Many may have bees

ferjned the fame way,
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Plummet docs not discover. For the true bottom of

the Sea is often concealed by another accidental Bot?

torn, formed of various Substances mingled together*

and covering it to a. considerable. Depth.

The entire Gulf of Lyons, forms a Bank above the'

Surface of the Water at the Shore, of the. exact Figure

of an Arch. And within this there is formed another

such Arc;), making the bottom of the Sea for a great

way from shore, of different depths in various Places*

but generally between Sixty and Seventy Fathoms..

In general the Bed of the main Sea sinks about as high.

as the Mountains rife on the Land. Near the Land,

in proportioned the height and steepness of the Shores*

the Sea is deep below.. And on the contrary, level.

Shores denote sliallow.Seas.

By theStrata on theShores we may commonly judge-

of the bottom of the adjacent Seas. For the Veins of

Salt and Bitumen doubtless run on in the fame order

as we see them at land. And the Strata of. Stone that

serve to support theHiilsand elevated places on shore,

serve also in the fame continued Chain, to support the

Waters of the. Sea. Probably the Veins of Metals and

Minerals likewise, which are found in the neighbour

ing Earth, ate in the fame manner to be. found in the:

bottom of the Seat

But the natural Surface of the bottom of the Sea,.

is greatly changed by subterranean Currents. As we

fee these break out in Rivers, on the Surface of the

Earth, so we may be assured they break out at the bot

tom of the Sea, and empty their fresh Waters into the

ialt Mass. In this case the continual rustling up of

the Water, makes a roundish Cavity. And its running

on, continues that Cavity,, 'till by degrees it is ]ost»

Thus every River that arises in the bottom of the Sea,.

makes a bason and a channel for itself. Many Seas,

when the Water near the Shore is clear, shew the

traces of these Currents, even to the naked Eye, and.

the Water taken up from them, is more or less fresh. .

Again. The Coral-Fisheries give us occasion

to observe, that there are many large Caverns in the

bottom of the Sea, especially where it is rocky, as also,

ia.
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In the Sides of perpendicular Rocks. These are often

of great Depth as well as Extent, some with wide,

others with narrow Entrances. Nor is it any wonder,

that as we daily find vast Caverns on the Land in rocky

Mountains, so we should rind them in Rocks under

the Sea. Nay, we may expect them in these the ra

ther, as the Rocks at land are in a State os Rest, while

those atSea are continually washed by the Water, which

insinuates every where, and by its continual Agitation,

inlarges every Cavity it finds.

Upon the whole, it seems plain, that the Bason of

the Sea was aster the Flood composed of the fame Sub

stances, as the Surface of the rest of the Earth, namely

stone, clay, fand and the like. It is true, the Plum

met in sounding usually brings up a matter composed

of Mud, dead Weedr, broken Shells, and various Bo

dies cemented together by a sparry or tartarous Sub

stance. But these are only an artificial Bottom, cover

ing the Natural one, such indeed as one might {ex

pect, where numerous Animals and Vegetables are

produced and decay, and where the quiet Waters have

time to deposit their stony matter, as our petrifying

Springs do.

There are Places however where this adventitious

Crust is not found, but the natural bottom appears,

of the fame Nature with the Strata in the body of the

Earth. But the fine and pure Sand we sometimes find,

seems not to be the original Bottom, but to have been

rather brought into the Sea by the course of some sub

terranean River, and to be lodged in one of those par

ticular Basons, which these Rivers form to themselves.

In deep Water, where the Surface only is disturbed

by Storms and the lower Part remains more quiet for

Ages, the bottom is covered with great Variety of

things : Sometimes with pure Sand, sometimes a sort

of fand, made of Shells beat to powder, sometimes

with powdered Corals, sometimes fragments of Rocks.

But beside these, which might well be expected, the

Plummet sometimes brings up Substances, which are

of the most beautisul Colours : Of as fine a scarlet,

purple or blue, as the finest Paint could make them;

Those
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Those of a bright yellow are very common;' tut tie

green, or snow-white more rare. These coloured Sub-

fiances seem sometimes to make up the whole bottom.

But they are more frequently found on other things,

as upon mud, corals, or larger pieces of Shells, in.

the manner of tartarous Crusts. And their Colours

are not merely superficial or transient, but many of

them are so permanent, that they may be preserved in

white Wax, and when thus examined, they appear'

equal to Paints of the finest kind.

8. At fixt times the Water of the Sea' runs' for' near

fix Hours from South to North, which is called the

Flood, at which time it rises gradually on our Shores,

and in the Channels of the Rivers. Then aster stand

ing at the fame Height fora quarter of an hour, it re

turns for near six hours from North to South, which

we term the Ebb; and aster a quarter of an hour, the

Water rises again. The Change therefore is twice in

24 hours, but begins near fifty Minutes later daily.

And this is observed on all the Shores of Europe, that

are warned by the Ocean : Whereas the Baltic and Me

diterranean Sea, as well as the Caspian, have no Tides.

The nearer we approach the Pole the more impetu

ous the Tides are. The Cause of them was wholly

concealed from the Antients; but it is now well

known to every one. They depend entirely on the

Motion of the Moon, with which they exactly corres

pond : The Flood beginning to rise just at the tiae

when the Moon is in the Meridian.

9. Currents in the Sea are either Natural and Gene

ral, arising from the daily Rotation of the Earth on

its Axis, or Particular and Accidental, caused by the

Waters being driven against Promontories, or into

Gulphs and Straits, where wanting room to spread,

they are driven back and so disturb the ordinary Flux

of the Sea. • . The Currents are so violent near

the Line, where the Motion of the Earth is the great

est, that they carry Vessels swistly from Afrit to Ame

rica, but prevent their returning the fame way. So

that they run as far as the fortieth Degree, to find a

Passage into Europe.

Is
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In the Straits of Gibraltar, which are about twenty

miles broad, the Current almost always runs Eastward.

And so it usually does in St. George's Channel. But the

most violent Sea is in "the Straits of Magellan, which is

owing to two contrary Currents, which meet in those

Straits.

Sometimes there is an Under-current, contrary to/

that above. So it is in the Baltic Sound. One of t,he

King's Frigates being there, they went with their Pin

nace into the mid Stream, and were carried violently

by the Current. Soon aster they sunk a basket with a

large Cannon Bullet to a certain Depth of Water.

This checked the Motion of the Boat. And when

they sunk it lower, the Boat was driven ahead against

the Wind as well as the upper Current. And the

lower the Balket was let down, the stronger the Cur

rent was found. The upper Current appeared by this

Experiment, not above four or five fathom deep.

To this short Sketch of what is observable in the

Terraqueous Globe, I subjoin some of the beautisul

Reflections ofMr. Harvey. " What an admirable Spe

cimen have we here, of the divine Skill and Goodness ?

This Globe is intended, not only for an Habitation,

but for a Storehouse of Conveniencies. And if we

examine the several Apartments of our great Abode,

we shall find reason to be charmed with the Displays

both of niceŒconomy and boundless Prosusion.

T«* Swface of it, the Ground, coarse as it may

seem, is yet the Lahoratory where the most exquisite

Operations are performed. And tho' a Multitude of

Generations have been accommodated by it, it still

continues inexhaustible.

The Uncvenne/s of the Ground, far from being a

Desect, heightens its Beauty and augments its Usesul

ness. Here it is scooped into deep and sheltered Vales, .

almost constantly covered with Verdure, which yields

an easy Couch and agreeable Food to the various tribes

of Cattle. There it extends into a wide, open Coun

try, which annually bears a copious Harvest : An

Harvest not only of the principal Wheat, which is the

staff
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staff of our Lise, but of the appointed Barley, and vari

ous other Grain, which are Food for our Animals.

The Furrows vary their Produce. They bring

forth Flax and Hemp, which help us to some of the

most necessary Accommodations of Lise. These are wove

into ample volumes of Cloth, which fixt to the Mast,

give Wings to our Ships. It is twisted into vast

Lengths of Cordage, which give Nerves to the Crane

and Sinews to the Pulley, or else adhering to the An

chor, they secure the Vessel, even amidst the driving

Tempests. It covers our Tables with a gracesul Ele

gance, and surrounds our bodies with a cherishing

Warmth.

Yonoer arise the Hills, like a grand Amphitheatre !

Some are clad with mantling Vines, some crowned

with towring Cedars, some ragged with mishapen

Rocks, or yawning with subterraneous Dews. And

even those inaccessible Craggs, those gloomy Cavities,

are not only a refuge for the 'wildgoats, but sometimes

for those osiuhom the ivorldivas not ivorthy.

At a greater idistance the Mountains penetrate the

Clouds with their aspiring Brows. Their Sides arrest

and condense the Vapours, as they float along. Their

caverned Bowels colled the dripping Treasures, and

send them gradually abroad by trickling Springs :

And hence the Waters increasing roll down, 'till they

have swept thro' the most extensive Climes, and re

gained their native Seas.

The Vine requires a strong Reflection of the Sun

beams and a large proportion of Warmth. How

commodioufly do the Hills and Mountains minister to

this purpose. May we not call those vast Declivities

the Garden-Walls of Nature ? These concenter the

Solar Fire, and compleatly ripen the Grape ! O that

any should turn so valuable a Gist of God into an In

strument ofSin !

What is Nature but a Series of Wonders ? That

such a Variety of Fruits (hould rise from the insipid,

sordid Earth ? I take a walk thro' my Garden or Orch

ard in December. There stand several Logs of Wood

on the ground. They have neither Sense nor Moti

on ;
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an ; yet in a little time they are beautified with Blos

soms, they are covered with Leaves, and at last load

ed with Fruit. I have wondered at the account of

those prodigious Engines, invented by Archimedes.

But what are all the Inventions of Men, to these nice

Automata of Nature ?

Thb Forest rears Myriads of masly Bodies, which tho'

neither gay with Blossoms, nor rich with Fruit, supply

us with Timber of various -kinds. But : who shall culti

vate them ? The toil were endless. See therefore the

ever wise and gracious Ordination of Providence ! They

have no need of the Spade or the Pruning-knise. They

•want no help from Man. . v * Q

When fawed into Beams they sustain theRooss of our

Houses. They make Carriages, to convey our heaviest

Loads. Their Substance i? so pliant, that they are easily

formed into every kind of Furniture : Yet their Texture

so solid, that they compose the most important Parts of

the largest Engines. At the fame time their Prassnre-is

so light, that they float upon the Waters. sÆhus while

they serve all the Ends os Architecture, and besi6w. num

berless Conveniencies on the Family, they constitute the

.very Basis of Navigation, and give Being to Commerce.

If we descend from the Ground-floor of our Habitation

into the subterraneous Lodgments, we shall find there

also the most exquisite Contrivance, acting in concert

jv,i|h the most prosuse Goodness. Here are various Mi-

ntrah of sovereign Efficacy : Beds fraught with Metals of

richest value: Apd Mines, which yield a Metal of a

meaner Aspect, but superior Usesulness. Without the

Assistance of Iron, what would .become of all our Me

chanic Skill I Without this we could scarce either fix the

Mast, or drop the faithsul Anchor. We should scarce

have any. Ornament for polite, or Utensil for common

Lise. ,

Here is an inexhaustible Fund of combustible Materials.

These mollisy the most stubborn Bars. They melt even

the most stubborn Flint, and make it more ductile than

the softest Clay. By this means we are furnished with

the most curious and serviceable Manufacture in the

World; which admits into our Houses the chearing

. , ' "• Light,

/
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Light, yet excludes the Wind and Rain : Whfch give*

new Eyes to decrepit Age, and more inlarged Views to

Philosophy ; bringing near what is immensely remote,

and making visible what is immensely small.

Here are Quarries stocked with Stones, which do not

foarkle like Gems, but are more eminently usesul. These

form Houses for Peace, Fortifications for War. These

constitute the Arches of the Bridge, the Arms of the

Mole or Quay, which screen our Ships from the most

tempestuous Seas. These are comparatively soft while

in the bowels of the Earth, but harden when in the open

Air. Was this remarkable peculiarity reversed, what

Difficulties would attend the Labours of the Mason?

His Materials could not be extracted from their Bed, nor

fashioned without insinite toil. And were his Work

compleated, it could not long withstand the Fury of the

Elements.

Here are various Assortments and Beds of Clay, which

however contemptible in its appearance, is abundantly

more beneficial than the Rocks of Diamond or Veins of

Gold : This h moulded into Vessels of any shape and

size : Some so delicately fine, as to suit the Table of a

Princess ; others so remarkably cheap, that they minister

to the Convenience of the poorest Peafant : All so per

sectly neat, as to give no disgust even to the nicest

Palate.

A multiplicity of other valuable Stores is locked

up in these ample Vaults. But the Key of all is given

to Industry, in order to produce each as Necessity de

mands.

Which shall we most admire, the Bounty or Wis

dom of our great Creator ? How admirable is his Pre

caution. in removing these cumbrous Wares from the

Surface, and bestowing them under the ground in pro-

pet Repositories t Were they scattered over the Surface

of the Soil, it would be embarrast with the enormous

Load. Our Roads would be blocked up, and scarce any

room lest for the Operations of Husbandry . Were they,

on the other hand, buried at a great Depth, it would

cost us immense pains to procure them. Were they uni

formly spread in.o a Pavement for nature, univerfal

Vol. II. E Barrenness
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Barrenness must ensue: Whereas at present we have a

Magazine of Metallic, without lessening our Vegetable

Treasures. Fossils of every kind inrich the Bowels, Ver

dure adorns the Face of the Earth.

Well then may even the Inhabitants of Heaven, lift

up their voice and fing, Great and marvellous are thy

works, O Lord God almighty ! And is there not insinite

reason for Us to join this triumphant Choir ? Since alt

these things are to Us, not only a noble Spectacle, bright

with the display of our Creator's Wisdom, but likewise

an inestimable Gist, rich with the Emanations of hit

Goodness? The earth hath he set before the Inhabitants

of his Glory : But he hath given it to the Children ofmen.

Has He not then an undoubted Right to make that ten

der demand, " Myson, gi-ve me thy heart !"

The Rocks, which bound the Sea are here prodigiously

high and strong, an everlasting barrier against bothWindi

and Waves. Not that the omnipotent Engineer has any

need of these Here, it is true, they intervene, and not

only repress the rolling Billows, but speak the amazing

Majesty of the Maker. But in other Places the Creator

sliews, he is confined to no Expedient. He bids a Bank

of despicable Sand repel the most surious Shocks of

assaulting Seas. And thV the waves toss themselves,

they cannot prevail; tho' they roar, yet they cannot pass

over.

Beneath the Rocks frequently lies a smooth, level

Sand, almost as firm as a well-compacted Cause-way :

insomuch that the tread of an Horse scarce impresses it,

and the waters never penetrate it. Without this wife

Contrivance the searching Waves would insinuate into

the heart of the Earth ; and the Earth itself would in

feme Places be hollow as an Honey-comb, in others,

bibulous as a Sponge. But this closely-cemented Pave

ment is like claying the bottom of the univerfal Canal :

So that the returning Tides only consolidate its Substance,

and prevent the Sun from cleaving it with Chinks.

Here the Main rolls its Surges from World toWorld.

What a Spectacle of Magnificence and Terror ! How it

fills the mind and amazes the Imagination ! 'Tis the most

august Object under the whole Heaven, What are all

the
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Ihe Catfafs on Earth, to this immense Reservatory ?

What are the proudest Palaces on Earth, to yonder Con - •

cave of the Skies ? what the most pompous Illuminations ,

to this Source of Day? They are a Spark, an Atom, a

Drop. Nay in every Spark and Atom and Drop, that

proceeds from' the hand of the Almighty, there is the

manisestation of a Wisdom and a Power absolutely in

comprehensible.

Let ds examine a single Drop osWater, only so much

as will adhere to the point of a Needle. In this Speck

an eminent Philosopher computes no less than thirteen

thoufand Globules. And is so many thoufand exist in so

small a Speck, how many, in the unmeasured Extent of

the Ocean ? Who can count them ? As well may we

grasp the Wind in our Fist, or mete out the Universe

with our Span.

Nor are these Regions without their proper Inhabi-

_ tants, cloathed in exact conformity to the Clime : fy'qt

in swelling Wool, or. buoyant Feathers, but with as

much Compactness and as little Superfluity as possible^

They are clad, or rather Jbeathed in Scales, which adhere

dose, and are laid in a kind os natural Oil: than which,

.ApDarel nothing can be more light, and at the fame tim*

nothing more solid. It hinders the Fluid srom pene-,

trating their Flesh : it prevents the Cold from chilling

their Blood ; and enables them to make their way thro'

slie Waters, with the utmost Facility. And they have

each an Alr-hladaer, a curious Instrument, by which

they rise to what Height, or sink to what Depth thejt

please. \

'Tis impossible to enumerate the scaly Herds. Here

Sre Animals of monstrous Shapes and amazing Qualities.

The upper Jaw df the Siuard-fjh is lengthened into a

strong and sharp Sword, with which (tho' not i-.bove six

teen seet long) he scruples riot to engage the Whaie him

self. The Sun-sip is one round Mas= of Flesh ; only it

has two Fins, which act the part of Oars. The Polypus,

with its numerous Feet and Claws, seems fitted only to

Crawl. Yet an Excrescence rising on the back enables it,

to steer a [kddy Course in the waves. The Shell of the

Nautilus forms a kind of Boat, and he unsurls a Mem.

E z brane
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brane to the Wind for a Sail. He extends alfa two

Arms, with which as with Oars he rows himself along.

When he is disposed to dive, he strikes fail, and at once

finks to the bottom. When the weather is calm he

mounts again, aud performs his Voyage without either

Chart or Compass.

Here are Sholes upon Sholes of every Size and Form.

Some lodged in their Shells, seem to have no higher Em

ploy, than imbibing Nutriment, and are almost rooted

to the Rocks on which they lie: While others shoot along

the yielding Flood, and range the spacious Regions of

the Deep. How various is their Figure! The Shells of

some seem to be the rude Production of Chance, rather

than of Skill or Design. Yet even in these we find the

nicest Dispositions. Uncouth as they are, they are ex

actly suited to the Exigencies of their respective Tenants.

Some on the other hand are extremely neat. Their

Structure is all Symmetry and Elegance. No Enamel

is comparable to their Polish. Not a Room in all the

Palaces of Europe, is so adorned as the Bedchamber of

the little Fish that dwells in Mother of Pearl. Where

else is such a mixture of Red, Blue and Green, so delight

fully staining the most clear and glistering Ground ?

But what I admire more than all their Beauty, is the

Provision made for their Safety. As they have no Speed

to escape, so they have no Dexterity to elude their Foe.

So that were they naked, they must be an easy Prey to

every Free-booter. To prevent this, what is only

Cloathing to other Animals, is to them a Cloathing, an

House and a Castle. They have a Fortification which

grows with them, and is a Part of themselves. And by

means of this they live secure amidst Millions of ravenous

Jaws.

Here dwell Mackrel, Herring, and various other

kinds, which when lean wander up and down the Ocean :

but when fat, they throng our Creeks and Bays, or haunt

the running Streams. Who bids these Creatures leave

our Shores, when they become unsit for our Service ?

Who rallies and recalls the undisciplined Vagrants, as

soon as they are improved into desirable Food ? Surely

the Furlow is signed, the Summons issued, and the point

of
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of Re-union settled, by a Providence ever indulgent

to Mankind, ever loading us with Benefits

These approach, while those of enormous Size and

Appearance abandon our Shores. The latter would

Fright the valuable Fish from our Coasts; they are

therefore kept in the Abysses of the Ocean : Just as

Wild Beasts, impelled by the fame over-ruling Power,

,hide themselves in the Recesses of the Forell.

One Circumstance relating to the Natives of the

Deep is very astonishing. As they are continually

obliged to devour one another for necessary Subsistence,

without extraordinary Recruits, the whoie watry Race

must soon be totally extinct Were they to bring

Forth no more at a Birth than Land Animals, the In

crease would be far too small for the Consumption;

The weaker Species would soon be destroyed by the

stronger, and the stronger themselves must soon aftef

perish. Therefore to supp'y Millions of Animals with

.their Food, and yet not depopulate the watry Realms

the Issue produced by every Breeder is almost inerttii-.

ble. They spawn, not by Scores, but by Millions':

A single Female is pregnant with A Nation. Mi,

Leiuenbceck counted in an ordinary Cod 9*384,000

TTggs. By this amazing-Expedient, constant Repara

tion is made, proportionable co the immense Havoclt.

And as the Sea abounds with animal Inhabitant*,

so it does also with vegetable Productions :" Some soft

as Wool,- others hard as Stone. Some rise like a leaf

less Shrub, some are expanded in the form of a Net :

TSome grow with their Heads downward, and seem

rather hanging on, than springing from the Juttings

of the Rocks. But as we know sew Particulars con

cerning these, I would only offer One Remark in ge

neral. The Herbs and Trees on the dry Land are

fed by the Juice' that r<:rmeate the Soil and fluctuate

in the Air. For this purpose they are surnished with

Leaves to collect them:e, and with Roots to attract

the other. Whereas U« Sea Plants, having sufficient

Nourishment in the circumambient Wateis, have ,/o

need to d-t.ch Roots into the Ground, or fWa&e.the

Earth for Sustenance. Instead therefore of penetrating,

£ 3 they
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they are but just tacked to the bottom, and adhere to

some solidSubstance, only with such a degree of Tena

city, as may secure them from being tost to and fro

by the agitation of the Waves. We see from

this and numberless other Instances, what Diversity-

there is in the Operations of the great Creator. Yet

every Alteration is an Improvement, and each new

Pattern has a peculiar Fitness of its own.

Considered in another view, the Sea is that grand

Reservoir, which supplies the Earth with its Fertility,:

And the Air and Sun are the mighty Engine, which

work without Intermission, to raise the water from

this inexhaustible Cistern. The Clouds as Aqueducts

convey the genial Stores along the Atmostphere, and

distribute them in seasonable and regular proportions,

thro' all the Regions of the Globe.

How hardly do we extract a drop of persectly-sweet

Water from this vast Pit of Brine ? Yet the Sun drawj

off every moment Millions of Tons in vaporous Exhal

ations, which being securely lodged in the hottles «f

heaven, are sent abroad sweetened and resined, without

the least brackish tincture, or bituminous Sediment;

Sent abroad upon the wings of the wind, to distil in

Dews, and Rain, to ooze in Fountains, to trickle

along in Rivulets, to roll from the Sides of Moun

tains, to flow in copious Streams amidst burning De

serts and thro' populousKingdoms, in order to refresh

and sertilize, to beautisy and inrich every Soil in

every Clime.

How amiable is the Goodness, how amazing the

Power, of the World's adorable Maker] How amia

ble his Goodness, in distributing so largely what is so

extensively benesicial ? That Water, without which

we cart scarce perform any Business, or enjoy any com

fort, mould stream by our Houses, start up from the

Ground, drop down from the Clouds ! Should come

from the ends osthe Earth, to serve us, from the Ex

tremities of the Ocean ! How amazing his Power !

That this boundless Mass pf fluid Salt, so intolerably

nauseous to the Taste, fiiould be the original Spring,

which quenches the Thirst both of Man and every

Animal f

a
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Animal ! Doubtless the Power by which this is effec

ted, can make ell things work togetherfor oar goad. .

Vast and various are the Advantages which we

receive from this liquid Element. The Waters glide

on in spacious Currents, which not only chear the

adjacent Country, but by giving a brisk Motion to

the Air, prevent the Stagnation of the Vapour*.

They pass by large Cities and quietly. rid them of 3

thoufand N ufances But they are- also sit for more

honourable Services. They tnter the Gardens of a

Prince, float in the Canal, ascend in the Jet d'eau, 01

fall in the grand Cascade. In another. kind, they

ply at our Mills, toil incessantly at the Wheel, and by

working the largest Engines, take upon them an un

known share of our Fatigue, and fave us both Labour,

Time and Expence. .. '

So forcibly do they act when collected. And how

do they insinuate when detached ? They penetrate

the minutest Tubes- of a Plant, and find a passage

thro' all its Meanders. With how much Disficulty

does the Labourer push his way up the rounds ofa

Ladder ? While these carry theirLoad to a much grea

ter Height, and climb with the utmost Ease. They

convey Nourishment from the lowest Fibres that are

plunged in the Earth, to the topmost twigs that wave

amidst the Clouds. Thus they surnish the whole ve

getable World with necessary Provision, by means of

which the trees of the Lord artfull ofsap, even the cedars.

of Lebanon which he hatb planted. And notwithstanding

their vast Elevation and prodigious Diffusion., not a

single Branch is destitute of Leaves, nor a single Leaf

of Moisture.

Besides the salutary and usesul Circulation of the.

Rivers, the Sea has a Motion no less advantageous.;

Daily for five or six Hours, itsows toward the Land,-

and for the fame time, retires to its inmost Caverns.

How great is the Power that protrudes to the Shores

such an inconceivable Weight of Waters, without any

concurrence from the Windi, often in direct Oppositi

on to them ? Which bids the mighty Element revolve.

with the most exact Punctuality ? Did it advance with

a lawless
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a lawless and unlimited Swell, it might deluge whole'

Continents. Was it irregular and uncertain in its

Approaches, Navigation would be ac a stand. But

being constant in its stated Period, and never exceed

ing its appointed Bounds, it does no prejudice to the

Country, and serves all the Ends of Traffick.

Is the Sailor returned from his Voyage ? The Flux

is ready to convey his Vessel to the very Doors of the

Owner, without any hazard of striking on the Rocks

or of being fastened in the Sands. Has the Merchant

freighted his Ship ? The Reflux bears it away with the

utmost Expedition and Sasety. Behold O Man, how

highly thou art favoured by thy Maker ! He hath put

all things injubjeclion under thy feet. All jheep and oxen,

all the beasts of thesield: Thefowls of the air, and thesijhes

of the Sea. Yea the Surges of the Sea are subservient

to thee. Even these, wild and impetuous as they are,

are ready to receive thy Load, and like an indefatiga

ble beast of burden, carry it to the place which thou

chuscst.

What preserves this vast Flood in perpetual Puri

ty ? It receives the Resuse and Filth of the whole

World. Whatever would defile the Land' and pollute

the Air, is transmitted to the Ocem. How then is

this Receptacle of every Nufance kept clean, kept

from contracting a noisom and pestilential Taint ? 'Tis

partly "by its incessant Motion, and partly by its S-ilt*

ness. By the One it is secured from any internal Prin

ciple os Corruption ; by the other it works itself clear

©f any adventitious Desilement.

Consider- the Sea in another Capacity, and it con-

neiis the remotest Realms of the Universe, byfacilitat-

ing the Intercourse, between their respective Inhabi

tants; The Antients indeed looked on the Ocean, as

an impissable Gu'lph. But we find it just the reverse j

sot a Bar of Separation, but the gre it Bond of Union.

For this purpote it i<| never exhaulted, tho' it supplied

1he whole Earth with Rain : Nor ever overflows, tho*

all the Rive.s in the Universe are perpetually augment

ing its Scores. By means of this we travel farther,

than Birds of the strongest Pinions fly. We cross the

flaming
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flaming Line, visit the frozen Pole, and wing our way

even round the Globe.

What a multitude of Ships are continually passing

and repaffing this univerfal Thorough-fair ! Whole

Harvests of Corn and Vintages of Wine, lodged in

volatile Store-houses, are wasted by the breath of

Heaven, to the very Ends of the Earth : Wasted, en

ormous and unwieMy as they are, almost as speedily

as the Roe bounds over the Hills.

Astonishing, that an element so unstable, should

bear so immense a weight ! That the thin Air should

drive on with such speed those vast Bodies, which the

Strength of a Legion could scarce move ! That the

Air and Water should carry to the distance of many

thousand Miles, what the united Force of Men and

Machines could scarce drag a single yard ! Great and

mar-veUcus are thy ivorks, O Lord God Almighty !

How are the Mariners conducted thro' this fluid

Common, than which nothing is more wide or more

wild ? Here is no Tract, no Posts of Direction, nor

any Hut, where the Traveller may ask the way.

Are they guided by a Pillar of Fire ? No, but by a

mean, and otherwise worthless Fossil. 'Till this sur

prizing Stone was discovered, Ships crept timorously

along the Coasts. But this guides them, when noth

ing but Skies are seen above, and nothing but Seas

below. This gives intelligence that shines clear in

the thickest Darkness, and remains stcddy in the most

tempestous Agitations. This emboldens us to launch

into the Heart of the Ocean, and to range from Pole

to Pole.

By this means are imported to our Islands the choice

productions of every Nation under Heaven. Every.

Tide conveys into our Ports, the Treasures of the re

motest Climes. And almost every private House in.

the Kingdom, is accommodated from the four Quar

ters of the Globe. At the fame time that the Sea

adorns the Abodes of the Rich, it employs the Hands

x>f the Poor. What a Multitude of People acquire

a livelihood, by preparing Commodities for Exporta

tion ? And what a multitude, by manufacturing the

Wares
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Wares imported from abroad ? Thus tho' it fs a false-

Supposition, that the Waters themselves are strained

thro' subterranean Passages into the inland Countries,

yet it is true, that their Effects are transsused into

every Town, every Hamblet and every Cottage.

CHAP. II.

1. Oftbt EffeSs and Nature

ofFire :

2. Of the Generation and

Nourijhment ofit :

3. Of Smoke and Ajhes :

Of Burning Mountains 1

Of Earthquakes :

Of Glass:

Ofthe Nature and Pro

perties of Air.

l./"T"MiE EfecJs of Fire are various. It heats It

1 shines, it expands, it dissolves other Bodies,

either by melting, or by reducing them to Ashes or a

Calx. Most of these argue a vehement Motion of its

Particles, that tears asunder whatever it seizes. It

seems to be a most subtle Matter, dispersed throughont

the Universe. Yet this even when collected soon

scatters again, unless it be detained by some inflam

mable Matter. Not that Fire will spring from every

Motion: It must be Circular, as well as rapid. For

if Particles move ever so swist in a strait Line, no Fjrfe

will follow. . «

Heat seems to be nothing but Motion ; But this Mo

tion has some peculiar Circumstances. I. It is expan

sive Motion, whereby a Body endeavours to dilate it

self. z. This Motion is upward, and toward the

Circumserence: 3. It is not an equable Motion of the

whole, but only of the smaller Particles of the Body :

4. It is a rapid Motion. Heat may therefore be de

fined, An expansive, undulatory Motion in the minute

" -- - • Particles
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Particles of a Body, whereby they rapidly tend to the

Circumserence, and at the fame time upward. f

2. Fire is generated chiefly, either by collecting the

Sun-beams by a Glass, or by rubbing hard Bodies

against each other. Either way the subtle Matter is

col test d from all sides, and put into a rapid circular

Motion. This continues together, as long as it is

supplied with Inflammable Substances. The Particles

of these being divided by the Fire, are scattered hither

and thither, and the Fire goes out, unless fresh Kewel

be brought : As it does, is Air be wanting. For as

that subtle Matter is diflipating continually, it soon

fails, unless recruited from the Air* If Water or Dust

be thrown upon Fire, it is likewise quickly extin

guished. For these interrupt that internal Motion,

which is essential to it.

That Fewel cannot consume without Air is c'early

proved by an easy Experiment. Let a strong hollow

Cylinder of Iron, be fitted with a sirm Screw at each

End. Inclose in this a piece of Charcoal : Then

screw up both Ends, and place it in a strong Fire.

Let it stay there as long as you will. Open it when

cool, and the Charcoal is no way diminished. It is

plain from this, that the Consumption of Fewel de

pends on the Rarefaction and Agitation of its Parts by

fresh Air. And hence we h,ave the Reason of the

known Method, of extinguishing Fires by smothering

them.

Tm

f It scemes strange, to talk of heating cold Liquors with Ice.

Yet it may easily be done thus. Out of a Bason of cold Water,

wherein several Fragment! of Ice are swimming, take one or two

and plunge them into a wide mouthed Glass of strong Oil of Vitriol.

This quickly meits the Ice, and by 2 or 3 Shakes, the Liquor grows

so hot, that frequently you cannot indure to hold the Phial in your

band.

3-r may/eem as strange, that those Parts of the Earth, which are

nearest the Sun, st.ould be intensely cold. Vet so it it. For the

higher you ascend on Mountains, the colder is the Air. And ths

tops of the highest Mountains in the most sultry Countrie , are c.

ternally clothed with Snow. This is partly owing to the Thinness

of the Air, partly to the little Surface of Earth there, to reflect the

Solar Rays,



The Sparks which appear on striking Fire with a

Flint and Steel, are discovered by the Microscope, to

be so many spherical Balls of Iron, detached by the

Blow from the Mass. They are then red hot. After

they cool, they are a sort of Scoriae or Dross.

3. The watry Part of theFewel, being raresied by

the Heat, ascends in the form of Smoke, carrying with

it many of the lighter Particles, which adhere as Sevt

to the Chimney. The grosser and more compact, the

Contexture whereof the Fire cannot wholly destroy,

remain and constitute Apes, which is of consequence

extremely porous, all that was combustible in it being

consumed. *

That

5 To inlarge a little on this Subject. Fire is a Body, and a

Body in motion. It is in motion j tor it expands the Air j which

can no otherwise be done, than by communicating Motion to it.

And that it is a Body appears hence. "Pure Mercury inclofed in a

Phial, and kept in a gentle Heat for a Y ear, 'is reduced into a Solid.

And its Weight is considerably increased, which can only spiing

from the Accession of Fire.

► Fire is the instrument of all the Motion In the Universe.

Without it all Bodies would becorre immoveable. Men would har

den into Statues j and not only Water, but Air cohere into a firm,

rigid Mass.

As it is in itself, it is termed Elementary Fire : Joined with other

Bodies it is called Culinary. The minute particles of this, joining

with thofe of the pure Fire, constitute what is termed Flame. Pure

Fire, such as is collected by a Burning glass, yields no Flame, Smoke

or Ashes. In itself it is imperceptible, but is discovered by its Ef-

ftlfi. The first of these is Heat, which arises wholly from Fire,

and the measure of Heat is always as the measure of Fire. The id

is Dilatation in all solid, and RarefaHior, in ail fluid Bodies. So an

Iron Rod, the more it is heated, increases the more in all its Di

mensions. And by the fame Degrees that it cools, it contracts, 'till

it shrink to its first Magnitude. So Gold wh.-n sused, takes up

more space then it did feelore. And Mercury ascends in an hollow

tube over the fire, to above thirty times its former Height. The

fame Degree of Heat rarefies Fluids sooner, and in a greater Degree

than it does Solids. And the lighter the Fluid, the more it is di

lates. Thus Air the lightest of all Fluids, expands the most. The

Thirc Efsect of Fire is Motion 1 for in dilating Bodies, it must needs

move their Parts. All Motion springs from it. Only take Fire

away, and all Nature would grow into oae Concrete, solid as Gold

and hard as Diamcnd.
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4.; That this subtle Matter is plentisully Collected

-in the bowels of the Earth, appears from Burning

■Mountains. It is observed, that there is always in the

neighbourhood of these, plenty of Sulphur or Bitumen,

the Stench whereof spreads far and near, especially

before any great Eruption. This seeds the sire,

which may be kindled by various means, so as to

continue for many Centuries. Ætna and Vesuvius

have burned for above 2000 years, and probably will,

'till the End of Time.

Vol. II. - F .An

Pom Fire needs no Air to sustain it. Put Calx of Tin into an

exhausted Receiver, and if" you apply a Burning-Glass, the Calx

will he so vehemently dilated, as to break the Receiver into a thou

sand pieces.

All the Effects of Elementary Fire may be increased. 1. By

rubbing one Body against another. And the more hard and solid the

Bodies are, the more Heat is produced. So Sponges rubbed together

acquire little or no Heat : But two pieces of Iron, an intense Heat.

». By mixing certain Bodies together. So Steel-filings mix! with

Oil of Cloves or Spirits of Nitre grow exceeding hot ; yea burst into

a violent Flame.

Yet it does not appear that any new Fire is generated in any of

these ways. Friction does not create Fire, but only colled what wa§

before dispersed. It is present everywhere, in alt Bodies, in all

Space, at all times, and that in equal Quantities. Go where you

will, to the highest Mountain, or the deepest Cavern, by one or

other of these ways Fire may be collected. Yea, there is no place in

the World, where the Attrition of two Sticks will not make it

sensible.

But in what manner soever Fire is collected, if the collecting

Cause cease, it disappears again, unless it be supplied with Fewel,

and then it becomes Culinary Fire. By Fevoef we mean whatever

receives and retains Fire, andis consumed thereby. The only Few

el in Nature is Oil or Sulphur, and Bodies are only Fewel, as con

taining Oil. Hence 1. All Vegetables, not too moist or too dry

afford Fewel, particularly thofe which contain much Oil, as balfa

mic and resinous Woods. 2. All vegetable and animal Coals, being

. thofe Parts which have exhaled their Water and Salt, and retained

the Oil alone inhering in their Earth : 3. All bituminous Earths,

4. All Mineral Sulphur, whether pure or joined with other things,

5. The Fat and Dung of Animals, and 6. Chymical Oil and Spirits.

Ok the removal of Air, this Fire goes out. Yet it does not

immediately bear the Air, but repels it, and by that mearts forms a

kind of Vault, which by it's Weight and the Pressure of the incum

bent Air, confines the Particles that would otherwise escape, and

applies them to the combustible Matter, Hence the heavier th»



A/r Eruption of Mount Ætna in 1669 was pre

ceded for Eighteen Days, with a dark, thick Sky,

Thunder, Lightning, and frequent Tremblings of the

Earth. The Place of Eruption was twenty Miles from

the old Mouth : ThevMatter of it was a Stream of

melted Minerals, boiling up and gushing out, as

Water does, at the head of a great River. Having

run thus for more than a Stone's-cast, the Extremities

began to crust, and turn into porous Stones, resem

bling huge Cakes of Sea-coal, sull of a fierce fire.

These

".Air, the fiercer the Fire; which therefore is fiercest instill, cold

Weaiher.

This Fire in burning combustible matter, affords a shining Fire,

px Flame, or both : And frequently too, Smoke, Sootand Allies,

Shining Fire seems to be Elementary Fire, so strongly attracted to

ward the particles of the Fewel, as to whirl, divide and attenuate

them, and thus render them volatile and just fit to be expelled.

Flame seems to be the most v.olatile Part of the Fewel, greatly rare

fied and heated red-hot. Soot is a fort of Coal, consisting of a thick

Sulphur, and an attenuated Oil, with Earth and Salt. Smoke is the

^earthy and watry Particles of the Fewel, so rarefied as to beak

.'thro' into the Atmosphere. AJhci are the Earth and Salt, which

■ the Fire leaves unchanged.

Fire increases theWeight of some Bodies. Thus if Antimony be

'placed under ' a Burning glass, the greatest Part of it will seem to

'evaporate in Fumes, and yet if it is weighed, it will be found to

have gained in weight.

Bot beside the Sotar, there is a Subterraneous Fire. The Earth

is only cold to the Depth of forty or fifty seet. Then it begins to

grow warmer j and at a great depth it is so hot as to destroy Respi

ration. Hence we learn ihat there is another Source of Fire, or as

It were another Sun, in the bofom of the Earth.

I? ton the Application of Fire toWater, it boils: that is, the par

ticles of Tire, pasting thro' the Pores of the Vessel, strike on the

lowest particles of the Water, impell them upwards, and render them

lighter than before, both by inflating them into little Vesicles,

'and by breaking and separating their Spherules. There will of con

sequence be a constant Flux os Water, from the bottom of the Ves

sel to the top. And hence we see, why the Water is hot, at the

top sooner than at the bottom. Farther, the Air contained in

.the Interstices of the Water being dilated, and its Sp'ing increased

by the Heat, it ascends thro* the Water into the Air, carrying with

it the cwtiguous Particles ot Water. And by this means much of

the Water will be heaved up, and let fall alternately, as the Air has

,not power to carry away into the Atmosphere, more than that small

Part that rises in Sisam.
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These came rolling over one another, and where any

thing opposed, filled up the Space and rolled over.

But they bore down any common Building, and burnt

up all that was combustible. This Inundation went

on about a surlong a day, for 19 or zo days. It over

whelmed fourteen Towns and Villages. The Noise

of the Eruption was heard Sixty Miles.

On Sunday, March 9, 1755, about Noon, Mount

Ætna began to cast from its mouth, a great quantity

of flame and smoke, with a most horrible Noise. At

spur o'clock, the Air became quite dark and covered

with black Clouds. At Six a shower of Stones, each

weighing about three Ounces, began to fall over all

the City of Mascali and its territories. This mower

lasted 'till a quarter past Seven ; and was succeeded

a}1 night by. a Shower of black Sand. On Monday

Rooming at Eight, there sprung from the bottom of,

the Mountain, a river of scalding-hot Water, whicli

in.. half a quarter ofan hour overflowed all the rugged1

Land that is near the foot of the Hill, and suddenly

going off, left the whole 3 large plain of Sand. The

Stones and Sand which remain wherever this Water

reached, difser in nothing from the Stones and Sand

of the Sea, and have even the fame Saltness. After

the water was gone, there sprung from the fame

Opening, a small Stream of Fire, which continued for

spur and twenty Hours. On Tuesday, about a mile

helow this opening, there arose another Stream of

Fire, which being in breadth about four hundred feet,

overflowed all the adjacent Country.

On the 3d of December, 1794, a Stream of liquid

Fjre, began to run down the side of M1unt Vejwvius,

from an opening on the East-side. But it soon ceased

running from this Orifice, and burst out from a much.

larger one, about two hundred Yards below it. Af

terward it burst out from a third Orifice, and having

ran some space with great sury, the Surface then began

to cool and incrust. as it ran over gently-declining

Ground, 'till it came within about ten yards of the

top of a steep Declivity. Here the Fire collected, as

in a Rescrvior, to supply a Cascade, which rushed

- F 2 down
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down from thence, in a channel of more than zo feet

wide, and about 200 yards in length, with a fall of at

least fifty seet. After this the Stream was less rapid,

but grew wider, and spread several miles from its

Source. It now presented a very different Scene, from

what it afforded before. The Cascade (fays an Eye

witness) looks like melted Gold, and tears off large

Bodies of old Lava (so they term the incrustation)

which float down the Stream, 'till the intenscness of

ihe heat lights them from the bottom. But in the

lower Country, it divides into smaller Streams, run

ning with less rapidity : And yet with such violence,

that it drives the strongest stone-sences before it, and

lighting the Trees, like Torches, affords a most ex

traordinary, tho' dismal, Spectacle.

On December 23, 1760, about Two in the Morning,

a violent Shock of an Earthquake was felt, near

Mount Vesuvius. Some time aster, some Countrymen

being at work, four or five miles from it, perceived

the ground near them on a sudden heave and gape,

like Dough that is rising. At the fame time they ob

served Smoke issuing from the Clefts. They imme

diately fled, 'till they thought they were out of Dan

ger : And then looking back, faw the Water of a Cis

tern, near which they had been at work, spout out to

a great height This was succeeded by a large Dis

charge of fiery Matter from the mouth of the Cittern,

and from four other Openings, attended with a dread

ful Noise and Explosion of burning Stones. On a

sudden all the fiery Streams united in one, flowed im

petuously down the Mountain, and gliding quick as

Lightning, presently covered all the adjacent Lands.

Meantime the whole Mountain shook greatly. and a

fixt Pillar of Smoke issued out of the main Aperture,

which rising to a certain Height, then dissolved into

Ashes, and sell like Rain, all over the Mountain. Ar

the fame time an immense Quantity of burning Stones

was thrown out.

The fiery Stieam continued running down the Moun

tain, the whole Night between the 23d and 24th.

Houses, Gardens, and every thing in its way, were con

sumed.
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fumed. And Ashes were still thrown out, which lay

deep on the ground for several miles about, and reached

as far as the Sea-coast.

On the 2;th also there was an eruption of liquid fire,

with a shower of Stones, and an huge Noise. In several

Parts this Stream was fifty Spans deep. The Mountain

meantime continued to roar, and thick Ashes sell like

{lain, over the whole Country.

On the 26th both the Mountain itself and the Hills

lately produced, sent forth Stones and Ashes. The Bel-

lowings were still heard, but with Intermissions : And

out of the five Apertures, two only continued to emit

Stones and Ashes and fire.

On the 27 th only one fiery Stream remained, and

that began to cool, and to lose its Brightness, appearing

more dusky, like burning Coals ready to go out. On

the 28th the Stream ran much slower, and no more burn

ing Stones were cast out. The Height of the chief

Hill raised thereby was about 200 Spans, and its Cirr.

•cumserence about 200 Paces. The Motion of the La

va in front was very flow ; it gained ground only on the

fides. The Hill, where the last Aperture was, burst,

and fire issued from all the Fissures.

On the 29th, the Lava having ceased, appeared to

have reached about a mile in breadth and four miles in

length. The new-raised Hills were no* quiet : But the

top of Vesuvius still cast out' Ashes and Smoke and some

>£howers of Stones. About Eight at Night the New

Hill was overturned with a great Crack, and on the

30th emitted nothing. But from the mouth of Vesuvius

Clouds and Ashes came in great Abundance. From

the whole it appears, that the inflammatory Contents

take fire at a great Depth in the Cavern. And it is

highly probable, it is the Sea-water which seeds this

; subterraneous Fire, by means of some Cummunicatjqns

which the Volcano t as with the Mediterranean

There are Volcanos likewise in many ot the Ameri

can Islands: And a very eminent one in GuaJalupe.

The Summit of this constantly emits Smoke, and some-

. times Flames h riss vet y high in the form of a Cone

above the chain os Mountains that occupy the Center

F 3 of
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of the Island. Near the foot of it are three Springs,

the waters of which are so hot as to boil Eggs in three

Minutes. The neighbouring Ground smokes and is sull

of brown Earth, like the dross of Iron. But the chief

Place where the smoke issues out, is higher up, at the

foot of a steep bank, about 50 yards in breadth. Here

no Grafs is to be seen ; nothing but Sulphur and calcined

Earth. The ground is sull of deep Cracks, which emit

much Smoke, and where you may hear the Sulphur boil.

But the Stench of it is intolerable. The ground is loose,

so that you may thrust a Cane up to the head. And

when you draw it up, it will be as hot as is you had plun

ged it into Slaking Lime. »• .

_■ On the plain top of the Hill is another Funnel, that o-

pened some years since, and emits nothing but Smoke.

But here are abundance of large and deep Chinks, which

doubtless burned in former times. In the middle of this

plain is a very deep Abyss. It is faid, there was once

a great Earthquake in the Island, and that the Brimstmu-

Hill (so they call it) then took fire. It was probably

then, this Abyss was opened. It is between two Crags

that rise above the Mountain, and on the North fide an-

fwets to the great Cleft,*"which goes down above a thou

fand seet perpendicular, is more than 20 seet broad and

penetrates above 100 paces into the flat. So that in this

place the Mountain is fairly split, from the top down to

the Basis of the Cone. ■ t*

On this Plain you may see the Clouds gather below,

and hear the Thunder rumble under your seet. The

great Cavern is under the Cleft, and was doubtless form

ed by the fame Earthquake that split the Mountain into

two Parts nearly equal. The Parting goes North and

South. To the North is the Cleft and the Cavern,' ia

the middle the Abyss, and to the South, the burning

Gulph. The- Cavern is about twenty-five seet wide, as

much in height, and about sixty Pac, deep. Within

this is a second Cave, about 60 seet in length, as much

in breadth, and forty in height. Here the Heat is mo

derate : But there is a third Cave within this, where it is

so hot, that a torch will give no Light therein, and a

nan can scarce setch breath. Vet or (he left i& a- gseat

l . hollow
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liollow, which is sufficiently cool. And the space of

One fathom makes the difference. It seems strange, that

in the fame Cave, 300 seet under ground, it should be

so hot on one side, and so cool on the other. Perhaps

the cool Side has some Vent into the great Cleft, and

receives fresh Air thereby.

Another surprizing Eminence, which may be rank*

ed among burning Mountains, is the Pike of Temriff.

On the Summit of it is an Hollow twelve or fourteen

feet deep : The Sides sloping down to the bottom

form a Cavity, like a truncated Cone, with its Base up.

permost. This Cavity is nearly circular, about forty

fathoms across. The Ground is very hot, and from near

twenty Veins, issues a Smoke of a strong, sulphureous

Smell. The whole Soil seems powdered with b.imstone

. which forms a beautisully coloured Surface. Almost all

the Stones thereabouts are of a greenish Colour, spark

ling with yellow, like Gold. On the middle of one of

- the Rocks is an hole, about two inches in diameter.

-Hence prodceeds a noise, like that of a great Body of Li

quors boiling very strongly. And so hot a steam comes

from it, as will burn the hand, even at a quarter of a

. yard's distance. ,

A small Part of the Sugar-'oas is white like Lime :

Another small Part is covered with a Salt. But the far

greatest Part is covered with Snow, almost throughout

the Year.

« The Accounts given of its height are exceeding vari

ous: But a Gentleman some years ago, who measured

it exactly, found the perpendicular Height to be two

thoufand, five hundred and, sixty-six fathoms.

5. When it happens that any inflammable Substance

takes fire in the Caverns of the Earth, the Air contained

. therein is raresied and exploded with an immense Force.

Hereby not only the Arch which covers it, but the whole

Body of .incumbent Earth is shaken. And this is one

Species . of Earthquakes. In this case, the deeper the

Cavern is, and the larger the Quantity of matter which

takes fire, the more extensive and the more violent the

- Earthquake. If the Cavern is near the Surface of the

Earth, the site often .issues put, of it; and the lower

,;M.>.': Part
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Parts being eaten away, the Ground finks in and swallows

up Houses or whole Cities. But, to consider

this point a little more minutely. As some Earthquakes

are owing to Fire, so are some to Air, others to Water,

and others to Earth itself. i . The Earth itself may be

the occasion of its own soaking, when the Roots or Basis

of some large Mass being worn away, that Mass finks in

by its own weight, and causes a Concussion of all the

neighbouring Parts, z. Subterraneous Waters waft away

the foundations of Hills, and eat far under te Earth.

By this means many Earthquakes have been occasioned,

and whole Cities swallowed up. This was undoubtedly

the Cause of the great Earthquake at Pjrt-royal, and of

that which swallowed up Lima. 3. Air pent up in the

Bowels of the Earth, is it be at any time raresied and

expanded, will struggle for vent with incredible force,

and thereby both soake and tear the Earth. 4. But the

usual Cause of the most violent Earthquakes is Sulphur,

or some other inflammable Matter, takiag fire in the

Cavities of the Earth, and bursting thro' whatever

opposes. ,/•,.«

There are scarce any Countries that are much subject

to Earthquakes, which have not some burning Mountain.

And whenever any Earthquake happens, this is con

stantly in flames. Indeed were it not that these Vents

thus disgorge the Fire, it would makefar greater Havoek

than it does ; probably, it would make the whole Coun

try for a vast space round, quite uninhabitable.:. Yea so

benesicial are these, that w e do not want Instances, of

Countries frequently annoyed by Earthquakes, which

upon the breaking out of a Volcano, have been wholly

'delivered from them.

Perhaps what causes most Earthquakes ofrthis kind

is the Pyrites, or Iron-stone, which will take fire of itself.

The Earth, we know, abounds in Cavities, which are

•t certain times sull of inflammable Vapours. This the

Damps in Mines soew, which being sired, do evey

thing as in an Earthquake, only in a less degree. And

the Pyrites on!y, of all known Minerals, yields this in

flammable Vapour. Nor is ai.y ' inei a: or Ore u hat-

ever sulphureous, but wnat is more or let Mixt,.withithe

• - - Pyrites,
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Pyrites. But probably the Pyrites of the burning Moun

tains,- is more sulphureous than Ours. It is likewise in

far greater Quantities in all the Countries round the Me

diterranean than in England: A plain Reason why Earth

quakes are so much more frequent and more violent

there. *

An artificial Earthquake may be made thus. Add

20 pounds of Sulphur to twenty of Iron Filings. Mix

and temper these with Water, so as to form a mass of

the consistence of a sirm Paste. Bury this three or four

feet under ground. In Six or seven Hours time, the

Earth will begin to tremble, crack and smoke, and Fire

and Flame will burst thro'. So that there only wants a

sufficient Quantity of this Matrer, to produce a true

Ætna. If it were supposed to burst out under the Sea,

it might occasion a New Island.

To explain this point a little farther. This Globe of

Earth is bored thro' with insinite Cavities, which branch

ing out, like the Veins, Arteries and Nerves in our Bo

dies, pass under the very bottom of the Sea. Some of

them serve to convey Water, others a more unctuous

Substance, others an igneous Matter, that gives Motion

to the whole Frame.

Thus the exterior Sea communicates with the inmost

Abyss, and passes to the Roots of the Hills and Moun

tains. Meantime a constant Air or Wind forces the

Water into the dark Caverns, and revives and keeps alive

a perpetual Fire.

Have we not indubitable Examples of these things?

Does not the vast River Wolga, pour such a Quantity of

Water into the Caspian, within the space of one Year, as

would be sufficient, were there not some invisible Outlet,

to cover the whole Eanh ? This invisible Outlet is art

huge Cavern, that passes under Mount Caucasus into the

Euxine Sea. Hereby the Waters of the one Sea, dis

charge themselves into the other. And the whole King

doms of Georgia and Mengrelia, are as it were a Bridge

over those subterraneous Waters.

When the Caspian Sea has been, on occasion of winds,-

too much emptied into the Euxine, it is replenished from

the Persian Gulph, which is a kind of Resenior for it.

»' And
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And the subterraneous Communication between the Red-

Sea and the Mediterranean, is now out of all dispute.

And how many Instances of this have we in Rivers?

So late Geographers assure us, that the River Niger in

Jlfric is derived from the River Nile, under the mighty

Chain of the Mountains of Nubia ; on the Western Side

of which Mountains, it takes the name of Niger, and

continues its course into the Atlantic Ocean. So the vast

and deep Cave in Mount 'Taurus, receives the Tigris and

gives it a passage to the other fide. The fame River af

terward hides itself under ground, for near i 2 Miles, and

then breaking out again, disembogues into the Euphrates,

near Babylon.

To come nearer home : The Guadiana, that runs

between Spain and Portugal, runs thirty two miles under

ground. Yea, in our own Country, the Mole in Suriy,

falls into the ground near Boxbill, and rises again at a

considerable Distance.

Hence we may fasely collect, that the Earth is filled

with subterraneous Aqueducts and Caverns, sull of Air

and Vapour and copious Exhalations from all sorts of

Minerals, as well as Water.

Besides these Cavities, there are Mountains whose

Bowels are in a continual Flame. And their belching

out Ashes, Smoke, broken Rocks and Minerals, argue

vast Vacuities, and huge Magazines of combustible mat

ter, which are lodged therein. In the Chain of Moun

tains called the Andes in America, there are no less thaa

fifteen Volcanos, by whose Burnings, Caverns, as big as

whole Kingdoms are made, and receive the Cataracts of

mighty Rivers. And not only here, but over all the

Earth, there are so many Channels, Clefts and Caverns,

that we do not know, when or where we stand upon

good ground. Indeed it might amaze men of a stout

Heart, could they see into the World beneath their seet,

view the dark Recesses of Nature, and observe that

the strongest Buildings stand upon an immense Vault, at

the bottom of which runs an unfathomable Sea, and

whose upper Hollows, are filled with stagnating Air and

the Expirations of sulphureous and bituminous Matter.

Therefore
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without Voleanos and sulphureous Caverns, from which

branching into smaller Pipes, the subterraneous Heat is

conveyed throughout the Earth : So no Country can

s promise itself an entire Immunity from Earthquakes :

Even were there no other Cause of these dreadsul Events,

but subterraneous Fires. Especially when it is consider

ed, that the Earth is in one Part impregnated with Sul

phur, in others with Nitre, Allum, Vitriol, Mercury,

Bitumen, Oker and Chalks. For is an artificial Powder,

, made only of Nitre, Sulphur and Charcoal, has so won-

dersul Effects : What force must that combustible Matter

have, which arises from Sulphur, Nitre, Sal Ammoniac,

Bitumen, Gold, Copper, Iron, Arsenic, Mercury, and

orher metallic and mineral Spirits, with which the Womb

of the Earth abounds, when the subterraneous Fires

break thro' into the hollow Vaults, where thele are repo

rted by the God of Nature? Then, according to the

Copiousness of these Combustih'es, and the more or lass

Firmness of the superincumbent Earth, these Fires cause

Tremblings and Concussion-, or violent Eruptions : And

perhaps open wide and deep Gulphs, wherein whole

Cities, yea Mountains are swallowed up.

Many such Instances occur in History. /Y/ay tells

us, that in his own time, the Mountain Cymhotus, with

the town of Eurites, which stood on its side, were totally

swallowed up. He records the like of the City of Tantalis

in Magnesia, and aster it, of the Mountain Sopelus, both

absorbed by a violent Opening of the Earth, so that no

trace of either remained. Galanis and Garnatus, towns

once famous in Phœnicia, are recorded to have met tie

fame fate. Yea, the vast promontory called Pblegium in

Ætbiopia, aster a violent Earthquake in the night, war

not to be seen in th*1 Morning, the Earth having swal

lowed it up and closed over it.

Like Instances we have of later date. The Mountain

- Picus, in one of the Molucca's, was so high that it appear

ed at a vast distance, and servea as a land-mark to Sailors.

■ But during an Earthquake in 'the Isle, the Mountain in

an instant sunk into the bowels of the Earth : And no

token of it remained, but a vast Lake of Water. The

like
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lilse happened iri the mountainous Parts of Cbi**, in

1556 : When a whole Province, with all its towns, Cifies

- and Inhabitants was absorbed in a moment ; an immense

Lake of Water remaining in its place, even to this day.

In the year 1646, during the terrible Earthquake in

the kingdom of Chili ; several whole Mountains of the

Andes, one aster another, were wholly absorbed in the

Earth. Probably many Lakes of whose beginning we

have no account, were occasioned by the like Absorpti

ons. '

In Persia, there is a subterraneous Fire, of a more

harmless Nature. It rises out of the ground, about

twenty miles from Baku, and three from the Caspian

Sea. The Ground is rocky, but has a (hallow Covering

of Earth. If this be any where scraped osf, and fire ap

plied to the place, it catches fire immediately, and burns

without diminution, nor ever goes out, unless you throw

cold Earth over it, by which it is easily extinguished.

A piece of Ground, about two Englijh Miles in Extent,

. has this wondersul Property. In many Parts of it there

is a continual Flame : The chief is an hole about four

• seet deep and fourteen in diameter. This is faid to have

burned many thoufand Years. They burn Stones into

Lime, by filling a hole in the grourtd with them, and

then bringing a lighted Candle to the hole. The sire

immediarely kindles, and in about three days, burns the

Stones sufficiently;

It is remarkable, that this Flame, how great so ever

it be, gives neither Smoke nor Smell. There is much

Napththa all about the place, tho' nttt just where the

Fire is. ' * ' . • ■:«■•■

DouBTlEJJ■'att Jihft"%mmable Vapour issues in abun

dance out of tMe;gr{5untJ,lf)'thisv-p1lacfc: Something of the

iame kind IS ' fountf Between Bihgna and Florence, on

the side ofttieofthe'^^f»•/;V«r:' On a spot of ground

three or four miles in tHarheter;"' there is a constant Erup

tion of Firet " The £l*me rising very high ; yet without

. Noise, Srrioke or Srrfefl.' Tn great Rains it sometimes

intermits, but aswHtBrd burns with the greater Vigour.

There are three other such Fires on the fame Mountains.

Probably they rise from Veins of Bitumen. - ■

We
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"We have the like inflammable Vapours in England, fa

three or sour different Places. In Daupbiny and some

other Parts of France, the Surface of several Springs takes

fire in the lame manner on the Approach of a Candle.

. Sulphureous Vapours undoubtedly exhale from the Wa

ters : As is the Case in the famous Grotto del Cam.

,- This lies on the fide of a little Hill, between Naples

.And Pozzcli. The fides of it are cut perpendicular in the

Earth. It is about three seet wide ; near twelve seet

long ; sive or fix seet high at the Entrance, and less than

three at the farther End.

The Ground slopes a little from thisEnd to the Mouth,

2nd more from thence to the road. If you stand a sew

steps without, and sloop so as to have your eye nearly on

-a level with the ground of the Grotto, you may see a Va

pour within, like that which appears over a Chafing-dish

of red-hot Coals, only that it is more sluggish, and does

not rise above five or six inches high. Its Surface, more

-distinctly terminated than that of other Vapouis, balan

ces visibly under the Air, as is unwilling to mix with

it. The Ground os the Grotto is always moist ;

and so are the Sides to the height of ten inches. Yet

this never increases so as to form any drops. While you

.stand upright, you remark nothing more, than a slight

earthy Smell, common in all subterraneous places which

are kept shut. But is you put down your hand, within

ten inches of the ground, it seels as isyou put it into the

steam of boiling Water. Yet your hand contracts neither

Smell nor Taste. A Vapour similar to that in the Grot

to, rises also from the ground without. But it is weaker,

and does not rise so high. This partly spreads itself

from the Cavern, partly exhales from the Earth,

A lighted FlanbeaM, thrust into the Vapour, pre

sently goes out ; yet without any Noise or Hilling.

The thick Smoke which appears immediately aster its

Extinction, remains floating on the Vapour, and be

ing lighter than it, but heavier than the Air above it,

spreads between both. Indeed Common Smoke is

lighter than Air : but that impregnated with the Va

pour is heavier.

Vol.. II. ., ,.- .j.i i ,G If
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If a young vigorous Dog be held down within the

Vapour, he at first struggles, pants, snorts and rattles

in the throat. But in three Minutes he lies as dead.

Carry him into the open Air, and he draws in long

Draughts, as one recovering from a Fit, and in two

Minutes gets upon his Legs, and seems to ail nothing.

A Cock having his Head plunged into the Vapour,

was suffocated all at once beyond recovery. Frogs

?1re fiupified by it in 3 or 4 minutes : yet tho' they

have laid in it a quarter ofan hour, soon recover when

placed in the open Air. Large Flies, Beetles and

Butterflies, were longer without giving Signs of their

suffering, and longer in recovering. A Toad resisted

the Vapour near half an Hour, a Lizard above an

hour and a Quarter. And a large Grass-hopper stir

red in the Vapour, after being more than two Hours

in it. '

An EngUJh Gentleman kneeled down in the Grotto,

and leaning on his hands, bowed his face to within a or

3 inches of the ground, holding his breath, keeping

his eyes open, and his Tongue a little out of his mouth .

He remained thus three or four Seconds, without any-

painsul impression, or any sort of Taste on his Tongue.

And hence it manisestly appeared, that this is not a.

poisonous Vapour.

He afterward advanced his face to the Surface of the

Vapour, and took in breath gently. He was sensible

of something suffocating, just like the Air of an hot

and moist Stove. Likewise he selt a flight acrimony

in the throat and nose, which made him cough and

sneeze : but no Head-ach, no Sickness at Stomach,

nor any other Inconvenience. ■ ■ ■ ' •

IT is clear then upon the whole, that Animals me

in this Vapour, not as> poisoned, but rather as drown

ed in a fluid not capable of supplying the place of the

Ai'r which is necessary for Respiration, and equally ne

cessary to sustain Fire, as the Flame of a lighted Fla»-

e"*MUCH stranger Flame than that which issues out

of Earth, is that which issues out of the Stomach of

Animals. The Anatomical Lecturer at Pi/a in the

year
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yeas 1597, happening to hold a lighted Candle near

the Subject he was dissecting, on a sudden set on Fire

the Vapours that came out of the Stomach he had just.

opened. In the fameYear, as Dr. Ruiscb, then Anatomy-

Prosessor at Pisa, was dissecting a Woman, a Student

lighting him with a candle, he had no sooner opened

the Stomach, than there issued out a yellow, greenish

Flame. A like thing happened some years after at

Lyons, in dissecting a Woman. Her Stomach was no

sooner opened, than a considerable Flame burst out

and filled the place. But this is not so much wonder

ed at, since the Experiments made by Dr. Vulpari, A-

natomical- Prosessor at Bologna. He affirms, any one

nay see, issuing from the Stomach of an Animal, a

matter that burns like Spirits of Wine, is the upper

and lower Orisices are bound fast with a very strong

Thread. The Stomach thus tied must be cut, above

and under the Ligature, and afterward prest with both.

hands, so as to make all that it contains, pass to one

fide. This will produce a swelling in that part, which

must be held with the left hand to hinder its escaping.

A Candle then being held about half an inch from the

Stomach, let it be suddenly opened by the right-hand,

atrid a bluish Flame will immediately gusli out, which

will sometimes last a Minute. The fame way Flame

may be brought forth, from the Intestines also.

Nor is it from Carcases only that Flames have issu

ed. This has been the case with live Persons likewise.

Bartholine relates, that a Polijh Cavalier, having drank

a quantity of Brandy, died in a little Space, after .in,

Eruption of Flames thro' his Mouth. He relates also

the case of three others, who after drinking much

Brandy, experienced the fame Symptom. Two pre

sently died ; the Third escaped by immediately drink

ing cold Water. Still more astonishing is the Case of

a Woman at Paris, who used to drink Brandy to ex>

cess. She was one night reduced to Ashes by a fire

from within, all but her Head and the ends of her

fingers. In like manner Cornelia Bandi, an aged Lady

of unblemished Lise, near Ce/enain Romagna, in 1731,

retired in the Evening into her Chamber j and in the

G 2 Mcrnirg
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Morning was found in the middle of the room, reduc

ed to Ashes, all except her Face, Scull, three Fingers

and her Legs, which remained entire, with the

Shoes ard Stockings on. The Ashes were light : the

Floor was smeared with a gross, stinking Moisture,

and the Walls1 and Furniture covered with a moist

Soot, which had stained all the Linen in the Chest.

There have been Instances of several other Persons,

burnt to death in this unaccountable manner : One oF

whom was Grace Pet, of Ipswich, in 1 7 44.

6. There is no Body but may be by Fire conver

ted Into Glass : not excepting Gold itself. And this

is the last Effect of Fire : No Art can carry the Change

of a natural Body any farther.

As to the Nature and Properties of it, I. Common

Glass is an artisicial Compound of Salt with Sand or

Stones. 2. It is susible by a strong sire, and when sused

is tenacious and coherent. 3. It does not waste in the

Fire. 4. When melted it cleaves to Iron. 5. When red-

hot it is fashionable into any shape, and capable of be

ing blown into a hollowness, which no Mineral is.

6. It is frangible when thin, friable when cold, and

transparent, whether hot or cold. 7. It is flexible,

elastic and dissoluble by Cold. 8 It can be cut only

by Emery or a Diamond. 9. It is not dissoluble by Aqua

fortis, Aqua Regia or Mercury. 10. Neither Acids nor any

thing else extract Colour, Taste, or any sensible Qua

lity from it. 11. It loses nothing either of its Substance

or of its Weight, by the longest and most frequent

Use. 12- It is not capable of being calcined, neither

of contracting Rust.

But there is no Property of Glass more remarkable

than its Ductility. Glass-Spinners draw Threads of

their brittle Matter, melting over a Lamp, with far

more Ease and Expedition, than common Spinners do

those of Flax or Silk. These may be drawn fine as a

Hair, yea as the threads of a Spider's Web, so as to

wave withevery wind. And the liner they are, the

more flexible. If the Ends of two such threads be

knotted together, they may be drawn and bent, till

the
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the space in die middle of the knot does nos exceed

the forty- eighth Part of an inch in diameter. "5

•". The*e is something astonishing in the Power of

Telescopes, to bring far distant Objects near; and of

Microscopes, to render those clear and distinct, which

ar© quite invisible to the naked Bye. ' And no left

amazing in another kind, it the force of Burning-glas

ses, i. A piece of Wood laid before a large Burning-

glass,- took fire in an instant. z. Water contained .

in an earthenVessel boiled imm«diately, and in a short

time quite evaporated. 3. A mass of Lead, three

inches thick, began to melt in a moment, and

soon aster ran in a continued thread. 4. A Steel-plate

grew red-hot almost in an instant, and small holes

were made thro' it. 5. Slate becomes black Glass,

Tiles, Yellow Glass, Earthen-pots, a darkish-yellow

Glass. 6. A Pumice Stone became white Glass, Earth.

black Glass, Bones, an opake one.

But in the extremely hot Weather at Paris in 1705,

the Rays of the Sun- collected by a large Glass, had

scarce any force, tho' the separate Rays quite inflam

ed the Air. The Reason ofso surprizing a thing seems

to be, that the Heat raised from the Earth great sul

phureous Exhalations, which embarrased, stopped, and

in some degree absorbed the Rays of the Sun.

Gunpotvderh commonly supposed tohave been invent

ed by Barthold Schivarlx, about theYear 1 380. But Roger

Bacon knew of it, an hundred and fifty years before

Schwartz was born. For in his Treatise de Nullitate

Magica published at Oxford in i2•6are these words.

"You may raiseThunder and Lightning at pleasure, by

only taking Sulphur, Nitre and Charcoal, which sin

gle have no eisect, but mixt together and consined in

a close place, cause a Noise and Explosion greater than

that of a Clap of Thunder."

The Effect of Gunpowder is owing to the Spring of

the Air, inclosed in the Grains and in the Spaces be

tween them. AM these* Springs are dilated by the Firi

and set a playing at ohce. The Powder itself only

!■ • ' serves

G 3
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serves to light the Fire, which putt the Air in

action. .t1 ■ - -■>:

Aurumfulminant, a preparation of Gold, is far stron

ger than Gunpowder. A Scruple of this acts more

sorcibly than half a pound of That. A single Grain

laid on a knise and lighted at a Candle, goes off with

a greater Noise than a Musket. •* a: « • j

7. Air is a transparent Bodywherein we live, and

which surrounds the Earth on every side. It is liquid

too, and invariably so ; for it cannot be frozen like

Water. The easy Passage of Bodies thro' it, proves its

Fluidity. And if a little light be let into a darkened

Room, its Parts appear in a continual Fluctuation.

Another Property of Air is nsWeight or Gravity.

This you will immediately seel, is you lay your hand

on the Mouth of a Vessel, which is emptied of Air.

If you lay a Square piece of Glass on the Orifice of an

Air-sump, when the Air is drawn out, it will be broke

to shivers with a great Noise. Or extract the Air from

between two smoothly-polished Marbles, and close the

Edges with Wax. They will then be so strongly prest

together, as not easily to be separated. But we need

no1 other Proof of k than the Barometer :■ A Glass- tube,

close at one End, and filled with Mercury. Immerge

the other End in a Bason of the fame Fluid, and when

it is erected, the Mercury in the tube will rise thirty

Inches, above the Surface of that in the Bason-. '

The Changes then in the Barometer are wholly ow

ing to the Changes in the Weight of the Atmosphere.

But to what are these owing ? It seems, chiefly- to the

•Winds. For 1. These must altei the Weight of the

Air ih any particular Place, either by bringing toge

ther and accumulating the Air, which is thecase when

two Winds blow at the fame time from opposite points :

Or by sweeping away Part of the Air, as when two

Winds blow opposite ways from the fame point; or

lastly, By cutting off the pressure of the Atmosphere,

which happens when any Wind blows briflcly any way.

2. Cold, nitrous Particles load the Atmosphere, arid

increase its weight : 3. So do heavy, dry Exhalations

from the Earih, 4. The Ak being rendered heavier
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» more- able M support the Vapours, which being in

termix: with it, make the Weather fair and serene.

When if is rendered lighter by the contrary Causes,

it becomes unable tdsupport the Vapours, which then

sitik, gather into drops and fall in Rain.

With us the Mercury is hignest when the Wind h

North or North East, and so brings the-cold, conden

sed Air of the Northern Climates. In all Northern

Countries the Mercury varies more than in the South

ern, the Winds being more frequent, strong, various

sad' opposite to each other. Between the Tropics it

scarce varies at all, theWinds being small and generally

blowing the. fame way.

The. Pressure of the Air, is aeteris parilus, as its

Height. Carry the Barometer to an higher place,

where the incumbent Column of Air is shorter, and a

shorter Column of Air is sustained : It being found to

descend at the rate os a quarter of an inch for every

hundred feet of Ascent. I; ;t' .1

. Now Air, as all other Fluids, must press equally

every way. Hence it is, that soft Bodies sustain their

pressure, without any Change of Figure, and' brittle

Bodies without breaking, the' that pressure be equal

to that of a Column of Mercury, ao inches high, or a

.Column of Water, of 30 foot. Nothing can keep

these Bodies unchanged, but the equable Pressure on

all sides, which, resists as much as it is resisted. And

hence on removing or lessening that pressure ouone

fide, the effect os it is soon perceived on the other.

.-> 'tJ.T is by means of its Gravity, 1 . that the Air closely

invests the Earth wi<h all the Bodies on it, and bends

them down : that it prevents the Arterial Vessels of

Plants and Animals from being too much distended,

by the Impetus of the circulating Juices : and that

it hinders the Blood from oozing out, thro' the Pores

of their containing Vessels. Hence they who travel

up high Mountains, the higher they ascend, are re

laxed the more, till they fall into spitting of Blood.

X. The mixture of contiguous Fluids is chiefly owing

to. this. Hence many Fluids which readily mix in

. the Air, when .that is removed, remain separate. 3*

It
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It determines the Action of one Body upon ' anoth^tv

Thus it presses the Particles of Fire against the Fewel :

Whereas upon removing the Air, the Fire immediately

goes out. So Aqua Regia ceases to dissolve Gold,1 if

the Air be taken away : Hence also on the tops of

high Mountains, as on the Pike of Teneriff, the most

acrid Bodies, such as Pepper, Ginger, bah, have no

sensible Taste; for want of a sufficient Gravity in the

Air, to press their Particles into the Pares of the

Tongue. • -v ?

The Fourth Property of Air is Elasticity. It yields

to an impression, by contracting its Dimensions, and

returns to them, on removing the impressive Cause.

This Endeavour to expand itself, every Particle of Air

continually exerts, against an equal Endeavour of the

ambient Particles. Hence it is, that a Bladder full

of Air, will burst in an exhausted Receiver t While

one that before seem'd empty, swells and appears to

be sull of Air.

This Power does not seem to have any Bounds.

Nor is it easy to be destroyed. Let Air be expanded

eyer so much, it still retains its Spring. Nor is this

sensibly diminished by any Experiment) which has been

yet made. ■ '' -.'• i "•

There is no fixing any Bounds to its Condensation!

any more than to its Dilatation. It will dilate into

loooo times its former Space, yea into 1 3679 times.

And all this by its own expansive Force, without any

Force of Fire. The Air we breathe near the Surface of

the Earth is comprest by its own : weight, into at least

the 1 3679th Part of the Space it would possess in vacuo.

And is the fame Air be farther condensed by Art, the

Space it will take up when most dilated, will be (accord

ing to Mr. Boyle) to that it possesses when most condense

ed, as 550000 to one. By its Elasticity Air insi

nuates into the Pores of Bodies, carrying with it this

Faculty of Expansion ; whence it must necessarily put

all the Particles it is inixt with, into perpetual Oscil

lations. And as its Elasticity is never the fame sot

two moments together, there must be an incessant Di

latation and Contraction in all Bodies. To this is ow.

... iog
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Sbg all Putrefaction and Fenfiefitation, rieitfier a

which will proceed in <vacuo. And indeed all Natural

Corruption and Alteration seem to depend hereon :

So that Metals, particularly Gold, are so durable, on

ly by being impervious to Air. And yet it may be

doubted, whether Air itself be the true, original,

univerfal Dissolvent; or rather the ethereal Fire,'

which is intimately united with every Particle of it ;

and without which Air is effete and useless, neither able

to feed Flame, nor to sustain animal Lise.

That there is some Matter in the Air much finer

than the Air itself, appears from many Considerations.

In an exhausted Receiver something remains, which con

veys the Heat near as readily as Air. Now this must be

a Body, and a Body subtle enough to penetrate the Pores

of Glass. Doubtless then it penetrates the pores of all

Other Bodies, and consequently is diffused thro' the .Uni

verse. And this seems to be not only more subtle than

the Air, but far more weighty and elastic. To the

Weight of this may be owing the Weight of the Air, and'

of all other Bodies : To its Elasticity, the Elasticity of

the Air and of all other elastic Bodies. This also may

cause the Reflection and other Phenomena of Light; as

also Senfation and Muscular Motion. Indeed it seem*

to be the first Spring of all the Action in the Universe.

Air is sometimes deprived of its Elasticity, and

wrought into the Substance of other Bodies, from which

nevertheless it may be ex'racted and resume its elastic

State. As to Animal Substances, a very considerable

Quantity of Air i.« extracted from them by Distillation,

not only from the B!ood and Fat, but also from the most

solid Parts of Animals. Half a cubic Inch of afallow-

deer's horn, produced 117 cubic Inches of Air : Haifa

cubic Inch of Oyster Jhells, no less than 162 cubic Inches.

As to Vegetable Substances, halfa cubic Inch of heart of

Oak generated 108 cubic Inches : A cubic Inch of Peas,

396 cubic Inches, or 113 grains, which was above a

third of its Weight. This Air will flam, is touched with

a Candle. - . , '

Camphirt generates no Air : Brandy, next to none :

Wtll-rTattr, Ot Rain-water, a little: Pyrmont-rVater,

. twice
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twice as much ; Which Air contributes to the Brifltneftr

osthis and other mineral Waters, i

From Minerals much Air may be extracted. Half

an inch of Newcastle Coal yielded 180 inches of Air,

which weighed near one third of the Coal.

Yet a good Part of the Air extracted from these Bo

dies, in some days gradually lost its Elasticity : Because

the acid, sulphureous Fumes, raised with that Air, re*

sorbed and fixt the elastic Particles. But when a rrieans

was found to prevent this, it lost only a seventeeth or

eighteenth Part : (and that chiefly in the first 24 Hours )

The rest was permanently elastic.

There is another way of producing Air, which seems

to be more Natural, namely by Fermentation. A cubic

inch of h Oil of Vitriol with half an inch of Sal Ammonaic

generated Six cubic Inches of Air : Six Inches of pow

dered Oyster jhilli, and an equal Quantity of White win*

Vinegar, generated twenty-nine Indies.

That much Air is incorporated into the Substance of

Vegetables, appears from the following Experiments.

Forty two inches of Ale from the Tun generated

in three Months 639 cubic Inches of Air : Twelve inches

of Malaga-Raisins, in fix Weeks generated 41 1 inches :.

Twenty six inches of Apples, in thirteen Days generated

968 Inches of Air. They then in three or four day« r&-

sorbed about twelve inches, and asterwards neither gene

rated nor resorbed. 1 . • •»

That the Air arising from distilled or sermenting"

Bodies, is true Air, appears from hence, that it conti

nues in the fame expanded State for Weeks or Months,

which expanded Vapours will not do. And that, it is

elastic appears, by its dilating and contracting with Heat

and Cold, as common Air does.

Air then makes a very considerable Part of the Sub«

fiance of Vegetables as well as Animals. And beside

these Particles of Air, which strongly adhere to, and are

■ - -. tVKWght

•> Mr . Ccoffroy thews, that the mixture of any vitriolic Saks with

inflammable Substances, Will yield common Brimstone 1 Particularly

of ml of fyxiol with Oil cfTitrfiaiiine. Brimstone therefore is no^

thiog but vitriolic Sait, united wilh some combustible Substance.
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wrought into their Substance, there is in them a large

Quantity, which is upon the wing, and in a very active

State. . rti

Air is generated likewise1 from Minerals by Fermenta

tion. By other fermenting Mixtures it is absorbed again,

and byothers generated and absorbed alternately.

A qyARTER of an inch ofsiiings of Iron, and an inch

of compound Aquafortis, in four days absorbed 27 inches

of Air. When hot water wa* poured upon it, it gene1-

ra ted three or four inches, which aster some days it ab

sorbed again. A quarter of an inch of Iron-flings, with

an inch of powdered Brimstone, absorbed nineteen inches

in two days. Powdered Brimstone mixt whh Newcastle-

Coal, neither generated nor absorbed.

An inch of Chalk and as much Oil of Vitriol, in three

days generated 3 1 inches of Air. Part of this it after

ward reforbed. Two inches of Lime and as much Saf

Ammoniac absorbed 1 1 5 inches. The sumes of this are

therefore very Susfocating. All burning and

slaming Bodies, absorb much Air. And whereas the

Air which some Substances absorb, is afterwards remit

ted, that which is absorbed by burning Brimstone, by

the slame of a Candle, or by Human Respiration, does

not recover its Elasticity.

The Elasticity of the Air in (he Vesicles of the Lung*

is continually decreasing, thro' the Vapour it is there!

loaded with ; so that there needs fresh Air continually ;

otherwise those vesicles will soon fall flat, whereby the"

Motion of the Blood thro' the Lungs being stopt, instant

Death ensues. And this seems to be exactly the case ot*

most of those, who are killed by Lightning, which so

totally destroys the Elastic Air in the Lungs, that they'

instantly fall flat. ." .' ;

And that Candles soon go bnt, is they are consined ifti

a small Quantity of Air, seems not to be so much owingi

to their having rendered the Air essete, by consuming its

vivisying Spirit, as to its destroying the Elasticity there-'

of, by its acid, fuliginous Yapours.

' But nothing de'troys"the Elasticity of Air like Brim

stone, whether burning, ;'or in fermenting Mixtures.

And as the attractive Power of Bodies is found to be more

''.•-. ■ " • ot
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or less, as tkey have more or fewer sulphureous Particles,

fe we may reasonably ascribe the fixing the elastic Parti

cles of Air, to the strong Attraction of the sulphureous

Particles, with which Sir Isaac Newton supposes all Bo

dies to abound, more or lei*. : V. ■"}

The various Mixtures in the Stomach sometimes gene

rate, sometimes absorb Air. In a good Digestion the

generating Power exceeds the absorbing Power but a lit

tle. When it exceeds it much, we may he troubled*

more or less, with distending Flatus's.

We have seen, how much Air may be extracted from

Animal and Vegetable Bodies, into whose Substances it

was before intimately and firmly incorporated. And

consequently, great Quantities of Air, must be continu

ally expended in their Production. Part of this, we see,

may resume its elastic State, when thtir Texture is dissol

ved, but Part probably never regains its Elasticity, at

least not in many Centuries. However we may see,

what immense Treasures of this important Element, the

wise Author of Nature has provided, the constant Waste

of it being abundantly supplied, by Heat or Fermentati

on from innumerable dense Bodies.

If all the Parts of Nature were endued with a strongly

attracting Power only, whole Nature would immediately

become, one unactive, cohering Lump. It was there

fore absolutely necessary, there mould be every where

intermixt, a due proportion of strongly-elastic Particles.

And since abundance of these are continually reduced

from an elastic to a fixt State, it was also necessary, that

these Particles should be endued with a property of resum

ing their Elasticity, whenever they were disengaged from

that mass in which they were fixt. And hereby this

beautisul Frame of things, is maintained in a continnal

Round, of the production and dissolution of Animal and

Vegetable Bodies.

The Air is very instrumental in the Production and

Growth of Animals and Vegetables : In its elastic State,

by invigorating their Juices; and in its fixt State, by

greatly contributing, to the Union and firm Connection

of their constituent Parts. It is also a very powersul

Agent in the Dissolution of the same Bodies.

Air
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Air acts upon other Bodies nqt only by its Elasticity

^ndGravity, but by the peculiar.Ingredients mixt with

k, Thus I. It dislbve& Bod^»«o«ordy by its Pres

sure an4 Attrition, but &&.<oitfftinujg all sorts of Men-

struums. Iron soon becomtM'usty in Air, unless de-

feodeibyOil. • Pillars of Iron have been so reduced by

Air, that one might crumble them to dust between the

fingers. And Copper is converted by it into a Sub*

stance like the Verdegrease produced by Vinegar.

In our Southern Colonies great Gum rust so fast in the

Air, that in a sew years large Cakes may be peeled

off them. In Peru the Air dissolves Lead : but it will

not dissolve Gold; because Sea-falt being very difficult

to volatilize, there is but little ofit in theAtmosphere.

But in the Laboratories where Aqua Regia is preparing,

the Air is much impregnated therewith. And Gold

when exposed to this Air, contracts Rust like other.

Metals. Air dissolves Stone likewise. So the Purbect

Stone, of which Sahjlury Cathedral is built, is obserr-

ed to become softer and softer, till it moulders away.

But pure Air is no where to be found. That whiefc

surrounds us is the most heterogeneous Body in nature.

It is no other than an univerfal Chaos, a Colluvies of

all kind of Bodies. No Bodies can withstand the Force

of Fire. And whatever Fire can volatilize is found in

the Air. Hence for instance, the whole. FoJ/il King

dom must be found therein : For ail-that tribe is conver

tible into Fume. Gold, the most sixt of all ad

heres to Sulphur in Mines, and is raised along with.

it. AH the Parts of the Animal Kingdom must like--

wife be in the Air. For besides the copious Esfluvia

they emit by Perspiration (whereby an Animal in the

course of its Duration, impregnates the Air with ma

ny times the quantity of its own Body) any dead Ani- ■

mal, when exposed to the Air, is in a certain time

carried wholly off, And we know that all Fegi/Mes

by, Putrefaction become volatile, and so evaporate

into Air.

4Ajr, ^.j-qlatiijzes fixt Bodies. Thus Sea-salt be

ing calcined and fused, jhen exposed to the Air to

liquefy ;' when liquefied, set to dry agaia; then, fused

Ypi. II. H again
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again, and the Operation thus repeated ; will by de

grees be almost wholly evaporated, nothing remaining

but a little Earth.

Air, 3. sixes volatile Bodies. Thus tbo' Aqua

fortis or Spirit of Nitre, readily evaporates by the

Fire; yet is the Air near be impregnated with bpiri t

of Uiine, the volatile Spirit is fixt, and falls down in

a liquid Form.

But the Air's being open or inclosed is of conse

quence in Chymical Operations. So, to make Sul

phur in flammable, a free Air is required; in a close

Vessel it will not kindle. And thus all Animals and

Vegetables can only be calcined in open Air. In close

Vessels they never become any other than black Coals.

By the Air-sump the Air is in a great measure drawn

out of a Vessel called the Receiver. And hence we

learn how much all vital, nutritive and alterative

Powers depend upon the Air. A Candle In

the exhausted Receiver usually goes out in a Minute.

A kindled Charcoal is totally extinguished in about

five Minutes. Red.hot Iron is not affected thereby :

Only it will not light Sulphur or Gunpowder, but

melt it. Flint and Steel strike sire there, and Load

stones act, as well as in the open Air. Smoke sinks

in a darkish Body to the bottom, leaving the upper

Part clear and transparent. The Syphon does not

run therein : But Attrition produces Heat, as in the

open Air. If some Grains of an Heap of Gunpowder

be kindled by a Burning-glass, they will not fire the.

contiguous Grains. Glow-worms lose their Light,

as the Air is exhausted ; but recover it, on its Re-

admission. Vipers and Frogs seem dead in less than

two Hours, but recover in the open Air. Snails live

ten Hours : Efts, two or three days ; Leeches, sive or

six.

The Atmcsfbere is a Body of Air and Vapours, which

surrounds the Globe to the height of about Sixty

Miles. gravitates toward its Centre, and js carried

along with it in all its Motions. This continually

presses on our Bodies, with a weight equal to a Pillar.

of Air, whose Base is equal to the Surface of our Bo

dies.
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dies. Now a Pillar'of Air of die lieight of the At

mosphere, is equal to a Pillar of Water thirty-five seet

high. Every foot square therefore of the Surface of

Our Bodies is pressed on by a weight of Air, equal to

35 cubic seet of Water :• And- a cubic foot of Water

weighing 76' pound '(Tr&y weight) consequently every

foot square of the Surface of our Bodies, sustains a

Pillar of Air equal to 2260 Pounds. If then the Sur

face of a Man's Body contains fifteen square seet, he

sustains a Weight equal to 399DO Pounds. This is

the Case, when the Air is heaviest. But the differ

ence between the greatest and the least Pressure of Air

upon our Bodies is equal to 3982 Pounds.-

Hence it is so far from- being a Wonder, we should

sometimes suffer in our Health, by a Change of Wea

ther, that it is the greatest wontler, we should not al

ways sufser.. For when we consider, our Bodies are

at some times prest upon by near two ton weight more

than at others, it is surprizing, that every Change,

does not break our whole frame to pieces.

In truth the Vessels of our Bodies being so much

straightened" by an increased Pressure, would stagnate

the Blood to the very Heart, had not the Author of

Nature wisely contrived, that when the Resistence to

its Circulation is greatest, the force by which the

Heart contracts should be so too. For upon an in

crease of the Weight of the Air, the Lungs are more

strongly expanded, and the Blood by being more inti

mately broken, made fitter for the finer Secretions,

the Nervous in particular, by which the Heart is mbre

strongly contracted. On the other hand, when the

weight of the ambient Air is ever so little abated, the

Air contained within the Biood, unfolds its Spring,

and forces the Blood to take up a larger Space than it

did before. ,

The Reason we are not sensible of this Pressure, is

well explained by Borelli : Sand persectly rammed into

an hard Vessel, can't be penetrated, even b. a Wedge.

And Water in a Bladder, comprest on all fides, can't

give way in any part. In like manner, within the

Skin of an Animal, are contained various Parts ; some

H 2 hard,
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hard, as Bones ; some 'soft, as Mnfcfes ; arid some

sluid, as Blood. Now it is not possible that Bones,

should be broke or displaced in the Body, unless the

pressure lay heavier on one Part than on another. If

the Pressure be so divided, that it be equal all round,

upward, downward, sideways, and no part of the

Skin be exempt therefrom, it is plain, no Fracture or

Luxation can follow.

The fame may be observed of theMnscles andNerves,

which tho,' soft, yet being composed of solid Fibres,

do mutually sustain each other, and resist the common

Weight. The fame holds of the Blood and other Hu

mours. As Water is not capable of Condenfation, so

these Liquids, while contained in their Vessels, cannot

be forced out of them by an univerfal Compression.

Add to this, that the Air itself which is contained, in

every Pait of the Body, is such a Ballance to the Ex

ternal Air, that no Hurt can ensue from its Pressure.

CHAP. III.

Of Meteors.

 

1 . Of Vapours, Mists and

Clouds :

2. OfDew and Rain :

3. Of Snow and Hail :

4. Ofthe Rainhow:

5. Of the Halo:

6. OfMockSunsandMoons:

7. Offiery Meteors, Thun

der and Lightning ;

8. OfEleSncity :

9. Of Wind:

IO. Reflexions.

I. TT 7H ATSOEVER is carried aloft into the Air,

VV a"0" suspended there, is termed a Meteor. These

are either Wairy, Fiery, or Airy. The Watry are

Mists, Clouds, Rain,, Snow, Hail. Watry Particles

which are rarefied so a? to float in the Air, are then ter

med Vatours. If these are visible and hang near the

- ■- . .M -'*• Birth,
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Earth, we call them Mists; if they are hisMr in the

>\ir, Clouds. Some of these are so thin, as to transmit

the Raya of the Sun, others so dense, as to intercept

them.

The manner wherein the Vapours that constitute

Clouds and Rain are raised seems to be this. Fire being

the lightest of all Bodies, easily breaks loose from them ;

and in its Passage carries along with it Particles or little

Cases of Water. These being lighter than the Air, are

buoyed up and swim therein : Till striking against one

another, or thickened by Cold, they are reduced into

C louds and Drops.

To illustrate this; we may observe in Water over the

Fire, i. That the Evaporations are proportioned to the

Heat. A small Heat throws off sew Vapours, scarce

visible : A greater, carries off larger and more numerous

"Vesicles of Water, which we call a Bteatn. Violent

Heat lists op great Quantities of Water, which the Air

cannot buoy up: and this we call Boiling. i. It these

Vapours be intercepted in their Ascent, by any dense

Body, especially if it be cold, they are thereby reduced

iii to Drops, like those of Rain. 3. In frosty Weather

the Vapours rise but a little above the Water, and there

hang, or elide on. If the Weather be very cold ; aster

a little1 Aseent, they fall again into the Water. But in

a warm, still Air, they ascend swiftly and largely, and

mount up, 'till they are out ot sight.

2. The DevJ which usually falls ill England in a Year

•mounts to something more than three lucoes and a quar

ter depth. 1 he" Evaporation of a Winter's Day is ne ai \y

the fame as that of a bummer's Day; For the Earth be

ing moister in Winter, that excels of Moiiture answers to

the Excess of Heat in Summer.

Within the Tropics they have no Rain for many

Months together. But the Dews are fat greater than

With as. Yet the moisture evaporated in a bummer's Day,

far exceeds that which falls in the Nig.t. Hence the

Dews there, cannot be of any Benefit to .he Roots of the

Trees, because they are remanded b'ck from tnc Eartai

by the following Day's Heat, before they can soak to ans

considerable Depth. The great Benefit therefore of

H 3 Dew
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Dew in hot weather must be, by being imbibed into Ve

getables, to refresh them for the present, and supply

them with moisture toward the expence of the succeeding

Day. .*«!.*

Meantime the Sun draws fresh Supplies of Moisture

from the Strata of the Earth, which by means of his

penetrating Warmth, insinuates itself into the Roots.

By the fame genial Heat, it is carried up, thro' their

Bodies and Branches, and thence palling into the -Leaves

it is vigorously acted upon in those thin Plates, 'till per

spiring thro' their Surface, it mounts with rapidity in the

free Air.

But the strangest Circumstance relating to Dew, is

this. In the fame Night, place several Substances in

the open Air, while a large Dew falls ; And some of

them will receive much of it, some little, and others

none at all. The Drops make a sort of Choice, what

Bodies they shall affix themselves to. Glass and Cry

stals they fix themselves to readily, and in the largest

Quantity. Metals do not receive them at all, nor do

the drops ever six on them. If a Glass Vessel be set out

in an Evening, or a silver Plate, the Glass will be found

quite covered with Dew, and the Silver persectly dry.

China-ware is a sort of Glass. Six pounds of Mercury

being exposed to the Air in a China Plate, the Dew ram

in Streams on the edge of the Plate, .but not a drop was

On the Mercury. v

Is there not some Alliance between the Phænomena

observed in Dew, and those which appear in electric Bo

dies i All hard Bodies may by rubbing become Electric,

excepting only Metals. And Metals are the only Bo

dies, which wholly refuse to admit the Dew. But the

Causes of one or the other Phænomenon, who is able to

explain ? • ! • '' S

If Clouds are condensed, so as to fall in Drops, this

we stile Rain. It may rise from various Causes. Some,

times Cold alone condenses a warm Cloud. But it is ge

nerally Wind, which presses the Cloud so close together,

that the Particles of Wa'.er united in large Drops, which

being specifically heavier than the Air, can no longer b«

fosrandjed ty U. • » . -\ a-; v.i« '-•**
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'Bloody Rains? as they have been sometimes called,

seem to be only the Excrements of Insects. Accordingly

Gaffenttui gives us an Account of a bloody Rain in France,

which much terrified the People. But upon Enquiry, it

Was found to be only red drops, "coming from a fort of

J3utterfiif s which flew about in great numbers.

During a Scarcity in Silesia, a Rumour was spread*,

of"ks raining Millet-Seed. But it was soon sound to be

Only the seeds os the small Hen-bit, growing thereabout*

in great Plenty. So in the Archipelago it was thought

jdjhes were rained, with which Ships : v ere covered for

many Leagues. But in truth, they came from Eruption

of Vesuvius, happening at that time. More lately it was

reported at Warminster in Wiltjhire, that it raioed Wheat.

But the supposed Wheat was really Ivy-berries, blown

thither in a considerable Quamity by a Hurrican. Nay,

in 1 696 a Field near Cransiead in Kent, was overspread

with young Whitings, supposed to fall from the Clouds,

but doubtless brought thither from the Sea, by a violent

Storm.

Nor is it strange that any of these things, should be

thus transported by tempestuous Winds, considering to

what Distance, and in what Quantities the Sea-water was

carried by the Storm, Nm>. z&, 1703. A Physician

travelling soon alter, twenty miles from the Sea, chewing

some tops of Hedges, found them falt. The Grass of

the Down about leives was so falt, that for some time the

Sheep could not eat k. And the Miller three miles from

the Sea, attempting with his Man to secure his Mill'

were so washed with Flashes of Sea- water, that they

were almost Strangled. *

■ 3. When the Particles of Water in a Cloud are fro

zen* it occasions Snow, which floats in the Air 'till it is

driven together, soasto be heavy enough to sink. When

die drops of Rain in'falling toward the Earth, meet with

a Stream of cold Air, they are often froze into Ice, and

so fall to the ground in the form of Hail Hence the

reason appears, why Snow, which is only frozen Mist,

is lighter than either Rain or Hail.

Even in our temperate Climate, we have sometimes

had very extraordinary Showers of Hail. On April 29,
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l6d?, a thick black Cloud coming from Caniarniohjhire,

poured such an Hail on Chejhire, Lancajhirt and some

other Counties, that in a line two miles broad and sixty

miles long, it did inconceivable Damage. It not only

killed all small Animals, but split Trees, and beat down

Horses and Men. The Hail- stones many of which

weighed five Ounces, some seven or eight, and were of

various Figures : Some round, others half round, some

smooth, others embossed, or variously granulated. The

icy Substance of them was transparent and hard-; but

there was a snowy Kernel in the middle of each.

May +i in- the fame Year, there was a Shower of

Hail \tu Hertford/hire, which exceeded this. Fields of

Rye were cut down as with a Scythe ; several Men kil

led, and vast Oaks split. The Stones were from ten to

fourteen Inches round, some oval, some pecked and

others flat.

Mezeras relates, that in Italy, in 1510, there was, afc-

ter an horrible Darkness, a Shower of Hail, Which d&-

siroyed all the Fish, Birds and Beasts of that Country.

It was attended with a strong Smell of Sulphur. Some

of the Stones weighed an hundred pounds.

Many Particles of Snow are of a regular Figure, like

Jlowels, or Stars of six points. On each of these point*-,

are other collateral Stars, but many of the Point* are

broken. Others having been thawed are froze again

into irregular Cluster*. All these are persect Ice, sd that

the whole of Snow is an infinite number of Icicles. A

Cloud of Vapours condensing forthwith descends, 'til-

meeting with a freezing Air, each Drop immediately

becomes an Icicle, shooting itsels into several Points.

These defcehding still, and either striking on each other,.

er meeting with Gales of warmer Air, are a little blunted

or thawed* and froze again into Clusters, and so intangr

fed as to fall in flakes. But even then the largeness ofh*

Surface, compared to the Matter contained, makes it

extremely light. ,.-,„.

4, Th e Raixiow is always seen i» the Region opposite

to the Sun, and never but when it rains on that Side. Its

Colours are constantly in this Order, the outermost Red,

ike next yellow, the third Green* the inwrmoit Violet

Colour :
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Colour : But these are not always equally vivid. When

two Rainbows appear, the Upper exhibits the fame Co

lours, but fainter, and in an inverted Order. The Seat

of the Rainbow is the drops of Rain, on which the Rays

of the Sun fall, and aster various Refractions and Reflec

tions, strike on the Eye of the Beholder. This is ren

dered indisputable from hence, that the very Colours,

and in the fame Order, are exhibited in the Drops of

Water,-fpouted from a Fountain.

The Moon also sometimes exhibits a Rainbow; but

only when she is sull : Her Light being at other times

too faint to assect the Sight after two Refractions and a

Reflection. It has all the Colours of the Solar Rainbow,

very distinct and pleafant, only considerably fainter.

A rainbow is likewise sometimes exhibited by the

Sea, when a strong Wind carries the tops of the Waves

aloft, and the Sun's Rays falling upon them are refracted

and reflected, as in a Shower. But the Colours of this

are less lively, less distinct, and less durable than those of

the Common Bow. Scarce above two Colours are distin

guishable, a dark yellow, on the tide next the Sun, and

a pale Green on the opposite Side. But sometimes 20

or 30 of them are seen at once. They appear at Noon

Day, in a Position opposite to that of the common Ram-*

bow, the concave Side being turned upwards.

5. Halo's are Circles of various Colours, which are

sometimes seen round the Sun or Moon. The Space

contained within them (especially near those Parts which

are tinctured with the most lively Colours) is more dusky

than the Sky without. (They never appear in rainy

Weather.) Perhaps the Air is at that time sull of very

small, icy Particles, on which the Rays of the Sun. of'

Moon falling, aster Refraction, exhibit that Appearance.

6. As to Mod Suns, we sometimes see a large, white

Circle, parallel to the Horizon, in several Parts, where

of more or fewer Suns appear, tho' not always of the

fame Size or Colour. As an Halo frequently appears at

the fame time, it is probable they spring from much the

same Cause, namely from icy Particles floating in the Air^

between the Sun and the Eye of the Spectator. 1 he

Rays of the Sun reflected from these, may form that

,1 .,.!.• bright
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bright Circle, in certain Parts whereof, fiy a double Rfe'.

fraction and Reflexion of them, those fictitious Suns ap--

pear. In the fame manner, the Appearances termed

Mod Maom may be accounted for.

7. Among Fiery Meteors are' reckoned, TbmfJerj

lightning, Ignes Fatal, Lambent-Flames, and what,, arc

called Falling Stars. Unless we account for these (ar

indeed 16 is easy to do) upon the' Principles of Elec

tricity, we must suppose they are owing to sulphureous

or bituminous Particles, floating in the Air, which/

when collected in susficient Quantities, take lire by

various Means. If a large Quantity of inflammable*

Vapour, takes fire at once, the Flame tears the Cloud

with incredible force, as well as immense Noise. But

the Light moving swifter than the Sound, is seen be

fore that is heard. Sometimes an Exhalation of a

milder kind takes fire, and produces Lightning with--

out Thunder. When it thunders and lightens, it

commonly rains too, the fame Shock driving together'

and condensing the Clouds. And the Wisdom of Go»

appoints it fa, for the Preservation of hw Creatures.

Few if Lightning falls on one who is throughly wet, it

does him no harm at all. Not that theWater quench

es or resists the Fire ; but it conveys it into the;

Ground. - .•

High Places are most frequently struck with Lighf--

riing, is they have strarp Points, as Spires of Church

es, or Tops of Trees, which as it were attract the

Fire. Jt sometimes burns the Cloaths without hurt

ing the Body ; sometimes breaks the Bones without

scorching the Skio. It melts the Sword in the Scabs-

bard or Money in the Pocket, while the Scabbard or

Pocket remains as ft was. In general, it passes inno

cently thro' those things that make little or no resif-

tence ; but tears those in pieces with impetuous force,

which resist its Passage. " -

*■ One very peculiar Effect of Lightning, is what the;

Vulgar call Fairy Circles. These are of two kinds.

One kind, is a round, bare Path, about a foot broad,

with green Grass in the middle, and is frequently

fcven or eight yards in Diameter. The other is a

' . Circle
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Circle of the fame Breadth, of very green Graft, much

Jresher than that in the .middle. These are generally

observed after Storms. of Thunder and Lightning.

And it is no wonder, that Lightning, like other Fires,

moves circularly, and burns more at the Extremity

than in the middle. The Second kind of Circles

without all doubt spring originally from the First :

The Grafs .which was burnt up by the Lightning,

.growing asterward more fresh and green.

Vapours of the fame kind that give rise to Light

nings in the Air, occasion Damps in the Earth. The

Dairps in Mines are of four Sorts. The Approach of

the First and most common is known by the Flame of

the Candle lessening 'till it goes out: As also by the

Men's Difficulty of breathing. Those who escape

Swooning are not much hurt by this : but those who

swoon away, are commonly on their recovery, seized

'With strong Convulsions. The Second is the Pear

■bloom Dampy so called because of its Smell. This

comes only in Summer, and is common in the Peak of

Derbyjhht. Bat it is never mortal. They who have

seen the Third sort of Damp, describe it thus. In

the highest Part of the Roof of those Passages in a

Mine, which branch out. from the main Grove, a

found thing hangs. about as big as a Foot-ball, co

vered with a thin Skin. If this be broken, the Damp

immediately spreads and susfocates all that are near.

But sometimes they contrive to break it at a distance,

after which they purisy the, place with Fire. The

Fourth is the Fire"damp : A Vapour which is touched

by the Flame of a Candle, take fire and goes off like

Gunpowder. And yet some, who have had all their

Cloaths burnt off by one of these, and their Flesh

tome off their Bones, at the very time felt no Heat at

all, but as it were a cool Air.

Sir James Lovatber having collected some of this

Air in Bladders, brought it up to London. Being let

out at the Orifice thro' a tobacco pipe, it would take

fire at the Flame of a Candle. And even this is imi-

tablc by Art. Mcst Metals tmit Julphureous Vapours,

while they are dissolving, in their several Mcnilru urns.

iron,
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Iron, for instance, while it dissolves in Oil of Vitriol,

emits much sulphureous Vapour. If this be received

into a Bladder, and asterward let out in a small

Stream, it takes fire, just in the fame manner as the

natural Vapour.

This Experiment explains one Cause of Earth

quakes and Volcano's, since it appears hence, that

nothing more is necessary. to form them, than Iron

mixing with Vitriolic Acid and Water. Now Iron is

generally found accompanied with Sulphur, and Sul

phur consists of an inflammable Oil, and an Acid like

oil of Vitriol. /.

This Acid in the Bowels of the Earth, being diluted

with a little Water becomes a Menstruum to Iron,

with violent Effervescence and an intense Heat. The

Air coming from this Mixture is extremely rarefied,

and the more it is compressed by the incumbent Earth,

so much the more its impetus will be increased, to an

unlimited Degree. Nor does there need Fire to set

these Vapours to work. The Air in the Bladder, if

it be much heated, will of itself take fire, as soon as

it is brought into contact with the external Air. * •

Anothe*

> Other Damps are sometimes as mortal as thofe in Mines. In

the year 1701, a Mason being at work in the City of Ritmes, near

the brink of a Well, let his Hammer fall into it. A Labourer who

was sent down for it, was susfocated, before he reached the Water.

A Second, sent to draw him up, met with the fame Fate. "So did

a Third. At last a Fourth, half drunk, was let down, with a

charge to call out immediately, if he selt any Inconvenience. He

did call, as soon as he came near the water, and was drawn up in

stantly. Yet he died in three Days, crying out, he selt a Heat,

which scorched bis Entrails. Jfct the threeCarcases being drawn up

with Hooks and opened, there Reared no Cause of their Death.

The fame Historians relate, that a Baker of Cbartes, having car

ried seven or eight Bushels of Brands out of his Oven into a Cellar

36 Stairs deep, his Son, a strong young Fellow, going wich more,

his Candle went out on the middle of the S airs, Having lighted it

asresh, he no sooner got into the Cellar, than he cried for Help, and

they heard no more of him. His Brother, an able Youth, ran

down, cried, " I am dead," and was heard no more. He was fol

lowed by his Wise, and she by a Maid, and still it was the fame.

Yet an hardy Fellow resolved to go and help them; He cried too,
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Another Appearance which resembles Lightning it

the Aurora Borealis, commonly called Northern Lights.

This is usually of a reddish Colour, inclining to yellow,

and sends out Coruscations of bright Light, which seem

to rise from the Horizon in a Pyramidal Form, and shoot

with great Velocity up to the Zenith. It appears fre

quently in the form of an Arch, rises far above the Re

gion of the Clouds ; yet never appears near the Equator,

but always nearer the Poles.

Ignis fatuus, vulgarly called Will with the Wtfp, is

chiefly seen in dark Nights, irregularly moving over

Meadows, Marshes, and other moist Places. It seems

to be a viscous Exhalation, which being kindled in the

Air, reflects a kind of thin Flame in the dark, tho' with

out any sensible Heat. It is often found to fly along

Rivers or Hedges, probably because it there meets with

a Stream of Air to direct it. In Italy there are luminous

Appearances, nearly 'resembling these, which on a close

Inspection have been found to be no other than Swarms

of shining Flies.

One of the most singular kinds of lambent Fires, it

that discovered at certain times on Sea-water. Where

the Ship goes swistly in 'the Night, in many Seas the

whole breaking of the water will appear behind it, as if

on Fire, sparkling and shining all the way that it moves

from the Ship.

It is in this part as bright and glittering, as is the

"Moon shone upon it, and chiefly when there is neither

Moon nor Stars, nor any Light in the Lanterns. But

it is not always the fame ; sometimes it is scarce perceiva

ble, sometimes very vivid and bright. Sometimes it is

Vol. II. I only

and was seen no more. A Sixth Man desired an hook to draw some

of them out. He drew up the Maid, who setched a Sigh and died.

Next day one'undertook to draw up the rest, and was let down on a

woodden Horse with ropes, to be drawn up whenever he mould call.

He soon called, but the Rope breaking, he sell back again, and wag

a while aster drawn up dead. Upon opening him the Membranes of

the Brain were found extremely stretched, his Lungs spotted with

Blood, bis Intestines swelled as big as one's Arm and red as Blood

and all the Muscles of his Arms, Thighs and Legs, torne ana sepa

rated from their Bones.



or.ly just behind the Ship; sometimes it spreads a great

way on each side. It commonly reaches jo or 40 seat

from the Stern of the Ship, but is fainter as it is farther

off. At the Stern it is often so bright, that a person on

cieck may see to lead by it. The luminous Water that

sollows the Ship, is sometimes distinct from the rest of

the Surface. Sometimes it is so blended with the adja

cent Water, that the Appearance is consused. The lu

minous Matter seems composed of small Sparkles, which

are sometimes in the-Figure of a Star, sometimes it forms

Globules, without any Radiations from them. These

are, some of the Size of a large pin's Head ; some larger

even to a foot in diameter. Sometimes the Luminous

Matter is in oblong Squares, of three or four Inches.

When the Ship goes swistly these Figures all combine

and form a sort of luminous Whirlpool. Nor does a

Ship only, but whatever moves swist thro' the Sea, cause

the fame Appearance. Large Fish when they swim near

the Surface leave a luminous Road behind them. So dp

a number of Fish moving together. And sometimes the

throwing out a Rope, or any thing that breaks the Sur

face of the Water, will render it luminous. If Sea-

water be taken up, and placed in a Vessel, as soon as it

is stirred, it will sparkle : And is a linen Rag be dipt in'

Sea-water, and hung up, when it is throughly dried, it

will appear luminous on being rubbed in the dark : And

when half dry, it need only be shook, to shew a great

number of Sparkles. When these Sparkles are once

formed and fall on any solid Body, they will last a con

siderable time. If they remain on the Water, they will

soon go out.

The Waves beating against the Rocks or Shore, yea

or against one another, will occasion the fame Appear

ance and osten yield a long Course of Light the whole

Night. In the Brazils the Shores often seem all on fire,

by the Waves dashing against them. In general, the

thicker and fouler the Seas are, the more of this Light

they afford. In many places the Sea is covered with a

yellowish Matter, like Saw-dust, which seems to be the

Exciement of some Sea-Animal. The Water where this
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-Is found, gives more Light upon moving than any

Other.

Some Parts of the Northern Seas are covered with

this, for several Leagues together, and this is often lu

minous all over in the night, tho' not stirred by any

thing moving thro' it.

' In the Gulph of Venice the Water is luminous, only

from the beginning of Summer 'till the End of Harvest.

This Light is most copious in places abounding with

Sea-grass, especially when any thing moves the Water.

One silled a flask with this Water ; but it emitted no

Light, 'till it was stirred in the dark. When this was

strained thro' a fine Cloth, the Cloth shone in the dark,

but not the Water. This Light consisted of innumera

ble lucid Particles. When some of this Sea-grass was

taken up, there were above thirty of these Particles on

one Leaf, one of which when it was shaken, sell off. It

was as fine as an Eye-lash and about as long. Viewed

with a Microscope it appeared to be a Wotm or Maggot,

consisting' of Eleven Rings, with as many Mamillæ on

the sides instead of Feet. Their whole Bodies were

lucid, tho' least so, when at rest. In Spring they con

fine themselves to the Sea-grass : but in Summer they

are dispersed all over the Sea, and mostly on. the Surface.

When this Sea sparkles more than usual, it is the sure

sign of a Storm : And this proceeds from the greater

Agitation of the Worms, already sensible of the ap

proaching Change. Hence it is clear, that the glittering

of this Sea, in a Ship's Course, is occasioned by these

Worms : Which probably is the Case in some other Seas

also. And they are certainly the Cause of the Light in

the Pinna-Marina, a large Muscle, frequ:ntly caught by

the Algerine Fishermen. Many Sea-sijh in

deed have a viscous matter about their Gilss, especially

when they have been some time dead. These when

kept in Sea-water shine as bright as a flaming Coal. A

Stick rubbed on their Gills, becomes luminous whercve.-

ir>has touched them, and continues so, while it continues

moist ; but as it dries, the Light fades.

There is a small Shell-fish, called a Daffylus, which

. is luminous all over. When it is taken out of the Shell

I 2 in
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in the dark, every Part of its Surface shines with a bright

Light. Nor is it the Surface only ; but the whole Body.

For if it be wounded either lengthways or across, the

Cut Parts are as luminous as the Surface. It is therefore

a true, natural Phosphorus, and makes every thing lu

minous that touches it, which remains so as long as it is

wet. When it is fresh caught, it abounds with water,

and the very drops which fall from it, are luminous.

The Light of a Glcw-ivorm is so strong, that it will

shew itself thro' several Substances. The Creature seems

dead in the day-time, and its Light is not then visible,

even in a dark Room, unless it be put in motion, and

then it is very faint. After Sun-set the Light begins to

return, and with it the Lise and Motion of the Animal.

Indeed the Motion and Light seem to depend on each

other : It never shines, but when it movss : And when

it shines most, the Body is one third longer than in the

Day-time. While it mines brightest, it sometimes turns

about, and the Light is no larger than a pin's head. But

on being touched, it immediately extends itself, and the

Light is as large and bright as ever.

The luminous Parts are two small Specks under the

Tail. The use of this Light is, to direct the Animal in

its Course, and in taking of its Prey. It is admirably

placed for this purpose. The Tail is easily bent under

its Belly, and throws its Light sull upon any' Object,

about or under the Head of the Animal, and the Eyes

are placed not on the upper Part, but on the under fide

of the Head, so that they have all the Advantages of it,

while the Light in this Part is not offensive to the Eyes,

as it naturally would have been, is carried about the

Head. The Creature can upon occasion cover this

Light, so as not to be known, or pursued by its Enemies.

It is an Insect of the Beetle-kind, of a brown and dusky

Colour. It has Shell-Wings as the other Beetles have.

Its Head is covered with a sort of broad -brimmed Hat,

under which are the Eyes which are black and large.

Falling Stars, so called, seem to be a Vapour of an

unctuous kind, kindled in the lower Regions of the Air:

Unless this also (as many other Phænbmena of the sort)

be owing to what is vulgarly termed Eleiiricity.

8. From
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t',8. From a thoufand Experiments it appears, that

there is a fluid far more subtle than Air, which is

e*ery where disfused thro' ali Space, which surrounds

the Earth and pervades every Part of it. And such

is the extreme Fineness, Velocity and Expansiveness

of this active Principle, that all other Matter seems to

be only the Body, and this the Soul of the Universe.

It is highly probable this is the general Inlrrument

of all the Motion in the Universe : From this pun

Fire, (which is properly so called) the vulgar Culinary

Fire is kindled. For in Truth there is but one Kind

of Fire in Nature, which exists in all Places and in an

Bodies. And this is subtle and active enough, not

only to be, under the Great Cause, the secondary

Cause of Motion, but to produce and sustain Lise

throughout all Nature, as well in Animals as in Ve

getables.

This great Machine of the World requires some

such constant, active and powersul Principle, constitu

ted by its Creator, to keep tlie heavenly Bodies in

their several Courses, and at the fame Time give Sup

port, Lise and Increase to the various Inhabitants of

the Earth. Now as the Heart of every Animal is the

Engine which circulates the Blood thro' the whole Bo

dy, so the Sun, as the Heat of the World, circulatei

this Fire thro' the whole Universe. And this Ele

ment is not capable of any essential Alteration, In

crease or Diminution. It is a Species by itself ; and

is of a Nature totally distinct from that of all other

Bodies. • - •{

That this is absolutely necessary both to seed com

mon Fire, and to sustain the Lise of Animals, it seems

may be learned from an easy Experiment. Place a

Cat, together with a lighted Candle, in a cold Oven :

Then lute the Door close, having fixt a Glass in the

Middle of it: And is you look thro' this, you may

observe, at one and the fame Instant, the Candle goes

Out(l and. the Animal dies. A plain Proof, that the

lame Fire is needsul to sustain both culinary Fire and

animal Lise : And a large Quantity of it. Some

doubtless pervades the Oven Door j but not enough

1 3 to
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to sustain either Flame or Lise. Indeed every Animal

is a kind of Fire-Engine. As soon as the Lungs in

spire the Air, the Fire mingled with it is instantly diA

persed thro' the pulmonary Vessels into the Biood :

Thence it is dissused thro' every Part of the Body, even

the most minute Arteries, Veins and Nerves. In the

mean Time the Lungs inspire more Air and Fire, and

so provide a constant Supply.

The Air seems to be univerfally impregnated with

this Fire, but so diluted, as not to hurt the Animal in

Respiration. So a small Quantity of a Liquor dropt

in Water, may be friendly to an human Body, tho' a

few Drops of the fame Liquor, given by themselves,

would have occasioned certain Death. And yet you

cannot conceive one Particle of the Water, without a

Particle of the Medicine. 'Tis not impossible, this

may be one great Use of Air, by adhering so closely

to the elementary Fire, to temper and render falutary

to the Body, what would otherwise be fatal to it.

To put it beyond dispute, that this Fire is largely

nrixt with the Air, you may make the following Ex

periment. Take a round Lump of Iron, and heat it

to a degree called a welaing Heat : Take it out of the

Fire, and with a Pair of Bellows blow cold Air upon

it. The Iron will then as effectually melt, as is it

were in the hottest Fire. Now when taken out of the

Forge, it had not Fire enough in it to conquer the

Cohesion of its Parts : But when this Fire is joined

with that which was mixt with the Air, it is sufficient

to do it. On the fame Principle we account for the

Increase of a Coal or Wood Fire by blowing it.

And let none wonder that Fire should be so connec

ted with Air, as hardly to be separated. As subtle w

Fire is, we may even. by Art attach it to other Bodies;

yea, and keep it Prisoner for many Years : And that

either in a solid or fluid Form. An Instance of the

first we have in Steel : Which is made such, only by

impacting a large Quantity of Fire into Bars of Iron.

In like Manner we impact a great Quantity of Fire

into Stone, to make Lime. An Instance of the second

Kind we have in Spirits, wherein Fire is imprison'd in

a sluid
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a staid Form. Hence .common Spirits will burn all

away. And is you throw into the Air Spirits rectified

"to the highest Degree, not one Drop will come down

again, but the univerfal Fire will take hold of and ab

sorb it all.

That this Fire subsists both in Air, Earth, and

Water ; that it is diffused thro' all and every Part of

the Universe, v/ as Jujpefied by many of the antient Na

turalists, and believed by trie great Sir Isaac Newton.

But of late Years it has been sully demonstrated : Par

ticularly, by Mr. Stephen Gray, a Pensioner at th.e

Charterhouse ; who some Years since presented to the

Royal Society, an Account of many Experiments he

had made, whereby this subtle Fluid became clearly

perceptible both to the Sight and Feeling. Because

the Glass Tube, by Means of which those Experi

ments were made, was observed when rubbed to at

tract Straws and other light Bodies (a known Property

of Amber, called in Latin Eleftrum) these Experiment*

were termed electrical : A Word which was soon affi'xt

to that subtle Fluid itself, and every Thing pertaining

to it. But improperly enough : Seeing the attracting

(or seeming to attract) Straws and Feathers, is one of

the most inconsiderable of all the Effects, wrought by

this powersul and univeifal Cause.

It was asterwards found, that a Glass Globe was.

preserable to a Glass Tube A greater Quantity of

ethereal Fire is collected by this Means than by

the other. I fay colleiied ; for that Fire is no more

created by rubbing, than Water is by pumping. The

grand Reservoir thereof is the Earth, from which it is

diffused every way. Accordingly in these Experiments,

the Globe rubbing against the Cufliion, collects Fire.

from it. The Cushion receives it from the. Frame of

the Machine ; the Frame of the Machine from the

Floor. But is you cut off the Communication with

the Floor, no Fire can be produced, because none can.

be collecled.

"• Many new Discoveries have been made by Means.

of a large but thin Glass Phial. This Phial is hung

«n any metallic Body, which communicates by aWire,

;;.•"<■ with
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with. the Globe. This metallic Body has been terin-

^i, the ptime Condufler, as it conducts or conveys the

Fire collected by the Globe, either into the Phial, or

into any other Body communicating therewith. ■•->:.

Bur all Bodies are not capable ot" receiving iC

There is in this Respect an amazing Disference be

tween them. The Excrements of Nature, as Wax,

Silk, Hair, will not receive the ethereal Fire, neither

convey it to other Bodies : So that whenever in circu

lating it comes to any of these, it is at a sull flop.

Air itself is a Body of this Kind; with great Difficulty

either receiving or conveying this Fire toother Bodies:

So are Pitch and Rosin (Excrements, as it were, of

Trees.) To these we may add Glass, Amber, Brim

stone, dry Earth, and a sew other Bodies. These have

been frequently silled Eletlrics per se ; as is they alone

Contained the eleSrk fire : An eminently improper

Tide, founded on a "palpable Mistake. From the

fame Mistake, all other Bodies, which easily receive

and readily convey it, were termed Nen eleSiria ; on a

Supposition, that they contained no eleBrit Fire ; The-

contrary of wfeich is now allowed by all.

That this fjre is inconceivably subtle, appears

from its permeating even the densest Metals-, and that

with such Ease, as -to receive no perceptible Resistance."

If any one doubt, whether it pass thro' the Substance,

or only along the Surface of Bodies, a strong Shock

taken thro' his own Body, will prevent his doubting

any longer. It disfers from all other Matter in this,

that the Particles of it repel, not attract, each other.

And hence is the manisest Divergency in a Stream of

electrical Effluvia. But tho' the Particles of it repel

each other, yet are they attracted by all other Matter.

And from these three, the extreme subtlety of this

Fire, the mutual Repulsion of its Parts, and the strong

Attraction of them by other Matter, arises this Efsect,

that is a Quantity of electric Fire be applied to a Mass

ofcommon Matter of any Bigness or Length, (which

has not already got its Quantity) it is immediately

disfused thro' the whole.

It
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It seems, this.Globe of Earth and Water, with iti

Plants, Animals, Buildings, have dissused thro' their

whole Substance, just as much of this Fire as they will

contain. And this we may term their natural Quantity.

This is not the fame in all Kinds of Matter : Neither

in the fame Kind of Matter, in all Circumstances.

A solid Foot of one Kind of Matter (as Glass) con

tains more of it than a solid Foot of another Kind,

And a Pound Weight of the fame Kind of Matter,

when rarefied, contains more than it did before.

We know that this Fire is in common Matter, be

cause we can pump it cut, by the Globe: We know

that common Matter has near as much of it as it can

contain, because is we add a little more to any Portion

of it, the additional Quantity does not enter, but forms

a Kind of Atmosphere round it. On the other Hand,

we know that common Matter has not more of it than

it can contain. Otherwise all loose Portions of it

would repel each other ; as they constantly do, when

they have such Atmospheres. Had the Earth, for In

stance, as much electric Fire in Proportion, as we can

give to a Globe of Iron or Wood, the Particles of

Dust and other light Matter, would not only repel

each other, but be continually repelled from theEarth.

Hence the Air being constantly loaded therewith,

would be unsit for Respiration. Here we see another

Occasion to adore that Wisdom, which has made all

Things by Weight and Measure.

The Form of every electric Atmosphere, is that of

the Body which it surrounds : Because it is attracted

by every Part of the Surface, tho' it cannot enter the

Substance already replete. Without this Attraction,

it would not remain round the Body, but dissipate into

the Air.

The Atmosphere of an electrified Sphere, is not

more easily drawn off, from any one Part of it than

from the other, because"it is equally attracted by every

Part. But it is not so with Bodies of other Figures.

From a Cube it is more easily drawn off at the Corners

than at the Sides : And so from the Corners of Bodies

of any other Form, and most easily from the sharpest

Comers.
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Corners. For the Force with which an electrified Bo

dy retains its Atmosphere, is proportioned to the Sur

face on which that Atmosphere rcfb. So a Surface

four Inches square retains its Atmosphere, with sixteen

Times the Force that one of an Inch square does. And

as in pulling the Hairs from an Horse's Tail, a Force

insufficient to pull off an Handsul at once, could easily

pull it off Hair by Hair : So tho' a blunt Body can't

draw off all the Atmosphere at once, a pointed one can

easily draw it off, Particle by Particle.

While the electric Fire, which is in all Bodies, is

left to itself, undisturb'd by any externalViolence, itis

more or less dense, according to the Nature of the

Body which it is in. In dense Bodies it is more rare :

In rare Bodies it is more dense. Accordingly every

Body contains such a Quantity of it, rare or dense, as

is suitable to its Nature. And there is some Resistance

to every Endeavour of altering its Density, in the

whole of any Body, orin any Part of it. For all Bo

dies resist cither the Increase or Diminution of their

natural Quantity. And on the other Hand, when it

has been either increased or diminished, there is a Re

sistance to its Return to its natural State.

With regard to the different Resistance made by

different Bodies, in either of these Cases, it is an in

variable Rule, that Glass, Wax, Rosin, Brimstone,

Silk, Hair, and iuch like Bodies, resist the most:

And next to these, the Air, provided it be dry, and

in a sufficient Quantity. That this Resistance is least

in Metals, Minerals, Water, Quicksilver, Animals

and Vegetables : Which we may rank together, be

cause the Difference in their Resistance is very inconsi

derable : And that in these Bodies the Resistance is

greater, when their Surfaces arepolish'd, and extend

ed in length, than when their Surfaces are rough and

short, or end in sharp Points.

When a Body has more electric Fire forced into it,

than it has naturally.it is faid to be electrified pojiti've-

ly. When Part of the natural Quantity is taken away,

it is faid to be electrified negatively. Now when an

Iron Bar is negati-vely electrified, the Fire drawn out,

does



does not go in again as soon as the Experiment is over,

but forms an Atmosphere round it, because of the Re

sistance it finds in ics Endeavour to dilate itself, either

into the Air or into the Bar. And when it is electrified

fojitively, the fame Kind of Atmosphere is form'd, by

the Fire accumulated upon it. Whether therefore Bo

dies are electrified negatively or positively, and re

main so when the Experiment is over, there are simi

lar Atmospheres surrounding them, which will pro

duce similar Effects.

But we can electrisy no Body beyond a certain De

gree : Because when any is electrified to that Point,

it has an Atmosphere round it sufficiently strong to

bailance any Power that endeavours to electrisy it far

ther-

And in the ordinary Course of Nature, this subtle,

active Fluid, which not only surrounds every gross

Body, but every component Particle of each, where it

is.not in absolute Contact with its neighbouring Particle,

can never be idle, butis ever in Action, the that Action

be imperceptible toourSenses. It is ever varying itsCon-

dition, tho' imperceptibly, in all Parts of all Bodies

whatever ; aud electrisying them more or less, tho*

not so forcibly as to give sensible Signs of it. All Bo

dies then, and all their component Particles, when

in their natural Situation, have round their Surfaces,

where they are not in absolute Contact with other

Surfaces, an imperceptible Atmosphere sufficient to

bailance the smaller Force with which they are attack

ed : Every Way similar to the perceptible Atmosphere

of Bodies forcibly electrified. In these impercepti

ble Atmospheres is placed the Power which resists

their being electrified to an higher Degree than they

are naturally. And this Power lies in the Elasticity

of the subtle Fluid, every where dispersed both round

all Bodies and in them.

Glass is very difficultly electrified, which seems to

prove it has a very dense electric Atmosphere. Metals

are easily electrified. Consequently they have rare

and therefore weakly resisting Atmospheres. But as

Heat rarefies all Bodies, so is Glass be heated to a cer

tain
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tain Degree, even below melting, it will give as Free a

Passage to the electric Fire, as Brass or Iron does:

The Atmosphere round it being then rendered as rare

as that of Metals. Nay, when melted, it makes no

more Resistance than Water. But its Resistance in

creases, as it cools. And when it is quite cold, it re-

fists as forcibly as ever. Smoothly-polished Wax re

sists as much as Glass. But even the small Heat raised

by rubbing, will render its Atmosphere as rare as

that of Metals, and so intirely destroy its Resistance.

The fame is true of Rosin and Brimstone. Even the

Heat arising from Friction, destroys the Resistance

which they naturally make to being electrified : A

strong Proof, that the Resistance of all Bodies thereto,

is exerted at their Surfaces, and caused by an electric

Atmosphere of different Densities, according to the

different Circumstances.

Mo5t Experiments will succeed as well with a Globe

ofBrimstone, as with one of Glass. Yet there is a con-

siderableDifferencein their Nature. What Glass repels,

Brimstone (as alsoRosin) attracts. Rubbed Glassemits

the electric Fire : Rubbed Brimstone, Rosin and Wax

receive it. Hence isa Glass Globe be turned atone

end of a prime Conductor, and a Brimstone one at the

other, not a Spark of Fire can be obtained ; one

receiving it in, as fast as it is given out by the other.

Hence also is a Phial be suspended on the prime Conduc-

or, with a Chain from its Coating to the Table, and

only one Globe turned, it will be electrified (or charged,

as they term it) by twenty turns of the Wheel : After

which it may be discharged, that is, unelectrisied, by

twenty Turns of the other Wheel.

Th e Difference between Nott Electrics (vulgarly speak

ing) and Electrics per fe, is chiefly this. I . A Nott Elec

tric easily suffers a Change, in the Quantity of Fire it

contains. Its whole Quantity may be lessen'd by draw

ing out a Part, which it will afterwards resume. But

you can only lessen the Quantity contain'd in one of the

Surfaces of an Electric : And not that, but by adding at

the fame Time an equal Quantity to the other Surface.

So that the whole Glass will always have the fame Quan

tity
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tiiyln its two Surfaces. And even this can only be

"done in Glass that is thin: Beyond a certain Thickness

we know no Power that can make this Change. 2. The

ethereal Fire freely moves from Place to Hace, in and

thro' the Substance of a Nott Eledric. But thro' the

Substance of an EleHric it will by no Means pass.

It freely enters an Iron-Rod, and moves from one

end to another, where the Overplus is discharged.

But it will not enter, or move thro' a Glass-Rod. Nei

ther will the thinest Glass which can be made, sufser

any Particle of it entering one of its Surfaces, to pass

tfiro' to the other.

" Indeed it is only Metals and Liquids, that persectly

tondutt (or transmit) this Fire, Other Bodies seem to

conduct it, only so far as they contain a Mixture ofthese;

accordingly moist Air will conduct it in Proportion to its

Moistness. But dry Air will not conduct it at all: On

the contrary, it is the main Instrument, in consining any

electric Atmosphere, to the Body which it surrounds.

Dry Air prevents its dissipating (which it does presently

when in 'vacua) or passing from Body to Body. A clear

Bottle sull of Air, instead of Water, ca.nnot be electrified.

But exhausted of Air, it is electrified as effectually as is

it was sull of Water. * Yet an Electrical Atrnosp&ere and

Air, do not exclude one another. . For we breathe in it

freely, and dry Air will blow thro' it, without altering

it at all.

When a Glass Phial is electrified, whatever Quantity

of Fire is accumulated on the inner Surface, an equal

Quantity is taken from the outer. Suppose, before the

Operation begins, the Quantity os Fire contain'd in each

Surface, is equal to twenty. Grains : Suppose at every

Turn of the Globe, one Grain is thrown in : Then af

ter the first Stroke there are twenty-one within, nineteen

only without : After the second, the inner Surface will

have twenty-two, the outer but eighteen : And so on,

till aster twenty Strokes, the inner will have forty, the

outer none. And the. Operation ends: . For r.o Power a'b

Art of Man can throw any more on thejnner Surface,

when nQ more can be taken from the outer. If you at

tempt to throw more in, it is thrown back thro' the Wire,

Vol. II. K or
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r-r si'es out in Cracks thfo' the Sides of the Phial. The

Equilibrium cannot be restored in this Phial, but by a

C'i.ermunication sorm'd between the inner and outer Sur-

■ face, by something external, touching both the outer,

and the Wire which communicates with the inner Surface,

ff you touch these by turns, it is restored by Degrees :

If both at once* it is restored instantly. But then there

is a Shock occasioned by the sudden passing of the Fire

thro' the Body, in its Way from the inner to the outer

Surface. For it moves from theWire to the Finger, (not

from the Finger to the Wire, as is commonly supposed).

Thence it passes thro' the Body to the other Hand, and

so to the outer Surface.

The Force with which this Shock may be given, is

far greater than one would conceive. It will kill Rats,

Hens, or even Turkeys in a Moment: Others, that are

not quite killed, it strikes blind. It will give Polarity to

a fine Needle, making it point North and South, as is

touched by a Loadstone. It will invert the Polarity of

a Compass, and make the North Point turn to the South.

At the fame Time the Ends of the Needles are finely-

blued like the Spring of a Watch. It will melt off the

Heads and Points of Pins and Needles : And sometimes

the whole Surface of the Needle is run and appears as it

were blistered, when examined by a magnisying Glass.

It will melt thin Gold or Silver, when held tight between

two Panes ofGlass, together with the Surface of the Glass

itself, and incorporate them in a fine Enamel. Yea a

strong Spark from an electrified Phial, makes a fair Hole

thro' a Qoire of Paper doubled : Which is thought good

Armour agamst the Push of a Sword, or even a Pistol Bul

let. And 'tis amazing to observe in how small a Portion

of Glass, a great Electrical Force may be. A thin Glass

Bubble, about an Inch Diameter, being half filled with

Water, partly gilt on the outside, when electrified gives

as strong a Stock as a. Man can well bear: Allowing

then that it contains no more Fire aster charging than

before, how much Fire must there be in this small Glass !

It seems to be a Part of its very Substance. Perhaps is

that Fire could be separated from it, it would be no lon

ger Glass. It might in losing this lose its most essential

Properties, its Transparency, BHttleness, and Elasticity.

Some
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Som t have not improbably supposed, that all EleBrk

Bodies, so called, are by their original Constitution,

thro'ly faturated with Electric Fire : That it remains sixt

in them, (unless while the Texture of those Bodies is

quite alter'd by Liquefaction) that Fire fixt in a Body

constitutes an EleSric, and all Bodies where it is not fixt

are Nott EleSrics. Agreeably to which they suppose, that

in all Non EltSria, the Original Fire, loosely inhering,

is easily driven on by the new collected Fire, which then

possesses its Place : But that in Elecirks the Original Fire

being impacted into their Substance, and therefore more

firmly inhering, will not give Way to, or be driven on

by, the new collected Fire. Such is Air in particular ;

with the Particles of which the original Fire i3 closely in

corporated. Dry Air seems to be so sully faturated with

it, that it is scarce capable ofreceiving any more : Where

as ali new-collected Fire is continually endeavouring to

return into the Earth. Let Wires be electrified ever so

strongly, yet she Moment any Part of them is touch'd

by a Person standing on the Floor, they are electrified

no longer ; all the Fire eseaping thro' him into the Earth.

Upon the Principles ofElectricity, w emay give a more

rational Account, of many Appearances in Nature, than

has yet been done : Os Thunder and Lightning in par

ticular. In order to which we may observe, all electri

fied Bodies retain the Fire thrown into them, till some

Non-electric approaches : To which it is then communi

cated with a Snap, and becomes equally divided. Elec

tric Fire is strongly attracted by Water, and readily mixes

with it. And Water being electrified, the Vapours

arising from it, are equally electrified. As these float in

the Air, they retain the additional Fire, till they meet

with Clouds not so much electrified. Then they com

municate it with a Shock.

The Ocean is compounded of Water, and Salt; one

an Electric, the other not. When there is a Friction

among the Parts near its Surface, the Fire is collected

from the Parts below. It is then plainly visible in the

Night, at the Stern of every failing Vessel. It appears

from every Daso of an Oar : In Storms the whole Sea

seems on Fire. The Particles of Water then repdl'd

K 2 f*.:z>
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from she electrified Surface, continually carry offthe Fire

as it is collected. They rise and form Clouds which are

highly electrified, and retain the Fire till they have an

Opportunity ofdischarging it.

Particles of Water rising in Vapours, attach them

selves to Particles of Air. One Particle of Air may be

surrounded by twelve Particles of Water as large as itself,

all touching it, and by more added to them. Particles

of Air thus loaded would be drawn nearer together by

the mutual Attraction of the Particles of Water, did not

the Fire, Common or Electric, included therein, assist

their mutual Repulsion. Hence they continue suspen

ded. But is Air thus loaded, be compress'd by ad

verse Winds, or by being driven against Mountains, or

is it be condensed by the Loss of its Fire, it will continue

suspended no longer, but will descend in Dew\ And ,

is the Water surrounding one Particle of Air comes into

contact with that surrounding another, they naturally

coalesce into a Drop, and so descend in Rain.

The Sun supplies common Fire to all Vapours, rising

either from Sea or Land. Vapours having both this

and Electric Fire, are better supported than those which.

have this only. For when Vapours rise into the coldest

Region, the common Fire may fail. But the Cold will

not diminish the Electric : This is always the fame.

Hence Clouds raised from fresh Waters, from moist Earth

or growing Vegetables, more easily descend and deposite

their Waters, as having but little Electric Fire, to keep

the Particles separate from each other. So that the

greatest Part of the Water raised from the Land, falls on

the Land again. But Clouds raised from the Sea, having

both Fire, and much of theElectric, support theirWater far

more strongly, and being assisted by Winds, may bring

it from the Middle of the widest Ocean to the Middle of

the broadest Continent. And yet a Way is provided

whereby these also are readily brought to deposite their

Water. For whenever they are driven against Moun

tains by the Winds, those Mountains take away their

Electric Fire : And being cold, the common also : Hence

the Particles immediately close. If the Air was not much

loaded, the Water falls in Dew on the Top and the .

. . Sides
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Sides os the Mountain. If it was, the Electric Fire be

ing' taken at once from the whole Cloud, it flashes bright

ly, and cracks loudly. And the Particles instantly coal

escing for want of that Fire, fall in an heavy Shower.

When a Ridge of Mountains stops the Clouds, and

draws the Electric Fire from the Cloud first approach

ing it, the next when it comes near the first, now de

prived of its^Fire, flashes into it, and deposites its

own Water. The third Cloud approaching, and all

that succeed, act in the fame Manner ; as far back as

they extend, which may be for several hundred Miles.

Hence the continual Storms of Thunder, Lightning

and Rain, on the East Side1 of those vast Mountains,

the Andes, which running North and South, intercept

all the Clouds' brought against them from the Atlamkk

Ocean. In a plain Country, there are other Means to

make them drop their Water. For if an electrified

Cloud coming from the Sea, meets in the Air a Cloud

coming from the Land, and therefore not electrified,

the first will give its Flash into the latter, and thereby

both will be made to deposite their Water. The Con

cussion of the Air contributes also to shake down the

Water, not only from those two Clouds, but from

others near them. When the Sea and Land Clouds

would pass at too great a Distance from each other,

they are mutually attracted 'till within the Distance.

For the Sphere of Electrical Attraction is far beyond

the flashing Distance. And yet where a Cloud con

tains much Fire, it may strike at a considerable Dis

tance. When a Conductor has but little Fire in it,

you must approach very near before you can draw a

Spark. Thiow into it a greater Quantity of Fire, and

it will give a Spark at a greater Distance. But isa

Gun Barrel, when electrifud, will strike and make a

Noise, at the Distance of an Inert, at what a Distance,

and with how great a Noise, may ten thousand Acres

ef electrified Cloud strike ? No Wonder that this

should melt MetaL (which our artificial FJash does in

sorne Degree) tho' perhaps net so properly by its

"Hear, as by insinuating into ihe Pores, and crtai..g a

violent Repulsion between the Particles of the Meul

ic passes thru'. This overcomes he Attraction wnsreby

K3 they
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they cohere, and so melts the metallic Body. And

this accounts for its melting a Sword in the Scabbard,

or Gold in the Pocket, without burning either.

But Thunder-Clouds do not always contain more-

than their natural Quantity of Electric Fire. Very

frequently they contain less. ■ And when this is the

Case, when they are negatively electrified, altho' the-

Effects and Appearances are nearly the fame, yet the

Manner of Operation is different. For in this Case, it

is really the Fire from the Mountains, or other Part of

the Earth which strikes into the Cloud ; and not, as

we imagine, Fire from the Cloud which strikes into

the Earth. And we may easily conceive, how a Cloud

may be negatively electrified. When a Portion of

Water is rarefied into a thin Vapour, the Fire \\ con

tains is raresied too. Consequently it has then less

than its natural Quantity of Fire. Such a Cloud

therefore coming within a due Distance of the Earth,

will receive from it a Flash of Electric Fire ; whichr

Flash, to supply a great Extent of Cloud, must often

contain a great Quantity of Fire. Such a Cloud also

passing over Woods of tall Trees, may silently receive-

feme Supply, either from the Point' of the Boughs,

or from the sharp Ends and Edges of the Leaves.

The Cloud thus supplied, flashes into other Clouds

that have not been so supplied ; and those into others,

'till an Equilibrium fs produced, amorg all that are

within a striking Distarce of each other. And hence

are repeated Strokes and F'ashes, 'till they descend in

Shower'' to the Earth, their Original. Rain, especi

ally when in large Drops, generally brings down the

Electric Fire : Falling Snow often : Summer Hail,

always, tho' silently. Consequently any of these may

prevent Thunder and Lightning ; or at least, abate

its Violence. Rain is helpsul in another Respect like

wise. By wetting Men or Beasts, it faves many Lives-.

For is your Cloaths are throughly wet, and a Flash of

Lightning stri kes the Top of your Head, it will run

in the Water over the Surface of your Body into the

Ground : Whereas is your Cloaths were not wet, it

would go thro' your Body. Hence a wet Chicken

cannot
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cannot be killed by a Stroke from. the Phial ; whereas

» dry one is killed in an In'lant. See here a!s> the-

Wisdom and Goodness of Him, whoJendtthforth Light

ning ivith the Rain ! It mould likewise be observed,.

that wherever electrified Clouds pass, Spires, Towers,

Chimneys, and high Trees, as so many Points, draw

the Electric Fiie, and the whole Cloud frequently dis

charges there. Therefore it is highly "dangerous in

such a Storm, to take Shelter under a Treei

Common Fire is more or less jn all Bodies, as wel£

as Electrical. If there be- a sufficient Quantity of

either in any Body, it is inflamed. But when the

Quantity "f common Ffre theiejn is small, there need*

more Electric Fire to inflame it. Where the Quantity

of common Fire is- greater, less of the Electric will

suffice^ So if Spirits are heated, a small Spark in

flames them. If they are not, the Spark must be

greater. Sulphureous Vapours, whether rising from

the Earth, or from Stacks of moist Hay or Corn, or

any other heated and reeking Vegetable, contain

abundance of common Fire. A small Addition of'

Electric then will inflame them. Therefore they are

easily kindled by Lightning.

Any who would be clearly convinced of the Nattire-

of Lightning, may make the following Experiment.

Make a small Cross of two thin Stripes of Wood, the

Arms being just so long, as to reach the four Cor

ners of a large, thin Silk Handkerchief when extend

ed. Tie the Corners of this to the Extremities of the

Cross; and so you have the Body of a Kite : Add to

this a proper Tail, Loop and String, and it will rife

in the Air like one made with Paper : But this is sit

ter to bear the Wind and Wet in a Storm without

tearing. To the Top of the Cross fix a sharp pointed

Wire, rising a Foot above it. Tie a Silk Ribbon to

the End of the Twine next the Hand ; and where the

Silk and Twine join, fasten a Key. Raise this Kite

when a Thunder-Storm is coming on : But he thy

holds the String, must stand in a Porch, or under

some other Covering, that the Ribbon may hot be

wet. He. must likewise take particular Care, that the

Twiner
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Twine do not touch the Top or Side os the Porch.

As soon as the Thunder-Cloud comes over the Kite,

the pointed Wire draws the Electric Fire from it. The

Kite and all the Twine are then electrified, as plainly

appears by this, that the loose Filaments of the Twine

stand out every way, and are attracted by an approach

ing Finger. And when the Kite and Twine being

wet, conduct the Fire freely, it will stream from the

Key, on the Approach of the Knuckle. By this Key

the Phial may be charged, and all other Experiments

made, as by the Globe. And this is a Demonstration,

that the Electric Fire thereby obtained, is the very

fame with that of Lightning.

Scarce any Phasnomenon in Nature has been es

teemed more difficult to be accounted for than those

luminous Appearances in the Sky, termed Aurora, Bo-

realis, or hottern Lights. But these also may be rati

onally explained, upon the Principles of Electricity.

' We often see Clouds at different Heights, passing dif

serent Ways, North and South at the fame Time.

This manisestly proves different Currents of Air, one

of them ur.der the other. Now as the Air between the

Tropics is raresied by the Sun, it rises j the denser

Air pressing into its Place. The Air so raised, moves

North and South, and is it has no Oppori unity befoj-e,

must descend in the Polar Regions. When this Air

with its Vapours descends into contact with the

Vapours arising there, the Electric Fire which it

brought begins to be communicated, and is seen in

clear Nights; being first visible where it is first in

Motion, namely in the most Northern Parts. But

from thence the Streams of Light seem to shoot South

erly, even to the Zenith of Northern Countries.

To the fame principle we may reser what some term

St. Helmo'sflre, and the Antients Ca/lor and Pollux, a

thin, shining Light, which is sometimes seen dancing

on the Decks or Rigging of Ships. A very remarka

ble Account of this, is given by a late Author. " in

the night it became exceeding dark and thundered and

lightened dreadsully. We saw meantime on different

Parts of the Ship, above thirty St. HUmo'sJires. One,.

which.
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which was on the top of the Vane of the Mainmast, was

more than a foot and a half in length. I ordered one

of the Sailors to take down the Vane : The Noise of

the fire resembled that of fired, wet Gunpowder.

Scarce had he lowered the Vane, but the Fire lest it,

and fixt on the top of the Mainmast. After remaining

there a considerable time, it went out by little and

little.

" How immense a Quantity of electric Matter must

have been at that time in the Atmosphere surrounding

tHe Ship, to surnish more than thirty St. Helm's Fires,

(the fame we see at the end of our Conductors in elec

trifying) One of which was above a foot and an half

long ? The Mast, Yards and every Part of the Ship

were then real Conductors of the electric Fire between

the Atmosphere and the Sea, and by that means pre

served the Ship. "

A person electrified acquires a flammisie Power,

strong enough to light "with one of his Fingers, or with

his Cane, warm Brandy. When the finger draws near,

a crackling Spark issues out and sets it on fire.

The Electric Sparkles of Iron are of a silver white,

those of Brass, Green, those drawn from an Egg, yel- -

lowish. This seems to p»ve, that the Electric Matter

issuing from a Body, is faturated with some Parts pecu

liar to it.

Electricity quickens almost all forts of Motion,

that of Water in particular, which then glitters in the

dark, the Fire appearing intermingled with the Water.

It accelerates the Motion of the Human Blood, quick

ening the Pulse fisteen or sixteen Strokes in a Minute.

The Blood that flows from the vein of one electrified,

glisters, separates into small Drops, and spouts out

considerably farther than otherwise it would do.

It exceedingly hastens the Vegetation of Plants.

Myrtle-trees which were electrified, budded much

sooner than others of the fame kind and bigness, in the

fame Green-house. And Seeds electrified daily have

shot up and grown more in three or four Days, than

others of the fame kind, and alike in all other Cir

cumstances, have done in Eleven or Twelve*

It
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It cures abundance of Diseases, even the most stub

born ; particularly those of the Nervous Kind : Many

of them, in a moment, by a single Touch ; Most, ia

a sew Days. So that this is not only one of the great

est Curiosities in the World, but one of the noblest

Medicines that God ever gave to Man.

Another Phænomenon, which could never before

be accounted for, is undoubtedly owing to this Cause,

the Sparkling observed on New Flannel, when it is rub

bed in the dark. Very probably the acid Steams of

the Sulphur, which is burnt under the Flannel when it

is bleached, unite with the Oil wherewith Hair al

ways abounds, and so form an animal Sulphur, which

upon any strong Agitation of these Hairs, will become

luminous. This Sparkling is most observable in frosty

Weather, as Electricity is always strongest at that time.

Flannel loses this Property when it is washed, the lixi-

vial Salts of the Soap, destroying the sulphureous

Acid, and likewise dicharging its native Acid. The?

wearing Flannel, even without its being washed, will-

have the fame effect : As the Effluvia which go off in

Perspiration, dissolve the Sulphur, and weaken the

Spring of the Hair.

9. IVind is a Current of Aw. Wherever the Air i»

rarefied or condensed beyond its natural Degree, a

Wind must necessarily ensue, 'till the Equilibrium be

restored : the condensed Air immediately expanding

itself, toward that which was raresied. Th;. Causes of

this Condenfation or Rarefaction, are Heat, Cold and

a thoufand things beside.

A Wind of a very peculiar kind, passed over the

City of Rome, on the Night of the 1 ith of June 1749. "

There first appeared a very black, long and lofty

Cloud, which emitted Flames on all sides.' It moved

alonsr with a surprizing swistness, within three or

four seet of the ground. It sirst gathered in the neigh

bouring Sea, came from OJiia to Rome, entered t! e Ci

ty between the Gates of St. Pauland St. Sebastian, and

crossing in a strait line, went out at the North Angle

of a large Square, between the Porta pia and that us

St. Lawrence. It sliipt off the Roofs of Houses, blew

down
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■down the Chimneys, broke doors and windows, for

ced up the Floors, and unpaved the Rooms. It tore

up the Vines and overthrew the Trees in its way, and

where its Action was most violent, the very rafters of

Houses were broke, yea and hurled against Houses ata

considerable distance. The loftiest Buildings selt its

fury the most : those of one Story were little damaged.

It was traced to some distance without the City : then

it died away.

The Motion of all these Hurricans is circular, and

they carry up into the Air, Tiles, Stones, and what-

«ver comes in their way, and throw them violently to

a considerable Distance. To this may tje owing some

of those surprizing Showers, which are recorded in

History. A Whirlwind, for instance, passes over a.

place where Wool is spread to dry. It takes it up, .

and scatters it in small Locks, at a considerable Dis

tance. Here is the Appearance of a mower of Wool.

If it sweeps along a mineral Rivulet, of which there

are many among the Mountains of Italy, it carries in

numerable metallic particles away, and sprinkles them

on some distant Town or Fields. Here is what they

call a Shower of Iron.

One Species of Hurrican? is that which is termed a

Watgr-spout. These are seen to descend from a Cloud

as a Pillar, having two Motions, one round their own

Axis, the other progressive in a strait Direction. Such

a Spout is a Gyration of Cloud's, by contrary Winds

meeting in the Centre, and there (where the Conden

fation and Gravitation are greatest) sinking down into

a great Tube, like a Screw. In its working and whir

ling, it sucks and raises theWater, in the fame manner

as the Spiral Screw does. One of these sometimes

appears on the Land. On June 21. some years since,

the Clouds near Hatsielet in Torkjhlre were observed to

be much agitated and driven together. They soon

became .very black, and were hurried round : Hence

proceeded a whirling Noise like that of a Mill. Soon

aster there issued a long Tube, from the Centre of

the congregated Clouds, having a Screw-like Motion,

by which Means the Water wherever it came was rais

ed up. In August following, the Wind blowing at

the
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the fame time out of several Quarter?, created a great

Whirling among the Clouds, the Centre of which

every now and then sunk down, like a long, black

Pipe, wherein was distinctly seer. a Motion like that of

a Screw, continually drawing and screwing up, as it

were, whatever it touched. Groves'and Trees bent

under it circularly, like Wands. Some of the Bran

ches it tore off. It is commonly supposed, that the

Water at Sea rises in a Column, before the Tube

touches it. But this isa Mistake. The Tube touches

the Surface of the Sea, before the Water rises at all. '

10. It remains only to add a sew Reflections, on some

of the preceding Heads.

How usesul is the Atmosphere to the Lise, the Health,

the Comfort, and the Business os the whole Globe! It

istheAir, k by which all Animals live: Notonly the In

habitants of the Earth, but of the Waters too. With

out it most Animals live scarce half a minute; and none

of them, many Days.

And not only Animals, but even Trees and Plants

owe their Lise and Vegetation to this usesul Element :

As is manisest from their Glory and Verdure in a free

Air,

* As the Air is of absolute Necessity to Animal Lise, so it is

necessary it should be of a due Consistence, not foul, for that suffo- '

cates, not too thin ; for that suffices not.

In the Diving-bell, after some time of stay under water, they are

forced to come up and take in fresh Air. But Cornelius Drebell cor*.

trived not only a Vessel to be rowed under water, but also a Liquor

to be carried therein, that would supply the Want of fresh Air.

The Vessel was mace for King James the First. It carried Twelve

Rowers, beside the Passengers. It was tried in the Ttamfs. A

Person who was therein told it one who related it to Mr. Bnyle: As

to the Liquor, Mr. Boyle discovered by a Physician who married

DrebelVs Daughter, that from time to time, when the Air in the

submarine Boat was so clogged by the Breath of the Company, as to

be unfit for Respiration, by unstopping a Vesiel sull of this, he

speedily restored it, so that they breathed again without difficulty.

Ann as too grofs, so too thin an Air, is unsit for Respiration.

Hence the Difficulty of breathing (as all Travellers relate) upon the

top of high Mountains. But the Cause of this Difficulty is not the

Thinness only, but the too great Lightness thereof, which renders

it unable to be a_ countcitallance to the Heat, and all the Muscles

miniftring to Respiration.
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Air, and their Paleness and Sickliness, when excluded

from it.

Thus necessary is the Air 'to the Lise of Animals.

And it is no less so, to the Conveyance ofmany of them.

All the winged Tribes owe their Flight and Buoyancy

to ii. And even the Inhabitants of the Water;, cannot

easily ascend or descend in their own Element without it.

It would be endless to specisy the Uses of the Air in

the Operations of Nature. To touch only on one or

two Instances. How admirable is that Property of it,

the conserving animated Bodies, whether Animal or Ve

getable, while it dissolve* all otherBodies ; by which means

many things which would prove Nufances to the World,

are put out of the way and reduced to their first Princi

ples. Even Chrystal-Glasses, especially is not used, it

will in time reduce to powder. And thus divers Mine

rals, Stones, Foffil-shellf, Trees, which have lain under

ground for many Ages, and so secure from Corruption,

when in the open Air, have quickly mouldered away.

Another admirable Use of our Atmosphere is, its

ministring to the enlightning the Earth, by reflecting to

us the Light of the Sun, ' and refracting his Beams to

our Eye, before he surmounts our Horizon, by which.

means the Day is protracted throughout the whole Globe,

and the long and dismal Nights are (harmed in the fri

gid Zones. Yea, the Sun rises in appearance, when he

is indeed many degrees below the Horizon. m

Vol. II. L But

1 To this is owing that Whiteness which is in the Air in theDay-

time, caused by the Rays of Light striking on the Particles ot the

Atmosphere, as well as upon the Clouds above, and the other Ob

jects beneath on the Earth. To the fame Cause we owe the Twi

light, namely to the Sun-beams touching the uppermost Parts of the

Atmosphere, which they do, when the Sun is eighteen Degrees be

low the Horizon.

m Let us a little more attentively consider, the Light which whi

tens the Slcy before the Sun rises. There is something surprizing in

this. We fee the Light only by the Rays which flow to our Eyes.

Now the Sun being as yet beneath the Earth, cannot project any of

his Rays directly to us\ And the Rays which dart on the Extremi

ties of the Land that terminates our fight, proceed farther into the

Heavens, unless they meet with any Booy, which reflects them back

to us, ' Is there any particular Body in nature deiigued to do us this
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Birr barely mentioning these things, I shall only in

sist on the excellent Uie of the Atmolphere, in respect

os Two ol its Meteors, the Winds, ana the Clouds and

Railh.

Strike? There if, namely the Atmofphere, which is framed orer

our heads in such a manner, that notwithstanding its extensive Mali,

it lusters us to see the Stare, at an immenle distance from us ; and

notwithstanding its Transparency, bends and gathers for us number

less Rays, of which we should otherwise be quite deprived.

Any Ray that salls perpendicularly on the Atmosphere, enters it:

without any obstacle, and descends thro' it to the Earth in the fame

right Line. But thofe which fall obliquely upon it, are admitted

into, or repelled from it, according to the Situation of the luminous

Body. If this be more than eighteen degrees below the Horizon, all

its Ray». are scattered abroad. If less, the Rays enter the Atmos

phere and are refracted to our sight. This is the true Cause ot the

Twilight, and indeed of the Continuance and principal Beauty of

the Day, even when the Sun is in its highest Elevation. The

Earth which receives his Rays reflects them into the Atmosphere,

which once more returns the greater Part of rhem. Thus ii pre

serves to us that Splendor, which, is the Beauty of Nature, and that

Hear which i the Soul of it. For it collects numberless Rays, the

greater or smaller Union whereof, is the measure of Heat and Cold.

Thus it becomes to us a Mantle of the finest texture, redoubling the

Heat, yet not pressing us by its Weight.

Th k Atmosphere at the fame time causes and maintains round us,

that Light which lay6.our wihole Habi atiun before our Eyes, In or-

der to clear this, suppose the Atmoipheie were destroyed, i.lhe

rising of the Sun would not be preceded by any Twi ight, bui the

most intense Darkness would surround us, 'till the moment ot his

Rising. 2, In that instant he would break out in his lull Brightness,

and so continue 'till his Setting : And that moment it would be

pitch daiji. 3. In the day hit Light would resemble a clear lira,

which we sec by night in the midstiof a spac'ous Field. We sliould

sea what was near us, but nothing else : The distant Lands would

not be perceived, asd the Night would stili continue, notwithstand

ing the Sun. For instead of die white Tint of Day, which displays

all Nature by brightning the Azure ot the Heavens, and colouring all

the Horizon, we thould see nothing but an Abyss of Darkness,

there being noth:ng to reflect the solar Rays. The Stars indeed

would be seen at Noon-day : But then thofe luminous Bodies, which

now. appear to be placed in a delightsul Azure, would seem fastened

on a dismal, mourning Carpet.

"But how does that sine Azure depend on the Atmosphere:"

This will plainly appear, if it be considered, what a Quantity of rare

fied Water is suspended, from the top of the Atmosphere to the bot

tom, And there is never a greater Quantity suspended there, this
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Thb "Winds *re of such absolute Necessity So Trie

Wholsotnenese dt the Atmofphere, that all the World

would be poisoned without those Agitations. We find

-bow putrid and unfit for Respiration, a confined, stag

nating Air is. And is' the whole MaiB of Air and Va

pour* were always at rest, instead efirefr^stvmp, it would

suffocate all the world. Bat the Motion at receives from

tthe Gales and Storms, keeps it pare, and healthy still. .

Wit.hovt these Gales to fan «s also, an the Heat

of Summer, even in our temperate Climate, Me*t

would hardly be able to go thro' their dairy Labour, with-

<Out indsngering their Heahh. » These are perpetual in

L a , the

in the .fine Days, when Bo Clouds *re to be seen. It is these rarefied

"Waters, that intercept and reflect lo ut, tire Rays reflected "frOBi

the Earfh. And this prodigious Mass of Waters, being a simple

and uniform Body, the Colour of it is simple and-always the'seme.

■"Butane these aaure Skies, Which we conseima with *e iftarrjr

Heaven, nothing more than a little Ah- and Water ? And -What we

took for the Heaven, only a Cover wrapt clofe round «be£arth ?"
■So it is. And this is a new Wonder, and a new Proof of our Crea

tor's Wisdom • A sew small Bubbles of Air and Water are indeed in

*hemsolves things vtry insignificant ; but that Hand which has

wii8> so much Art and Caution placed them over out Meads, hat

.done it .merely, that his Sun and Stars might •not be rendered useless

to us. He embellishes whatever He pleases ; and these drops of

"Water and Air become in his Hands an inexhaustible Source of

Glory. He draws from them thofe Twilights, which so «soMlf

prepare our Eyes for the receiving a stronger Light. He setches out

ofthem the Brightness of the Dawn. From them He produces Ib*

Splendor of the Day. He makes them contribute to the Increase and

Preservation of that Heat which nourishes every thing breathing. Of

them He makes a brilliant Arch, which inchants the Sight of Ma

and becomes the Ceiling of his Habitation.

n Thb most univerfal and constant Alterations of the Balance cf

the Atmosphere are from Heat and Cold. Thw is manisest in the

general Trade-Winds, blowing all the Year between the Tropha

from East to West : The Cause whereof is -undoubtedly by the Son's

daily Progress round that Part of the Globe, by his Heat rarefying

one Part of the Air, while thecooler and heavier Air behind presses

after.

In Thunder. Storms there are often two Currents of Air the

Under-Current contrary to the Upper. Hence the Wind near the

Earth blows one way, and the Clouds above move the other way.

° J^y 8. 17<>7. railed far some time after, The hot Tuesday, was

so excessively hot and suffocating, by reason of there being no Wind
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the Torrid Zone, and make what the antients imagined,

to be nor habitable to any but wild Beasts, an healthful

and pleafant Habitation,

Op what use likewise a*e the Winds, to transport men

to the distant Regions of the World ? Particularly, the

General and Coasting Trade-Winds, the Sea p and the

Land-Breezes; the One serving to carry the Mariner

in long Voyages from East to West, the other," to waft

him to particular Places: The One serving to carry him

into his Harbour, the other to bring him out.

The Clouds and Rain are no less useful Meteors than

the Winds, as is manisest in the refreshing Shade which

the Clouds asford, and the sertile Dews and Showers,

which thfy pour down on the Trees and Plants, which

would languish and die with perpetual Drought, but are

hereby made verdant and flourishing; so that as the

Pfalmist faith, The little bills rejoice on everyside, and the

•valleys Jhoutforjoy andsing.

A farther Improvement of these Remarks I subjoin

in the Words of Mr. Her<vey.

"If we turn our Thoughts to the Atmosphere, we sind

B most curious and exquisite Apparatus of Air. This is

a Source of innumerable Advantages ; all which are

fetched from the very Jaws of Ruin. To explain this.

The Pressure of the Air on a Person of a moderate Size

it

at all, that diven Persons died in their Harvest-Work. An healthy,

lusty, young man near Upminster in particular, was killed on the

Spot by the Heat : And several Travellers on the Road, dropt down

and died.

? Sea-breezes commonly rise in the Morning, about Nine

o'clock. They sirst approach the Shore gently, as if they were

afraid to come near it. The Breeze comes in a sine, small, black

Curl upon the Water, whereas all the Sea between it and the Shore,

is as smooth and even as Glass. In half an hour aster it reaches the

Shore, it fans pretty briskly, and so increases gradually 'till twelve

o'clock : Then it is commonly the strongest. It lasts so 'till two or

three. At three it begins to die away, 'till about five it is lulled

asleep.

As the Sea-ireezes blow in the Day and rest in the Night, the

Land-breezes blow in the Night and rest in the Day. They spring

up between Six and Twelve at night, and last 'till Six, Eight or

Nine in the Morning. ,
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i* equal to the Weight of twenty thousand Pound*. Tre*

mendous Consideration! Should an House fall upon ok

with half that Force, it would break every Bone of our

Bodies. Yec so admirably has the Divine Wistiom con

trived the Air, and so nicely counterpoised its dreadsul

Power ; that we sufser no manner of Inconvenience; we

even enjoy the Load. Instead of being as a Mountain on

Our Loins, it is as Wings to our Feet, or Sinews to our

Limbs. Is not this common Ordination of Providence,

somewhat like the Miracle of the burning Bush ? Well

may we fay uoto God,' O how terrible, yet how bene

ficent art thou in thy Works !

The Air, fho' too weak to support our Flight, is a

thoroughfare for innumerable Wings. Here the whole

Commonwealth of Birds expatiate, beyond the reach of

their Adverfaries. Were they to run upon the Earth

they would be in ten thoufand Dangers without Strength to

resist, or Speed to escape them: Whereas by mounting

the Skies they are secure from Peril, they scorn the horse

and his rider. Some of them perching on the Boughs, or

soaring aloft, entertain us with their Notes. Many of

them yield us wholsome and agreeable Food, and yet give

us no trouble, put us to no Expence, but till the time

we want them, are wholly out of the way.

The Air is charged also with several Osfices, absolutely

needful for Mankind. In our Lungs it ventilates the

Blood, qualifies its Warmth; promotes the An.'ma' Se

cretions. We might live even Months, without the

Light of the Sun. yea, or the GHm.rering of a Star.

Whereas is we are deprived but a sew Minutes of This,

*•e sicken, we faint, we die. The fame mti.versal

Nurje has a considerable (hare in cherishing the several

Tiibss of Plants. It transsuses vegetable Vigour into

the Trunk of an Oak, and a- blooming Gaiety into the

Leaves of a Rose.

Th e Air likewise conveys to our Nostrils rhe extreme

ly subtl* Effluvia which exhale from oSortfeiOus Bodies;

Fasticlessol'mall.that they elude the most ca'Cful Hand.

But this receives and transmits the invisibl- Vagrants,

without losing even a single Atom : Entertairin? as with

ike delightful Seaskiorrs liui aiise from the Fragrance of

L 3 Flowers
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Flowers and admonishing us to withdraw from an nn—

*nholsome Situation, to beware of pernicious Food.

The Air by its undulating Motion conducts to our

Ear all the Diiersities of Sound. While Danger is ata

considerable Distance, this advertises us of its Approach j

and with a clamorous but kind Importunity, urges us

to provide for our Sasety.

The Air wasts to our Sense all the Modulations of

Music, and the more agreeable Entertainments of Con

verfation. It distributes evtiy Musical Variation with

the utmost Exactness, and delivers the Message of the

Speaker with the most punctual Fidelity : Whereas with

out this Internuntio, all would be sullen and unmeaning

Silence. We should neither be charmed by the harmo

nious, nor improved by the articulate Accents.

How gentle are the Breezes of the Air when uncon-

fined! But when collected, they act with such immense

Force, as is sufficient to whirl round the hugest Wheels,

tho' clogged with the most incumbering 'Loads. They

make the ponderous Millstones move as swistly, as the

Dancers Heel ; and the massy Beams play as nimbly, as

the Musicians Finger.

In the higher Regions there is an endless Succession

of Clouds, sed by Evaporations from the Ocean. The

Clouds are themselves a kind of Ocean, suspended in the

Air. Tl-ey travel in detached Parties, over all the ter

restrial Globe. They fructify by proper Communicati

ons of Moisture the spacious Pastures of the Wealthy,

and gladden with no less liberal Showers, the Cottagers

little Spot. Nay theysatisfy the desolate and 'waste Ground,

and cause the bud of the tender herb ttspringforth : That

the Natives of the lonely Desert, the Herds which know

no Master's Stall, may nevertheless experience the Care

of an all-supporting Parent.

How wondersul I That pendent Lakes should be diffus

ed, fluid Mountains heaped over our Heads, and both

sustained in the thinnest Parts of the Atmosphere. How

suiprizing is the Expedient which without Vessels of

Stone or Brass, keeps such Loads of Water in a buoyant

State ? Job considered this with holy Admiration. Dojl

thou inoMU the Balancings of the clouds? How such

ponderous
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ponderous Bodies are made to hang in even poise, and

hover like the lightest Down ? He iindetb up the ivaten

in bis thick cloud: And the cloud, tho' nothing is more

loose and fluid, becomes by his Order tenacious as Casks

of Iron, is not rent under all the Weight.

When the Sluices are opened and the Waters de-.

scend, one would think they should pour down inTor-

rents. Whereas instead of this, which would be in

finitely pernicious, they coalesce into Globules, and are

dispensed in gentle Showers. They spread themselves

as if strained thro' the Orifices of the finest Watering-

Pot, and form thosesmall drops ofrain, which the clouds

distil upon man abundantly. Thus instead of drowning

the Earth, and sweeping away its Fruit;, they cherish

univerfal Nature, and (like their Great Master) dis

tribute their Stores, to Men, Animals, Vegetables,

as they are able to bear them.

But beside Waters, here are cantoned various

Parties of Winds, mild or sierce, genile or boistrous,

furnished with breezy Winds, to fan the glowing

Firmament, or else fitted to act as an univerfal Besom,

and by sweeping the Chambers of the Atmosphere to

cleanse the fine aereal Fluid. Without this wholfome

Agency of the Winds, the Air would stagnate and be

come putrid : So that all the great Cities in the World,

instead of being Seats of Elegance, would degenerate

into Sinks of Corruption.

At Sea, the Winds swell the Mariner's Sails, and

speed his Course along the watry Way. By Land

they perform the Osfice of an immense Seedsman,

scattering abroad the Seeds of numberless Plants, which

tho' the Support of many Animals, are too small for

the Management, or too mean for the Attention of

Man.

Here are Lightnings stationed, in act to spring,

whenever their piercing Flash is necessary, either to

destroy the sulphureous Vapours, or diflodge any other

noxisus Matter, which might prejudice the delicate

Temperature of the Ether, and obscure its more than

chrystalliqe Transparency.

Abovi
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Above all is situate a radiant and majestic Orb,

Which inlightens and chears the Inhabitants of the

Earth : While the Air, by a singular Address, ampli

fies its Usesulness. Its refleiiing Power augments that

Heat, which is the Lise of Nature : Its resracJing

Power prolongs that Splendor, which is the Beauty of

the Creation.

I sa y, Augments the Heat. For the Air is a Cover.,

which without oppressing us with any perceivable

Weight, consines, reflects, and thereby increases, the

vivisying Heat of the Sun. The Air increases thisy

much in the fame manner as our Cloaths give additi

onal Heat to our Body : Whereas when it is less in

Quantity, when it is attenuated, the Solar Heat is

very sensibly diminished. Travellers on the lofty

Mountains of America, sometimes experience this to

their Cost. Tho' the Clime at the foot of tlrose vast

Mountains, is extremely hot and sultry, yet at the

Top, the Cold is so excessive, as often to freeze both

the Horse and Rider to Death. We have therefore

great Reason to praise God, for placing us in the

commodious Concavity, the cherishing Wings of an

Atmosphere.

The Emanations of Light, tho' formed of inactive

Matter, yet (Astonishing Power of divine Wisdom!)

are resined almost to the Subtilty of Spirit, and are

scarce inserior even to Thought in Speed. By which.

means they spread with almost instantaneous Swistness,

thro' an whole Hemisphere : And tho' they fill what

ever they pervade, yet they straiten no Place, embar

rass no one, incumber nothing.

Every where indeed, and in every Element we

may discern the Footsteps of the Creator's Wisdom.

The spacious Canopy over our heads is paintedwrrii

Blue ; and the ample Carpet under our seet is tinged

with Green. These Colours, by their soft and chuap-

ing Qualities, yield a perpetual Refreshment to the

Eye. Whereas had the Face of Nature glistened wish

White or glowed with Scariet, such dazling Hues, in

stead of chearing, would have fatigued the Sight. Bs-

iides, as the several brighter Colours are interspersed,

and
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and form the Pictures in this magnisicent Piece, the

Green and the Blue make an admirable Ground, which

shews them all to the utmost Advantage.

Had the Air been much grosser, it would have dim'd

the Rays 6f the Sun and darkened the Day. Our

•Lungs would have been clogged in their vital Func

tions, and Men drowned or susfocated therein. Were

it much mart. subtle, Birds would not be able to wing

their way thro' the Firmament: Neither could the

Clouds be sustained, in so thin an Atmosphere. It

would elude likewise the Organs of Respiration : We

sliou'd gasp for Breath with as much Difficulty. and as

littleS uccess asFishes do.when out oftheir native element.

The Ground also is wrought into the most proper

Temperature. Was it of ^sirmer Confidence, it would

be impenetrable to the Plough, and unmanageable by

the Spade. Was it of a more loose Composition, it

would be incapable of supporting its own Furniture.

The light Mould would be swept away by whirling

•Winds, or soaked into Sloughs by the descending

Rains. Again, because every Place suits not every

Plant, but that which nourishes One, destroys another;

the Qualities of the Earth are so abundantly diversified,

as to accommodate every Species. We have a Variety

of intermediate Soils, from the loose Sand to the stiff

Clay : from the rough Projections of the craggy Rock,

to the soft Bed of the smooth Parterre.

The Sea carries equal Evidences of a most wise and

gracious Ordination. Was it larger, we should have

wanted Land for Pasturage and Husbandry. We should

not have had room for Mines and Forests, our subter

ranean Ware-houses and aereal Timber-yards. Was

it smaller, it could not recruit the Sky with a proper

Quantity of Exhalations ; nor supply the Earth with

the necessary Quota of fructisying Showers.

May we not discover as exquisite Strokes of Wis

dom in each individual Object ? All that shines in the

Heavens, and all that smiles on the Earth, speak their

infinitely wise Creator. Need we launch into the

Praise of the Valleys clothed with Grafs, or of the

Fields, replenished with Corn ? Even the ragged

Rocks,
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Rocks, which frown over the Fteod/ the caremed

Quarries which yawn admidst tne Land, togetbe wrrii

the shapeless and enormous Mountains, which seem to

load the Ground and incumberihe Skies ; even these

contribute to increase the General Pleasure., and aug

ment the general Usesulness. Thev add new Charirrs

to the wide Level of our Plains, And skelter like a

Screen the warm Lap of our Vales.

Who is not -charmed with the delicious Fruits erf"

Summer and Autumn i? But -wore all our Trees and

Shrubs to produce such Fruiis, what would become as

the Birds ? How small a Part would coracions Man •en

sign to their Enjoyment r To provide therefore for

each Vagrant of the Air, as well as for the Sovereign

of a Nation, there is in all Places a large Growth of
■Shrubs, annually covered with coarse and hardy Ber

ries : So coarse in tbeir Taste, that they are unworthy

the Acoeptance of Man ; so hardy in their Make,

that they endure the utmost Severity of the Weather,

and furnish the seathered Tribes with a standing Repait

ar.iidst all the Desolations of Winter.

The Fir, the Beech, the Elm, are stately Decora

tions of our rural Seats. But is there were no intang-

ling Thickets, -no prickly Thorns, where would ith*

Farmer procure Fences ? How could he secure his

vegetable Wealth, from the Flocks and the Hetds f

Those roving Plunderers, whkh submit to bo Law*,

but those of the coercive kind.

We spare no Toil, to have usesul Herbs and Plants,

in our Gardens, and upon our Tables. But there arc

innumerable Herbs, which pass under the contempti

ble Character of (Veeds, and yet are sull as desirable

to other C lanes of Creatures, as these are to Mankind.

Yet who will be at the pains, to plant, to water, to

cultivate, such despicable Productions ? Man would

rather extirpate than propagate, these Incunvbrances of

his Land. Therefore Providence vouchfases to be

their Gardiner, and has wrought •ff their Seeds with

such a Lightness, that they are transported to and fro,

by the mere Undulations of the Air. Or, is too hea

vy to be wafted by the Breeze, they are fastened to

Wings
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Wings of Down : Or eHe, iirelesed in a? springy Case*

which forcibly bursting, slioots them out on every side.

By some such Means, die re-producing Principle of

every one is disseminated, the univerfal Granary. filled,

and the. universal Board surnished. The buzzing In

sect and the creeping Worm, have each his Bill of

Fare. Each enjoys a never-failing Treat, equivalent

to our greatest Delicacies.

If Graft- was as scarce at the Guemsty.-Tilhi, and as

difficultly raised as the Tuberose, how certainly, and

how speedily, must many Millions of Animals perifli

by Famine ? But as all the Cattle owe their chief Sub

sistence to This, by a singular Wisdom in the Divine

(Economy, it tvaiteth not, like the Corn-field, and the

Garden-bed, for the annual Labours of Man. When

once sown, tho' ever fo frequently cropt, it revives

with the returning Season. With a kind of perennial

Verdure, it covers our Meadows, diffuses itself over

the Plains, springs up in every Glade of the Forest, and

spreads a Side-board in the molt sequestered NooTr.

Such is the Care of a wise and condescending Pro

vidence, even over these lowest Formations of Nature !

æmmmmmmmg ■ mm- * x mmm mmm m »
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Part the Fifth.

Of the System of EWorld. of the Hea

venly Bodies; tf/fc/ of /fe Properties

and Causes of Natural Bodies.

CHAP. I.

Of the System of the World.

1 . The General Phenomena

of the Sun and Moon :

2. Of Mercury and Venus :

3. Ofthe other Planets ;

a, Qf the Comets and sixt

Stars :

5 . The Ptolemaic System :

6. The Copernican :

j. The Sistem of Tycht

Brabe :

8. The Hutchinfonian Sys

tem.

1, T TWING considered the Earth, with the Bo-

Jj"l dies that are therein, let us now look up to

those that surround it. The World is a Congeries of

innumerable Bodies, many of which are supposed to

equal or exceed the Size of the Earth : Yet by reason

of their distance, most of them are invisible to the

naked Eye.

The
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The nearest to us is the Moon, which moves round

the Earth in something more than 28 days from West

to East. The Sun likewise seems to move from East to

West, and shines successively on all Parts of the Globe.

It appears also to us to move every year obliquely from

West to East, coming 13 degrees and an half to the

North, and then going just as far to the South.

2. Somh of the Stars keep always the fame distance,

with respect to each other, and are termed Fixt.

Others are continually changing their Situation,

whence they are termed Planets. Two of these, Mer

cury and Venus, are frequently between the Earth and

the Sun. Of which the former, being generally hid

by the Rays of the Sun, is seldom visible : But Venus,

commonly called the E*veningStar, is very conspicuous.

The Earth is never between Them and the Sun.

They are sometimes between us and him. Sometimes

the Sun is interposed between us and them.

3. The upper Planets are Mars, Jupiter and Saturn.

The Sun is sometimes beween these and the Earth.

But none of them is ever interposed between the Earth

and the Sun. Mars has different Appearances, like

the Moon as it is differently situated, with regard to

the Sun : Whereas Jupiter and Saturn always appear

with the fame' Aspect, and have smaller Planets re

volving round them. All these revolve round the Sun,

in their several stated Periods.

4. Beside these, there is another kind ofStars called

Comits, vulgarly Blazing Stars. These do i<ot revolve

round the Sun, in so regular Orbits as the Planets :

Thejixt Stars are above these : About 2200 are visible

to the naked Eye. They have a vivid Light, and

always appear with the fame Face toward us : They

seem to have a two-fold Motion, a flow one from

East to West in a Year, and a swist one round the

Eaith with all the other Stars in four and twenty

Hours. But there are some of them which never set,

namely those near the North or South Pole.

5. To explain these Pbænomena of the Heavenly

Bodies, vaiious Systems have been invented. The

Ptolemaic supposes the Earth to be si^t in the Center of

Vol. II. M the



the Universe, round which al! the heavenly Bodies

move, each affixt to a solid Sphere which moves with

that : First the Moon, then Mercury, thirdly, Venus,

next the Sun, fifthly Mars, then Jupiter, seventhly,

Saturn. In the Eighth place is the Firmament or Sphere

of hxt Stars : Then the Chrystalline Heaven, and last of

all vhePrimum Mobile, which is supposed to move from

East to West in 24. hours, whirling all the other Spheres

with it. But this System, being in some respects ob

viously false, in others utterly improbable, and like ■

wise insusficient to account for many Phænomena, is

now univerfally exploded.

6. In the room of this the Copernican System is now

generally received, which supposes the Sun to be fixt

in the Center, without any other Motion, than that

round his own Axis. Next him is Mercury, then

Venus, thirdly the Earth, (round which. the Moon re

volves;) Above the Earth, Mars, then Jupiter and

Saturn, with their attendant Moons. This System is

extremely simple and natural, and easily accounts for

most Phænomena. As to the Objection, that it is con

trary to the testimony ofour Senses, it is easily answered.

They who are in a Ship seem to see the Shore and the

Land moving along, altho' it is really the Ship that

moves Yet let it move ever so swiftly, it displaces

nothing provided it move smoothly. So neither does

the Motion of the Earth displace any thing on its Sur

face, because it is equable and regular.

Not that Ccpernicus was the Inventorof this System.

It was in great part known long ago. Pythagoras

taught, " that the Earth was carried about the Sun

among the Stars, and by turning round its Axis,

caused day and night." Yet by degrees it sunk into

oblivion, til] it was revived by Cardinal Cu/a. How

ever the Ptolemaic System still prevailed, till Nicholas

Copernicus, a Canon of Thorn, in Polijh Pruffia, born in

the year 1473, had Resolution to examine it thro'iy,

and Learning enough to explain and desend it. Some

ofthe Reasons on which this System is founded are, 1 .

This is most simple, and agreeable to the whole Te

nor of Nature : For by the two Motions of the Earth

all the Phænomena of the Heavens are resolved, which

. v on
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on any of the other Hypotheses are utterly inexplicable,

z. It is more rational to luppose the Earth moves

round the Son, than that the huge Bodies of the Pla

nets andoftheSiln i1self, and theimmenie Firmament

of Stars, should all move round tne inconsiderable

Body of Earth every four and twenty Hours. 3, The

Earth's moving round the Sun is agreeable to that ge

neral Harmony and univerfal Law, which all other

moving Bodies of the System observe, namely, that

the Squares of the periodical Times are as the Cubes

of the Distances. But is the Sun move round the

Earth, that Law is destroyed, and the general Order

and Symmetry of Nature interrupted ; because accord

ing to that Law, the Sun would be so far from revolv

ing about the Earth in 365 Days, that it would re

quire no less than ;iq6 Years, to finish ohe Revolution.

4. The Sun is the Fountain of Light and Heat, which

it darts thro' the whole System, and therefore it ought

to be placed, as the Heart in the Center, that so all

the Planets may at all times have them, in an unisorm

and equal manner. 5. If the Sun be placed in the Cen

ter of the System, we have then the rational Hypothe

cs, of the Planets being all moved about the Sun, by

the univerfal Law of Gravity -. And every thing will

answer to that Law ; but otherwise we are wholly in

the dark. 6. But we need not rely upon Conjectures.

We have demonstrative Proofs, that the Sun possesses

the Center, and that the Planets move round it, in

the Order above mentioned. For example. Mercury

and Venus are ever observed to have two Conjunctions

with the Sun but no Opposition, which could not hap

pen unless the Orbits of those Planets lay within the

Orbit of the Earth. And in the fame manner it Vay

be demonstrated, that the Orbits of Mass, Jupiter aud

Saturn, lie without the Orbit of the Earth.

7. After Copernicus came Tycha Brake, a noble Dane,

who endeavoured to compound a System of the Ptole

maic and Copernican put together. But it was quickly

found by all unprejudiced Judges, to be so intricate

and perplext, that it had not many Afierters even

while he lived, and is now well nigh sunk into oblivion.

M2 8. Mr.
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8. Mr. Hutchinson (not the Prosessor os Glasgow, but

a private Englijh Gentleman) supposes the constituent

Parts pf Heaven to be, i. The Darkness, or dark Air,

which is no other than the fine Ether, in a State of

Stagnation : 2. The Spirit, or the Air in a sensible

Motion : 3. The Light, the sinest Part of the Heavens,

the pure Ether in motion : 4. The Luminaries and

their Fluxes. Understand by the Luminaries the Bo

dies of the Sun, Moon and Stars ; by their Fluxes, the

flow of light that comes from each of them. Revela

tion constantly distinguishes these. Therefore 'tis

very improper for us to confound them together. In

deed every one knows, that tho' the Bodies of the

Sun, Moon and Stars, take up but a small Part of the

Heavens, yet the Fluxes of Light from them diffuse

themselves throughout all Nature.

The springing forth of the solar Light causes the

Morning, its going off, the Evening. Its being in-.

tercepted by the Body of the Earth causes Night ; its

Shining causes Day. It act* in a mechanical way,

and is part of the great Machine of Nature. It is in.

continual Motion to and from the body of the Sun :

Going out from the Center to the Circumserence of

the Heavens, and returning to the Center again. The

solar Light, along with the Spirit, which continually

attends it, is the Cause of the regular Returns of

Morning and Evening, Summer and Winter. The

Spirit and Light are properly the Agent, and the

Earth only the Patient. Its Motion round its Axis,

and round the Sun, and its inclining Northward and

Southward at different times, are all produced by the

Action of the Light going outward, and the Spirit

returning inward. 5. The Densities, which form the

Extremity of the whole System of Nature ; the dense,

grossAir, outofwhich the fineEthcr is extracted and into

which it returns. The Heavens which naturally be

grosser and grosser, the farther from the Sun, 'till

perhaps at the utmost extremity, they are condensed

into an immovable Solid.

These are the constituent Parts of the Heavens.

And hence we have reason to conceive, that all these

Parts
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Parts, (the Sun, Moon and Stars excepted) are no

other than the different -States into which the ethereal

Fluid does or may pass. For the Darkness is the fine

Atoms of the Heaven in a State of Inactivity. The

Spirit is the grosser Parts of the Heavens or masses

comprest together ; while the Light is the Atoms or

finest Part of the Ether in swist Motion. At the Cen

ter the Commotion is greatest, and gradually de

creases toward the Circumserence, where the Ether is

very much condensed, and this is called the Denjity."

He farther supposes, that the Sun is the Center of

the whole Universe ; that the fixt Stars are all placed

in the Density, not far from each other, and abun

dantly nearer the Earth, than common Astronomers

imagine, and that their Use, is not to perform the

Office of Suns to other Planets, but to affist in that

cold Region, to supply in some degree the Want of

the solar Fire.

Perhaps it may not be unacceptable to the serious

Reader, to give a more particular account of this in

genious Hypothesis, in the words of a late Writer.

The Sum of what Mr. Hutchinfon avers, is, That be

side the differently-formed Particles of which the

Earth, and the several solid Substances in it, and in

the other Orbs, are composed, God at first created nil

that subtle Fluid which now is, and from the Creation

has been, in the condition of Fire, Light or Air, and

goes under the name of the Heat/ens.

The Particles of this Fluid (which he calls Atoms)

when they are single and uncompounded, aie incon

ceivably minute, and so subtle as to pervade the Pores

of all Substances whatever, whether solid or fluid.

When they are pulhed forward in strait line?, by the

action of Fire, or are reflected or refracted in strait

lines, they produce Light, and are so called. When

the interposition of opake Bodies hinders their Pro

gress in strait lines, they pass, but cease to produce

light.

These Particles, which when moving in strait

line* produce Light, and when collected ard put rntrt-

another son of motion, produce Fire, when the foree'

M 3 impelling
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impelling them ceases to act with vigour, and when

their Motion is retarded, cohere in small Masses or

Grains, which Mr. Hutchinjon calls Spirit or Air, and

is of the fame kind and texture, wi:h that Air which

we daily breathe.

The Sun, fixt at the Center of this System, is in

cluded in a vast Collection of this subtle matter, in

the form of Fire, which continually melts down all

the Air that is brought into it from all Parts of the

System, into Atoms, and with an immense force

sends it forth, in perpetual Streams of Light, to the

Circumserence. The whole Space comprehended

within this, is absolutely sull.

The matter thus melted down at the Orb of the

Sun, moves outward to the Circumserence, being for

ced by the Particles which are concreted into Air at

the utmost Extremities, and return toward the Sun,

where the fluid being most subtle gives least resistance,

and takes up the place that the Light left.

And therefore this uninterrupted Flux of matter

from the Sun in Light, in place of being an Expence

which would necessarily destroy that Orb (an insup

portable Objection, JVIr. Hutchinjon thinks, to Sir Isaat

Newton's Scheme) is the very means of preserving it,

and every thing else in this System, in its action, and

vigour, by pressing back perpetual Supplies of Air

to be melted down into Light, which produces a con

tinual Circulation. These perpetual tides of matter

outwards and inwards, in every point, from the cen

ter to the circumserence, produce that constant Gyra

tion in the Earth and the Planets round their own

Centers and round the Sun.

Besides the Rotation of the Orbs, the adverse

Motion of the Light pushing toward the Circumser

ence, and the Air pushing toward the Center with

immense force, brings that Compressure on all the bo

dies it meets, that binds together solids, keeps fluids

as they were, causes the raising of water, the produc

tion of vegetables and animals, and in short produces

all the Effects usually ascribed to Gravitation or At

traction i continues Motion without the assistance of

the
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the unmechanical principle of Projection. and- is in

deed the real Cause of almoit all the effects and phæ-

noaiena in Nature,

As immensely different as this is, from all the other

Systems ot Astronomy, very probable Arguments are

a'iedi;ed in confirmation of it. And more than >o-

babisity, I doubt, we (hall never attain, with regard

to things at so great a distance from us.

CHAP. II.

Of the Heavenly Bodies in particular.

1. Of the Sun,

z. Mznury,

3. Venus,

4. The Earth,

5 . The Moon :

6. O/Mars,

7. Jupiter,

8. Saturn,

9 Comets,

10. Tbesixt Start;

1 1 . Refkiiions.

1. ' I AHE very fame Effects which we observe daisy

X. in Fire, we observe also in the Sun. It mines,

it warms, it burns. Viewed with a Telescope it ap

pears, like an Ocean of Fire or melted Metal. Hence

many suppose, that the Spots appearing thereon and

changing continually, are as it were the Dross and

Scum of that Metal, which it throws out from time

to time. But 'tis more probable, some of those Spots

are Clouds, formed out of the Solar Exhalations.

And is Exhalations rise out of his Body, and are sus

pended at a certain Height from it, then the Sun must

be incompast with a Fluid, analogous to our Atmos

phere. Some of these Spots dissolve and disappear,

in the very middle of the Suns Disk : that is, the

Exhalations sometimes rise, sometimes fall back to the

Sun.
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Sun. ' But there is another kind of Spots, which

regularly revolve, once in seven and twenty Hours.

Or, to speak more properly, the Sun himself revolves

in that time, round his own Axis, together with his

Atmosphere. And hence it is, that those Spots being

viewed obliquely near the Edge of the Sun, appear

narrow and oblong. He is supposed to be abundantly

larger than the Earth. When the Moon passes be

tween the Earth and the Sun, so as to intercept his

Rays, he is faid to be eclipsed. This happens only at

the time of the New Moon, because it is then only she

passes between the Sun and the Earth. Yet not at

every New Moon, because she generally declines ei

ther to the North or South.

No Solar Eclipse can be univerfal, the Moon being

too little to overshadow the whole Earth. Nor does

any Eclipse appear the fame in all Places, but is total

in One and partial in another. In most Solar Eclipses,

the Moon is covered with a faint, dawning Light,

which i." owing to the Reflection of the Light from the

illuminated Parts of the Earth. In total Eclipses the

Moon's Edge is seen surrounded by a pale Circle of

Light, which is at least a probable Indication of a

Lunar Atmosphere.

When the Earth is interposed between the Moon

and the Sun, then the Moon is eclipsed. This is only

at the time of the sull Moon. Even in the midst of

the

< " We are not sure, fays Mr. Huygens, whether the Sun be s

solid or liquid Globe. 1 rather think it liquid", which the equal

Distribution of his Light to all parts is an argument for. That very

small Inequality on his Surface, discovered by the Telescope, which

has made some men imagine they faw, huge Mountains of -Fire, is

entirely owing to the trembling Motion ot the Vapours our Atmos

phere is sull of, particularly near the Earth. And this is likewise

the Cause, of the Stars Twinkling."

" The dark Spotsin the Sun 1 have often seen ; but thofe bright

Spots of which many speak, I never was able to discover : So that

I cannot but doubt of their Existence. Nor do I apprehend, there

Si any thir-g in or upon the Sun, brighter than the Sun itself'. In>

deed it is not pretended that these bright Spots are any where, but

just about the dark ones. And it is no wonder, she Pans wh.cH

are near the dark, should appear somewhat brighter than the rest,"
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the Eclipse the Moon has a faint Light, which is re

flected by the Atmosphere of the Earth. And to the

Shadow of this it is owing, that she grows paler and

dimmer, before she enters into the Shadow of the

Earth.

2. The Planet nearest to the Sun is Mercury, which

is the smallest of all, supposed to be twelve times less

than the Earth. It move; round the Sun in about

three Months, and is believed to be the most dense os

all the Heavenly Bodies. It sometimes moves between

the Earth and the Sun. And from its various Appear

ances, we may certainly inser, that it has no Light of

its own, but shines by reflection onlf.

3. The Next to Mercury is Venus, whose Appear

ances likewise change in the fame manner as the

Moon's. It is supposed to he something less than the

Earth, and compleats its Period round the Sun, in

nearly seven Months. From its Situation we may

judge, it is more dense than the Earth, but more rare

than Mercury.

4. Next to Venus is the Earth, which moves round

its own Axis from West to East in twenty four Hours,

and round the Sun in 365 Days, five Hours and near

forty-nine Minutes.

The Difference of Seascns, as well as ths different

degrees of Heat and Cold, depend on the diffetent Po

sitions of the Earth with tespect to the Sun. The natu- ,

ral State of this Globe, seems to be what we call Tem

perate. This is what secures Springs and other Bodies

from being frozen. But the Obliquity and Perpendi

cularity with which the Rays of the Sun fall on the Air,

are varying continually, according to which the Warmth

ofthe Air is Continually lessening or increasing. Like

wise the Continuance of the Sun's Presence, with the

Slowness of his Motion, naturally increase Heat; as bis

Absence and the Swistness of his Motion, naturally in

crease Cold. Yet this Rule does not always hold.

There are many Accidents that prevent it: Such as the

Situation of Hills, and the declivity of Land, toward

the North or South. Clouds also sometimes reflect Hent,

and Water Clouds cool the Air. South or South West

Winds,
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Winds, is without Rain, increase Warmth ; East or

Northerly Winds occasion Cold. Whenever- smooth

Water reslects the Sun's Rays, it much increases Heat.

And indeed all smooth Bodies which reflect Light, re

flect Heat along with it, and that more or less, accord

ing to the Closeness of the Pores, and the Extent,

Convexity or Concavity of their Surface.

All Parts of the Earth enjoy nearly the fame Quantity

of the Sun's Presence in the ipace of a Year. And yet

how widely disserent is the Quantity of Heat, in some

from that in others ? But it is not, as any one would

imagine, greatest under the Line. This is prevented

by the Swistness of his Motion. For the nearer he ap

proaches to it, the swister is his Motion from East to

West, from North to South, and from South to North.

He passes seven Degrees, from three and an half

South Latitude, to three and an hals North, in Eigh

teen Days : Whereas, at 20 degrees North Latitude,

he spends an whole Month in going three degrees and

an half, and another Month, in returning : So that

he is as near the Tropic for 67 Days, as he was to

the Line for Eighteen. And hence the Heat is con

siderably greater under the Tropic, than it is under

the Line.

$. The Moon moves round the Earth in about 28

Days, and with the Earth round the Sun ina Year.

Yet it always turns the fame side to the Earth, whence

\ve always observe the fame Inequalities in its Surface.

It does not appear, that she moves at all round her

own Axis. None now doubts of the Moon's being an

opake Body : And the Spots and Unevennestes, which

constantly appear upon it, have been judged by some,

to be Valleys, Mountains, Lakes and Seas.

Half at least of the Moon is always inlightened

by the Sun. But as it is continually changing its

Situation, the whole of the enlightened Part is not al

ways towards us, and therefore she exhibits to us va

rious Appearances. When she begins to recede from

her Conjunction with the Sun, and to emerge out of

his Rays, a small Portion of her inlightened Part is

seen, and appears, as it were, horned. But the far

ther
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thershe recedes from the San, the more of the enlight-

ned Part appears, 'till about the fourteenth Day, be

ing just opposite to him, she shews us her entire

Hemisphere. In the fame manner she appears to de

crease, while she is approaching the Sun. The Moon

is supposed to be forty-sive times smaller than the

Earth.

The Moon has sometimes difappeared in a clear

Sky, so as not to be discoverable by the best Glasses.

This Keplar observed in the year 1580 and in 1583 :

He*velius in 1620, as did Ricciolus, and many others at

Bologna. Many People throughout Hdland observed

the fame, April 14, 16 (.2. December 23, 1703 there

was another total Obscuration. A little before it, she

appeared at Arks of a yellowish Brown, at Avignon

ruddy and transparent. At Marseilles, one Part was

ruddy, the other dusky, 'till she wholly difappeared.

I do not find, that the' boldest Philosophers attempt to

account for this.

It is now almost univerfally supposed, that the

Moon is j list: like the Earth, having Mountains and

Valleys, Seas with Islands, Peninsula's and Promon

tories, and a changeable Atmosphere, wherein Va

pours and Exhalations rise and fall. And hence it is

generally insered, that She is inhabited like the Earth,

and by Parity of Reason, that all the other Planets, as

well as the Earth and Moon, have their respective In

habitants. But aster all comes the celebrated Mr.'

Huygens, and brings strong Reasons, why the Moon

is not and cannot be inhabited at all, nor any Secon

dary Planet whatever. Then F doubt we shall never

prQve that the Primary are r And so the whole ingeni

ous Hypothesis, of innumerable Suns and Worlds

moving round them, vanishes into Air.

It may not be unacceptable to the Reader, to see

the Sum of his Reasonings on this head. " One

would think that the Moon which is so near us, and

may by a Telescope be so accurately observed, should

afford us matter of more probable Conjecture, than

any of tha remoter Planets. But it is quite otherwise.

Only this we may venture to fay, that all the Atten

dants
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dants of Jupiter and Saturn are of the fame nature

with our Moon, as going round them, and being car

ried with them round the Sun, just as the Moon is with

the Earth. Therefore whatever we may reasonably

affirm or conjecture, with regard to our Moon, must

be supposed, with very little alteration to belong to

the Satellits of Jupiter and Saturn.

The Surface of the Moon is found, even when we

use the shortest Telescopes, to be diversified with long

Tracts of Mountains and again with broad Valleys.

For in those Parts opposite to the Sun, you may see the

Shadows of the Mountains, and often the round Val

leys between them, with an Hill or two rising oui of

them. But I cannot find any thing like Sea there,

notwithstanding what many affirm. For those vast

Countries which appear darker than the others, com

monly taken for Seas, are discovered with a good long

Telescope, to be full of little round Cavities : The

shadow of which, falling within themselves, makes

them appear of that Colour. And those large Cham-

pains, if you look caresully upon them, you will find

not to be always smooth and even. Now neither of

these things can agree to the Sea. Therefore it is far

more probable, that those Plains in her which seem

brighter than the other Parts, consist of a whiter fort

of Matter. Nor do I believe, that there are any Ri

vers : For if there were, they could never have escaped

our Observation: Especially is they run between the

Hills, as our Rivers do. Nor have they any Clouds

to surnish Rivers with Water. For if they had, we

should sometimes see one Part of the Moon darkened

by them and sometimes another, whereas we have al-

way. the fame Prospect of her.

" Tis certain moreover, that the Moon has no Air

or Atmosphere surrounding it. For then we could

never see the very outermost Rim of the Moon so ex

actly as we do when any Star goes under it, but its

Light would terminate in a faint, gradual Shade, and

there would Le a fort of Down as it i'cre about it.

Not to mention, that tie Vapours of cur Atmosphere

consist of Water ; and consequently where there are

no
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no Seas, there can be no such Atmosphere. This is

the grand Difference between the Moon and us. Were

there Seas and Rivers therein, we might easily believe

that it had all the other Furniture which belongs to

our Earth. But how can Plants or Animals, all

whose Nourishment comes from liquid Bodies, thrive

in a dry, waterlesi Soil?"

" Doss then the Moon serve for nothing but to

give us Light in the Night, and to raise the Tides in

the Sea ? And do all those Moons round Jupiter and

Saturn, answer no other purpose ? I do not know

what to fay, because I know of nothing like them to

found a conjecture upon. Perhaps they may have

some Plants and Animals, which have some Nourish

ment of a different kind from ours. Perhaps they

may have Moisture enough to cause a Mist or Dew,

which' may suffice for the Herbs that grow there. But

these are mere Guesses, or rather Doubts. And yet

they are the best we can make, concerning either our

own Moon, or those which attend Jupiter and Sa

turn."

6. Mars, as well as Venus, Mercury and the Moon,

has various Appearances, more or less sull, as it is

variously placed, with regard totheSun and the Earth.

Spots are observed on his Surface also, from the regu

lar Motion of which we learn, that he revolves round

his Axis from West to East, in twenty four Hours and

forty Minutes. He moves round the Sun in two

Years, and is thought to be Eight times smaller than

the Earth.

7. Jupiter is incompast from West to East with two

or three lucid Belts, not always appearing alike. In

one of them a spot is constantly observed ; and they

regularly move from West to East. Hence we learn,

that he revolves round his Axis, which he does in

Nine Hours and fifty six Minutes. He is likewise

attended by four smaller Planets or Satellits, like our

Moon. Each of these moves round him in its stated Pe

riod, and all move with him round the Sun in twelve

Years. Jupiter is supposed to be twenty-five times

larger than the Earth.

Vol. II. N 8. The
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8. The highest Planet, Saturn is incompast with

a broad Ring, which is not contiguous to his Body,

but is suspended over him equally distant from every

Part of his Surface. He has five Satellits or Moons,

moving round him in their stated Periods. r Saturn

himself revolves with them round the Sun in about

thirty Years. He is supposed to be fifteen times big

ger than the Earth.

If we compute the Magnitude of the Planets in

number of Miles, the Diameter of the Moon is sup

posed to be 2175 miles, that of Mercury, Z748, that

of Mars 4875, of the Earth (and nearly of Venus)

7967, of Saturn 93 4.5 1 , of Jupiter 130.653; and that

of the Sun 822148.

With regard to their Distance from the Earth,

there is such an immense Disserence in the Calculati

ons of Astronomers, even with respect to the Distance

of the Sun (which some demonstrate to be Ninety Mil

lions of Millions, others to be not three Millions from

the Earth :) that it is wisest to consess our Ignorance,

and to acknowledge we have nothing to rest on here,

but mere, uncertain Conjecture.

9. Comets are opake Bodies, which emit numerous

Rays, sometimes forward, sometimes backward, some

times all round the Body of the Comet. Now they

fink near the Body of the Sun : Then they rise far be

yond the Orb of Saturn. Some suppose them to be

impersect Planets, or such a Chaos of unformed Mat

ter, as may hereaster be formed into an Earth like

Ours. Probably those Rays which they emit, are

only Vapours by which the Rays of the Sun are re

fracted to us.

Hence

- ' The brightest of these, which is the fourth, was first discover

ed by Mr. lluy^ens, in the year 1655. The rest were discovered by

Caffini. And I have reason to think, fay> Mr. Huygini, there are

one or two more still behind. For between the fourth and fifth

there is a distance not at all proportionable to that between all the

others. Here it is probable, there may be a Sixib. And there may

not improbably be another, without the Fifth, which has hitherto

escaped us. For we can never see the Fifth but in that Part of its

Orbit, which is toward the West.
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Hence they have a different Appearance, accord

ing as they are differently situated with regard to tl e

Comet : Which is hereby consirmed, that the nearer

they are so the Sun, the more those Rays are increas

ed, and the farther they recede from it, the more

those are diminished. And hence some imagine, that

Fixt Stars, covered with Vapours and Spots, become

Comets. It is more probable, that Comets, like Pla

nets, have their regular Periods : Altho' they fre

quently escape cur Observation, as not revolving but

in a long term of Years.

They are distinguished from other Stars by a large

Train of Light, which is always opposite to the Sun,

and grows fainter and fainter, the farther it is from

the Body of the Comet. When a Comet moves from

the Sun, it is faid to be bearded, because that Light is

seen before it. When it moves toward the Sun, the

Train follows it, and is called its Tail. When the

Comet and Sun are opposite, (the Earth being between

them) the train is hid behind the Body of the Comet,

except a little that appears round it, and is termed its

Hair. '

Comets seem to be a peculiar kind of Planets,

which move in very oblique Orbit?, and persevere in

their Motions, even against the Course and Direction

of the other Planets. Their Tails are doubtless Va

pours emitted by the Comet when heated by the Sun.

Yet they do not ascend swiftly from it, and then pre--

sently difappear ; but are permanent Columns of Ex

halations, gathered from the Comet by a gentle Mo-

N 2 tion,

> Sir IJacc Ntivtm has proved, that the Heat of the Sun to the

Comet in Da. 1680, was to his Heat with us at Midsummer. as

28000 to One: And that the Heat of the Body of the Comet was

near 2000 times greater than that of red-hot Iron.

Arm having acquired so immense an Heat, it must be a long

time in cooling. Sit Isaac computes, that a Globe of red-hot Iron

2000 times as large as the Earth, would scarce be cool in 50000

Years. If then the Comet be suppofed to cool an bu dred times as

fast as red-hot Iron, yet since its heat was twoUiousund times greater,

supposing it of the bigness of the Earth, it would not be cool in *

Million of Years.
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tidn, and in a great Space of time, which then move

with it thro' the celestial Regions.

One great Use of Comets probably is, to give

Moisture to the Planets. By their Vapours the Water

spent in them, may be supplied and recruited. All

Vegetables grow wholly from Fluids. But when they

putrefy, great Part of them turns into dry Earth .-

Hence the Quantity of dry Earth must continually in

crease, and the Moisture of the Globe decrease. Add

to this, that immense Quantities of watry Vapours,

are continually arrested in the Polar Regions, arid fall

ing down form Mountains of eternal Snow, and

Rocks of Ice that thaw no more. By both these

Means the Moisture of the Planets continually decreas

ing, must in process of time entirely fail, is it had not

a seasonable Supply, from some other Part of the Uni

verse. Comets therefore are so far from being super

fluous, much more from being Blemishes in the Uni

verse, that it may be doubted whether either the Ani

mals or Vegetables of the Earth, could long subsist

without them.

10. It is commonly supposed, that the sixt Stars

are so many Suns, shining with their own Light ; and

that each of them has a set of Planets moving round

it, as the Earth and the other Planets do round our

Sun. It may be so, or it may not ; for we know

nothing about them : Nor is it possible we should

know more. For even when viewed with the best

Telescopes, they appear no larger than they do to

the naked Eye. They are divided, according to their

Size, into Stars of the First, Second, and so on to the

Sixth Magnitude.

Even a good Eye seldom sees more than an hun

dred Stars at a time in the clearest Heaven. The

Appearance of vast numbers in Winter Nights, is a mere

Deception of our Sight, occasioned by our viewing them

consusedly, not in any regular Order.

Yet are they really almost infinite. For a good Te

lescope directed to almost any Part of the Heavens, dis

covers numbers unseen by the naked Eye, particularly in

the Milky Way : Which is indeed nothing else but an

Assemblage
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Assemblage of Stars, too remote to be seen singly, but

so close to each other as to give that Brightness to so

large a Part of the Heavens.

An hundred and twenty-five Years before Christ, Hip-

parchus discovered a New Star. In 1572 Tycho Brabe

observed another. Its Magnitude at first exceeded the

biggest of our Stars. It equalled that of Venus when

nearest the Earth, and .was seen in fair Day light. It

continued sixteen Months , toward the End of which it

grew less till it totJly disappeared. We have an ac

count of One appearing at least thrice before, at the

Interval of 150 years. Probably it was the fame Star,

and will return at the stated time.

Many other New Stars have been observed in this

Century to appear and difappear; and it is certain frcm

the old Catalogues, that many of the antient Stars are

not now visible.

There are now wanting two Stars of the Second

Magnitude in the Ship Argo which were seen till the

Year 1664., But there was not the least Sign of them

in 1668. Accurate Astronomers have observed many

more such Changes in the fixt Stars, to the number of

an hundred.

Are these Temporal y Stars a fort of Planets? Ate

they fixt Stars, which being covered with Spots, like

those observed on the Sun, lose their Brightness, and

consequently difappear ? Or are they Comets, which

take so vast a time to perform their Revolutions, as sel

dom to have their Returns perceived ?

11. It remains only, to make some Improvement of

what has been observed, concerning the System of the

Universe. And 1 . we may observe the due Situation of

the Heavenly Bodies. First, None of them intersere

with each other. Had the Universe been the Work of

any but the wise Architect, there would have been many

Inconveniences in the Situation of such a prodigious

Number of immense Globes. Some would have been 00

near, or too far off: Some would have incrmmoced

others. But instead of this, all the Globes which fall

under our notice, are set at such a due distance, as ::ot

only to avoid ail violent Concourse, but not to shade

N 5 each
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each other, so as to hinder each other's kindly Influence,

or to occasion noxious ones. Secondly. As it is one

great Instance of the Skill of an Architect, to give due

Proportion to his Works, so this abundantly appears in.

all the Heavenly Bodies that come under our cognizance.

Curious Order, and due and nice Proportions are ob

served in their Situations. The Sun is placed in the

Center of his System, to give all his Planets Heat and

Light. Then follow the several Planets surrounding

him, not scattered at all adventures, but at due Distan

ces froro the Sun, as veil as from one another. And

this is discernible, not only in the Primary, but the Se

condary Planets too: In the five Moons that attend Sa

turn, and the four that accompany Jupiter.

The Wisdom of the Creator appears, secondly, from

the Motions of the Heavens and Earth. That these vast

Globes should move at all, proves some Being that has

Power to put them in motion : Seeing Matter cannot

move itself. And suppose them moved by the Sun, the

Ether, or some other primary Mover, still we must recur

to some First Cause who was able to put the Mover into

motion. And this could be «o other than the Hand of

the Almighty. What farther shews both his Power and

Wisdom, is that those Motions are not at random, or in

inconvenient Lines and Orbs, but such as manisest the

deepest Counsel. That every Planet should have as many

and various Motions, as the World and its Inhabitants

have occasion for, must be the Work of a wise and kind,

as well as omnipotent Creator.

In particular, the Diurnal Motion of these Globes

shews the Wisdom of the Creator. Of what prodigious

Use is this ! Were the Planets always to stand still, Half

of each Globe would be dazled and parched with unceas

ing Day, and the other half wrapt in everlasting Dark

ness. Were this the Case with our Globe, a great Part

of it at least would scarce be habitable. It would neither

agree with the State of Man or other Animals, nor of

Vegetables. How could the Vapours be raised, to sup

ply the Earth with cooling Clouds and fruitsul Showers ?

How could the Winds be excited to fan the Atmosphere

with their pleafant and healthful Gales? How could Ve

getables
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gctables be raised up by the kindly H?at of the Day, and

tempered by the Dews ari'l Cool of the Nipht r How

could Men and other Animals gather their Food, and

perform thevaiious Labours of the Day, and then under

the salutary Influences of the Night, recruit themselves

viih Rest and Sleep ?

And as the Diurnal, so the Annual Motion of the

Heavenly Bodies, b a clear Manisestation of the Crea

tor's Wisdom : Especially when we consider the disser

ent Paths of their Diurnal and Annual Motions. These

lie not in a very disserent Plane, nor in the fame, but a

little crossing one another : The Diurnal, lying in, or

parallel to the Equator, the Annual, at an Inclination of

twenty-three Degrees and an half. A glorious Contri

vance this for the Good of our Globe, and for all the

rest that have the some Annual Motion. For were the

Earth's Annual Motion to be always in the fame Plane

»with the Diurnal, we might indeed be sometimes nearer

to the Sun than we now are. But we should miss of

those kindly Increases of Day and Night, which the

Approach of Earth to one or the other Pole occasions.

This is likewise the great Cause of Summer and Winter.

Indeed one Cause of them is, the longer or shorter

Continuance of the Sun above the Horizon. As it con

tinues longer in Summer, it increases the Heat, as

much as it lengthens the Day : And just the contrary in

Winter. But the chief Cause is, the Oblique or Per

pendicular Direction of the Sun's Rays. For i. Per

pendicular Rays strike on any Plane, with greater force

than Oblique. And z. A greater Number of Rays fall

within the fame Compass, in a perpendicular than in an

oblique Direction.

A farther Manisestation of the Creator's Wisdom we

have in the Perpetuity, Constancy and Regularity of those

Motions. How without an Almighty Guide should

those vast Bodies continue their Courses throughout all

Ages ? How should they perform their usesul Stages,

without the least Intermission or Disorder f What piece

of Clock-work under heaven, was ever comparable to

this? How steddily do all these Motions conspire, to

answer the Ends of Divine Providence, to dispatch the

noble
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noble Offices of the several Globes, to comfort and

cherish every thing residing on them, by the useful

Change of Day and Night, and the several Seasons of

the Year r

We may learn the Wisdom of God, Thirdly, from

the Figure of the Heavenly Bodies, so well suited to the

Motions and to the whole State and Convenience of

them. And l. They are all nearly Spherical: I fay,

nearly, to allow for the Disference between their Polar

and Equatorial Diameter. Now this Figure is both

more capacious than any other, and more agreeable to a

Mass in Motion, each Part of it being at a due distance,

from the Center of Motion and Gravity ; Besides, with

out this, there could have been no such agreeable Alter

ations of Day and Night, of Heat and Cold. And as

to our own Globe, the Winds could not have fanned

the Air, as now, but must have been greatly retarded,

is not wholly stopt, by the Angles and Jet tings out of

other Figures. Lastly the Waters would have had into

lerable Confluences ; here too much, there none at all.

So that instead of an habitable World, far the greatest

Part would have been a Desert, or an useless Bed of

Waters.

And all the Parts of the Earth are so distributed, as

may best minister to their several Us;s'. Thus the two

grand Parts, the Solids and Fluids, instead of being jum

bled into one mass, are admirably parted, and as nicely

disposed of in proper Places. The Strata conveying

sweet Water, are in all or most parts of the world, con

sist of proper, pervious Matter, remain distinct from the

other Strata, and lie at such due Depths, as either to

break out in Fountains, or to be dug into, for Wells:

All which is a manisest Demonstration of the Concern of

a wise Agent.

And not only the Planets are a Demonstration of this,

but the very Comets also: Tho' their Motions are so far

from being a' ways the fame way, that they move some

times contrary to each other. Their Planes and Direc

tions lie every way, and their Orbits are exceeding ec

centrical. But this very Eccentricity is an admirable

Contrivance of the Creator, to prevent their disturbing

either
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either the Planets, or one another, by mutual Attrac

tions. By this means they have sufficient room to re

volve in : And by ascending to very great Heights, and

spending almost all their time in the remote Regions of

the Universe, at vast Distances both from the Planets

and each other, they incommode neither. Whereas

had they moved in the fame Plane with the Planets, they

would sometimes have come too near them; and possibly

have disturbed their Motions, or c<n dashed against

them.

But what would all the Planets have done, had they

not been supplied with Light and Heat? And what an

indulgent Provision of these is made, even for the most

distant of them ? See the Sun, such a prodigious Mass of

Fire, placed in the Center of the System, to scatter his

Light throughout the whole, and to warm and cherish

us by Day : And such a noble Retinue of Moons and

Stars, attending and assisting us by Night ! And we see

the fame Care of the Creator, extended to all the other

Planets. According to their several Dislances, they

have proportionably a greater number of Moons, and

Saturn a stupendous Ring besides, to supply the Decrease

of Light and Heat. Who can help being amazed at

such well-contrived, such stately Works of God ? Who

can partake of their benesicial Influences, and not adore

the Wisdom and Kindness of their Maker ?

One or two Points, which have been lightly menti

oned already, deserve a more particular Consideration.

That He who dispenses Existence at his Will, should

multiply, extend, inlarge, and add a kind of Immensity

to his Works, is not properly what surprizes me ; at

least my Amazement is chiefly founded on my own ex

treme Littleness. But what astonishes me most, is to see

that notwithstanding this my extreme Littleness, he has

vouchfased to regulate his immense Works, by the Ad

vantages I was to receive from them! Thus he has plac

ed the Sun just at such a Distance from the Earth on

which I was lodged, that it might be near enough to

warm me, yet not so near, as to set it on fire;

The Rays that proceed from a Globe of Fire, many

thoufands times bigger than the Earth, must needs have

art
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an inconceivable Force, while they remain close to each

other. But they are more and more distant from each

other, as they advance from their common Center, to

ward the vast Circumserence they are to inlighten, and

their force diminishes in proportion. Had the Earth

been placed, where these Rays were still too numerous,

and too near each other, it could never have borne their

burning Heat. Had it been placed farther off than it iV,

it would have receivd but a faint Warmth, such a? was

insufficient for its usual Productions It stands in that

very place where it is secured from all these Inconveni

ences, and within the reach of every Advantage.

The Heavens declare the Grandeur and Glory of

God, from one end of the World to the other. But the

Sun alone affects us more than all the Beauties the Hea

vens can display to our fight. The Heavens are only a

Pavilion to the Sun. The richly-embroidered Veil which

seemed to hide him from us for a season, is removed when

he advances. At first, he appears &s a young Bride

groom, coming out of his Chamber. His Splendor is

then sull of Mildness, and he is easy of access. But he

is commissioned to convey the Heat and the Lise, as well

as the Light, every where. He darts more and more

Fire as he ascends. He passes from one End of the

Heavens to tie other. There is nothing that can eisher

be hid from his Light, or subsist without his Heat. And

by his penetrating fires he reaches those very places,

which are inaccessible to his Rays.

And yet we need his Absence at proper Intervals, na

less than we do his Presence. For Night and Sleep are

so connected, that when we want Repose, we generally

procure a kind os artificial Night. Our Senses are sel

dom unbent; but by the Removal of that which agitates

them. And this is the Service for which Night is ap

pointed, and which it excellently well performs. It

does not come in a blunt and abrupt manner, to extin

guish the Light of the Day, and all on a sudden to rob

us.of the Sight of the Objects we are intent on ; but ad

vances only by slow steps, and brings on Darkness by

degrees. 'Tis not 'till aster reminding us of the Neces

sity of taking rest, that it covers the face of Nature.

During
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During the time of Man'-; Repose, Night hustles

every Noise. It indeed sufsers a sew Animals, whose

grim Aspect might scare him, to go forth and silently

ieek their Focd. It permits however the Animal that

stands Centinel by him, to give him notice of what con

cerns him. But it keeps the Horse, the Ox, and all

his Domeslics fast asleep around him. It disperses the

Birds, and sends each to his respective Abode. As it

comes on, it gradually hushes the Winds, to secure the

Lord of Nature's Rest. It causes his Repose to be reve

renced every where; the moment of which is no sooner

come, but all Creatures retire, and for seveial Hours an

univerfal Silence reigns.

Nor yet is Nature's Palace wholly void of Light. As

some may be constrained to travel by Night, seve

ral Flambeaux are scattered thro' the Firmament.

But these tho' they prevent total Darkness, yield only a

gentle Light. Nor ought those who then wake to be

supplied with such a Light, as would interrupt the Re

pose of others. '

But it is not by its Darkness only, that Night is use-

sull to us. Its Coolness likewiseis of use: And this in

creasing the Spring of the Air, makes it capable of

working with greater Activity, and giving new Vigour

both to the dry Plants and the enseebled Animals, It

is to preserve this Cool, that tie Moon reflecting the

Light of the Sun, gives it without any sensible Heat.

In vain do we collect her Rays by the strongest Burning-

glass. An admirable Caution of the Divine Artificer,

who has reserved for the Night season, a light strong

enough to remove Darkness, yet too weak to alter the

Coolness of the Air.

When Man is inclined to have the Benesit of this, he.

sees no more the Prospects of the Day ; but Night, in

her turn, favours him with another, that has Charms to

itself.

We cannot doubt but these immense Globes of Fire,

which enlighten our Night, have'all their peculiar Ap

pointments, which answers, in God's Purposes, the

Magnisicence of their Appearance. But who shall pre

sume to explain, what the Almighty has thought fit to

conceal ?
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conceal ? The small Glimpses which a sew are permitted

to have, being quite unknown to the bulk of Mankind :

Jt is not in the particular Destination of each Star, nor

in the general Harmony of all. that we are to look for

the means of instructing Man, or regulating his Affec

tions. But yet what we do fee, and know concerning

them, is matter for the deepest Admiration. We see

innumerable Fires hung up in the magnificent Cieling

of our Abode: And the dark Azure which serves

them as a Ground, still heightens their Beauty and

Brightness. But their Rays are dispersed thro' Spaces

so immense, that when they come to us, they are quite

destitute of Heat. Thus by the Creator's Providence

we enjoy the Sight of a multitude of fiery Globes, with

out any Danger of destroying the Coolness of our Night,

or the Quiet of our Repose.

The Sum of what has been faid, with some farther

Improvement, 1 add in the Words of Mr. Hert)ty.

The Earth is, in fact, around Body, tho' in some

Parts raised into Hills, or sunk into Valleys, in others

spread out into wide and immeasurable Plains. For the

loftiest Mountains bear no more proportion to the whole

Sursace of theBall, than a particle of Dust on theAstrono-

mers Globe, bears to its whole Circumserence. We

may fancy, that it has deep Foundations, and rests on

some solidBasis. But it is pendent in the wide transparent

Ether, without any visible Support either from above or

beneath. It may seem to remain still and motionless :

But it is continually sailing thro' the Depths of the Sky,

and in the Space of twelve Months, finilhes the mighty

Voyage. This Periodical Rotation produces the Sea

sons, and completes the Year. And all the time it pro

ceeds in its annual Circle, it spins upon its own Center,

and turns its sides alternately, to the great Fountain of

Light. By this means the Day dawns in one Hemis

phere, while the Night succeeds in the other. Without

this Expedient, one Part of its Regions, would during

half the great Revolution, be scorched with excessive

Heat and languish under an uninterrupted Glare : While

the other would be frozen to Ice, and buried under dis

mal and destructive Darkness.

Thb
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The Earth in the Revolution which it performs daily

on its own Axis, luhirls ahout at the rate of above a thou

fand Miles an Hour. What an amazing Force must he

requisite, to protrude so vast a Globe, and wheel it on,

loaded with huge Rocks and Mountains, with such a

prodigious Degree of Rapidity ! - . •

Meantime the Sun, which seems to perform its

daily Stages, is sixt and immovable. 'Tis the great

Axle of Heaven, about which the Earth and many lar

ger Orbs wheel their stated Courses. And small as it

seems, 'tis far larger than the Earth : Sir Isaac Newton

supposes, 900,000 times. Are we ready to cry out,

How mighty is the Being, who kindled such a prodigi

ous Fire? And keeps alive from Age to Age, such an

enormous Mass of Flame? And yet this Sun, with all

its attendant Planets, are but a very small Part of that

grand Machine, the Universe. Every Star is really a

vast Globe, like the Sun in size and in Glory. Nay

every Star, as some suppose, is not barely a Wjrld, but

the Center of a magnificent System ; has a Retinue of

Worlds, enlightened by its Beams, and re olving round

its Orb : All which are lost to our fight, in immeasura

ble Wilds of Ether, t

But could you soar farther yet, could you wing your

way to the highest apparent Star, you would there see

• other Skies expanded, another Sun distributing his Beams

by day, with other Stars, that gild the horrors of the

alternate Night': And other, perhaps nobler Svst^-ns

established, thro' the boundless Dimensions of Space.

Nor does the Dominion of the great Sovereign, termi

nate even here. Even at the end of this vast Tour,

you would find yourself advanced no farther than the

Suburbs of Creation : Arrived only at the Frontiers of

the great Jehovah's Kingdom.

Think on this. When innumerable Bodies, many

of them more than an hundred thoufand miles in Diame

ter, are set in motions When the Orbits in which they

move are extended, to Hundreds of Millions of miles :

Vol. II. O Whem

• All this is spoken, on the Nnvtonian Hypothesis.
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When each has a disiinS and/epora* Spheie, /or finish

ing his vast Circuit : When none is cramped, but each

freely expatiates in his unbounded Carrier : When everyone

is so immensely distant from the others that they appear

each to other as only so many Spots of Light : How

astonishing is the Expanse which yields room for theqj

all, and their widely .disfused Operations ! To what

Lengths did the Almighty Builder stretch his Line, when

he marked out the stupendous Plat-form 1 1 wonder at

such an immeasurable Exjent: My thoughts are lost jc

^his Abyss of Space. . . ,

. To go one step farther still : When I contemplate

those ample ancl amazing Structures, erected in endless

Magnisicence, over all the ethereal Plains : When; 1

look on them as so many Repositories of Light, or

fruitful Abodes of Lise : When I remember there' are

Orbs vastly more remote, than those,.which "appea/

to our unaided Sight : When { stretch my thouferilS

to the innumerable Orders of Beings, which' ihhabit'all

those spacious Systems, from the. highest Seraph tq tfcfe

puny Nations that tinge the Plum'with blue, dr niantte

the standing Pool with green, How various are the Links

in this immense Chain, the Gradations in this univerfal

Scale of Existence ! Yetall these are the Work of God's

Hand, and are sull of bis Presence !

He rounded in his Palmthose dreadsully large Globes,

which are pendulous in the Vault ofHeaven. He kind

led those astonishingly bright Fires, which fill the Fir

mament with a Flood of Glory. By Hm 'hey are sus

pended in fluid Ether, and never can be shaken: By

Him they dispense a perpetual Tide of Beams and

never are exhausted. He formed that exquisitely sine

Collection of Tubes, that unknown Multiplicity of sub

tle Springs, which organize and actuate the Frame pf

the minutest Insect. He bids the ciimson Current roll,

the vital Movements play, and joins together a World

tf Wonders, even in an animated Point. For there are

living Creatures abundantly smaller than a Mite. Mr.

Bradley mentions some, which by computation he found

to be a thousand times less, than the least •vijtble Grain

of
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6f Sand .• At the fame time he declares, That (his was

a bulky Being, compared to others discovered by Mr.

Linuenhmh. If theft we consider the several Limbs,

wr1ich compose such an organized Particle ; the difremt

Spring1 which actuate thole Limbs ; the Flow of Spirits

which put those Springs in rrsotion ; the various FkiJs

which circulate; the disserent Secretion: which mast neces

farily be performed; together with the proportionable

itfinuteness of the Solids, before they arrive at thew full

Growth: We (hall see the utmost Reason to own, that

tbe Creator is greatly glorious^even in his smal'est Works.

To conclude this Head. If the Stars are Magazin^

Of Fire, and immense Reservoirs of Light, undoubtedly

they have some grand Uses, suited to the Magnificence

of their Nature. To determine what Uses, is not pos

sible, in our present State of Distance and Ignorance.

This however is clear, they are disposed in such a man

ner, as is most pleasing and serviceable to Mankind.

They are not placed at such an insinite Remove, as to

lie beyond our Sight : Neither are they brnught so near

to our Abode, as to annoy us with their Beams,

- -'.I

Q* CH
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g h a p. ia;-".:1..^

Of the Properties that are common to all Bodies))

and of the Elements of Natural Bodies. •'

I. OfExtension :

i. Of a Vacuum:

3. Of Solidity:

4. Of Divisibility : " '

5. OfMotion and Rest :

i. Ofthe Laws ifMotion :

7 . OftheAristotelicE)'tmenis *

8. Of the Principles oftb^

Chymijls : .

9. Objections to them :

10. What is the Primary-

. Element ofall things.^ ^

•. 4 fix""/

i. T TAVING spoken of the particular Species of Bpt

X JL dies, it remains only to speak of Bodies in.ge

neral. And it may be observed of them all, that

they are extended, solid, divisible, figured and ca

pable of Motion. We cannot conceive any Body that is

not extended, or composed of several Parts. And yet we..

cannot affirm, that the Essence of Body consist:, in tbis.

alone. , . .„

"2. For there may be Extension withoutBody, which

is usually termed Space or a Vacuum. These aie wsdely..

different from each other. Body is divisible and separa- .

ble into Parts, and consequently capable os Motion ; none

of which can be faid of mere Space, And that there is

Empty Space is clear from hence. That is all were full*

there could be no Motion in the world. For in order to

this it is requisite that each Particle leave its place empty I

forjanother to fill. It is laid indeed, this need not be, be- ,

cause all Motion is circular, so that in every motion of

whatever kind, each Part of the Body moved succeeds

another. But this is absolutely contrary to matter of

fact. We see with our Eyes, that all Motion is not cir

cular. And is nor, then there must be empty Space, or

there could be no Motion at all.

3. Another
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5. Another Property of Body is Solidity, whereby

it resists another Body moving it out of its place. Not

much disferent from this is Impenetrability, whereby a

Body excludes another fr:>m ihe place where it is. Soli

dity is not the fame with Hardness, the former belonging-.

to Al!, the latter to son^ Bodies only. Hardness con

sists in the firm Cohesion of the Parts, so as not easily to

be separated. As the Solidify of Bodies flows from the

intrinsic Nature of Mat'er it is vain to assign as the

Cause of it, either the Figure or Rest of the Parts, or

the Piessure of the Air; or of some subtle Matter. By

these Solutions we do not at all explain the thing, but

only intangle ourselves in fresh Difficulties.

4.' Divisibility likewise belongs to all Bodies. For.

since no Body can be conceived that is not extended, and-.

Extension Supposes Parts,- it follows that every Body.i

however sm^ll, is divisible : Perhaps not by the Art of

Man, but in its own Nature. Nor is it any Objection,

that our Understanding cannot comprehend insinite Divi

sibility. It cannot ; nor can it comprehend insinite

Number: Or indeed Insinite* of any kind.

It is true, there is no such thing, strictly speaking,

as Parts infinitely small. Yet the Smallness of the Par- .

tides of several Bodies, is such as vastly surpasses cur

Conception. And th<"re are innumerable Instances in

sarure of such Paits actually separated from each other.

Mr. Beyle gives us several Instinces of this. He

speaks of a silken Thread 300 Yards long, that wean

ed but two Grains and an half. Fisty Square Inches of

Leaf-Gold weighed but One Grain. Now is the length

of an inch be divided into zoo Parts, the Eye may di-

singuish them all. Therefore- there are in one square.

Inch, forty thoufand visible Parts, and in one Grain of

Leas-Gold: two Millions of such Parts: Which visible

Parts no on - will deny to be firther divisible. I:i

odoriserous Bodies we rnry discern a still greater Subtlety

of Parts, yea of parts actually separated from each other.

Several Bodies scarce lose any thing of their Weight in a

long time, and yet continually fill a large Spa^e with

odoriserous Panicles. Several Animals are but

just visible with the finest Mtcn.;lope. And yet riei'e

O 3 have
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have all the Parts necessary for Lise, as Blood and other

Juices. How wondersul mufl the Subtlety of the Part*

be, whereof those Fluids are composed. And hence the

following strange Theorem is deduced and demonstrated

by Dr. Keil. " Any Particle of Matter, how small so

ever, and any finite Space how large soever, being given,

it is possible for that Particle to be diffused thro' all that

Space, and to fill it in such a manner, that there (hall be

no Pore in it whose Diameter shall exceed any given

Line."

5. The last General Property of Matter is Motion and

'Reft. For 'tis plain, all Matter is either at rest or in mo

tion. God is the First and Univerfal Cause of Motion,

as well as of all things. The immediate Cause of it, is

either Matter or Spirit. It is beyond doubt, that a

Body moved communicates its Motion to another, tho*

in its own Nature it be purely passive. Nor can we rea

sonably deny, that a Spirit is able to move Matter, tl-

'tho' theManner of its doing this we cannot comprehend.

6. All the Laws ofMotion may be reduced to Three.

J. Every moving Body is moved by another : 2. Every

Bloving Body communicates its Motion to any Body it

meets: 3. Every moving Body 'continues in motion,

'till it communicates that motion to another. While

these Laws remain in force and concur in producing va

rious Effects, those Effects are termed Natural. When

any of these Laws is suspended, this is properly a Mira

cle.

7. As the Elements or Just Stamina of Bodies are too

small to be discerned by any of our Senses, we can only

form Conjectures concerning them. The mcst probable

Conjectures are these. Empedodes, and Ariftotli

from him supposed, there are four Elements, Fire, Air,

Water and Earth. And indeed this Division seems to be

grounded on the Na'ure of things : For there is no

doubt but at the Creation of this Globe, the consused

Mass was separated into four Parts, the heaviest of which

constituted the Earth, the Particles next in weight the

Water, the third, lighter still, Air, and the lightest of

all, Fire, otherwise termed Ether. And it is manisest,

all Bodiet known to us, are reducible to one or more of

these.
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these. Every thing corporeal is either Earih, Air, Wa

ter or Fire, or compounded of them. So that aster all

the Disquisitions of two or three thoufand Years, this

easy, plain, natural Account of the Elements, is not

likely to be amended ; it being a certain Fact, that of

these do all Bodies consist.

8. The Chymijls have taken another way. endeavour.

ing to trace the Principles of Bodies, not by the ordinary

use of their Senses, nor by Reasoning, but from Expe

riments made by Fire. And by this means they make

five Elements. For whatever is distilled, first emits a

fapid and spirituous Vapour, which is by Coid condens

ed into a Liquor : And this they term Mercury : Then an

insipid Liquor, which they call Phlegm : Afterward a*

acid Liquor, which is also termed Mercury. A thicker

and oily Liquor comes next, which because easily in

flammable is stiled Sulphur. The Sal/ which is asterwards

found is their fourth Element, the insipid Earth, which

is left, the Fisth.

q. But not to insist, That all Bodies are not resolvi^

ble into these Principles, it is utterly uncertain, Whe

ther Fire does not alter the Natural Qualities of Bodies,

and introduceother Qualities into them, which they had not

before. Besides some of these are not simple Elements.

They are compounded of others, Oils and Salts in parti

cular. Therefore neither are all those Oils and Salts of

.one sort, but as various as the Bodies from which they

are extracted. In truth, these are at most the constitu

ent Parts of two of the Arijlotelic Elements, namely Wa

ter and Earth : But the rwo others, Air and Fire, are

quite omitted in their account.

10. Perhaps one might rather term Matter itself

with its General Properties, the first and most simple

Element, out of which all things are compounded. But

the Particles of this are not sit to compose the immediate

Stamina of larger Bodies, 'till they combine together in

to Oils, Salts and Juices of various kinds. And hence

arise those Principles of the Chymists, of which most

Bodies are compounded : Altho' still they are only Se

condary Elements, as being themselves compounded :

And so are at least Two of the Arisiotelic Elements,

namely
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hsmety Waiei1 arid Earth. For these Elements also nlay

be resolved into others more pure anJ simple. In

deed it seen) s probable, Gob in -the beginning, formed

Matter in solid, impenetrable, moveable Particle*, of

such Sizes and Figures as most conduced to the End for

. which he formed diem ; and that these Primitive Bodies

are incomparably harder than any porous Bodies cont-

pounded of them : Even so hard as never tp wear out»

no natural Tower being able to divide them. And thus

remaining entire, they compose Bodies of the same Na

ture and Texture in all Ages : Whereas mould theft

wear away, or break in pieces, the Nature of things de

pending on them would be changed. Nor would Wa

ter and Earth, composed of broken, worn-out Panicles, '

be the fame as they were at the beginning. But they

are the feme in all Ages : And the Changes of things do

not imply any Change in those original Particles, but '

only various Associations and Separations of them. Nor

do compound Bodies ever break in the middle of solid

Particles, but where those Pai tides are joined 'together,

and only touch in a few Points. . •• '...'' .!

CHAP IV.

Of those things wherein Natural Bodies differ.

1. Of the particular Pro
7.

Of Mcisturt and Diy-

perties ofBodies : nrji ; Heat and Cold:

2. Of Light : 8. Of Gravity :

3-
Of Colours :

9-
Of the other Properties

4
Of $ounds ; rf Bodies :

5-
Of Smells: 10. Of Occult Qualities :

6. OfTafs: 11. Reflections.

1. T TAVING considered wherein Natural Bodies a-

X x gree, we come now to consider, the particular

Properties whe.ein they difagree, and whereby tney

are
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are distinguisljed from each other. Those of thew

which are perceived by our outward Senses, are divided

accordingly into various Classes, as they affea the Sense

ofcSjght, of Hearing, of Taste, of Smelling, or of Feel

ing. --..-.

■a,. Light seems to be one of the most subtle Bodies in

thjvUniverse. The grand Reservoir thereof is the Sun:

But it is likewise emitted by many other Bodies, and by

almost all, when they are on fire. When it falls on

any Body which it cannot pass thro', and so is beat back,

iris Jaid to be resieBed. But when it passes from one

transparent Body into another, which is either rarer**"

denser, it moves obliquely, its Rays being bent, and is

said to be refraSed. When it passes thro' a Body in ■

streight lines, it is faid to be transmitted. Those which

emit the Light are termed lucid Bodies; those which re

flect it, tpake. . ■' i.;. r"j .] ;...... -. ...i'. . >a

.Tab Particles of Light, minute as they are, are at

tracted by those ofother Bodies. Hence in their Passage

near the Edges of Bodies, whether 6pake or transparent,

they are diverted from the right Lines, and reflected

toward those Bodies. This Action of Bodies on Light

exerts itself at some Distance, but increases as the Distance

is diminished : As appears in the passage of a Ray be

tween the Edges of two thin Planes, at different Aper

tures ; in which it is peculiar, that the Attraction of one

Edge is increased, as the other is brought nearer it.

The Rays of Light passing out of Glass into a Vacuum,

are not only inflected toward the Glass, but is they .fall

too obliquely, they will revert back to the Glass, and

be totally reflected. This Reflection cannot be owing

to any Resistence of the Vacuum, but merely to the at

tracting Power of the Glass. This appear;, farther front

hence : If you wet the posterior Surface of the Glass,'

the Rays, which would otherwise have been reflected, ,.

will pass into and thro' that Liquor ; which shews that *

the Rays are not reflected, 'till they come to the posterior

Surface of the Glass ; nor even till they begin to go out

of it. for is at their going out, they fall into any Li

quor, they are not reflected, but persist in their Course,

. " . ' ...... I.^..,.;.. ^. .*ne
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(he Attraction os' the liquor counterbalancing that of the"

Glass.

From this mutual Attraction between the Particles of

Light and other Bodies, arises the Reflection and Refrac

tion of Light. The Determination ofany moving Bod/

is changed, by the interpofal of another Body.

Thus Light meeting any solid Body, is tamed out of iw

way and reflected : But with this peculiar Circumstance.

It is not reflected from the Body itself, but by something

diffused over the Surface of that Body, before it touchfS

it. It is the' feme thing irr Refraction. The Rays re-

f/acted come1 very near the refracting Body ; yet do not

teuch "it. Those that actually touch solid Bodies, ad

here to them, and are as it were extinguished and lost.

Again. Rays pasfing from a more rare into a more'

dense Medium, are torned out of their Right Line, be*

cause more strongly attracted by the denser Medium.

Rays of Light diflerin respect of Refraction,Reflectio»

and Colour. Those that agiee in the sirst of these, agree

in all, and may therefore be termed Homogetuel. Co*

lours exhibited by Them we may call Htnagtneal Ce.>

lours. This being premised, we may observe, i. That

the Sun's Light consists of Rays variously refrangible >

i. That

» This entirety agree* with the curious Ooservation of an ingew

niousWriter. " It it common td admire the Lustre ot the Drops if

Rain, that lie on' the Leaves of Cole.verts and si me other Vegeta

bles. Upon inspecting them narrowly, 1 sind the Lultre rises

from a copious Reflection of the Light, from the flattened Harts of

its Surface, contiguous '0 the Plant. When the Drop rolls along

a Pat t which has been wettedV it immediately loses all its Lustre,

The green Plant beinj then seen clearly thro' it, whereas in the

»ther Cafe it is ha 1dfy to be discerned.

F'<om these two Observation* Ja.d together, we may conclude

the Or"p, when it has the Lustre does not really touch the Plant,

but hangs in tbe Air at some distance from it, by the force of a re

pulsive Power. For thero could not be so copious a Reflection

es Light from its under Surface, unless there were a real Intersil,

between it and the Surface of the Plant. • ■

Now if that Surface were ptrsectly smooth, the under Surface

»f tbe Drop wou'd be so likewise, and would therefore reflect the

Image of the illuminating Body, like a piece of puliihed Silver.

But as it is rough, the under Surface of the Drop becomes rough

likewise; and so reflecting the Light copiously in disferent Direc-

««t.s, all'umes the Colour of unpolished Silver.
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&■ That Rays variously refrangible, wben ieparawd front

each other, exhibit disserent Colours: 3. That there are

*s many simple, homogeneal Colour?} as there are De

grees .of Refrangibility : 4. A Composition of all the sim

ple Colours, is requisite to constitute Whiteness : 5. The

Rays of Light do not act upon one another, in passing

thro' the fame Medium : 6. Neither do they thereby suf

fer any Refraction : 7. The Sun's Rays contain all Ho.-

Xhogeneal Colours, which may therefore be called Pri

mitive.

As some Rays of Light are less than others, so they

are more refrangible. Those which are most refrangi

ble constitute Violet colour : that is the smallest Rays ex-

.cite the most languid Colour. Those whjcb are largest

and so least refrangible, constitute Red, the most vivid

.Colour. The other Rays excite intermediate Senfati

ons, according to their respective Size and Refrangibility.

c Bodies reslect, instead of transmitting Light, that is,

are opake, not transparent, not for want of Pores ; but

cither befcauseofthe unequal Density of their Parts, or

the Magnitude of their Pores. Either your Pores are

empty, or they are fiHed with Matter of a disserent kind,'

whereby the Rays are variously refracted and reflected,

till they are quite absorbed.

Hence Paper and Wood are opake, while Glass is

transparent. For in the Confines of Parts alike in Den-

fity {such as those of Glass and Water) there arises no

Refraction or Reflection, by reason of the equal Atrrac-:

' tion every way, so that the Rays which enter the first

Surface, pass strait thro' the Body. But in the Parti of

Wood and Paper, which are unequal in Density, and

contain much Air in their large Pores, the Refractions-

and Reflection are very great, so that the Rays cannot

pass thro' them, but are bandied about till they are ex-,

anguished. ,

. Hence Opake Bodies become transparent, whe»

their Pores are filled with a Substance of equal Density •

As Paper dipt in Water or Oil. And on the contrary,

transparent Bodies, by emptying their Pores, or separat

ing their Parts, become opake. "Xhiis S^lts and wet

Paper become opake bv Drying, Glass by pulverizing.

YeaV
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Yea, Water itself, is beat into Froth, loses its transpa

rency.

That Light is corporeal, cannot now be doubted,

having been proved by a thoufand Experiments. By

Reflection and Refraction it may be turned more or less

out of its way, according to the different Densities of

the reflecting or refracting Medium. Its Rays in their

progressive Motion may be intercepted, by the inter

pofal of any opake Object. And when this is remov

ed, they proceed again, in the fame strait Course as

'before. They may likewise be contracted into a less,

or diffused thro' a larger Space, whiie the Quantity of

Light continues the fame, neither increased nor dimi

nished. So in the Focus of a Burning glass, all the

Rays which would otherwise pass directly thro' the

Glass, are contracted into one bright Spot, while the

circumambient Space, for the breadth of the Glass,

is deprived of its Light and left shaded. And the

Action of Light thus condensed, is proportional to its

Quantity, and produces all the Essects of the most in

tense Fire, yea such as no culinary Fire will produce.

Whence it is plain, that Fire and Light are essentially

the fame, and that Fire is only condensed Light.

The Materiality of Light is farther consirmed by

its Motion. For Vision is propagated thro' this Me

dium successively, as Sound is thro' Air. This has

been demonstrated from the Eclipses of Jupiter's Satel-

lits. For the Satellit having been hid behind the

Planet, it requires a certain time, aster it emerges,

before its Light can reach the Eye, namely seven Mi

nutes and an half : Which is a Motion fix hundred

thoufand times swister than that of Sound thro' the

Air.

The Quantity of Elementary Light, is cieterispariBas,

every where the fame at the fame Distance from the

Sun. But its Action is more or less intense, as the

Rays are more direct or oblique. These are in a con

tinual vibrating Motion, going and returning to and

frum the resisting Medium, in exceeding short and

imp< rceptible Intervals, which makes the Element

seem to be at persect rest. All the Rays are refracted

and
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and reflected alternately ; so that the fame incident

Ray, which is refracted at one Interval, is reflected at

the next. This is visible in transparent Mediums,

where the Rays fall upon Glass, Water and the like.

But in opake Bodies, tho' the Fact is the fame, it is'

not so sensible. When the Rays fall upon Glass, they

are reflected one moment and transmitted the next.

And this- vibrating Motion seems to be essential to

Light, when its Rays areput into motion.

In talking of Light and Sound, we are apt to con

found the Senfation with the Motion of the Medium

that excites it. Thus in a deep Calm we fay. There

is no Air, because we seel none ; tho' there is really

the fame Quantity of Air in equal Space, as is it blew

a Storm. And so in deep Darkness we fay, There is

no Light in the room : Altho' there is really (strange

as it may sound) as much Light there, as there was at

Noon-day. Only its Rays are quiescent, and-make no

impreflion upon the visive Organs. On the other

hand, when a Candle is brought, we imagine a Flood

of Light comes in : Whereas in fact, all that is done

by the Candle is, to put the Light which was there

before into motion. ■**•.»

Sound moves about fourteen Mil§s.ijv a Minute;

which is performed thus. The Stroke given by the

sounding Body to the contiguous Air, is communicat

ed to the next, and so on 'till it reaches the Ear.

Light is propagated about two hundred thousand miles

ill a Second, aster the very fame manner. The Sun.

impresses the contiguous Part ofits visiveAtmosphere:

(Light seems to be the Atmosphere of the Sun, as Air

is, of all opake Bodies.) That Part impresses the

next, and so on, 'till it reaches the Eye.

All Senfation is from Contact or Feeling. And

when the Object is not in immediate Contact with the

Organ, it affects, touches or impresles it, by an inter

posed Medium. By this means the Soul perceives or

feels the Object by the proper Organ. And thus See

ing is, in effect, the Feeling of the Eye, Hearing,

the Feeling of the Ear.

From all our Experiments it appears, that the Par

ticles of. Light are extremely minute. Probably they

Vol. II. P are
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are. the very smallest and last Divisions of Matter,

which being persectly solid, cannot receive any other

Form. So minute are they as to pass freely even thro'

tHe Pbres of Glass, which no other Fluid can penetrate;

Am. other Bodies are immersed in this universal

Fiuid, the common Medium of all their Actions on

each other. But amidst all the Changes ofCompound

Bodies, all the Forms they successively put on, this

simple Element remains ever sixt and immutable.

As to Fire or condensed Light, all Bodies whatever

fly or recede from it, in proportion to its Density:

And this seems to be its first and most essential Proper*

ty, that no other Body can exist with it, or bear its

immediate Action. So far as it prevails, it dissolves

the closest and strongest Cohesion of Parts in all other

Bodies, and reduces them into so extremely minute

Particles, that they evaporate in Air. And herein is

an essential Difference between this and all other Dis

solvents in nature, that the Substance dissolved can

not unite with the Dissolvent, without destroying its

Action.

When Salt dissolves in Water, Iron in Aqua fortis,

or Gold in Aqua-regia, the Substance dissolved is

equally diffused thro' the Dissolvent, so as to incorpo

rate with it. But none of the things dissolved by

Fire, can mix or incorporate with it. They all fly off

in Vapour : Otherwise the Fire is presently extin

guished.

Elementary Light then, the Rays of which

when condensed take the Name of Fire, is an Element

of a peculiar kind, not subject to the mechanical Laws

ofother Bodies. Now is we suppose a material Fluid,

void of Gravity, Pressure, or any other mechanical

Power, all gravitating Bodies will move thro' such a

Fluid, as freely as in vacua.

Elementary Light is a material Fluid, void of

Gravity, Pressure or any other mechanical Power.

When condensed, it is pure, elementary Fire, which

excludes all other Matter out of the fame Space. Yet

it lies in the Focus of a Burning-glass, persectly still

and quiescent. Tho' it is surrounded by the Air,

which
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which is a gravitating Fluid, pressing equally every

way, yet this immechanical Element is not at all af

fected by it, so as to rise or fall in it, or in the teast

alter its State, either of Rest or Motion, which must

necessarily happen, were it endued with Gravity, or

the other Mechanical Propertiesfound in other Bodies.

And that the Rays of Light, in theirprogressive

Motion, do not press, resist, attract, or at all disturb

each other, is evident from Fact, tho' they come torn

every point of Space, that can be within the optic

Angle of the Eye. Thus two men standing at a dis

tance and looking at each other, see one another at

the fame instant, and that by means of Rays, whicfc

act in contrary Directions, without the least Resist

ance. And any number of other.men, standing id

any Position, may see tire fame men in the fame in

stant, by Rays which cross each other without any iu.

terruption, in all possible Angles. But in Sound*

which move thro' a gravitating, resisting Mediura*

the Cafe is quite different. For a multitude of Sounds,

from different sonorous Bodies, cannot he distinctly

Heard : Particularly, when they come to (he Ear, in

many different Directions. For the Undulations of

the resisting Medium, mixing with and disturbing each

other, consuse the Sensation, throwing all together in

discriminately to theEar. Thus when a multitude ofPeo-

ple are all talking together, the Ear receives onlya con

fused Hum orMurmur; whereas the Eye can perceive

all or any oneof them distinctly and withoutConsusion,

Indeed nothing is more sure, than that Gravity,

Pressure, Resistance, and all those Affections of Bodies

which are termed their mechanical Powers, are not

intrinsic or essential to them. For since Matter is

purely passive, and can -only act as it is acted upon,

it follows, that the active Force or Energy, which we

observe thro' the whole material System, must be the

effect of some extrinsic, non-essential Cause. And

such a Cause is Light. But then the Actions of this

can never be mechanically accounted for. How this

immechanical Fluid acts upon other Bodies, and de

termines their mechanical Powers, we can no more

P z explain
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explain than how the Soul acts npon the Body, Or

the Mind upon Matter. But we are sure this is not

done by Weight, Pressure, Resistance, or any mecha

nical Property whatever.

" But what are the General Laws ofNature" ? They

are plainly the Rules or Principles, by which the Go

vernor and Director of all things, has determined to

act. Accordingly what we call Mechanism, is indeed

the free Agency and continued Energy of the Author

and Director of Nature.. All the necessary Motion of

Bodies therefore, and all.the Laws and Forces where

by it is communicated and preserved, are the continu

ed, regular Will, Choice and Agency of the First

Cause, and incessant Mover and Preserver of tie Uni

verse.

By the Help of this admirable, this first made, be

cause most necessary Creature, Light, all the Animal

World is enabled to go here and there, as their Occa

sions call. We can with pleasure behold the glorious

Works of God : We can view theGlories of the Hea

vens, the Beauties of the flowry Fields, the gay Attire

and exquisite Garniture of many CreAures. We can

with admiration see theGreat Creator's wondersul Art

in the Parts of Animals and Vegetables. In a word we

can behold the Harmony of this lower World, and of

the Globes above, and survey his exquisite Workman

ship in every Creature.

It is a great instance of his Providence, that so ne-

'eeffary as Light is, it is not long in passing from place

to place. How inconvenient would it be, were the

Motion of it no swister, than that of the swistest Bodies

on Earth, such as of a Bullet out ofa great Gun, or even

of Sound itself? Did it move at the rate of the First,

it would be above thirty-two years in coming from the

Sun to us (according to the common Computation of

the Sun's Distance) Above 17 Years at the. rate of the

Second Motion. The Inconvenience of this would

be, its Energy would' be greatly abated, its Rays

would be lesi penetrant, and Darkness would be dissi

pated with greater Difficulty, especially by the fainter

Light of our sublunary luminous Bodies. But passing

with
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with that prodigious Swistness, (from the Sun to Us

in seven or eight Minutes) we receive with Security

and Speed the kindly Effects of that no'ble and usesul

Creature.

AwoTH'Eft tfhing worthy of consideration is, the in

conceivable Extension of Light. It is as unlimited -as.

the Universe itself, as is manisest from our seeing some

of the most distant Objects, the Heavenly Bodies,

partly with Ae "naked Eye, /partly with the help of

Instruments. And had w« Instruments of power

equal to the Extent of Light, the luminous Bodits in

the utmost Parts of she Universe, would doubtless be

visible too. Hereby we have a K'en of those many

glorious Works of the infinite Creator, which we can

improve to some of she noblest {Sciences, and most

excellent Uses of our own Globe.

One SpeCies of Lucid Bodies are termed Phosphoric

Of which sdMie are Natural, others Artificial. Natu

ral Phosohori emit Light without any Art or Prepara

tion. Such are Glowworms, and several Sorts of

/hitting- Iisects. Such are rotten 'vfcood ; the Eyes,

Blood, Scales, Flesh and Feathers of some Animals.

Diamonds likewise when rubbed emit Light, to one

who has staged some time in the Dark. But before

lhe Diamond is brought into theDark Room, it should

He eight or "ten Seconds in the Sun-shine. It wiH

then shine in the dark twelve or. thirteen Minutes ;

but its Light gradually weakens all the time. .

Bot it is remarkable, that some "Diamonds have

this Property of imbibing the Sun's Rays, and mining'

fn the dark, and others not, tho' there is no other

discernible Difference between them. Nor is there

any Rule of Judging, which Diamonds have this Pro

perty, and which have not. Their Brightness, the'r

Purity, their Size, their.Sh'ape, contribute nothing to it,

SulPEiufc and Sugar when pounded in the dark,

will likewise emit Light'; as will -the Backs of Horses

or Cats, when rubbed with the hand, and Sea-water,

yea and some Mineral Waters, briskly agitated. Bus

ho natural Phosphorus ihines always: Or gives

any Heat.

ff 3 Artificial
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Artsicial Piojphorus is made chiefly from Human

Urine. But it may be made from Blood, or Hair ;

or indeed from any Part of an Animal, which yields

an Oily Distillation. It is at first of the consistence of

hard Wax ; but dissolves in all kinds of distilled Oil.

With solid Phosphorus one may write on Paper as with

a Pencil, and the Letters will shine in the dark. A

little piece of it rubbed between two Papers, takes

fire presently. It burns vehemently, and penetrates

deeper jnto the flesh. than Common Fire. It never

spoils, is kept in a Phial sull of Water. Liquid Phos

phorus does not keep long. If the Face or Hands be

smeared with this, they will mine in the dark, yet

without any hurt to the Skin.

If Phosphorus be put into a long Phial, of which

three Fourths are filled with Water, it will frequently

send op Coruscations, which will pierce thro' the Wa

ter, and expand themselves with great Brightness, is

the upper Part of the Phial.

If we compare this with Lightning, we may ob

serve, that as in this the Fire passes unaltered thro*

the Water, so in that the Flashes, which come at In

tervals, pass uninterrupted thro' the most dense

Clouds and thickest Rain. But this is usually in

warm Weather, not in .Winter. And it is the fame

with Phosphorus. It very frequently flashes in warm

Weather, but very rarely in Winter, .1

■ Again. The Flame of Lightning is generally in

offensive, and does not set fire to any thing. In like

manner the Flashes of Phofphorus are harmless, and

do not set fire to the most combustible matter. Bat

When condensed Phosphorus is set on fire, it burns ter

ribly. And in the fame manner Lightning when con

densed, burns Trees, Houses, or whatever it comes

near. Phosphorus while burning acts as a Corrosive,

and when it goes out, forms a Menstruum, which dis

solves Gold, Iron and other Metals. Lightning melts

the fame Substances.

Another kind of artificial Phosphorus, is a prepa

ration of the Bononian Stone. This Stone is of no cer

tain Figure, but is sometimes round, sometimes ob

long,
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long, or lenticular. They are usually as big as a*

Orange, but very light, considering their Bulk.

They are of various Colours, some ash-coloured, some

blue, and some almost white. When this Stone is-

prepared, it receives Light, but in very different de

grees, either from the Sun, the Moon, common Day

light, or a Flame, After it has been exposed a sew

Minutes to any of these, it shines in the dark like a

burning Coal, with such a Light as is sufficient to-

read by, is the Letters beheld near theStone. It doei

not retain its Light long, but requires often renewing.

When well prepared, it will retain this virtue for five

or six Years. It appears- to most advantage, is brought

into a dark Room, aster being held in the Sun.

3, When the Rays of Light fall on opake Bodies,

they are variously reflected to our Eyes, according a»

the Surfaces of those Bodies are variously disposed.

And hence arises our Sensation of Colours. These, a*

they exist in the coloured Bodies, are only the Dispo

sitions of their Surface, to reflect such particular sorts

of Rays. White Bodies reflect all Rays every way,

without any Separation of them. On the contrary,

Black Bodies imbibe all the Rays, and reflect none or

■very sew. Whereas blue, yellow and red Bodies, reflect

only one particular Sort of Rays. The smallest sort of

Rays are supposed to be blue; the next, yellow, the

largest red.

To be a little more particular. There are eight

true, primary Colours, which are red, yellow, green,

blue, violet, purple, orange and indigo. All the reft

are compounded of these, and are termed Secondary

Colours. But the more compound any Colour, the

less vivid it is. And by too much Composition, they

may be diluted and weakened 'till' they are destroyed.

The most extraordinary Composition of all is that of

Whiienejs. For to this all the Primary Colours are re

quired, as also, that they be mixt in a certain de

gree. And hence White is the ordinary Colour of

Light : Light being an Assemblage of all Colours.

The Transmutation of Colours by mixing them to

gether, is not real, but merely apparent. Thus mix

Ult
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blue and yellow Powders, and they appear Green.

But view them with a Microscope, and the blue and

yellow Particles are seen as distinct; from each Other as

before.

To produce Black, the Particles must be less than

those which exhibit any other Colour. Where they

are greater, there is too much Light reflected to con

stitute this Colour. But is there be a little reTs than

forms the Indigo, the Body appears intensely black.

And hence it appears, why Fire and Putrefaction

turn many Substances black. They divide them into-

exceeding small Panicles, which then absorb instead

ef reflecting the Light. Hence also it appears, why

Glass ground very elaborately with Sa'nd on a Copper

Plate, makes the Sand, together with what is worn off

from the Glass and CopDer, become very black :

Likewise, why Black Substances exposed to the Sun,.

are hot sooner than any other. This may partly pro-

eeed from the multitude of Refractions in a little room,.

partly from the easy commotion of so small Panicles^

and from their imbibing his Rays. Hence also we

learn, why Blacks are usually inclined to a bluish Co

lour. Black borders on indigo, and therefore reflect*

Indigo-rays, is any.

To try is Black Bodies receive Heat more than o-

thers, Mt. Boyle whited one half of a Tile, and black

ed the other, and then exposed it to the Summer-Sun;

While the white Part still remained- cool, the black

Part was grown very hot. For farther Satisfaction, he

exposed to the Sun a Tile part of which was blacked,

part white, and part of its natural Red : And after a

while found the black part hot, the red warm, and

the white cool.

All the Secondary Colours of natural Bodies, pro

ceed from their reflecting two or more sorts of rays

together, and absorbing the rest.

Glass, Chrystal, Diamond, and other transparent

Bodies, lose their transparency and are white, when

reduced to powder : The Change of texture Causing

them to reflect the Rays which before they transmit

ted.

White.
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White Loaf-Sugar, melted over the sire, without

water, first turns brown, asterwards black. And a

single grain of this tinges a Quart of sair Water with

a beautisul Yellow. Violets, Roses, Carnations and

most Flowers lose their Colour, by being long in the

open Air. And by the fame means blue essential Oil

of Chamomile-flowers changes to a dirty Green.

Many Colours may be produced, destroyed and

regenerated, upon simple Mixture. Let dried Rose

leaves stay a while in Spirits of Wine, and they lose

their Colour without tinging the Liquor. But add a

little Oil of Vitriol, and it turns red : Put in a little

urinous Spirit, aDd the red changes to green, which

by adding a little more Oil of Vitriol, turns to a red

again.

Make a slight insusion of bruised Galls in water,

so as not to discolour it. Make also a weak insusion

of green Vitriol in Water, which will be Rill transpa

rent. Yet mix them together, and an inky Blackness

will immediately arise. But add a little Oil ofVitriol;

the Blackness will vanish and the Liquor be transpa

rent again. Yet the Blackness rr»ay be recalled by ad

ding a little Salt of Tartar.

If a little bruised Camphire which is very white. be

put into transparent Oil of Vitriol, the Camphire will

dissolve, and tinge the liquor first brown, and at

length a fine Black. But upon the Addition of fair

water, the blackness entirely vanishes, and the Cam

phire regains its native Whiteness.

A transparent insusion of Sugar of Lead in wa

ter being wrote with, when dried becomes invisible.

But the bare Fumes of another transparent Liquor,

namely, Insusion of Quick Lime and Orpiment in

Water, will quickly make the invisible Writing black

and visible.

And not only Secondary but Primary Colours are

producible by simple Mixture. If the Sun's Rays

pass thro' two pieces of differently-colouredGlass, sup

pose a blue and yellow piece laid on each other, and

these Rays are received upon w"hfte Paper, they pro

duce a beautisul Green. A mixture of the Seven, or
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even five, Original Colours, will make a pure White.

« disferent Coloured Flames be brought to mix, the

Experiment is made to persection.

Flames from different Bodies are of diferenfCo-

Jours. The FJame of Camphirc is white, of Sulphur

oiue, os white-wax inclining to yellow. For making-

i-xpenmentv Oil may be impregnated with different

Metals, so as to exhibit their particular Flames.

4. Air. is the ordinary Vehicle of So*nJ, which is

• if VZ' the more remote the sodding Body is. It

is also leifcned, and sometimes quite interrupted, ei

ther by contrary Winds, or thick Vapours floating i*

we Air It is supposed, that the sounding Body, ex

cites a kind of Undulation or tremulous Motion in the

Air, raising as it were Waves of Air, one of whicfc

impells the other 'till they reach the Ear.

Sound moves but little quicker by having the

wind with it, as it moves at least thirty-three times

*»iter than the most violent Wind we know. But it i*

heard much farther thereby.

That Air is the grand FtiicU of Sound, appears

from various Experiments. A Bell in an unexhausted

Keceiver, may be heard at some distance: but scarce

at the smallest, when it is exhaustod. But it is not

the only one. Water too will convey Sound. If you

strike a Bell under water, the Sound is heard plain,

only not so loud, and also a Fourth deeper. And a

bound made in Air, is heard under Water, with just

the fame Difference.

Sound-s move a mile in Nine Seconds and a quar

ter. Ifa Gun be discharged with its Mouth to us or

worn us, the Report comes to us in the very fame

time. All Sounds move with the fame Swift

ness, in all States of the Atmosphere, by day and by

night, in Summer and in Winter, {in snowy or clear

Weather, and in all Climates. A weak and a strong

fcound move with equal Swistness. It always moves

the nearest way, and equally swist from the beginning

to the End of its Motion.

If the undulating Air strikes against hard, concave

Bodies, u rebounds and occasions what we call an

Echo.
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Echo. As often as a Sound strikes perpendicularly on

a Wall, behind which is any Vault or Arch, or even

a parallel Wall, so often it will be reverberated in

nearly the fame Line. For a multiplied Echo, there

must be a number of Walls and Cavities, either be

hind, or fronting' each other.

The Echo itt fPoodJieck-Park returns very distinctly,

in the Day Seventeen, in the Night, Twenty Sylla

bles. There is an Echo on the Bank of the River

Najsa, between Bingeu and Colletitz in Germany, which

repeats what is faid seventeen times. And, what is

still more peculiar, the person who speaks is scarce

heard at all, bat the Repetition clearly, and with sur

prizing Variety : The Echo seeming sometimes to

approach nearer, sometimes to be farther off. One

Person hears only one Voice, another several : One

hears it nn the right, another on the left.

Two Miles from Milan there is a still more surpriz

ing Echo. It returns the Sound of a Pistol fifty-six

times. The first repetitions follow one another very

quick : but they are more distinct in proportion as

they decay. There are two parallel Walls, which

beat the Sound back upon each other.

5. The fine Effluvia from odorous Bodies,

when they reach our Nostrils excite 'the Senfation of

Smelling. Some Bodies emit these most when they

are moist: Some only when they are warmed or

heated. From all such Bodies innumerable Parti

cles flow, which according to their various Size, Fi

gure and Motion, variously affect the Olfactory

Nerve. But what particular Motion, Size or Figure,

is required in order to any particular Smell, who is

able to explain ? These EfHuvia indeed are in

conceivably small : So that Amber and divers other

odorous Bodies, emit them for many Years, without

any discernible Loss, either as to Bulk or Weight..

Mr. Boyle shews, 1. That the number of Particles

thus emitted, is exceeding great, 2. That they are

of a very penetrating nature, 3. That they move with

vast Swistnes« and in all Directions, 4. That there is

often a wondersul Congruity between the Bulk and

Shape of these Effluvia and the Pores of the Bodies

they
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they penetrate, and lastly, that they may excite great

Motions and thereby make great Changes in orga

nized Bodies.

That Effluvia are emitted to a very great distance

we learn from hence, that Wines grow turbid in the

Hogshead, precisely at the time that the Grapes are

ripe in the Country whence they were imported.

That they are very penetrating, even without losing

their virtue we have a prooffrom the Loadstone, whose

Effluvia pass thro' the most solid Bodies,. without any

Change of their Force. That they occasion great

Changes in organized Bodies, we have a remarkable

Proof in a Case lately published by Dr. Heifter.

" Making an Afternoon's Visit to the Reverend Mr.

Sontag, he received me in an Apartment, where there

were three or four Flower-pots with white Lillies. I

asked him, is he did not find his Head assected, when

he continued long in the room where they were, and

told him, Physicians thought them dangerous, and I

myself could not bear them. I therefore begged, the

Window might be opened, that the Effluvia might

be dispersed.

He ordered the Window to be opened, and replied,

He found no Inconvenience from them, being a tall,

strong, healthy Man. But the Smell being still too

powersul for me, I was obliged to take my leave of

him, sooner than I intended.

The Night following, he was seized with an Apo

plexy. Dr. Bayer and myself were sent for. We

found him with his Eyes wide open, but without

Speech, Sense or Motion. I told Dr. Bayer what had

passed the Day before We ordered Bleeding, Blisters,

and strong Friction of the Soles of the Feet, Head and

Hands, with the other Remedies usual in those Cases:

But without Success : for the next Morning he began

to rattle in the throat, and soon aster, died."

This may admonish those to whom those Odours

are not sensibly prejudicial, not to stay long within the

Sphere of their Activity.

In some Places Effluvia from the Earth, produce

many Effects on the Surface of iu The bubling and

boiling
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boiling Fountains in England and other Countries are

chiefly occasioned by the bo-sting up of their Esfluvia.

Our burning Well in Lancajhire, has no peculiar Pro

perty in its Water: But an inflammable Vapour ri

sing thro' it, makes it boil and bubble on the Surrace.

And this Vapour as soon as set at liberty from the

Water, will take flame at a lighted Candle. The

famous boiling Spring near Montpclier, is likewise

no other than common Water, 'thro which a Vapour

of the fame kind makes its way. Indeed all the Springs

thereabouts, bubble more or less; the Vapour making

its way thro' the whole Surface of the Earth. Water

taken out of that Spring has no such Property, rior any

peculiar Taste or Virtue. What is a farther Proof is,

the Cracks of the Earth thereabouts, all perspire

strongly a Vapour of this kind : So that if Straws be

laid on the Surface, they will be blown up, and is an

Hole be any where dug in the ground, and Water

poured into it, it will boil up in the fame manner as

the Spring.

The like fort of Springs are common in Switzerland,

and some other Places. These are known to be ow

ing to Esfluvia from beneath, by the Water of them

being cold. But there are others which actually

boil, and are hot enough to boil an Egg. Such

are the famous boiling Fountains, of Solfaiara near

Naples.

From these various Spring's we find that there is

much Varietyof this kind of Exhalations : Some being

cold and dry : Some of a bituminous Nature, and

not actually cold, as ours in Lancajhire ; Some hot,

as those in the sweating Vaults and Caverns, and in

the Mountains of Italy. Others are of a poisonous

Nature, containing Particles of Arsenic or other poi

sonous Minerals.

6. Many Bodies are tastless. But some even of

these may contract a very strong Taste (as do several

Metals) when they are resolved into a sine Powder.

Some Bodies, by several other Changes acquire Taste*

which they had not before, or variously increase, les

sen or alter their Taste. Hence it has been supposed,

Vol. II. Q_ That



That all Tastes proceed from Saks, which are often

(o inveloped, that they cannot exert their Power. But

i! the containing Bodies are dissolved by Fire or Li

quors, then they variously affect the Nerves in the

Tongue and Palate. And hence arise all the various

Senfations of Taste. But what particular Size, Shape

or Motion of the Particles, is required to produce any

Particular Taste, all our Skill cannot determine.

7. Of the Properties which we perceive by Feeling,

the chief are Moistness, Dryness, Heat and Cold. There

is no Heat without Fire, 01 at least some Disposition of

the heated Body to take sire. If the Particles of it,

rapidly agitated, strike against another Body, they tear

and dissolve it : If against the Body ofa Man, the Sen

fation of Heat arises in the Mind. Some suppose,

Cold consists in the Rest of those Particles which were

so agitated before. Others think this would not suf

fice to produce that acute Pain which we sometimes

feel from Cold ; and therefore suppose there are posi

tive frigorific Particles, which move on in strait Lines,

and so only destroy the Circular Motion which is re

quired for Heat, but likewise penetrate the Body,

and sharply affect the Extremities of the Nerves.

8. Gravity and Levity have likewise been reckoned

among sensible Qualities. But properly, there is no

such thing as Levity, for all Bodies tend to the Center

of the Earth, tho' some are light in comparison of

others. The Laws of Gravity are 1. All Bodies on

the Earth, tend to a point which is (nearly at least)

the Center of the Globe. z. In all places equidistant

from the Center, the Force of Gravity is nearly equal.

3. Gravity equally affects all Bodies, without regard

cither to their Bulk or Figure. - So that were it not

for the Resistance of the Medium, the greatest and

smallest Bodies, the most dense and the most rare,

would descend equal Spaces in equal times. Thus

Gold and Feathers descend alike in an exhausted Ther

mometer. 4. This Power increases as we descend to

the Center, and decreases as we ascend from it : And

that as the Squares of the Distances. Thus at a dou

ble Distance, things have but a Quarter of the Force.

5. Those
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J. Those things swim in Fluids, which are specifi

cally (that is, Bulk for Bulk) lighter than those

Fluids.

This gravitating Power seems to be congenial to

Matter. It penetrates even to the Center of the Sun

and other Heavenly Bodies, without any Diminution

of its Virtue. And it acts, not according to the Sur

faces of Bodies, as Mechanical Causes do, but accord

ing to the Quantity of Matter they contain. That

it is an original Law of Nature, immediately imprest by

she Creator, without dependence on any Second

Cause at all, may appear from the following Considera

tions. i. Gravity does not require the Presence of the

gravitating or attracting Budy. 2. The Distance be

ing the fame, the Velocity wherewith gravitating Bodies

move, depends on the Quantity of Matter in the attract

ing Body. And the Velocity is not changed, let the

Mass of the gravitating Body be what it will. 3. If

Gravity depend on any IwownLaw of Motion, it must

be some Impulse from an extraneous Body : Whence,

as Gravity is continual, a continual Stroke must also be

required. Now is there be any such Matter continually

sinking on Bodies, it must be subtle enough to penetrate

all Bodies. But how should Matter subtle enough to pe

netrate the hardest Bodies, and so rare as not sensibly

to hinder the Motion of any, be able to impel such vast

Bodies toward each other with such force ? How does

this Force increase, according as the Mass of that

Body, toward which any Body moves, increases !

Whence is it, that all Bodies at the fame Distance from

the Body gravitated to, move with the fame Velocity ?

And how can Matter, which only acts on the Surface of

the Bodies ihemseives, or of their internal Particles, com

municate such Motion a? in all Bodies shall exactly fol«

low the proportion ofthe Quantity of Matter in them ?

But aster all comes Mr. Hutchimon, calls Sir Isaac

and all his Followers senseless, unphilosophical Block

heads, and to solve all the Difficulty in a moment, sup

poses the Sun to be the Center of the whole Universe, .

and to project Light every way, thro' every point of Space,

to the utmost Circumserence of it. When this Light ar-

Q_a rives
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rives at the Circumference, it is condensed into larger

Masses, and returns in the form of Spirit or Air, thro

every point of Space to the Sun. There it is again

comminuted into Light by the immense Fire, and lo

issues out again to'ihe Circumserence. And this double

Impulse of Light moving outward, and Spirit moving

inwaid, causes the Motion of all the Heavenly Bodies,

both round their own Axles and round the Sun. But to

wave that gross Absurdity, of supposing every Point ot

Space to be continually silled with Light, and every

point of it to be filled with Spirit at one and the same

time, (which is flatly impossible, since both are Ma,

terial, and two Panicles of Matter cannot coexist in

the fame Space:) How does this remove the Di

fficulty at all? How does it help us forward an hair _s

breadth ? For what impells Light outward, or Spirit

inward ? It can be no mechanical Power. It must

torn ue the Finger of God. And is so what have we

gained ? May we hot as well fay at once, (as go thus

round about) " Gravitation can be no otherwise account

ed for, than by allowing the direct, immediate Power

of God, operating thro' the whole Universe?"

But beside the AttraSion of Gravity, there »s another

Species of Attraction, between the minute Particles where-

' of Bodies are composed. These attract each other at or

near the point of Contact, with a force much superior

to that of Gravity. It is by this AttraSion of Cabejion,

that the Atoms or insensible Particles of Bodies

are united into sensible Masses. Hereby numberless

Phænomena may be accounted for, which are other-

wile inexplicable : Such as Coagulation, Crystal

lization, the Ascent of Fluids in capi.lary Tubes buch

likewise are Fermentation, Animal Secretion, and many

others. Thus Nature will be found very simple and

conformable to herself, performing all the great Motioot

of the Heavenly Bodies, by the Attraction of Gravity

between those Bodies, and almost all the Motions of their

several Parts, by this Attraction-diffused thro' every Par

ticle. Sir Isaac thinks, that without these two Principles

there would be no Motion in the World. And with

out the continual Operation of them, it could not long

r continue,
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crn'inue, considering the vast and constant Diminution

of Motion by various other Causes.

Mr. Hervey's Observations on this head, are strong

and beautisul. " The sundamental Laws of our mo

dern Astronomy are Projeition and Attraction: One the

all-combining Cement, the other the ever-operative

Spring of the mighty Frame. In the Beginning God

impressed a proper Degree of Motion on each of the

whirling Orbs. This, is not controlled, would have

carried them on in strait Lines, till they were lost in the

Abyss of Space. But the Principle of Gravitation being

added thereto, determined their Course to a circular

Form. And how necessary for the Conservation of the

Universe. is both the one and the other? Were the Pro

jectile Power to cease, all the harmoniously-moving

Spheres would fall into the Central Fire. Were the

Gravitating, they would exorbitate into wild Consusion,

or by their rapid Whirl be dissipated into Atoms. But

the ImpuHive and Attractive Energy, being nicely attem

pered to each other, the various Globes persevere in

their radiant Course, without any Interruption or dimi

nution.

How extensive, and how diversified is the Force of

this single Principle of Attraction? (Understanding by

the Word, that of Cohesion, as well as of Gravitation !)

It penetrates the very Essence of all Bodies, and diffuses

itself to the utmost Limits of rhe mundane System. By

this all those vast Worlds of Matter hang self-ballanced

on their Centers. And to this is owing an Effect of a

very different nature, the Pressure of the Atmosphere,

which tho' a yielding and expansive Fluid, yet by virtue

of an attracting Energy, surrounds the whole Globe of

Earth, and incloses every Creature thereon, as it were

with a tight Bandage : An Expedient absolutely neces

fary to preserve the Texture of our Bodies, and indeed

of every Animal. Urged by this, the Rivers circulate

with a never-failing Current, along the Veins of the

Earth. Impelled by the fame mysterious Force, the

nutritious Juices are detached from the Soil and ascend

ing the trunks of Trees find their way thro' millions of

the finest Meanders, in order to convey vegetative Lise

Q_3 into
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into the smallest Branches. This consines the Ocean

within its Bounds. Tho' the Waves [hereof roar and

swell, yet checked by this Curb, they are unable to pass,

even the slightest Barrier of Sand. To this the Mountain!

owe that unshaken firmnesi, which laughs at the shock

of careering Winds. By virtue of this invisible Mecha

nism, without any Instrument of human Device, thou

fands of Tons of Water are raised every n.oment into

the Regions of the Firmament. By this they continue

suspended in the Air, without any Cistern to contain their.

Ey the fame variously-acting Power, they in due time

diopdov.n again, in gentle Falls of Deiv, or are preci

pitated in copious Showers of Rain. They slide down in.

fitecy flights of Snow,' or dart in clattering Showers of

Hail. This occasions the strong Cohesion ofsolid

Ltdia, without which our large Machines wou'd be ut

terly useless, and the nicer Utensils of Lise elude our

Expectations of Service. In short this is the Ballast

.which composes the Equilibrium, and constitutes the

Stability of things : This the great Chain, which forms

the Connexion of univerfal Nature, and the mighty En

gine, which in good measure accomplishes almost all her

Operations. What complicated Efsects from a single

Cause! What Profusion amidst Frugality I

How extremely plausible is all thi> ! And what pity,

that it is or ly plausible ! But it is really no more : It is

not capable of any substantial Ptoof : I mean, with re-

gaid to the Motion of the Heavenly Bodies, and the

Causes of that Motion. I do not know that any one has

yet given a rational Answer to Dr. Roger's Observations

on that Head. " The Action of these Two Powers,

(Graduation and Projection) is inadequate to such a Mo

tion : Because in order to produce it, the gravitating

Force must exactly ballance the Projectile : But were

this done, one would destroy the other. This will appear

plain, is we consider the Nature of these two Forces.

Gravitation, by whkh the Earth attracts all Bodies, is

at all times unisormly exerted in right lines, from the

Earth to the Body attracted. and acts equally on all

Bodies according to their Densities. It is perpetual,

subject to bo decay, needing no Reparation. But Pro-

jectioa
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jection is a Motion given- to a Bndy, contrary to its

Nature. When given, it would always continue in a

strait Line, is nothing hindered it; but cannot re

move any Obstruction, without losing Part of its own

force. Now the Obstruction given bv Attraction must

have the fame Effect, as Obstruction given by Air or

Æther. Itmust continually lessen any projectile Force,

till that Force is totally destroyed. ,

A Mortar elevated forty-five degrees ejects a Bomb

at fiist in or near a .right line, while the projectile

Force is vastly superior to the attractive : Afterwards

in a Curve: Foi the moment the two forces are in æ-

quilibrio, in a segment of a Circle; then in a Curve-

less and less bent, till it falls in a right line to the

Center of Gravitation.

This is the Nature of all Projectiles : Nor can any

Projectile thrown in any Direction, by any force of

Attraction, produce a circular Motion : Much less an

Elliptical one, such as that of the Earth. Besides,. -

what Physical Reason can be afligned, why the Eatth

being nearer the Sun in Winter, th': gravitating force

does not increase ; and why the Projectile docs not in

crease in Summer, when it is farther from the Suu, to

the entire Destruction of one or the other.

A thud Motion also is supposed to be primarily

impinged on the Earth, namely round its own Axis.

But nothing can be more plain, than that a Body so

strongly attracted by the Sun, as to keep it from fly

ing off in a Tangent, must have its circular Motion

presently stopt: As the Side next the Sun must be at

tracted most, the Attraction of all the Planets co-ope

rating thereto.

To make this plain, I hung a Loadstone to a small

firing, and gave it as many turns as would continue

its revolving Motion ten Minutes and an half, when

no hon was near. But on bringing a piece ofIron

near, it stopped. The Iron being removed, it recom

menced its circular Motion, which lasted for a Mi

nute more. Hence it is evident, that did not some

Force continually act upon the Earth, to keep up its

Motions,,
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Motions, the attractive Power of the Sun, would sooa

stop, at least the diurnal one.

The Friction likewise of the Ether must be consi

derable. Klse why might not the Earth revolve in

twenty four Minutes as well as z\ Hours ? Indeed this

seems to be one great Use or the Ether," to prevent

the too rapid Motions of the Planets. And as the

Earth floats in the Air, so does the Sun in the Ether,

his proper Atmosphere, which extends to the utmost

limits of his System, arid is the Medium, the Funiculi

or Hami, by which he attract, all the Planets and

Comets, and prevents their flying out of the System.

Neither will Gravitation at all account for the

Motion of Comets. That in 1680 descending from

an immense Height perpendicularly toward the Sun,

rose from him again with equal Velocity. Now as

its Access to, and Recess from the Sun, were

made in strait lines, while they were making, the

Projectile force mult cease. But to stop any Projectile,,

is to destroy its Motion. How came it then to be so

strongly exerted in the Perihelion ? Was there a con

tinued Miracle, a fresh Projection given ? Or did it

rebound ! What, from the yielding Eiher ?

Again. This Comet, during half its Circuit

round the Sun, was distant from it but one third of

the Moon's distance from the Earth. The Attractive

Force therefore was then vastly increased; and the

projectile being destroyed, it must have impinged on

the Sun long ago, had there been no other Force

to prevent it. It is clear then upon the whole,

that the Motions of the Heavenly Bodies, cannot be

accounted for, by Attraction and Projection.

How then can they be accounted for? Possibly thus.

The Earth being an oblate Spheroid, objected to the

Sun in an ooliquity of 06 Degrees, 30 Minutes, (the

fame which given to the Sails of a Windmill, occasi

ons its most forcible Conversion) the Sun's Rays strik

ing against the ob'ique Hemisphere, as. the Wind

against the Sails of a Windmill, keep it osf, and at

the fame time, make it turn on its own Axis. The

Ether being a resisting Medium, and the Atmosphere

(like
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(like the Oars os a Boat) striking therein, urges it into

a progressive Motion. Meantime its own Gravity

inclines it to the Sun's Center, and of course keeps it

in equilibrio, with the repelling Rays.

It is supposed likewise, that the Plane of the Earth's

Orbit, is in Winter in or near the Sun's Axis, whence

the Rays are not so forcibly emitted ; for which cause

the Earth must then come nearer, the repelling force

being weaker. But in Summer being objected to the

more forcibly repelling Rays, it. must be driven to a

farther diiiance ; whence its Annual Orbit must be

come Elliptical.

The Earth's Diameter being knowi*, determinesits

Distance from the Sun. For as the Diameter is 7967. 8,

the Periphery 2503 i, which multiplied by the num

ber of its Revolutions 365.25 gives for its Orbit

0,142,572 : And as it moves thro' this Orbit merely

by the impulse of the solar Rays, and as the Gravi

tating Force must necessarily be equal to that impel

ling force : So while it rolls onward one mile, it is

attracted another. Consequently the preceding Orbit

being doubled, by the gravitating Force, makes in

all 18,285,144. The Semi-diameter of this is the

Distance of the Earth from the Sun: Which therefore

is neither more nor lei's than 2.910,164 miles.

In the fame manner we find thediilance of Venus

from the Sun to be 1,790684 miles: That of.

Mars, 5,473,690: That of Jupiter 3 4, 520,432;

that of Saturn 85,727,^20, and that of Mercury

700,758.

And as theseDistances are far less than those assign

ed by the modern Astronomers ; so is the Magnitude

of the Heavenly Bodies proportionably less than they

suppose. For instance: The Diameter of the Sun,

commonly supposed to be 822,148 miles, is accord

ing to this manner of calculating, 23.373 and no

more. And that this is nearly the true Diameter, and

these the true Distances, appears from Experiments

on the Transits of the Planets over the Sun.

The Comets Dr. Rogers thinks are chiefly designed

to repair the Quantities of Light continually emit

ted
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ted by the Sun, and which are scattered and dispersed

over the whole System. Their sweeping Tails which

extend so many thoufand miles, seem adapted to such

a purpose. And as many of those Particles of Light,

are driven to a vast distance, it is necessary they should

go to the utmost Limits of the System, to make suck

a Collection.

Suppose a Body fit for this, detached from the

neighbourhood of the Sun, it should be light, porous

and spongy. And such a Body would be propelled by

the violence of the Rays, with great velocity to a

great distance. The farther it gees, the sewer Raya

strike upon it, and their force likewise is diminished.

The Comet then slowly sweeps his Tail over the wide

Expanse, beyond the Orb of Saturn. There its Cells

are silled with the Matter it was sent to collect ; but

becoming heavier, the other Scale begins to prepon

derate, and he slowly returns toward his Center. His

Collection increases as he descend*, whkh adds to

his Weight and Swistness, and he comes down, if very

heavy, almost in a strait line, is less so, in a larger

Curve, 'till he is near theSun, where having emptied

himself, and being evenly ballanced with the repelling

Rays, he moves round in the segment of a Circle, 'till

being continually lighter, he is no longer a Ballancs

for the repelling Rays, and so is driven forward there

by, and runs the fame Circle as before.

What a violent Blow is hero given to the whole

Fabiic of Modern Astronomy! And how can any rea

sonable Man subscribe thereto, till this Difficulty is re

moved r

9 . There is no need to speak particularly of those

Other Qualities, Hardness, Softness; Firmness, Fluidity;

Brittleness, Toughness ; Roughness, Smoothness ; Density,

Rarity : Rigidity, Flexibility, Compressibility, Elasticity.

What ea(b of these is, we know wel!, without any ela

borate Desinition. And in general we know, that they

all arise, from the vaiious Figure, Situation and Texture

of the Particles whereof Bodies consist. But farther than

this we know not. What particular Shape, Texture or

Situation,
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Situation, is requisite in each case, isa matter of mere

Conjecture.

10. Those of which we are not able to give any ra

tional account, have often been termed Occult Qualities.

Among these is usually ranked that Sympathy, which is

observed in things distant from each other. So Onions

in the Granary sprout, while others sprout in the Garden.

Sa nothing is more common, than that is you throw a

Mulberry or Strawberry at a Woman with Child, the

Child has the mark of one or the other, on the fame

Part which was struck with it. And these Marks grow

green, yellow and red every Year, just as those Fruits

do in the Garden. And when the Season of them is past,

these subside and vanish away. So Women startled by

a sudden Sight of the Moon, have stamped the Figure of

the Moon on their Children. And this Figure increased

or decreased just as the Moon did. Opposite to this

is that amazing Antipathy, which some things appear to

have naturally for each other. Instances of which are

found, not only in Men, but in Animals, is not in

Plants also.

Before we attempt to account for any ofthese

things, we should take care to be well assured of the

Fact. For many of them are generally believed and

vehemently asserted, which yet never had any being.

Hence others run into the opposite Extreme, roundly

denying whatever they cannot account for. The mid

dle Way is best. First, be sure of the Fact. Then,

try is it can be accounted for on allowed Principles.

And is it can, the Qualities in question, are to be term

ed Occult no longer. But there will still remain ma

ny Secrets in Nature, which we are in no wise able to

account for. Indeed, to penetrate the inmost Recesses

of Nature, is above the condition of Humanity. We

must therefore necessarily allow, that there are in this

Sense many occult Qualities: Nay, we are surround

ed with them on every side : Insomuch that there is

scarce any thing in the Universe, that has not some

Qualities, which the wisest man on Earth is not able

to account for.

II. I HAVE
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' II. I have now finished what I proposed. I

have given as short and plain an account as I could,

of all that is certain in Natural Philosophy : In order

to direct the whole to its proper End, I have now

only to add a sew Reflections.

If we cast our eyes up to the Firmament, let us

seriously ask ourselves, What Power built over our

Heads that vast and magnificent Arch, and spread out

the heavens like a curtain ? Who garnished these Hea

vens with such a variety of resplendent Objects, all

floating in the liquid Etner, all regular in their Mo

tions ? Who painted the Clouds with such Variety of

Colours, and in such diversity of Shades and Figures,

as it is not in the power of the finest Pencil on earth

to emulate ? Who formed the Sun of such a determi

nate Size, and placed it at such a convenient Distance,

as not to scorch or annoy, but cherish all things with

his genial Heat ? For a succession of Ages he never

failed to rise at his appointed Time, or to send out

the Dawn, as his Fore-runner, to proclaim his Ap

proach. " By whose fcilsul Hand is it directed, in its

diurnal and annual Course, to give us the gratesul

Vicissitude of Night and Day, and the regular Suc

cession of the Seasons ? That it should always proceed

in the fame Path, and never once step aside ; that it

should go on, in a Space where there is nothing to

obstruct, but turn at a determinate Point : That the

Moon mould supply the Absence of the Sun, and re

move the Horror of the Night ; that it should regu

late the Flux" and Reflux of the Sea, thereby preserv

ing the Waters from Putrefaction, and at the fame

time accommodating Mankind, with so manisold

Conveniences : That all the innumerable Hosts of

Heaven, should perform their Revolutions, with such

Exactness, as never once to fail, in a Course of six

Thoufand Years, but constantly to come about in the

fame Round, to the hundredth Part of a Minute :

This is such an incontestable Proof of a Divine Archi

tect, and of the Care and Wisdom wherewith he go

verns the Universe, as made the Roman Philosopher

conclude, " Whoever imagines, that the wondersul

Order
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Order and incredible Constancy of the heavenly Bo

dies, and their Motions whereon the Welfare and Pre

servation of things depend, are not governed by an

intelligent Being, is himself destitute of Understand

ing. For shall we, when we see an artsully-contriveJ

Engine, suppose a Dial or Sphere, immediately ac

knowledge, that it is the Result of Reason and Un

derstanding : And yet when we behold the Heavens*

so admirably contrived, moved with such incredible

Velocity, and finishing their anniverfary Revolutions,

with such unerring Constancy, make any doubt of

their being the Work not only of Reason, but of aa

excellent, a Divine Reason i"

But if from that very imperfect Knowledge of A-

stronomy which his Time afforded, even the Heathen

could be so confident, that the Heavenly Bodies were

framed and moved by a wise and understanding Mind:

What would he have faid, had he been acquainted

with our Modern Discoveries ? Had he known the im--

mense Greatness of that Part of the World, which

falls under our Observation ? The exquisite Regula

tion of the Motions of the Planets, without any De

viation or Consusion ; the inexpressible Nicety of

Adjustment, in the velocity of the Earth's annual Mo

tion; the wondersul Proportion of its diurnal Motion,

about its own Axis ; the Densities of the Planets, ex

actly proportioned to their Distances from the Sun ;

the admirable Order of the several Satellits, which

move round their respective Planets ; the Motion of

the Comets, equally regular and periodical with that

ofthe other Planetary Bodies ; and lastly, the Preser

vation of the several Planets and Comets, from falling

upon or intersering with each other ( Certainly

could Argument avail, Atheism would now be utterly

ashamed to shew its Head, and forced to acknow

ledge, That it was an eternal and Almighty Being, it

was God alone, who gave to each of the celestial Bo

dies, its proper Magnitude and Measure of Heat, its

Dueness of Distance, and Regularity of Motion : Or,

in the Language of the Prophet, who establijhed tht

Vol. II. R -world
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underftanding.

Jf from the Firmament we descend to the Orb on

which we dwell, what a glorious Proof have we of

the Divine Wisdom, in this intermediate Expansion of

the Air, which is so wondersully contrived, to ans

wer so many important Ends at once. It receives and

supports Clouds, to water the- Earth : It asfords us

Winds, for Health, for Pleasure, for a thoufand Con

veniences : By its Spring it ministers to the Respira

tion of Animals, by its Motion, to the Conveyance

of Sounds, and by its Transparency, to the trans

mission of Light, from one End of Heaven to the

other. Whose Power made so thin and fluid an Ele

ment, a fase Repository for Thunder and Lightning ?

By whose Command and out of whose Treasuries, are

these dreadsul yet usesul Meteors sent forth, to purisy

the Air which would otherwise stagnate, and consume

the Vapours which would otherwise breed various

Diseases? By what skilsul Hand are those immense

Quantities of Water, which are continually drawa

from the Sea, by a natural Distillation made fresh,

sent forth upon the wings of the Wind into the moll

distant Countries, and distributed in Showers over

the face of the Earth ?

Whose Power and Wisdom was it that hanged the

Earth upon nothing, and gave it a spherical Figure,

the most commodious which could be devised, both

for the Consistency of its Parts and the Velocity of its

Motion ? Who was it that weighed the Mountains in

scales, and the hills in a ballance, and disposed them in

their most proper Places, both for Fruitsulness and

Health ? Who diversified the Climates of the Earth,

into such an agreeable Variety, that remote as they are

f. om each other, each has its proper Seasons, Day and

Night, Winter and Summer ? Who was it that cloatk-

e 1 the Face of it with Plants and Flowers, so exqui

sitely adorned with various and inimitable Beauties ?

That placed the Plant in the Seed, in such elegant

Complications, as afford at once both a pleasing and

an astonishing Spectacle I That painted and persumed

the
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Flowers, that gave them the sweet odours, which

they diffuse thro' the Air for our Delight, and with

one and the fame Water, dyed them into different

Colours, surpassing the Imitation, nay and the Comi

prehension of Mankind? For can the wisest of Men

tell,

" Why does one Climate and one Soil endue

The blushing Poppy with a crimson Hue,

Yet leave the Lilly pale, and tinge theViolet blue ?'
!

Who replenished the Earth, the Water, the Air with

such an insinite Variety of living Creatures, and so form

ed, that of the innumerable Particulars wherein each

Creature differs from all others, every one is found up

on examination to have its siogular Beauty and peculiar

Use. Some walk, some creep, some fly, some swim.

Bat every one has all its Members and its various Organs

accurately fitted for its peculiar Motions. In short, th,

Stateliness of the Horse and the Feathers of the Swans

the Largeness of the Elephant and the Smallness of the

Mite, are to a considerate Mind equal Demonflratione

of an insinite Wisdom and Power. Nay, rather the

smaller the Creature is, the more amazing is the Work-

manship. When in the Mite, for instance, we see an

Head, a Body, Legs and Feet, all as well proportioned

as those of an Elephant, and consider with all, that in

every Part of this living Atom, there are Muscles-

Nerves, Veins, Arteries and Blood, every Particle of

which Blood is composed of various other Particles?

When we consider all this, can we help being lost in

Wonder and Astonishment ? Can we refrain from cry

ing out, on this account also, O the depth osthe. riches

both of the wisdom, and knowledge os GOD ! How un

searchable are his works and his ways of Creation and

Providence pa/1 finding out !

Natural Instinct is another thing in Animals, no

less wondersul than their Frame: And is indeed nothing

else than the Direction of an all-wise and all-powersul

Mind.. What else teaches Birds to build their Nests,

R. t. hard
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hard or soft, according to the Constitution of their

young t What else makes them keep so constantly hi

their Nest, during he time of Incubation, as is they

knew the Efficacy of their own Warmth, and its Apt

ness for Animation ? What else causes the Salmon every

year, to come up a River, perhaps hundreds of miles,

to cast its Spawn, and secure it in Banks of Sand, till

the Young ones are excluded 1 To go no farther, Can

we behold the Spiders Net, the Silkworms Web, the

Bees Cells, or the Ants Granaries, without being forced

to acknowledge the infinite Wisdom, which directs their

unerring Steps, and has made them si: to be an Emblem

of Art, Industry and Frugality to Mankind?

If from the Earth and the Creatures that live upon it,

we cast our Eyes upon the Water, we soon perceive that

had it been more or less ratisied, it had not been so

proper for the Use of Man. And who gave it that

Just Consigutation of Parts and exact Degree of Motion,

which makes it so fluent, and yet so strong, as to carry

and waft away the most enormous Burdens ? Who

has instructed the Rivers to run in so many winding

Streams, thro' vast Tracts of Land, in order to water

them the rr.ort plentisully ? Then to disembogue them

selves into the Ocean, so making it the common Center

of C 'inmerce : And thence to return thro' the Earth or

Air to their Fountain-heads in one perpetual Circulation ?

Who repk-oished these Rivers with Fish of all kinds,

which glide thro' the limpid Streams, and run heedlefly

into the Fishers Net, for the Entertainment of Men.

The great and wide Sea is a very avsul and stupendous

Work of God. Whose Hand makes it ebb and flow

with such Exactness ? A little more or less Motion, in

the fluid Mass, would disorder all Nature, and a small

Increase of a Tide, might ruin whole Kingdoms. Who

then was so wise as to take exact measures of those im

mense Bodies, and who so strong as to rule at pleasure

the Rage of that surious Element ? He who hath placed

the sand for the hound of these, by a perpetual decree

that it cannot pajs. So that tho' the waves thereof tojs them

selves, they cannot prevail \ tho' they roar, they cannot pass

ever it.

If
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\r from the World itself we turn our eyes more par

ticularly on Man, whom it hath pleased the Lord of ail

to appoint for its principal Inhabitant, no Understanding

surely can be so low, no Heart so stupid and insensible,

as not plainly to see, that nothing but insinite Wisdom,

could info wondersul a manner have fashioned his Body,

and breathed into h a reasonable Soul, whereby he teach-

tth us more than the beasts of thesield, and maketb us 'wiser

than thefowls of heaven.

Should any of us see a Lump of Clay rise imme

diately from the ground, into the compleat Figure of a.

Man, sull of Beauty and Symmetry, and endowed with

all the Powers and Faculties, which we perceive in our

selves, yea, and that in a more eminent degree of Per

section, than any of the present Children of Men : Should

we presently after observe him perform ail the Offices of

Lise, Sense and Reason ; move as gracesully, talk as

eloquently, reason as justly,. and discharge every Branch

of Duty, with as much Accuracy as the most accomplish

ed man breathing, how great must be our Astonishment !

Now this was the very case in that moment when God

created Man upon the Eartn.

But to impress this in a more lively manner upon the

mind, let us suppose the Figure above-mentioned, rises

by degrees, and is finished part by part, in some succes

sion of time. When the whole is completed, the Veins

and Arteries bored, the Sinews and Tendons laid, the

Joints fitted,. the Biood and Juices lodged in the Vessels

prepared for them, God insuies into it a vital Principle.

The Image moves, it walks, it speaks. Were we to

see all this tranfacted before our eyes, we could not hut

be astonished ! A Consideration of this made Davidbreak

out into that rapturous Acknowledgment, I ivill give

thee thanks, for I am fearsidly and wonderfully made !

Marvellous are Iby 'works and that my Jpul knovuetb right

well. Thine eyes did see myjubstana yet beiig imperferi,

and in thy hook <were all my numbers written.

Thus which way soever v.e turn our ey*s, whether

we look upward or downwa d, without us, or within as,

upjb the animate- or inanim e Parts of :he Crer.i >i,
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we find abundant Reason to fay, O Lord, ho"w manifold

are thy ivoris ! In •wisdom bast thou made them all.

Let u< observe a little farther the terraqueous Globe.

How admirably are all things thereon chained together,

that they all aim at the ultimate End, which God pro

posed in all his Works! And how vast a number of in

termediate Ends, are subservient to this! To perpetuate

the established Course of Nature, in a continued Series,

the Divine Wisdom has thought sit, that all living Crea

tures should constantly be employed in producing Indi

viduals; that all natural trings fliould lend an helping

hand, toward preserving every Species, and lastly, that

the Destruction of one thing should always conduce to

the Production of another..

This Globe contains what are called the three King

doms of Nature,. the Fojfil, Vegetable,. and Animals

The Fossil constitutes the Crust of the Earth, lying be

neath the visible Surface. The Vegetable, adorns the

face of the Giobe, and draws much of its Nourishment

from the Fossil Kingdom. The AnimaJ is almost whol

ly sustained by the vegetable Kingdom. If we go

deeper into the Earth, the rule which generally obtains

with regard to the Strata thereof is this. The upper

Parts consist of Rag-stone, the next of Slate, the Third

•f Marble silled with Petrisaction?, the Fourth of Slate

again, and lastly, the lowest which we are able to dis

cover, os Free stone..

That the Sea once overspread a far greater Part os

-the Earth than it does at present, we iearn not only from

Geographers, but from its yearly Decrease, observable -

in many Places :. Partly occasioned by the vast Quanti

ties of Shells and al! kinds of. Rubbish,, which the Tides

continually leave on the Shores. Hence most Shores are

usually sull of Wreck, of dead, testaceous Animals, of

Stone, Dirt or Sand of various kinds, and heaps of

ether things. Rivers likewise, especially those which

have a rapid Stream, wear away whatever they touch,

particularly soft aud friable Earth, which they. carry and

deposit on distant, winding Shores : Whence it is certain

the Sea continually subsides, and the Land gains no

small Increase. Watel
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Water retained in low grounds occasions Marshes'.

But what a wondersul Provision has Nature made, that

many of these, even without the Help os Man, shall

again become sirm Ground ? More and more mossy

Tumps are seen therein. Some of these are brought:

down by the water, from the higher grounds adjoining,

and others are produced by putrefying Plants. Thus

the Marsh is dried up, and new Meadows arise. And

this is done in a shorter time,. wherever the Spbaguum,

a kind of Moss, has laid the foundation.. For this in

process of time, changes into a porous kind of Mold,

till almost all the Marsh is filled with it. After this the

Rush begins to strike root, and together with the Cotton-

grasses, constitutes a Turf, wherein the roots get contf-

nually higher, and thus lay a firm foundation for other

Plants, till the whole Marsh is covered with Herbs and*

Grass, and become a pleafant and- fruitsul Meadow.

I shall add unly one Reslection more,. with regard-

to the Scale of Beings. As the Microscope disco

vers almost every- drop of Water, every blade of Graft,'

every Leas, Flower and Grain of Earth, to be swarming

with Inhabitants: A thinking Mind is naturally led to

consider that Part of the Scale of Beings, which descends

lower and lower, from himself, to the lowest of all Sen

sitive Creatures. Among these some are so little abpve

dead matter, that it is hard to determine whether they

live or no. Others that are listed one step higher, have

no Sense beside Feeling and Taste. Some again have

the additional one of Hearing : Others of Smell, and

others of Sight.

It is wondersul, to observe, by what a gradual Pro

gression the World of Lise advances, thro' an immense

variety of Species, before a Creature is found, that is

complete in all it* Senses. And among these, there are

so many different Degrees of Persection in the Senses,

which one Animal enjoys above another, that tho' each

Sense in difserent Animals, comes under the fame com

mon Denomination, yet it seems almost of a different

Nature. If after this, we attentively consider, the In

ward Endowments of Animals, their Cunning and Sa

gacity,.
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gacity, and what we usually comprehend under the Ge

neral Name of Inftinii, we find them rising one above

another, in the lame imperceptible manner, and receiv

ing higher and higher Improvements, according to the

Species in which they are implanted.

The whole Progress of Nature is so gradual, that the

entire Chasm from a Plant to Man, is filled up with di*

vers kinds of Creatures, rising one above another, by

so gentle an ascent, that the transitions from one Species

to another are almost insensible. And the intermediate

Space is so well hulbandei, that there is scarce a degree

of Persection which does not appear in some. Now

since the Scale of Being advances by such regular steps

as high as Man, is it not probable, that it still proceeds

gradually upwards, thro' Beings of a superior Nature ?

As there is an insinitely greater Space between the Su

preme Being and Man, than between Man and the low

est Insect.

This thought is thus enlarged upon by Mr. Locke.

«* That there shouid be more Species of intelligent Crea

tures above us, than there aTe of sensible and material

below us, is probable from hence, that in ail the visi

ble and corporeal world, we see no Chasm, no Gaps,

All quite down from Man, the Descent is by easy steps :

There is a continued Series of things, that in each re

move disfer the least that can be conceived from each other.

There are Filhes that have Wings, and are not strangers

to the airy Regions. And there are Birds which are In

habitants o: the Waters, whose Blood is as cold as that

of Filb.es. There are Animals so near a-kin both to

Birds and Beasts, that they are in the middle between

both. Amphibious Animals link the terrestrial and

aquatic together. Seals live either at land or in the

Sea: Porpesses have the warm Blood and Entrails of an

Hog. There are Brutes that seem to have. as much

Knowledge and Reason, as some that are called Men.

Again : The Animal and Vegetable Kingdom are so

closely joined, that between the lowest of theone, and

the highest of the other, there is scarce any perceptible

Disserence. And is we go on, till we come to the low

ed aud most. inorgaaical Parts of Matter,. we ihatl find
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every where, that the several Species are linked together,

and disser in almost insensible Degrees .

Now when we consider, on the other hand, the in

finite Power and Wisdom of the Creator, does it not ap

pear highly suitable, to the magnisicent Harmony of the

Universe, and the insinite Goodness of the Architect,'

that the Species ofCreatures should also by gentle degree*

ascend upwards from us, (as they gradually descend from ■

us downwards) <oward his insinite Persection ? And if

fo, is it not probable, there are far more Species ofCrea

tures above than beneath us I Since we are insinitely

more remote from the All-persect Creator, than from

the lowest of all the Works of his hands ?

But here our Thoughts are lost. We may conjec

ture a little; but we knew nothing. However it is

enough, that we know the only true GOD and Jesus Christ

whom he bath sent.
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AS I have contracted the latter Part of the preced

ing Treatise into a smaller Compass than I at

first design'd, I purpose here to inlarge a little on some

particulars, which were before but slightly mentioned.

One of these is the Human Understanding, which was

just mentioned in the 4th chapter of the First Part.

On this important Head 1 now intend to speak parti

cularly : Chiefly on the plan of the pious and

learned Dr. Brown, late Bishop of Cork in Ireland.

It is needsul, first, to trace out the Bounds and

Extent of Human Understanding, These Bounds be

ing fixt, we are next to consider, how the Mind di

lates itself beyond them ; how it supplies the Want of

direct Ideas, by raising up Secondary Images in itself :

Insomuch that things otherwise imperceptible, grow

familiar and easy, and we meditate and discourse even

on those Beings, whereof we have not the least direct

Perception.

CHAP.
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Sect. L

<yji* Ideas of Sensation.

OUR Senses are the only Source of those Ideas,

upon which all our Knowledge is founded.

Without Ideas of some sort or other we could have no

Knowledge, and without our Senses we could have no

Ideas. But these being once transmitted to the Me

mory, the Soul which till then was still and unaaive,

being supplied with materials to work upon, then be

gins to exert her Operations. <

Before we speak of the Properties of Ideas of Sen

sation, it is proper to observe three things : i. That

it is not necessary to decide, Whether Sensitive Per

ception be performed, by an Impression of the Object,

upon the Sense, or by an Operation of the Sense upon

the Object. It is certain, that eitherWay all sensitive

Perception necessarily requires thePresence oftheObject,

and an immediate Action, either of the Organ upon

this, or of this upon the Organ: Consequent upon

which is a sort of Representation of the Object to

the mind. This is the Cafe of all External Objects,

which have left any Representation ofthemseves with us

by our Senses :Which Representationbeing transmitted

by the Senses to the Memory, is properly termed aa

If any one aflcs, what an Idea is* let him look

upon a Tree, and then immediately shutting his Eyes,

try is he retains any Resemblance of what he faw, and

that is an Tdea. Thus it is that all the Variety of the

visible Creation, is let in upon our Mind thro' the

Senses,
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Senses, as all the Parts of a delightsul and spacious

Landskip, are contracted and conveyed into a dark

Chamber, thro' an artisicial Eye in the Wall, and so

become conspicuous and distinguished in miniature.

Nor, 2. is it material, Whether the Ideas of Sen

sible Objects are true Image's of their Real Natures ;

or whether the Objects be only the Occasions of pro

ducing those Ideas, by virtue of an arbitrary Law of

God, That such a Thought in the Soul shall follow

such a Motion in the Body. For whatever Impression

sensible Objects occasion in us, this we call their Idea ;

it being the only Perception of them we are capable

of, and the only Way we now have of knowing them.

And such a Way it is, as answers all the Ends of

Knowledge in this Lise, and lays a Ground-work suf

ficient for all that Knowledge, which is necessary in

order to another.

The Third thing proper to be mentioned is, that,

to prevent consusion, the word Idea is in all that fol

lows, confined to the Images we have of sensible Ob

jects, and the various Alterations of them by the

Understanding. And taking the word in this Sense,

the Mind ha's no Idea of her own Operations. For

these are originally within us themselves, and so are

known by inward Consciousness: Not as Outward

things are, by any Similitude of them, conveyed thro'

the Senses to the Memory.

Sect. II.

0/ the Idea of Spirits.

WHEN we observe such Effects among Material

things, as we know cannot proceed from any

inherent Power in them, we necessarily inser, There

are some other Beings not material, which have the

power of producing those Effects : Tho' as these Be-

Vol. II. S ings
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ings ate imperceptible to our Senses, we have no Idea

us them.

It has been faid indeed, That we have as clear an

Idea of Spirit as we have of Body : And to prove this,

it is faid farther, that we conceive Thinking, as clearly

as we do Extension. But what is we did I A pure Spi

rit, is we speak strictly, does not thinkat all. Think

ing is the Property of an imhod-ed Spirit, as requiring

the concurrence of material Organs, and being ac

cordingly ever performed to more or less Advantage,

as these are better or worse disposed. They are soon

relaxed by the labour of Thought and Attention, and

must be constantly wound up anew by Rest or Sleep.

A Distemper puts the whole Machine out of frame,

and turns our sober thinking into Madness. And if

the Vessels of the Brain are intirely obstructed, as in

an Apoplexy, we think not at all. How then can

we imagine, that a pure Spirit thinks ? It kuoius in

deed ; but we cannot tell how : To be sure, not by

playing upon a Set of material Springs, exquisitely

wrought up into a curious Contexture for that pur

pose.

It is because we have bo Idea of a Spirit, that we

are naturally led to express it by a Negative : to call

it an immaterial Substance, or something that is not

Matter: Something that is not any thing that we

know ; which forces us to conceive and express it in

this impersect manner.

Yet it has been affirmed farther, That we have as

clear an Idea of God himself as we have of Man ; and

that we are as ignorant of the Essence of a Man, as

we are of the Essence of God. Do we not then know,

That it is essential to Man to be Finite ? And have we

not a distinct Idea of Finiteness ? But who has any

Idea of Infinity, the essential Attribute of God ? Tis

plain, we have not : And therefore we express it

by a Negative, " Without bound."

Proper.lv speaking we have no Idea of God.

We come to our knowledge of his very Existence, not.

from
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from any Idea of him, but from our Reasoning upon

tshe Works of the visible Creation. And hence for

want of a simple and direct Idea, we form an indirect

and very complex Notion of Mm.

This we do in the belt manner we can, by remov

ing from him all the Impersections of the Creatures,

and attributing o him, all their Persections, especially

those ofour own Minds. Yet in truth even these can

not be supposed to be in God, as they are in Us.

And therefore we are faid to ascribe them to Him

on!y in the AbjlraSl : which is faying in other words,

That they are of a disserent Species in the Creator,

from what they are in the Creature.

AccoRDiNglif, that there are incomprehensible

Persections in God, answerable to Knowledge and

Power in Man, whereof these are only the faint, tho'

true Resemblances, is natural and easy to conceive.

But the conceiving his Power as an Ability to change

things insinitely, his Knowledgeas only Insinite Think

ing : the multiplying and inlarging our own Persections

ib number or degree only, to the utmost stretch of

our Capacity, and attributing them so inlarged to

God, is no more than raising up an unwieldy Idol

of our own Imagination, without any Poundation in

nature.

The Sum is this. We have no Idea of God, as

he is in himself. For want of one, we frame the best

Conception we can, by putting together the Persecti

ons of the Creatures, particularly those we observe in

ourselves, to stand for his Persections : Not grefly in

serring, That God is, in effect, such an one as our

selves ; but concluding, that our greatest Excellencies,

are the apiest Representations of his incomprehensible

Persections, tho' these insinitely transcend the most ex

alted of what are in any created Beings, and are far

above, out of the reach^o/ all human Imagination.

So true it i;, That tho' it may be justly affirmed, we

can have no Knowledge -without Ideas, yet 'tis most

unjust and absurd to inser thence, that we can have no

Knowledge beyond them.

S 2 Sect.
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Sect, III.

The Properties of Ideas of Sensation.

SINCE then the Ideas of Sensation are the Foundation

and rough Materials, of all even our most abstracted

Knowledge, (out of which every man raises a Super

structure, according to the different Turn of those Or

gans, that are more immediately subservient to the

Operations of the Understanding, and the different

ways in which he employs those Operations :) It will

be convenient to fay something, concerning the Pro

perties of these Idea?.

Their first Property is, that they are Original. We

receive them from our first coming into the world, with

out any immediate concurrence of the Understanding,

antecedently to any ofits Operations. The Soul till these

are received is wholly unactive, and cannot so much as

form one Thought. These Ideas are in respect of our

subsequent Notions, like the first Particles of Matter

in respect of the things compounded of them. They

run thro' insinite Changes, as the Mind works upon

them, yet in themselves remain unchangeable. And

as our compound Notions are made out of these,

so are they all ultimately resolvible into them.

Ideas ofSenfation are by this Property distinguished,

I. From such Ideas as are supposed to be Innate

and antecedent to the Impression of any outward Ob

ject.

That we have no such Ideas sufficiently appear*

even from hence, That we have no Occasion for them.

We have no occasion for innate Ideas of sensible

Objects, because there is an obvious Way of ob

taining them by the Senses. And to our Know

ledge
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ledge os Spiritual things, as it cannot be accounted

for by innate Ideas, so it easily may be ac

counted for without them. The Rise and whole Ex

tent of this Knowledge is easily accounted for, from

the Ideas we havi of Sensible Objects, the necessary

Consequence we draw from their Existence, to the

Existence, of things not sensible, and from that Man

ner of conceiving these, which we naturally fall into,

by the help and mediation of such things, as are

within our present Sphere.

z. Fkom such Ideas as are supposed to be acquired

by, and seated in the Understanding, to be the Ground

work of our Knowledge of Spiritual things, as others

are of our Knowledge of things Material. Now is

there were any such Ideas, we must acquire them one

.of these ways: Either

First By the Presence of the Object itself, and its

immediate Impression on some Faculty disposed to re

ceive and retain the Impression. But every one may

be conscious, that immortal Objects were never so pre

sent to any Faculty of his Mind, as to imprint and

leave upon it any just and r^al Similitude or Resem

blance of themselves. Or

Secondly, These Ideas must proceed from the im

mediate Power of Gon. That he can impregna:j the

Mind with them is certain. But how is it proved,

That he does ? If ever he does, 'tis by an Extraordi

nary Supernatural Act: Whereas we are now fp'islc-

ing, what our Perceptions are, in the Ordinary Way

of Nature. Or

. Thirdly, The Mind has a power of raising up 'O

itself Ideas of things whereof it can have no actual

View, of Objects which have no Communication,

with any of our Faculties. But is it cannot form one

Idtaofany Material Object, without the actual Pre

sence of it, much lesocir. it frameldeas ofImmaterial Ob

jects, without their iniincaiate Presence.

Perhaps the Power os raising up to itself Ideas,

without the Preiehce or Impression of any Object, is

the Privilege of the Divine Mind, answerable to ihat_

S 3 gi
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of Creation. But the Power of our Mind in the little

world, is much the fame with that of the whole Man

in the Greater. It is as impossible for it to raise up

lo itself any new Idea, independent of all Senfation,

as it is for a man to add one Particle to the common

Mass of Matter.

A Second Property of an Idea of Senfation, is, that

it is Simple: By which I mean, that it is an Appear

ance which cannot be resolved into more than one of

the fame kind.

Simple Ideas are generally confined within too nar

row a compass. For not only those of Sounds,

Smelh, Tastes, Colours and tangible Qualities are

simple, but the Ideas of all single Bodies. All that

strikes the Sense at once, is to be accounted a simple

Idea. For you cannot divide the Idea you have of any

one Body, into the Idea of more Bodies than One:

tho' it may be subdivided into the Ideas of the several

Parts of that Body.

By this Property Ideas ofSenfation are distinguished,

1. From the various Alterations and Combinations

of them made by the Mind. The Mind cannot indeed

destroy any of these Ideas, any more than it could

create them. But it alters, iniarges or diminishes

them : it separates and transposes them ; and thus is

surnished with a New Set of Ideas from within, as

well as with simple ones from without.

2. From those Notions which the Understanding

forms out of Simple and Complex Ideas, considered

together with the various Operations of the Under

standing upon them. Such is the Notion we form

of most Virtues and Vices : Each of which is appre

hended, by Ideas of Sensation, and the Action of the

Mind upon them put together into one Complex

Conception.

A Third Property of Ideas of Senfation is, that

they are Dire3 and Immediate. These original, simple

Ideas necessarily presuppose the Presence of the Object

and its actual Impression on the Sense : whence follows

a direct and immediate Representation of it, with

out the intervention of any thing else. Thus we

could
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could not have had the Idea os a Tree, is the Eye had

not actually seen it: Nor of a Trumpet's Sound, if,

some of the undulating Air had not actually struck

upon the Ear.

By this Property Ideas of Senfation are distinguished,

i. From the Ideas we have of those Objectj-

of the fame kind, which we never actually per

ceived. Thus the Idea of a man we have seen is

put for a man we never faw : Having no way of con-.

ceiving a man that was never present, but by substitut

ing for him the Idea of one that was.

z. From all Conceptions of things which are purely

Metaphorical. There are two forts of Metaphor,

Human and Divine.

Divine Metaphor is the substituting our Ideas

of Senfation, which are direct and immediate, with

the Words belonging to them, for the things of Hea

ven, of which we have no direct Idea or immediate

Conception : As when God's Knowledge is expressed

by his Eyes being in every Place, his Power, by ajlrong

Hand.

Divine and Human Metaphor agree in this, That

the words figuratively transserred from one thing to

another, do not agree with the things to which they

are transserred, in any part of their literal Sense. So

Hands and Eyes, when applied to God, are not spoke

in any Part of their literal Signification : As neither is

the word Smiling, when applied to the Verdure of a

Field.

They differ in this, that in human Metaphor, the

things for which the figurative Words are substituted,

may be as immediately and directly known, as the

Ideas placed in their stead. But in Divine Metaphor

only* the substituted Ideas are direct and immediate.

We have no direct or immediate Conception of the

things they are substituted for.

. 3. From all Conceptions of things which are purely

Analogical. Divine Analogy is, the substituting

Words that express our Ideas, for heavenly things

whereof we have no Ideas. Thus far it agrees with

Metaphor : But here lies the essential Difference.

Metaphorical Words are spoke of Heavenly things, in

no
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part of it, tho' not the whole. So the word Hand is

spoken of Gon metaphorically : for he has no Hand

of any fort whatever. The word Power is spoken of

him analogically : for he has some fort of Power, tho'

of a quite disserent sort from Ours.

The true Nature cf our prefect Knowledge ofDivine

things, is by the Apostle very aptly described by our

feeing in a glass darkly, or in a mirror, in an obscure repre

sentation. To shew the aptitude and significancy of

which Expreffions, I shall observe two things :

I. That a Glass exhibits to us nothing of the Sub

stance of the thing represented in it. The Similitude

therein having no more os the Essence of the thing it

self than a mere Shadow. Yet we cannot fay but there

is a real Likeness of the Substance in the Airy Form.

There is such a proportion between them, that the

Idea of a Face we never faw but in a Glass, is a just

one and may well be substituted for the Face itself,

of which it gives some real Knowledge.

Thus as to those Conceptions which stand in our

minds to represent Spiritual things. Tho' the things

they stand for are of quite another fort, and tho' these

Substitutes are no more in respect cf Them, then a

fleeting Appearance in the Glass, is to the man repre

sented by it : Yet there may be such a Proportion be

tween them as to make our Conceptions of Natural

things just representations of things supernatural. So

that the Knowledge we have of them is true, and our

Reasonings upon them substantial, as long as they are

kept within the due compass of those Representations.

For then it is, that men run into absurdity, concerning

Spiritual things, when not content with this analo

gical Knowledge, they argue from things Natural to

the intrinsic Nature of the-Supernatural, and suppose,

that what is affirm'd of these Representations only, is

literally true of the things they represent.

The Second thing I would observe concerning this

Phrase is, That in all Instances we use the fame Expres

sions, by which we express the things themselves, for

their Appearances in the Glass. And indeed justly :

Cot
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for tho' there is nothing of the real Nature of the Ob

jects, in those Appearances, yet seeing there is such a

proportion between them, the fame words aptly serve for

both. So we fay, We see a man in the Glass, or the

Sun or Moon in the Water, when we see only an Ap

pearance, which has nothing of the real Nature of a

Man, or the Sun or Moon. And there is such a Pro

portion between the Object and its Appearance, as

would give us some Idea of it, tho' we had never seen it,

but in a Glass or in the Water.

By what has been already faid, Analogy in general

may be easily distinguished from Metaphor. But because

the Distinction between this and Divine Analogy is of

so great Importance, I shall set the difference between

these Two in a clearer and opposite Light.

Metaphor expresses an Imaginary, Analogy a Real

Correspondence : Metaphor is no more than an Allusion,

Analogy, a Substitution of Ideas and Conceptions. The'

Intention of Metaphor is only, to express more empha

tically something known more exactly before : The In

tention of Analogy, to inform us of something which we

could not have known without it. Metaphor uses Ideas

of Senfation to express things whereto they have no real

resemblance : Analogy substitutes our Notions and

complex Conceptions, for things to which they have a

real Correspondence. To conclude; Words applied me

taphorically are not understood in any Part of their pro

per Sense: Analogical Words are understood in a Part,

tho' not the whole of their literal Meaning.

CHAP.
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CHAP. II.

Sect. I.

Osthe Pure IntelltS and its Operations.

HAVING hitherto considered the Ideas of Sensa

tion as the only Materials the Mind of Man has

to work upon, I come to treat of the Mind itself, or

the Pure IntelleS. I do not mean by this, the Imma

terial Part of us, nor yet the most resined and exquisite

Parts of the Body, which are immediately subservient

to its nobler Operations : but both of these operating

together in essential Union.

Our present Knowledge is gradually performed,

by the concurrent Motion of some Bodily Part within

us ; which is the Cause of that Weariness we seel,

aster long-continued thinking. We should never be

tired with this, is the Pure Spirit could reason inde

pendently of all Material Organs. But Experience

shews us, the case is otherwise: We find it, a Labour

to the Brain, and seel ourselves as much wearied with

intense Thought, as with hard bodily Labour: Hav

ing premised this of them in general, I proceed to

consider the Particular Operations of the Intellect,

which presuppose Senfation and contain the whole

Process and utmost Extent of Human Understanding.

The first of these is a simple View or Survey of the

Ideas of Senfation, just as they lie in the Memory.

This the Logicians have rightly termed Simple Appre

hension ; but they generally confound it with pure Sen

fation, whereas it is easy to observe these essential

differences between them. I. In Simple Apprehen

sion
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Son the Mind is often Active, in Senfation always

Passive: z. Simple Apprehension presupposes Senfation,

and is always subsequent to it: 3. By Senfation the

Mind receives Ideas ; by Simple Apprehension she

surveys those already received.

The Second Operation of the Intellect on the Ideas

of Senfation is Judgment. This may be divided into

several Species ; the most considerable of which are

these that follow.

1. The Separating our Ideas from each other, and

ranging them under distinct Heads:

2. The comparing them with each other and observ

ing their Agreements or Difagreements :

3. The enlarging ox diminijhing them. So we can

enlarge the Idea we have of a Tree to any Size, evea

to reach the Clouds ; or diminish it in our Thoughts,

'till we reduce it to what it was in its first Principle or

Seed.

4. The dividing or compounding them. So we divide

any simple Idea into its several Parts, or compound the

Ideas of several Houses, to make up that of a City.

All these Species of Judging are peculiar to Men, and

not enjoyed by Brutes in any degree.

Another Act of the Intellect, generally reduced

to Judgment, \% Abstraction This some suppose to be

performed, by drawing the Mind ost" from all Ideas of

Senfation, from all Compositions of them, and from

all complex Notions, in order to form Ideas of incor

poreal Beings: But it may be doubted, whether this

be practicable, in our present State.

The true Abstraction seems to consist, not in form

ing Ideas independent on Senfation, but in substitut

ing the only Notions we have, which are natural,

easy and familiar, to represent those supernatural

things, of which otherwise we can have no Notion :

In transserring our thoughts from the literal Propriety

of the Words by which we express them, to that ana

logical Signification, whereby they are, as it were,

spiritualized. This seems to be the only Abstraction

we are capable of, with regard to things Spiritual.

And
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And this is so far from being independent on Sensation

and the Operations of the Intellect, that we can no

otherwise think or speak of such Objects, than in these

worldly and human Symbols; and that is we abstract

from these, we abstract from all Thought of Heavenly

Beings, and can have neither Names nor Ideas for

them.

What has been hitherto faid of the Operations of

the Intellect, relates only to Ideas of Senfation. There

fore 'tis proper to observe here, that the fame Opera

tions are likewise exercised, upon all our Alterations

and Compositions of them. When the Memory is

once surnished with those voluntary Alterations and

Combinations of simple Ideas, the Mind has the fame

full Power over Them, as over the Ground-wo'.k of

them; namely, that of Simple Apprehension, and of

Judgment in all its Branches : And the fame arbitrary

Sway it has over all the complex Notions and Concep

tions, which are formed out of those simple or complex

Ideas, considered together with the Operations of the

Intellect upon them.

Before we close this Head of Judgment, 'tis worth

while to take particular notice, of that Species of one

of its branches, Comparing, which is distinct from all

the rest, and is commonly called Relation. This is

that Act of the Mind whereby it considers, the Depen

dencies of things on each other. 1 shall dwell on it

no longer than is necessary to shew, the Procedure of

the Understanding in attaining Knowledge.

First, When we consider the Relations of sensible

Objects to each other, as they are in their own nature,

without any respect which they bear to ourUnderstand-

ing, hence opens a spacious field of Knowledge : That

of natural Causes and Effects, of the manner wherein

natural things act upon, or suffer from, each other;

In short, of their influencing one another numberless

ways : And this is Natural Philosophy.

Secondly, From our Ideas of Senfation we inser

the Existence of those outward Objects that occasion

them in us. And from the Existence of these we inser

a Fir*
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a First Cause of All things, Eternal and necessarily

existing. _ Hence again we have the Knowledge of

the Relation he bears to us, as our Creator and Pre

server. From these Relations flow all the Duties of

Piety; such as Love, Reverence, Praise and Prayer.

Ao.ain. When we consider the Relation we bear

to our Fellow-Creatures, of the fame Nature and De

gree in this World, hence we come to be sensible of

our Obligations to Justice and Humanity. And when

we distinguish these by particular, nearer Relations,

loch as Parent or Child, Servant or Master, hence we

«,L?e ?,. t]?e Dutles neceslary to the well-being of the

Whole Kind and ofevery Individual.

Lastly, When we consider the Relation we bear

to ourselves, the Regard every Man ought to have for

his own Happiness, hence we may inser all those Du

ties that naturally tend, to promote the Good either

of our Body or Mind. And all comprehended under

this Second Head, is properly Natural Religion. For

the Sanction of this, and to shew the tendency of its

Precepts to our suture Happiness, the Understanding

proceeds thus. From the unequal Distribution of Re

wards to those who observe them, and of Punishments

to those who transgress them in this Lise, so evidently

inconsistent with the Goodness and Justice of an all-

persect Being, we inser the Necessity of Future Re

wards and Pumshments, and consequently the Immor

tality of Human Souls.

Sect. II.

Of the different Kinds of Knowledge and Evidence.

IT being a matter of the utmost consequence to the

nght Procedure of the Intellect, to state the several

Kind, of Knowledge, as well as the Degrees ofit in each

V0l. lL T kind>



kind, which can admit of any : I shall observe, that there-

are Three Kinds of Knowledge, and as many Kinds of

Evidence on which they are built.

The First is that we have from our Senses, and con

sists in an intellectual View of the Ideas transmitted thro'

them to the Memory. This is a Knowledge Direct,

immediate and intuitive, and carries in ic the highest

Certainty. Consequently it admits of no Proof from

Reason : for all such Proof has less of Perspicuity and

Certainty, than that which it already contains in its

own Nature. This is a Knowledge which admits of no

Degrees of Evidence ; For all Senfation is in itself equally

certain, and the Evidence of all the Senses is equally

clear, with respect to their proper Objects. When the

Senfation is regular and persect,' the Assent of the In

tellect necessarily follows all at once ; tho' in a Manner

quite different from Demonstration, which extorts it by

intermediate Proof. Not that it yields to the clearest

Demonstration, when the Organ is rightly disposed, and

exercised upon its proper Object, at a just Distance and

in a due Medium. Against Sensitive Knowledge Reason

can never interpose, unless there is a Suspicion of failure

in the Act of Senfation. Nor does it enquire then,

Whether the Evidence of Sense be true ? But whether it

be truly the Evidence of Sense? So that to argue against

the Evidence of Sense, is to oppose the Evidence of Rea

son, to what in its Nature admits of no Reasoning at

all.

And highly necessary it was, that this Evidence of

Sense should be so immediate, clear and undoubted, be

cause it is the Foundation of all Knowledge, Human and

Divine. If then the truth of this admitted of any Doubt,

or were capable of any Proof, we should wander about

in endless Scepticism, without the least Certainty in any

thing. For no Proof for it could be more evident, than

that which it was brought to prove, and would therefore

itself require another Proof; and so on, with endless

Consusion.

A Second Kind of Knowledge is that we have from

Self-consciousness. We come to the Knowledge of

things
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things without us, by the mediation of their Ideas : but

we are immediately conscious of what passes in our own

Minds, without the intervention of any Idea. Thus we

have a Knowledge of all the Faculties of our Soul, very

different from Sensitive Knowledge; tho' we have no

degree of it antecedent to the Exercise of those Faculties

upon the Ideas of Senfation : As we should have had no

Knowledge of our Bodily Motions, is the Parts had m.t

been actually moved.

Tho' this kind of Knowledge be more complex, 'tis

equally certain with that we have from Senfation. The

Assent as necesfarily follows upon Consciousness : Indeed

it falls in with it. The Consciousness itself is the very

Assent ; nor can they be distinguished even in thought.

When this internal Senfation is truly Natural, we are

never deceived in this article of Knowledge. And this

also is so clear and distinct that it admits of no Proof

from Reason. So that neither can this, any more than

the former, be called Demonstration: Since, like That,

it is so immediate and intimate to us, that nothing can

increase its Evidence : And for a man to argue away any

Instances of this Knowledge, or to deny their Certainty,

is no less absurd than to contradict the cltar Perceptions

of External Sense. Only it is to be observed, that all

here faid of this Knowledge, is faid of the first, immedi

ate, internal Perceptions : Not of any farther Observa

tions, made upon thtm by the Intellect, or of any De

ductions asterwards drawn concerning them.

These two kinds of Knowledge are immediate, and

consequently a sort of Intuition : Entirely different from

which is

The Third kind of Knowledge, Reasoning, which is

mediate, and wholly acquired by Deduction, by the

Exercise of that one Operation of the Mind, Illation or

Consequence. This we may subdivide into different

Species, according to the different manner of the Intel

lect's procedure, in making its Deductions.'

The first Species is Science or Demonstration, which

appears clearest in the Syllogistic Form ; by applying a

common Measure to two Extremes, which have an in-

T 2 fallible
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fallible Cennfxion with it. So that the Conclusion fol

lows by an absolute Certainty, and compels the Assent.

And the Knowledge is at insallible as the direct, clear

Perception of Senfation or Consciousness.

The Second Species of it is Moral Certainty, the ut-

mod Degree of which is nearest to Demonstration. This

Knowledge is acquired by Prooss that have only an un

doubted Connexion with the two Extremes. The force of

this every plain Underllanding perceives, and it rarely

requires the Syllogistic Form, unless for the consuting

perverse Opposers. The Arguments for it are deduced

from all kinds of Knowledge : But still the Assent is

free : And the Will has a great share, in promoting or

hindering it. And hence it comes, that there is room

for Passion and Prejudice of all sorts to interpose and bias

the Intellect.

We ought not theresore to call the Evidence of Mo

ral Truths, by the Name of Demonstration. It is true,

both Mathematical and Moral Truths, are founded on

the strongest Proofs. Yet they admit not of the fame

Sort of Proof, nor indeed are they capable of it.

Because it is so great a difadvantage both to Natural

and Revealed Religion, to have Moral Certainty con

founded with Mathematical, I shall distinguish the dif

ferent Natures of them more sully, under two different

Prepositions.

Mathematical Certainty. Moral Certainty.

As in this Proposition, As in this Proposition,

The threeAngles ofa right- There is a God.

lined Triangle are equal to ,

Two Right ones.

1. Herb there is the Here there is the utmost

utmost degree of Mathema- degree of Moral Certainty :

tical Certainty : the Evi. the Evidence is indubitable,

dence is infallible, and the and the Consequence fol-

Consequence follows by a lows by a Moral Necessity.

Natural Necessity.

z. The Demonstrative The Moral Evidence of

Evidence of this, when un- this, when understood, de-

derstood. compels and ex- mands and requires Assent.

torts Assent.

In
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In this point of Know

ledge the Concurrence of

the Will is requisite. The

Intellect cannot aflent with

out it. Any Prejudice or

Passion may so interpose as

entirely to alter its Judg

ment.

This sort of Knowledge

admits of many Degrees of

Certainty, and draws its

Proofs from all Kinds of

Knowledge.

Many Arguments con

cur to make the utmost

Moral Certainty, which ex

cludes all Probability tho'

not Possibility of Falshood.

This takes place in

things Supernatural and Spi

ritual, such as Goo and his

Attributes: of which we

have no Idea from direct

and immediate Senfation,

but only from Analogy.

Our Reasonings on this

fide are about .complex No

tions and Conceptions, con

cerning which men ex

tremely difagree.

3. In this pointofKnow

ledge, no Concurrence of

the Will is requisite. The

Intellect assents without it,

and no Prejudice or Passion

can so interpose as to in

fluence its Judgment.

4. This sort of Know

ledge admits of no'Degrees

of Certainty, and there can

be no Proof of it, but of

One Kind.

5. One Demonstrative

Argument makes the utmost

Mathematical Certainty,

which excludes afl Possibi

lity of Falfhood.

6. This takes place in

things Natural and Mate

rial, such as Quantity, Fi

gure and Extension ; Ideas

of which we have from di

rect and immediate Senfa

tion.

•7. Our Reasonings on

this fide are concerning

Simple Ideas, concerning

which there is a General

Consent.

From the very disferent, and even opposite Nature

of Moral Certainty, and that which is strictly Mathema

tical, it must appear

1 . That there is as little room for the latter in Na

tural Religion as in Revealed. To shew this clearly,

I have instanced in the Fundamental Truth of Both:

Which tho' founded upon the utmost Moral Evidence,

so as to render a Dissent from it inexcufable, yet ap

pears not to be strictlyDemonstrable. Indejd were there

one Demonllrative Argument for it, all others would

be entirely needless.

T 3 2. That
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2. That Natural Religion includes Faith, sounded

on Moral Evidence. When upon sull Proof to our

Understanding, we assent to this, There is a God,

then the hearty Concurrence of the Will, coropleats

that Assent into Faith. Faith therefore is altogether

as necessary in Natural Religion as in Revealed.

For tho' we have a Moral Certainty for the Existence

of a Deity, which so far is Knowledge only ; Yet still

because the intrinsic Nature of God is utterly incom

prehensible, and can be no immediate Object of Hu

man Understanding, Men roust give the Assent of the

Intellect here, together with the Consent of the Will,

to the truth of things as mysterious, as any in all Re

vealed Religion; and which they are obliged to con

ceive by the fame Analogy, by which we conceive all

the Mysteries of Christianity.

3. That Evangelical Faith is no precarious or im

plicit Assent, but founded on the utmost ^Evidence we

are capable of receiving, for a Truth of that nature.

To see this clearly, we must well distinguish two

things :

First, the Assent of the Understanding to a Proposi

tion upon Moral Evidence, which is thus far merely

Knowledge. Here we are to fix our foot and join issue

with all ranks of Unbelievers : the ground of whose

Condemnation will be, that they wissuily with-held

their Assent from the Truths os Revelation, when they

had the fame Evidence, which would have sully con

vinced them, in Matters merely human.

Secondly, a Consent of the Will, following the

Assent of the Intellect. The whole Process of the

Mind in obtaining such a Faith, is performed

in this manner. First, a Proposition being offered to

us, the Will consents to weigh the Evidence for it : t.

The Intellect weighs it, and is the Moral Evidence be

full, assents to it. Thus it commences a Point of

Knowledge, and on a second Consent of the Will, a

point of Faith.

But 'tis worth observing, that there can be no im

mediate Assent, to any thing inconceivable or incom

prehensible.
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prehensible. To explain this by a sew Instances,

" There is a God," When upon sull Evidence we as

sent to this, what is intelligible in that Proposition, is

the immediate Object ofour Knowledge. The incom

prehensible Nature aud Attributes of God, are only

the remote and mediate Objects of it.

Ac ain. " This is my beloved Son.1' We assent to

this as a persectly intelligible Proposition, on full Evi

dence that it was spoke from Heaven : Being assured

that Christ, not in any unintelligible manner, but ac

cording to the plain Sense of the Words, is as really

and truly the Son of God, as one man is the Son of

another.

He who believes thus far, without any respect to

what is incomprehensible in that Proposition, namely

the Supernatural Generation and the ineffable Manner

of it, has an Evangelical Faith. But what then, you

will fay, becomes of the Mysteries of the Gospel ?

They are all laid up fase, out of our reach, to be the

immediate Objects of our Knowledge, when we come

to fee face to face.

From hence it appears, that Christian Faith is not

an implicit Assent to things unintelligible and uncon

ceivable: Since nothing that is incomprehensible can

come into any question between us and Unbelievers.

We can have no controversy, but about what is per

fectly understood, as far as it is so : and concerning

the Moral Evidence upon which Propositions as clear

as any in Human Language are founded. Our Con

troversies turn wholly upon what is clear. As to what

is incomprehensible in. any Proposition, it can be

no immediate, direct Object, either of Knowledge or

of Faith.

The Third Species of Knowledge, which we have

from Reason, is Opinien, This Plato well desines A

Medium between Knowledge; and Ignorance. It is

a sort of Knowledge, loosely speaking, inserior to any

of the foregoing ; but approaching nearest to that

founded on Moral Evidence. Only whereas Moral

Certainty in its highest degree, leaves but a bare fcffi-

bilisy
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lilily os the things being otherwise : All Opinion leaves

room more or less, for Doubt, yea for some Fear of

its being otherwise. But as for all the Degrees, be

tween the Highest Mora! Certainty on one hand, and

the lowest Probability on the other, these two sorts of

Knowledge run into each other ; and are not easily to

be distinguished,

C This may be illustrated by a Parallel, drawn from

common Mechanism. While you are offeiingthe Rea

sons, for and against any Morally-certain or Probable

Proposition, imagine yourself throwing them into the

Scales, and weighing them in a ballance. If the Bal-

lance inclines not at all to either side, there is no sort

of Knowledge, but downright Jgwanee : The Reasons

on each side destroy each other, so that the Intellect

cannot assent to either. And is thers btr any Decision,

it is the arbitrary Imposition and precarious Act of the

Will. If either from its Natural Weakness, cr for

want of Improvement, the Intellect cannot find out

-Reasons, so that each Scale preponderates in its

turn, then it is a State of Doubt. If one Scale

preponderates but a little, and continues at a stay,

so that the Difference is barely discernible, it is

then only a ConjeSure. Eut is this preponderaucy is

very plain, tho' there is weight enough on the other

fide, to keep the Scale still pendent, then it is properly

Probability or Opinion. When lastly, the Aiguments

are so strong, that one of the Scales weighs to the

ground, then it is Moral Certainty, and there is no

reasonable Cause for any farther Scrutiny. The Pro

position then concludes as Jurely, tho' not so ntcejsarily

as Demonstration : Which admits of no Weight whatever

to be thrown into the opposite Scale.

Of Probability in general it may be observed,

i.That while we are weighing a Probable Proposi

tion, there are two latent Causes of Daceit: the one

in the Intellect itself which holds the Ballance; for

isa man is ignorant or weak, so as not to discern the

proper Reasons, he may be imposed upon by false

Weights: The other in the Will, when instead of

plain
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plain Reason, a man throws his Pride, or Passion, or

Prejudice into the Scales. And these will by the in

visible turn of a false Ballance, outweigh the strongest;

Arguments.

2. That the Higher Degrees of Probability, in

matters of Religion, demand our Assent. So they do

in all other things. Where the difference is not great

between the opposite Sides of a Question, men ever

dose with the greatest Appearance of Truth, and that

in things of the greatest moment. Nay the main

Conduct of human Lise, is governed by the highest

Probality : So that in many Instances, it would be

downright Madness, not to be determined by it. Yet

3. Mere Probability is not a susficient Ground for

religious Faith. This must be built on certain Know

ledge, which Opinion properly speaking, is not. In

deed the word is vulgarly taken for any Assent whether

formed on Probability or Moral Certainty. And so,

'tis commonly faid, "A Man is of such an Opinion,"

with regard to the very Fundamentals of Christianity.

But this loose way of speaking ought never to be used,

seeing it has a tendency to betray unwary men, into

a favourable Judgment of such Principles, as are de

structive of all Religion.

The Fourth Species ofKnowledge which we have

from Reasoning, (is it be not rather a Particular Spe

cies of Moral Certainty) is An Assent upon Testimony :

To make which truly Knowledge, there must be a con

currence of our own Reason in the following particu

lars :

1. Our own Reason must judge os the Subject-matter

of the Information, whether it be made in intelligible

Words. For no man can be informed, of what he can

not understand : there can be no Revelation to us, con

cerning the intrinsic Nature of things, that are incom

prehensible to ui. And accordingly no Part of the

Christian Revelation concerning God and things super

natural, reaches farther than their Existence,, and that

lively Analogy under which they are represented, which

i»
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is as plain and obvious and intelligible, as any thing in

common Lise.

2. Out. Reason must convince as, that tbe Matter of

die Information is possible, that it implies no Contradic.

tion. And is the Information relate to things superna

tural, this is a sundamental Rale. To deduce no Con

tradiction but from what is plain and intelligible in every

Proposition: Whence it follows, that such Absurdities

and Contradictions as arise, from a Comparison of what

is plain and intelligible, with what is incomprehensible,

in respect of their intrinsic Natures, are all groundless

and imaginary.

3. Our Reason most judge concerning the Ability and

Integrity of the Informer. Information or Testimony

may be divided, into Human and Divine. To Human

Testimony we assent only so far, as it appears agreeable

to Truth. Yet this Assent is very extensive, and makes

op the greatest Part of Human Knowledge. It takes in

all we h2ve of the History of Mankind, all the Accounts

of whatever we have not seen ourselves. And we ac

quiesce in all this, not as probable only, but as so much

real Knowledge : Being an Assent which is founded on

such Evidence, as often amounts to a Moral Certainty.

As to Divine Information or Revelation, Reason

knowing it to be divine, it already convinced, that it

exceeds all Human Certainty- The only thing therefore

which it is to be conceived of here, is

4. That the Revelation is Divine; or, that the Scrip

ture is of Divine Authority. In order to this we may

observe

First, That as God has made Men the immediate

Instruments of all those Revelations, so Evangelical Faith

must be partly founded on Human Testimony. By Men

were both the Old and New Testament wrote ; and is

we consider them abstracted from their Divine Authority,

they must be allowed to be of equal Credibility, at least,

with all other antient Writings. Tho' we should sup

pose them to be upon the foot of mere H aman Testi

mony, yet would our Knowledge of them be at least of

equal Certainty, with that founded on any profane

History.
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History. Now is to this Human, we add such Divine

Testimony, as cannot be pretended for any other Writ

ings in the world, as the Miracles of Christ and his

Apostles; the concurrent Completion of all the Prophe

cies from the beginning of the World in Him alone; the

Scriptures being the only Book in the world, that gives

us any Account, of the whole Series of God's Dispenfa

tions toward Man from the Creation for four thoufand

Years; the great Exaltation of Natural Religion, visible

in every Part of it, and lastly the Providential Care, so

manisest in every Age, for transmitting down several

Books, written at such great Distances of Time one from

another, and all of them from Us ; Their being at this

day so void of any material Error, that in the insinite

Various Readings, which have been caresully collected,

there cannot be sound One Contrariety in any sundamen

tal Point of Faith or Practice : If these things, I fay, are

throughly considered, they give the Scriptures such a

Certainty, as no Writing merely Human can have, and

are the greatest Evidence for the Truth of them, which

they are capable of receiving, without a continued, daily

Repetition of Miracles. We may observe,

Secondly, That as God has made Men the imme

diate Instruments of all his Revelations, so he hath con

descended to make use of Human Language, as well a*

of our Natural Ideas and Conceptions, for the clear and

easy Representation of things supernatural, and other

wise incomprehensible. Indeed the intrinsic Nature of

heavenly things, could no otherwise have been revealed

to us ; seeing we had neither Capacity to apprehend,

nor Language to express it. Or had it been miracu

lously revealed to a particular Man, yet it would not

have been possible for him to utter it. This made it

necessary to adapt all the Divine Revelations to our na

tural Way of thinking and speaking. And accordingly

we are not obliged to believe any Doctrine, which is not

plain and intelligible. All in Scripture beyond this, it

no immediate Object of our Faith, but belongs to ano

ther World : And we are at present to believe no more

of it, than that it is incomprehensible.

Nothin*
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Nothing therefore i> more absurd, than the Objec

tions of Unbelievers against the Christian Mysteries as

unintelligible: Since Christianity requires our Assent to

nothing but what is plain and intelligible in every Pro

position. Let every mao first have a sull Conviction of

the Truth of each Proposition in the Gospel, as far only

as it is plain and intelligible, and let him believe as far

as he understands. Let him firmly believe, There is

but One God, the object of any Divine Worship what

ever; and think and speak of him under that plain

Scriptural Distinction, of Father, Son, and Holy Ghost:

Leaving the incomprehensible Nature of that Union and

Distinction, to the great Author of oar Faith himself.

Let him believe Christ to be the only- begotten Son of

God, in the obvious Import of those words and leave

the Manner of that inconceivable Generation, to the

Veracity of Goo. Let him believe, that Christ did as

truly make an Atonement to God for Us, as one man

atones for another to a Third Person; and leave the un

intelligible Part of that divine Operation, for the Subject

of suture Praise and Contemplation. Let men, I fay,

believe as far as they thus clearly understand, without

perplexing themselves or others with what is incompre

hensible; and then they sulfil the whole Purpose of God

in all his Revelations.

By thus caresully distinguishing the several kinds of

Knowledge and Evidence, what endless Consusion may

be prevented, in Religious Controversies? Most of these

have arisen, from supposing these Heads of Knowledge

to disser in Degree only, not in Kind ; and f.vm con

founding the disserent Kinds' of Evidence, peculiar to

each of them : From men's insisting upon the Evidence

proper to one kind of Knowledge, for that of another,

which will not admit os it : From opposing to each other

the different Kinds of Knowledge, which can never in

tersere or clash with each other : And, lastly, from not

distinguishing between a blind, implicit Assent to the

Testimony of Another, and that Faith, which implies a

sull, rational Conviction of the Truth of what is be

lieved.

Sect.
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Sect. III.

Os the Improvement of Knowledge by Revelation.

WE have now brought the Mind ofMan by several

Steptto the utmost Knowledge it can reach by its

own Faculties. Whatever is beyond That contained

tinder the foregoing Heads, is communicated to it from

Heaven.

When we observe, i.The more particular and sull

Discoveries, of those Relations we had some knowledge

of by the Light of Nature, * and 2. Those Relations

we bear to Goo and God to Us, which are intirely

new, and undiscoverable by the Light of Nature : This

Knowledge includes the Foundation and Substance of all

Revealed Religion.

As to the First, When to that General Knowledge we

have by the Light of Nature, of God as the Creator of

all things, it is revealed, That he spoke them into bei/ig,

and created them by hit Word; that he made Man is

particular out of the earth, and breathed into him a Prin

ciple of an higher kind : That he was created in Inno

cence and in the image of GOD, and that from Him all

.Mankind descended.

Acain. When to the General Relation of his Pro

vidence over us, it is more particularly revealed, That

he upholdetb all things by the ivord of his power ; that in

him <we live, move and have our being; that not a sparrow

falls to the ground -without him, nay, that the hairs ofour

head are all numbered : And, lastly, when his Relation

to us as a Judge is rendered more sull and express by

these Particulars, That the eyes ofthe Lord are in every

Vol. II. U place,

* I believe all " the Light of Nature," so called, Is flow

siom Preventing Grace.
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fhce, beholding the evil and the good ; that he jhall bring

every ivork intojudgment, witbwcry secret thing, ivhtlber

it he good or evil ; »that he hath appointed a day in ivhich he

■zci/ljudge the -world, and that in order to this univerfal

J uigment there shall be a Resurrection of the dead, both

of" the just and of the unjust.

Acain, when it is revealed, that there is. butme God

in opposition to the multitude of Heathen Deities ; that

this God /'/ a Spirit, that there is none Good but He, that

He only is nvise, and his Wisdom is'insinite, that he is

Almighty, hath all Power, is abeve all, the only Poten

tate, King ofKings and LordofLords ; that he is the most

high, the Lord ofHosts, who only hath immortality : These

and such like equally-express Declarations, concerning

the One God, are evident Improvements, of that

Knowledge, which we have by the light of Nature.

These Expressions are all plain and intelligible, so

that when we use them, we know what we fay. But as

to the following Expressions concerning the One God,

That he is " God. of himself, Root, Principle, Origi

nal"; That he is a "Pure Act, Simple, undivided,

Self-existent, absolutely-supreme:" Together with the

words " Subordinate, Co-ordinate," and above all, his

Metaphysical " Substance and Esience" : These are not

the Language of Revelation, especially when used to

explain the Unity of God ; but affected Terms invent

ed by Men, to express their several Sentiments of that

Unity. .

' Can we sufficiently 'lament, the Mischief which has

been done by the rumbling of these and such like sound

ing words thro' whole Volumes ? To the confounding

both the Writer and the Reader, and perplexing that

great Article of our Faith, the Trinity : Which as it

lies in the Scripture, is so far as we are to believe it, the

plainneit thing in the world ? All this pompous Asfecta

tion of being more knowing in the Christian Mysteries,

than the Scriptures can make men, tends only to propa

gate absurd and inconsistent Notions, which a plain rati

onal Man would be ashamed of. Such as these,

That
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That the Son of God was produced by an exter

nal Act of the Father's Power, but was not made or crea

ted.

That there are three Persons truly Divine: One of

them the true God, the Second, Truly God, the Third,

no God at all.

That we may and must pay Divine Worship to

two Gods, and Divine Honour to a third Person,

'who is no GOD :

That by the term Trinity we must mean, A trinity

of Two Gods, and a Divine Person, but no God.

These and many such Positions are either exprefl'y-

or by plain consequence contained in some of our mq-

dern Systems of Religion, and are set down here, not '

as they are a total Subversion of the Christian Faith,

but as they are a bold and arbitrary Imposition upon

the Common Sense and Reason of Mankind.

The Relation we bear to God as our Creator, which

\vas partly discovered by the Light of Nature, is mad,e

•nearer yet, and more dear and engaging, by that en

tirely-new Distinction in the One God, revealed to

us under the disserent Characters of Father, Son and

.Holy Ghost, and by the unspeakable Blessings we de

rive, from their Several Osfices and Operations.

This Distinction, utterly incomprehensible in itself,

could never have been known to Men, but by Reve

lation. Nor could we have conceived it in any degree*

had it not been discovered to us, under the Semblance

of such Relations, as are familiar among men : As that

of a Father and a Son, and the Spirit of a man which

is in him. And is we admit this Distinction at all,

we must hold it to be so really founded in the Divine

Nature, that we cannot think or speak of itself any

otherwise than as a personal Distinction. For the Fa

ther, Son and Holy Ghost, are in respect of one ano

ther, thus distinguished thro' the whole Language of

Revelation -. And in respect osMankind, they are ever

distinguished by such disserent Operations, as we dis

tinguish Human Persons by. So that whatever is de

ll l noted
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noted by Father, Son and Spirit, we must either flatly

reject the Scriptures, or else always speak and think

of those Three, as we do of three Human Persons.

That Christ, the Second Person, had a Being, be

fore he was born of a Virgin, is so evident from Re

velation, that we can make no Sense or Coherence of

Scripture, without allowing it : And there can be no

other purpose, in revealing all things concerning him,

under the Character of a Son, and only begotten Son,

but to convince us, that he has all the Natural, Essential

Attributes of .his Father : that as an Human Son pos

sesses the entire, human Nature, so the Sou of Goo.

possesses the entire Divine Nature.

That the Holy Spirit; who is in Scripture distin

guished from the Father and the Son-, is a distinct Per

son from both, is plain from the Commission given

the Apostles to baptize, in the name of the Father and ef

the Son and cf the Holy Ghost : This Form, is each of

these be not a distinct Person, sufficiently tends to con

found Mankind. U the Holy Ghost be not a distinct

Person, but only a Power of the Father, then the

Sense of it runs thus, " Go and baptize in the name

of the Father, and ofthe Son, and of the Father again."

Therefore to fay the Third Person here mentioned, is

a mere Name, and imports only the Power ofthe Fa

ther, is not only charging God with laying a Snare

to deceive us, but denying his Commission to be Com

mon Sense.

That the Holy Spirit is God, is evident from

Revelation, which every where distinguishes him by

this peculiar Character of Holy. For absolute Holi

ness is the peculiar Attribute ofthe absolutely-Supreme

Gob : And He being every where called, " The

Holy Spirit," by way of Excellency, and Distinction

from all Created Spirits, That Epithet must imply an

Original, intrinsic and essential Holiness in Him.

Especially is we observe, That this is his constant,

distinguishing Character, not only where he is menti

oned
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oned with relation to Us, but also where he is named,

together with the Father and the Son. Insomuch that

He alone is exprefly filled Holy, wherever the Three

Persons are exprefly named together in Scripture,

The word Holy in those places cannot be added, in

Opposition to the Father and the Son : Nor as exclu

sive of them ; because they are both, absolutely Holy,

as well as the Spirit: So that they naturally lead us

into a belief, That His is the fame Holiness with that

of the Father and the Son, namely, the intrinsic Holi

ness of Jehovah, the most high, the Supreme Gon,

To this is we'ad'd, That he is called, " The Spirit if

Holiness, the Spirit cf'Glory, the eternal Spirit, and very

often the Spirit of God, as particularly at the Baptism

of Christ, where he was personally distinguished from

the Father, even in a visible Appearance : We must

have our Reason strangely amused by Subtilty and

Criticism, and be turned quite out of the plain Way

of Thinking, before we can understand these Revela

tions, to mean any thing else:, than that He is Gon,

equal with the Father.

The Sum is this. Since both Reason and Revela

tion shew, there is but one God, we can own and

worship but One. And since that One God is set

forth to us in Scripture, under Three distinct Relations,

and accordingly represented by distinct Personal Names,

and Characters and Operations and Offices : Therefore

we worship but One God with this Distinction of his

own making, not of Ours.

It is faid,. Thau jhalt worjhip the Lord thy God, and

him only jhalt thou ser-ve : by which All Divine Wor

ship is utterly cut osf from the Son and Holy Ghost,

unless they ane One with the Lord our God. Again,

it is written, %he Lord thy God is One Lord, whom

we are to love ivith all our heart, mind, foul, andstrength.

But is so, All Divine Love is cut ost' from the Son and

Holy Ghost, unless they are that One Lord our God :

Who is a jealous God, and will by no means sutler

any Part of his Worship to be paid to any other.

U 3 Accordinc
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According to this plain and natural way of think

ing, as we are baptized by one and the fame solemn

Act of Worship, In the name of the Fatbtr, and of the

S;n, end csthe Hofy Ghost : So we ever aster adore them,

without any Degrees or Inequality of Worship : Which

indeed, as it is truly Divine, can admit of no Degrees

or Inequality. Whereas they who argue for an Ine

quality in the Divine Persons, and for an Inseriority of

Nature in the Son and Holy Ghost to the Father, neces

farily involve themselves and all their Adherents in

endless Uncertainty and Consusion. For they can

never settle the disserent Kinds and Degrees of that

Lo-wer Divint Worjhip, (a Contradiction in the very

Terms) which is to be paid to the Son and the Holy

Ghost. They can never distinguish it with such Ex

actness, that it shall neither be the Worship due to

the Supreme God, nor that Honour which is to be

paid to mere Creatures, and varied according to theii

several Dignities. .

But to make it yet more dear, That the Mind of

Man cannot without Absurdity, have any other Con

ception of the Son and Holy Ghost, than as being

incomprehensible, One absolutely supreme God with

the Father, and One joint Object of all Christian Wor

ship, let us collect the Two seemingly-inconsistent

Doctrines, into Opposite Propositions.

There is no other Let all the Angels of

God but One. God worship Him.

Thou shalt.worship the Baptize all Nations

Lord thy God, and him in theNatne oftheFather,

only shalt thou serve. and of the Son, and of the

Holy Ghost.

On this side the Precepts On this side the Precepts

are express and positive, are equally express and pp-

for our believing in One sitive for our believing the

God alone, and for paying Son and the Holy Ghost to

DivineWoifhiptohimonly. be God, and for the whole

They are sull and peremp- intelligent Creation to pay

tory against addressing our- Divine Worship to the Son.

selves religiously to any in particular. They are

other likewise
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other than that One Su- likewise sull and peremp-

preme God, who is ajea- tory for our addressing our.

lous God, and will not selves in one of the most

sufser any Degree of Di- solemn Acts of DivineWor-

vine Worship to be direct- ship, jointly to the Father,

ed to any other. Nor can Son and Holy Ghost. And

we frame any other Notion as we are initiated into

of Idolatry, than the ad- Christianity by this Act, so

dressing ourselves either in we are ever after blessed ib

Body or Mind, by way of the name of the Three

Religious Worship to any jointly : And all this, with-

other Being than to the out the least direct or indi-

Supreme God. rest Mention or Intimation -

of any Inequality in their

Natures, or of any Distinc

tion in their Worship.

Now both these Precepts are express Scripture^

and therefore equally objects of our Faith, It being

evident, that here is no Contradiction in terms, and that

the seeming Contradiction is with regard to a Unity

and Distinction, for the direct Apprehension of which,

there is no Capacity in the Mind ofMan ; the Wisdom

of God has left it for us to believe them both, and ta

reconcile them according to the best of our Understand

ing : Not by taking upon us to thew, How the Di

vine Nature is One, and how it is Three : but by

solving the seeming Opposition in a way most obvious

to a plain Capacity. That is, by concluding, Since

there is but One God, who alone is to be worshipped,

and since the Son and Holy Ghost are both called God

. in Scripture, and exprefly commanded to be worship

ped ; therefore they are One with the most high God,

tho' how they are One we cannot comprehend.

Thus has the Gospel-Revelation improved the

Knowledge of Mankind, in these important Points.

And it has no less improved our Knowledge, in the

grand Article of Future Rewards and Punishments,

As to Rewards, i. Whereas all that was before ex

pected in the other World, was Sensual Pleasures for

the
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the Body, and pleasing Contemplation for the Soul :

Now we learn the Joys of Heaven to be of a sort,

whereof Nature can give us no Conception : We fliall

be as the Angels of God in Heaven.

z.) 1 he Resunection of the fame Body, is a point

intirely New, of which Christ's riling with the fame

Body assures us. That this Body will be changed, is

likewise intnely New : That this Change shall be

effected in a moment : that the Dead in Christ shall

rise first : that their Change shall be into the likeness

of Christ's glorious Body: All which particulars are

beyond whatever could have been suggested, by the

mere Understanding of man.

Another Instance osilevelation intirely new with

respect to these Rewards is, That of living for ever

in the immediate Presence of God, the Fountain of all

Happiness. We are now insormed, That we jhall sci

God as he is, face to face, in •who/e prejence is fulness of

Joy: That we jhall beivltre he is, (hall beheld his Glory,

and shall shine forth as the sun in the kingdom of our

Father. This is a strain no Imagination merely hu

man could ever reach or aspire to. We may add,

that whatever the wisest Heathens spoke of sutute

Rewards, was only from faint Conjecture : Whereas

now we have the plain and express and repeated Promise

of God for them.

As to Future Punishments we learn from Revelation

alone,

1. That they are both for Soul and Body, which

are distinguilht by the worm that dieth not, and the sire

. that is not quenched. And accordingly we are bid to

fear him ivho is able to destroy hoth bedy andfoul in bell.

2. That the Soul will be punijhed with e-virlafting

Destruction from the prejence ofthe Lord. That the chief

of all Misery in another Lise, would be exclusion from

the sight of God, was never thought of by the wisest

Heathens, who placed all Happiness in themselves.

3. That the Body will be punished by Fire, than

which we have not any Revelation more express and

positive.
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positive. And as it is an instance of the great

Goodness of God, that the Joys of Heaven are repre

sented figuratively, as exceeding the utmost of our

Conceptions ; so it is an Argument of his strict Justice,

that the Pains of Hell are more literally foretold.

4. The Eternity of these punishments is revealed,

as Plainly as Words can express it. Not that the Pu

nishments denounced, are mere arbitrary Sanctions,

like those annext to Human Laws. But those Denun

ciations are withal so many previous Warnings, of

the inevitable Consequence, the Natural Tendency of

Sin to Misery. So that an unrepenting Sinner cannot

be otherwise than miserable in another Lise by a Ne

cessity of nature : Since there never can be any Altera

tion of his condition, without such a Change of the

whole Man, as would put the natural and settled Order

of the Creation out of course.

With respect to these Rewards and Punishments,

we have these farther Revelations : That the very Day

is appointed by God, in 'which he willjudge the World in

righteousness, by the Man 'whom he hath ordained'; That

he hath committed all judgment to the Son; and that

all Mankind must come upon their trial at once.

The glorious Pomp and Majesty of his Appearance,

the awsull Solemnity of the whole Procedure, nay the

very Words of the Sentence both on the Just and on

the Unjust are discoveied to us. It is farther revealed,

That in this Day of God, while he descendeth with

ten thoufands of his Angels, the heavens being on fire,

shall he dissolved, and the elements jhall melt 'with fervent

heat. These are the terrors of the Lord, which are suffi

cient to make the flout-hearted tremble, and are such

Motives to all Holiness of Heart and Holiness of Con

verfation, as nothing but Insidelity or wilsul Want of

Consideration, can render inefsectual.

Having now as my Leisure and Abilities permitted,

taken a Survey of the Wisdom of God in the Creation :

before I conclude, it may not be improper to add some

thing.
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thing, in answer to those on the one hand, who imagine

al! Enquires of this kind to be vain, fruitless Labour,

and those on the other, who spend more Time therein,

than is consistent either with Religion or Reason.

I do this chiefly in the words of that great Ornament

of his Prosession, the Lord Chief Justice Hale. He sup

poses the Good Steward, giving in his Account at the

Last Day, thus to speak. (Happy is He, who can

adopt his Words, in speaking to the Judge of All !)

i. I have not looked upon thy Works inconsider

ately, and passed them over as ordinary things : But I

have studiously and diligently searched into them, as

things of great Eminence and Wonder; and have esteem

ed it Part of the Duty, which the wise God of Nature

requires of the Children of men, who for that very end

exposed these his Works, to the view of his intelligent

Creatures, and gave us not only Eyes to behold, but

Reason, in some measure to understand them. There

fore I have strictly observed the Frame of the World,

and its several Parts, the Motion, Order and Divine

Œconomy of them. 1 have searched into their Quality,

Causes and Operations, and have discovered as great,

is not greater matter of Admiration than in the Beauty

which at the first View they presented to my Sense.

z. And this Observation did not rest in the bare Peru

fal of the Works themselves, or in the searching out, so.

far as that could be done, their immediate natural Causes.

But I traced their Being, Dependence and Government

unto Thee, the First Cause of AU. And by this tracing

of things to their Original, I was led to a demonstrative

Conviction, that there is a God, who is the Great

Cause, both of their Bein^ and Motions : Yea, that

there is but One Gon ; that he is most powersul, most

wise, knowing all things, governing alt things, support

ing all things. Upon these Convictions I was strength-*

ened in the belief of thy holy Word, which had so great

a Congruity with these Truths.

$. And upon these Convictions I did learn the more

to honour, reverence and admire Thee, and to worship,

serve and obey Thee,. to walk humbly and sincerely and

lawfully
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lawsully before Thee, as being present with me, and

beholding me, to love and adore Thee, as the Fountain

of all Being and Good. When I looked upon the Glory

and Usesulness of the Sun, I admired the God that made

it, chalked out its Motions, placed it in that due Dis

tance- from the Earth, for its Use and Conveniency.

When I looked upon the Stars, those huge and wonder

ful Balls of Light, placed at that immense Distance from

the inserior Bodies, and one from another, their Multi

tude- and Motion, I admired the Wisdom and Power of

that God, whose Hand spans the Heavens, and has fixed

every thing in its place. Nay, when I looked upon the

poor, little Herbs, that arise out of the Earth, and con*.

fidered the secret Spark of Lise, which is in every one

of them, that attracts, increaseth, grbweth, produces

Seed, preserves them and their Kinds ; the various Vir

tues that are in them, for the Food, Medicine and De

light of the more persect Creatures: My Mind was

sweetly carried up, to the Adoration and Praise of that

God, whose Wisdom and Power and Influence and Go

vernment, are seen in these Footsteps of his Goodness.

So that take all the wisest and ablest Men, the most

powersul and the most knowing under Heaven, they

cannot all equal the Wisdom and Power that are seen in

a Blade of Grass. Nay, they cannot so much as trace

out, or clearly and distinctly decypher, the great Varie

ties in the Production, Growth and Process, of its short

yet wonderful Continuance. Insomuch that there is

scarce any thing upon Earth, be it ever so inconsidera

te, but yields me Inscriptions of the Power and Wisdom

of its Maker written upon it.

4. In the contemplation of thy great Works os the

Heavens, those goodly, beautisul and numerous Bodies,

so sull of Glory and Light, I could not but make that

natural Reflection, Lord, tubat is man, that thou art

mindful of Hint, or the Son of man, that thou rcgardtft

him? It is true, Man considered in himself, is a Crea

ture sull of wonder: but compared with these goodly

Creatures, he seems but an inconsiderable thing. I

learned hereby, to be humbled to the Dust, and to

• adore
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adore thy Condescension, that thou ait pleased from

Heaven, the Dwelling-place of thy Majesty, to take

care of such a Worm as Man, sinsul Man !

5. In the contemplating thy Power and Wisdom, in

creating and governing the World, I have learned Sub-

miffion to thy Will, as being the Will of that most wise

God, that by his Wisdom not only created at first, but

still governs all things. I have learned to depend upon

thy Providence, who tho' I am but a worm in compari

son of thy Heavenly Works, yet am an excellent Crear

ture in comparison of the Ravens, and the Herbs of the

sield. Yet those he seeds, and these he cloaths : And

shall he not much more doath and seed me? Thus I have

in some measure improved the Talent of thy Works, to

trace out thy Majesty and my own Duty.

Now is it a vain or fruitless Labour, thus to survey

the wondersul Works of God .' And yet it is certain,

we may run to excess, even in Enquiries of this nature.

We may spend far more Time and Pains therein, than

is consistent either with Religion or Reason. Have we

not a curious Instance ofthis, in the Writings «f a late

eminent Philosopher ? At the fame time, a Bivine by

Prosession, and Rector of a considerable Parish. " Du

ring the whole time, fays he, that I have resided here,

I have not been able by all my industry, to discover any

more than fifty-three Species [of Butterflies !]. in

this Neighbourhood. But I verily believe, is God

spares my Lise a sew years longer, 1 shall be able to

find several more!" Was it not pity, but hit

Lise should have been spared fifty Years, for so excellent

a purpose?

To those who lean to this Extreme, I would recom

mend a sew more Reflections, extracted from the fame

masterly Writer.

i. My Learning of Natural Causes and Efsects, and

of Arts and Sciences, I have not esteemed to be the chief

or best Furniture of my Mind, but have accounted them

dross in comparison ot the Knowledge of Thee and thy

Christ, and him crucified. In acquiring them, I have

always taken care, 1. That I might not too prodigally

bestow"
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bestow my time upon them, to the prejudice os that

time and pains which was most profitably bestowed, on

the acquiring of more excellent Knowledge, and the

greater Concernments of my everlasting Happiness

aZ'u "rlried aIo"g w"h me in all my Studiesof

ttfti kind, the great Design of improving them and the

Knowledge acqu.red by them, to the Honour of thy

er Tn'/^ th,egre"<=r Discovery of thy Wisdom, Pow-«

Z'JIt 5 Snd *°TKanslated >ny secular Learning,

into an Improvement of Divine Knowledge. And had i

not ever preserved that Design, in my Acquirements

Natural Knowledge I should have accounted all the

time m.s-sPent,_ which had been employed therein. For

ll?J q i8 Usur°rt.hy 0( a <nan, who had an ever

lasting Soul, to surnish it with such Learning as either

hTl /e*w"Vhe B°dy; and so become fnusesu so

his everlastlr,g6tate, or that in the next moment aste

Death, would be attained without Labour

3. Mt Knowledge did not heighten my Opinion of

myself: For the more I knew, the more J knew^Town

Ignorance. I was more and more convinced, That I

was very ignorant, even in what I thought I knew

And I found an insinite Latitude of things, which I d7d

not know at all. Yea, the farther I waded into Know

ledge, the deeper still I found it. And it was wkh me

just as it is with a Child, that thinks, ishe could but

X l°iIUK aJ'e!dj °r,dimb to the T°P of '»<* a Hil"

he mould be able to touch the Sky. But no soonerEk.

come thither, than he finds it a/far off ^wa°s before

Just so wh^e my Mind was pursuing Knowledge I

found the Object still as far before megasTwa ! ?'„01

much farther, and could no more attain the sull 'and e"

WhS^f 8r'K°- 3ny °nC SubJect- than tne hsnder
Wheel of a Chariot can overtake the former. Thtf I

knew much that others were ignorant of vet still r si, a

there was much more, wheLf T.J^LltZt

Zltlwl' Tr the COmPass °f'heÆSde
rable Subject. And as my very Knowledge tauph 1

Humility, in the Sense of my own Ignorance so •!

Uughune the Narrowness of my UndetGing,' whic'n

W " could
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could take, in things only by litde and little. It-taught

roe. That thy Wisdom was unsearchable, and past find

ing OM: Yea, and that thy Works, tho' they are but

finite.it>. themselves, and necessarily short of the insinite.

Wisdom that contrived them, are yet so wonderful as

sully to coafirm the Observation of the wise man, N»-

man cansind out the Work that then maiest, from the begin

ning to the End. If a man were to spend his whole

Lise, in the study of a poor Fly, he would still leave

much more undiscovered, than the most singular Wit

ever attained.

4. It taught me also, with the wise man, (when I

looked back on what I had attained) to write Vanity

and Vexation, upon all. my secular Knowledge and

Learning. That little I knew was not attained without

much Labou-r, nor yet free from much Uncertainty.

And the great Remainder, which I knew not, rendered

that I knew poor and inconsiderable.

5. Hence I did most evidently conclude, That the

Persection of my Understanding, was not to be found,

as neither my Happiness, in this kind of Knowledge :

In a Knowledge thus sensibly mixt with Ignorance, in.

the things . I seemed to know, mingled with pain and.

dissatisfaction, in respect of the things I knew not. And

the more I knew, the more impatient my Mind was, to

know what it knew not. My Knowledge did rather in-

large my Desire of knowing than fatisfy it. The most

intemperate sensual Appetite, was more capable of be

ing fatisfied by what it enjoyed, than my Intellectual Ap

petite was, of being fatisfied with the things I knew.

The inlarging my Understanding with Knowledge, did

but inlarge the Desire I had to know. So that the Ans

wer which was returned to Job, upon his Inquisition

after Wisdom, The depth faith, it is not in me, and the sea

faith, it is net in me : the fame account all my several

kinds of Knowledge gave, when I enquired for Satisfac

tion in them. My Metaphysics, when I had perused

great Volumes of it, it was so Mercurial, I could hardly

hold it: And yet so endless, that the more I read or

thought of it, the more I might. Natural Philosophy,

almost
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almost in every Branch, was sull of Uncertainty. Much

of it was grounded on Suppositions impossible to be ex

perimented. The latter Philosophers censured the for

mer, and departed from them. The latest despised and

rejected both, as equally ignorant. The Subject lo be

treated of was as vast, as the visible or tangible Universe.

And yet every individual thing was so complicated,. that

is all the rest were omitted, thi; alone had more Li

concentered in it, than any one Age could sift to

bottom. Yet any one lost, or not exactly scanned, lest

all the rest precarious and uncertain. And what could

we expect to know, while we know not ourselves, not

even Our own Bodies? Yet none could ever do this:

the Disquisition concerning any one Part of the Human

Body, the Brain, the Eye, the Blood, the Nerves, ut

terly perplexed the most exact Scrutators. But sup

pose it were otherwise: Suppose we could attain a sull

Knowledge of Philosophy, that we could master every

branch theieof, yet three Unbappinesses attend it :

First, That most Parts of it are of little Use; they

are Only known, th3t they may be known. That which

is of ordinary Use is soon attained, and by ordinary Capa

cities: The rest were little better than laborious Triflos,

curious Impertinencies :

Secondly, That they serve only for this Lise : A

separated Soul or a spiritualized Body will not be con-

cerned in them.

But admit they should, yet Thirdly, a greater Mea

sure of such Knowledge will be attained, in one Hour

aster our Dissolution, than the toilsome Expence of an

Age in this Lise would produce. What a deal ofp-aias

is taker. here, concerning the Motion of the Sun or

Earth: Concerning the Habit ibleness of the Morm, and

other Primary or Secondary Planets : Concerning the

Nature, the Magnitude and the Distance of the Fixt

Stars : Concerning the various Influences of the Heaven

ly Bodies, in their Oppositions, Conjunctions, Aspects?

When once the immortal has taken its flight, thro' the

Stories of the Heavens, in one moment all these will be

known distinctly and evidently. All our Doubts « ill be

\V z resolved.
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resolved, and our Souls filled with Light, without any

mixture of Darkness.

Upon all these Considerations I concluded, that my

Intellectual Power, and the Exercise of it in this Lise,

was given for a certain, usesul and becoming Object,

even to inoiv thet, the only true God, and JeS</j

C'hkist <whcm thou hastsent.

m In many Parts os the proceeding Tract, I have occa

sionally touched on the Littleness of Human Know

ledge. Perhaps a sew more Observations on this impor

tant Head may not be unacceptable to the serious Reader.

I propose them barely as Hints, which may be per sued at

large, by men of Reflection and leisure.

To begin (where we ended before) with the things

which are at 1he greatest Distance from us. How sar

does the Universe extend, and where are the Limits of it?

Where did the Creator " stay his rapid Wheels?"

Where " fix the golden Compasses ?" Certainly Him

self alone is without Bounds, but all his Works are finite.

Therefore he must have faid at some point of Space,

" Be these thy Bounds :

This be thy just Circumserence, O World !"

But where, who can tell ? Only the Morning-Stars who

then fang together, the Sens ofGod, who then foouled for

joy. All beyond the Region of the Fixt Stars, is utterly

hid from the Children of men.

And what do we know of the Fixt Stars ? A great

deal, one would imagine : Since, like the most High,

we too tell their number, yea, and call them all by thesr

names ! Those at least which appear to the naked eye,

both in the Northern and Southern Hemisphere. But

what are these in comparison of those which our Glasses

discover, even in an inconsiderable Part of the Firma

ment ? What are one or two and twenty hundred, to

those which we discover in the Milkyiuay alone ? How

many are there then in the whole Expanse, in the bound-

Ids Field of Ether ? But to what End io they

serve i To illuminate Worlds ? To impart Light and

Heat to their several Choirs of Planets ? Or (as the in

genious
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genious Mr. Hutchinson supposes) to gild the Extremi

ties of the solar Sphere, which according to Him is the

only inhabited Part of the Universe : And to minister, in

some unknown way, to the perpetual Circulation of

Light and Spirit ?

For our fakes only that great Man apprehends the

Comets also to run. their amazing Circuits ! Bat what are

Comets ? Planets not sully formed ? Or Planets destroy- '.

ed by a Conflagration ? Or Bodies of an wholly differ

ent Nature, of which therefore we can form no Idea ?

How easy is it to form a thoufand Conjectures : how

hard to determine any thing^ concerning them ? Can

their huge Revolutions be even tolerably accounted for,

by the Principles of Gravitation and Projection ? Has

not Dr. Rogirs overturned the very foundation of this

fashionable Hypothesis ? What then brings them back,

when they have travelled so immensely far beyond ihe

Sphere of the Solar Attraction ? And what whirls them

alone, when by the Laws of Gravitation, they should

immediately drop into the Solar Fire?

What is the Sun itself? It is undoubtedly the rnoil

glorious of all the inanimate Creatures. And its U/e we

know. Gon made it to rule tht Day. It is

" Of this great World both Eye and Soul."

But whd knows of what Substance it is composed ? Or

even, whether it be fluid or solid ? What are those on his

Surface that are continually changing ? What are those

rhat always appear in the fame place ? What is ks real

Magnitude? Which (hall we embrace, amidst. the immense

Variety of Opinions ? Mr. Whiston indeed fays, That

eminent Astronomers are nearly agreed upon this Head,

But they cannot agree concerning his Magnitude, 'till

they agree concerning his Distance. And how far are

they from this. The Generality of them believe, that

he is near an hundred Millions of mile? from the Earth.

Others suppose it to be Twenty, some Twelve Millions :

And last comes Dr. Rogers* and brings a clear and sull

demonstration, so he terms it, That they are not Three

Millions from each other. What an unbounded Field for

Conjefture is here ? But what Foundation for real Kncui-

hdge?

W 3 Just
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Just as much do we know of the seebly-shining Bo

dies that move regularly round the Sun : Os"Jupiter, Sa

turn, and the other Planets. Their Revolutions we are

acquainted with. But who is able to this day, regularly

to demonstrate, either their Magnitude or their Distance ?

Unless he will prove, as is the usual way, the Magnitude

from the Distance, and the Distance from the Magnitude!

And what are Jupiter's Belts ? Can any man tell ? What

is Saturn's Ring ? The honest Plough-man knows as well

as the deepest Philosopher. How many Satellits, Secon

dary Planets, move round Jupiter or Saturn ? Are we

sore even of their Number ? How much less of their Na

ture, Size, Motions, or Distances round the Primary ?

But what wonder we are so ignorant concerning Saturn's

•Moons, when we know so little of our oiun ? For alt ho'

some men of Genius have not only discovered

" Rivers and Mountains on her spotty Globe,"

but have travelled over the whole Hemisphere which is-

obverted to us, (And why is the fame Hemisphere al

ways obverted ? What reason can be assigned, why we

do not see the other Hemisphere in its turn r) have mark

ed out all her Seas and Continents, with the utmost Ex

actness : Yea, and carried Selenography to so great Per

section, as to give us a complete Map of the Moon : Yet

do others (and not without Reason) doubt, Whether

She has any Atmosphere. And is she has not, She can

have no Rain or Dews, nor consequently either Seas or

Rivers. So that aster all we have nothing mere than

mere Conjectures, concerning the nearest of all the

heavenly Bodies.

And what is it that contains them all in their Orbits,

and that is the Principle of their Motions ? By what cre

ated Power, nvhat outward or inward Force, are they

thrown forward to such a point, and then brought back

again to a determinate Distance from the Central Fire ?

Dr. Rogers ha evidently demonstrated, that no Con

junction of the Centrisugal and Centripetal Force, can

possibly account for this, or ever cause any Body to

move in an Ellipsis. Will Light moving outward and re

turning inward in the form of Spirit, account for them i

Nay,
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Nay, is they take away some, they plunge us into other

Difficulties, no less considerable So that there is rea

son to sear, that even the Newtonian, yea and Hittchin-

sonian System, however plausible and ingenious, and

whatever advantage they may have in several particulars,

aieyet no more capable of solid convincing Proof, than

the Ptolemaic, or Cartefean.

But let us come to the things that are nearer home,

and see what Knowledge we have of Them. And how

much do we know of that wondersul Body, that enables

us to see and know all things round us ? I mean Light.

How is it communicated to us? Does it flow in a lucid

River, in a continued Stream from. the Orb of the Sun

to the Earth I Or does the Sun impel those Particles

only, which are contiguous to his Orb, which impel

others, and so on and on, to the Extremity of his System ?

Again, Are the Particles of Light, naturally and essenti

ally lucid? Or only by -accident, when they are collected ?

Or when put into motion ? Yet again, Does Light

gravitate or not? Does it attraS other Bodies or repel

them ? Is it the strongest, or the only Repellent in Na

ture, and what communicate s that Power to all Repel

lents in Nature? Is this Power the fame with Elasticity,

or wherein does it differ therefrom ? Is Light subject to

the General Laws, which obtain in all other Matter? Or

is it a Body fui generis, altogether different from all other

Bodies ? Is it the fame, or how does it differ from Ether?

Sir Ifaac Newton's subik Matter? What is Ether?

Wherein does it differ from 'the Eletlric Fluid? Who

can explain (and demonstrate the truth of his Explana

tion) the Pbænomena of Electricity I Why do some Sub

stances totiducl the Electric Ma;ter, and others arrest its

Course ? Why ao a Globe of Glass and another of Sul

phur, just counter-act each other ? Why is the coated

Phial capable of being charged just to such a point, and

no farther? O Crux Phikjophorum! Superabundant

Proof of the Shortness of Human Knowledge !

But let us consider what is not of so subtle a Nature

nor therefore so liable to elude our Enquires. Surely we

understand the Ær we breathe, and which encompasses us
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on every side. By its Elasticity it seems to be the Grand

Mover and General Spring of all sublunary Nature.

But is Elasticity essential to Air, and consequently inse

parable from it? Not so. It has been lately proved by

numberless Experiments, That it may be sixt, divested

of its Elasticity, and generated1, restored to it anew.

Therefore Elasticity is not eflential to Air, any more

than Fluidity is to Water. Is it then elastic any other-

wise than as it is joined to another Body ? As every Par

ticle of Air, is in its ordinary State, attached to a Parti

cle of Ether or Electric Fire ? Does it not derive its

whole Elasticity from this, (Perhaps the only true, essen

tial Elastic in nature:) And consequently, when sepa

rated from this, lose all its elastic Force : For want of

which it ij then effete, and will neither sustain Flame,

nor the Lise of Animals.

By what Power do the Dew, the Rain, the other Va

pours, rise and fall in t e Air ? Can we account for all

the Phænomena of them, upon the Common Principle? ?

And can we demonstrate, that this is the true, the most

rational Way of accounting for them ? Or shall we fay,

with a late ingenious Writer, That those Principles are

utterly insufficient ? And that they cannot be accounted

for at all, but upen the Principles of Electricity ?

Do we throughlv understand the Nature and Proper

ties of the Atmosphere that surrounds us ? That immense

Congeries, not only of Air and Vapours, whether of a

Watry or Inflammable Nature, but likewise of Effluvia

of every kind, which are continually steaming out from

solid as well as fluid Bodies, hi all Parts of" the terraque

ous Glebe ? Do all Instruments, with all the Improve

ments of them suffice, to give us a thorough Knowledge

of its constituent Parts? Do they inform us of their in

numerable Combinations and Changes, with the remote

and immediate Causes of them? Very far from it: And yet

it is not a barely curious Knowledge, but usesul in the

highest degree : Seeing for want of if, not only various

Diseases, but often Death itself ensues.

Let us descend to what is of a still more firm and

liable nature, aad subject to the Scrutiny es all our

Senses :
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Senses: Namely the Earth we tread upon, and which

God hath peculiarly given to the children of men. Do

the Children ^f men understand this ? Of what Parts

then is it composed? I speak now of its Internal Parts,

in comparison of which the Surface is next to nothing.

Many Arguments induce us to believe that the Earth is

between Seven and Eight thoufand miles in diameter.

Hew much of this do we knows Perhaps some Cavities,

Natural or Artificial, which have been examined by men,

descend One, or even Two Miles beneath its Surface.

But what lies beneath these ? Beneath the region of

Fossils, of Stones, Metals and Minerals ? These being

only a thin, exterior Crust. Whereof consist the Inner

Parts of the Globes Of & Nucleus, (as an eminent Man

supposes, in order to account for the Variation of the

Needle) and a luminous Medium interposed, between

that and the outer Shell? Or is there a central Fire, a

grand Reservoir, which supplies all the Burning Moun

tains : As well as ministers to the ripening of Gems and

Metals, is not of Vegetables also? Or is the great Deep

still contained in the bowels of the Earth, a central Abyss

of Waters? Who hath seen? Who can tell? Who caa

give any solid Satisfaction to a rational Enquirer?

But what wonder is we are ignorant of its Internal

Nature : For how many Parts are there on the Surface of

the Globe, which aster all the Discoveries of later Ages,

are still utterly unknown to us? How very little do we

know of the Polar Regions, either in Europe or Af.a?

In Asia particularly, where all but the Sea-coast, is mere

Terra incognita? How little do we know of the Inland

Parts either of Asric or America ? Either of the Soil, the

Climate, the Fruit, the Animals, or the Human Inha

bitants. So far are we from having any proper Know

ledge of these, that we can scarce form any rational

Conjecture about them.

And who knows what is contained in the broad Sea,

in the Abyss that covers so large a Part of the Globe?

Many indeed go down to tbejea injhips, and occupy their

business in the great xuaters. But what know they, of

what is contained therein; either of its Animal-inhabi

tants,
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tants, its Productions of the Vegetable kind, or those of

a Mineral or Metallic Nature ? Most of its Chamber*

are inaccessible to Man, so that how they are famished

we know not. Leviathan may take bis pastime therein:

but they are not designed for the children of men.

But let us come nearer home. How little d"o we

know even of the Furniture of the Dry Land ? Survey

those things which fall directly under our notice, even

the most simple, Stones, Metals, Minerals. How ex

ceeding impersectly are we acquainted, with their

Nature and Properties ? What is there in the inward

Constitution of Metals, which distinguishes them from

all other Fossils ? From Stones in particular? " Why,

they are heavier." Trae ; but what makes them

heavier ? I doubt, whether Solomon himself was able

to assign the Reason. What is the original,

internal Difference between Geld and Silver, or be

tween Tin and Lead? 'Tis all mystery to the Sons of

Men. And yet vain man would be wise.

" If all the men in the world, fays the great Mt.

Boyle, were to spend their whole Lise in the Search,

they would not be able to find out all the Properties

of that single Mineral, Antimony." And is all men

could know so little of one thing, how little can one

man know of All?

Let us proceed to the higher Part? of the Creation.

Observe the ■vegetable Kingdom. And here also what

ever displays theWisdom of the Creator, discovers the

Ignorance of his Creature. Who can clearly deter

mine even that sundamental Question, concerning

the General Nature of Vegetables, Does the Sap per

form a regular Circulation thro* their Vessels or not?

How plausible Argument1: have been brought, both

en the ore side and the other ? Who knows the

several Species of Vegetabies, from the Cedar of Leba

non, to the Hyssop on the wall? Or rather, (is we

would descend from the highest to the lowest) to the

innumerable Grove of Plants which appear, in the

form of M°uldiness: Or thole more innumerable (is

. the Expression may be allowed) which do not appear

— • t»
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to the naked eye at atl ? Who is able to dis

cover the proper, specific Disserence, between any

one kind os PJant and another ? Or the peculiar inter

nal Conformation ami Disposition of their component

Particles ? Yea what man upon earth throughly under

stands the Nature and Properties of any one Plant

Uflder Heaven ?

Ascend we higher still, from Plants to Animals.

But here we are stopped in the mid-way. Under

which of these shall we place the innumerable Tribes

of Microscopic Animals, so called i Are they read

Animals in the common Sense of the Word ? Or

are they Animals, in quite another Sense? Essenti

ally disserent from all other Species of Animals

in the Universe: As neither requiring any Food to

sustain them, nor generating or being generated ?

Are they no Animals at all, {according to the Suppo

sition of a late ingenious Writer,) but merely inani

mate Particles of Matter, in a State of Fermentation?

So much may be faid for each of these Opinions, that

it is not easy to fix upon any of them.

If they are Animals of a peculiar kind, which nei

ther generate, nor are generated, they spread a veil

over one considerable Branch of Human Ignorancei

For how totally ignorant are the most fagacious of

men, touching the whole Affair of Generation? I do not

fay, of the Generation of Insects and Fishes : The

countless Fry,

" That by unnumbered Millions multiply :"

But let us come to that of the most persect Animals,

Yea, of Man himself. In the beck of the Creator indeed ,

were all our members written ; which day by day werefa-

jhioned, when as yet there were none of them. But by

what Rule were they fashioned ? In what manner ?

By what Degrees, from the moment ofImpregnation i

Who can explain

" How the dim Speck of Entity began

" T' extend its recent Form, and swell to Man ?

By what means was the first Motion communicated to

the PunSum /aliens ? When and how was the immortal

Spirit added to the mass of senseless Clay? There is

no
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no need of descending to Particulars : for 'tut Mystery

all ! And aster all our researches, we can only fay, /

amfearfully and wonderfully made!

But is there any such thing as equi<vacal Generation,

whether of Plants or Animals? It is impossible, any

thing can appear more absurd to the eye of Reason.

Was there ever an instance, since the World began,

that an House grew of itselfp Nay, so much as a Bed,

a Table, a Chair, or the smallest piece of Houshold-

furniture ? And yet how trifling and inartificial is the

Construction of these, to that of the meannest Plant or

Animalr What is the Workmanship of IVbi'.e-ball or

Westminster Abby, to that ofa Tree or a Fly ? And

jet, on the other hand, if we deny spontaneous

Generation, what Disficulties surround us ? If we can

give a plausible account os the Propagation of Misseltoe

on Trees, and a sew of the Plants growing on the tops

of Houses, or on the Walls of Churches and Towers,

yet how many more confound all our Sagacity ? And

how many Animals are discovered in such Places, as

no Animal of that kind ever frequented ?

With regard to the lowest Class of Animals, InseBs,

almost innumerable are the Discoveries which have

been made within sew Years, particularly by the in

genious and indefatigable Mr. Reaumur : But how in

considerable is all this, in comparison of that which

still remains undiscovered ? How many Species, how

many entire Genera of these, are we totally unacquaint

ed with t How many Millions by their extreme Mi

nuteness elude our most caresul Enquiries ? And the

minuter Parts of larger Animals, escape our utmost

Diligence ? So that all we can attain to is an impersect

Knowledge of what is obvious in their Composition.

Have we a more perfect Knowledge of Fijhes than

•f Insects? How many of the Inhabitants of the Wa

ters, are intirely concealed from human View ; by

the Element wherein they live ? It is not permitted to

the Sons of men, to ivalk tM the Paths of the sea, nor

consequently to trace out their several Kinds or Species

with any Exactness. But it is highly probable these

are
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»re far more numerous, than the Species ofLand-Ani

mals : As the Distance between the smallest and the

largest of Sea-Animals, is so immensely greater ; from

the Minvw, for instance, (thp' this is far from being

the least) to the Norwegian Whale: To fay nothing of

Bishop Ponteppidan's Craken and Sea-Serpent, which I

doubt never existed but in his own Imagination. And

with regard to the Species we are acquainted with,

how little is it that we know ? Only a sew of their

General Properties; enough to fatisfy our Need, but

not our Curiosity.

We are something better acquainted with the Inhabi

tants of the Air ; Birds being more accessible to us : Yet

upon the whole, we are very far from being persectly

acquainted with them. Of many we know little more

than the outward Shape. We know a sew of the obvi

ous Properties of others, but the inward, specific Differ

ence of very sew. We have a thorough adequate Know

ledge of none.

" However. we have a more extensive Knowledge of

Beasts, many of which are our domestic Companions."

Certainly we have. And yet a thoufand Questions may

be asked even concerning these, which we are in no wise

able to answer. To touch only on two or three Gene

ral Heads. Do they reason, or do they not ? Whence

arise the disferent Qualities and Tempers, not only in

different Kinds and Species, but even in the Individuals

of one Species, as in Dogs, Cats and Horses ? Are

they mere Machines ? If w£ asiert they are, it inevitably

follows, that they neither fee, nor bear, norJmell, nor

feel. For of this mere Machines are utterly incapable.

Much less can they knoiu or remember any thing, or move

any otherwise than they are impelled. But all this, as

.numberless Experiments shew, is quite contrary to mat

ter of fact. On the other hand is they are not

mere Machines, is they have either a Senfation, or

Knowledge, or Memory, or a Principle of Self-motion,

then they are nor mere Matter ; they have in them an

immaterial Principle. But of what kind ? Will it, die

with the Body, or not ? Is it Mortal or Immortal ? Here

Vol. II. X again
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our Speech, by reason ofDarkness.

But altho' we know so little either of the things

that are above us, of those that are beneath us, or of

TTose that surround us on every side, yet it is to be

hoped, we know cur/elves : And of all, this is the

moA usesul, the most necessary Knowledge. But do

we truly know Ourselves? Do we know the most ex

cellent Part of ourselves, our own Sou! ? That it is a

Spiiit, we know. But what is a Spirit ? Here again

we are at a sull stop. And <wbere is the Soul lodged ?

In the Pineal Gland ? The whole Brain ? In the

Heart ? The Blood ? In any single Part of the Body ?

Or is it (is any one can understand those Terms) All

in All, and All in every Part ? How is it united

to the Body ? What is the secret Chain, . what the

Bands that couple them together ? Can the wisest of

Men give a fatisfactory Answer even to these sew plain

Questions.

As to the Body, we glory in having attained abun

dantly more Knowledge than the Antients. By our

Glasses we have discovered very many things, which

we suppose they were wholly unacquainted with. But

have we discovered, why we perspire three Parts in

four less when we sweat than when we do not ? What

a total Mistake is it then to suppose Sweat is only an

Increase of Insensible Perspiration ! Have

we discovered, Why one Part of Mankind have black

Skins, and the other white? It is not owing to the

Climate : For both Black men and White are born in

the fame Latitude. And have not Negros the fame

Flesh and Blood with us ? But what is Flejh ?

That of the Muscles in particular ? Are the Fibres out

of which it is woven, of a determinate Size ? So that

when you have divided them into smaller and smaller,

to a certain point, you come to those of the smallest

kind ! Or are they resolvible (at least in their own na

ture) into smaller and smaller in injinitum ? How

does a Muscle a3? If you fay, by being inflated, and

consequently shortned : I ask again, But what is it

inflated
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inflated with ? If with Blood, how and whence comes

that Blood ? And what becomes of that Blood, whi

ther does it go, the moment the Mascle is relaxed ?

What is Blood? Of how many forts of Particles does it

essentially consist ? Of red Globules and Serum ? But

in the famous Instance, the Man bled at the Nose,

'till what was discharged had no Redness left. - By

what Force is the Circulation of the Blood performed ?

Can any one suppose the Force of the Heart, is suf

ficient to overcome the Resistance of all the Arteries ?

Are the Nerves pervious or solid ? How do they act ? ■»

By Vibration, or Transmission of the Animal Spirits i

What are the Animal Spirits' ? If they have any being, '

are they of the nature of Blood or Etfier ? What

is Sleep ? Wherein does it consist ? We do not enquire

What are the Effects of it, (Cessation of voluntary Mo

tion and so on) but what is the thing itself, the

Cause of these Effects ? What is Dreaming ? By

what Criterion can we distinguish Dreams from wak

ing Thoughts ? I mean, by what means may a dream

ing Person, then know that he is in a dream? What

is (the Consanguineus SomniJ Death ? When do we die I

You fay, " when the Soul leaves the Body." Thi«

cannot be denied. But my Question is, When does

the Soul leave the Body ? When we cease to breathe,

according to the Maxim, Nullus Spiriius, nulla vita ?

This will not hold : .for many have revived, aster

Respiration was utterly ceased. When the Circulation

of the Blood stops ? Nay, neither will this hold : For

many have recovered, aster the Pulse was quite gone.

When the vital Warmth ceases, and the Juices lose

their Fluidity ? Even this is not a certain Mark. For

some have revived, aster the Body was quite cold and

stiff: A case not uncommon" in- Sweden. By what to

ken then can we surely know?' It seems, nonesuch

can be found. God knows when the Spirit returns to

Him. And the Spirit itself : But none that dwells is

a Body.

What cause have we then to adore the Wisdom of

God., who has so exactly proportioned our Know-

X » led^e



ledge to our State ? We may know whatever is need

sul for Lise or ©odliness, whatever is necessary either

for our present or eternal Happiness. But how little

beside can the most penetrating Genius know with any

Certainty ? Such pains, so to speak, hath God taken,

to hide pride from man! And to bound his thoughts

within that Channel of Knowledge, wherein he alrea

dy finds eternal Lise !

FINIS.
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